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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

REPORT OF THE AUDIT DIVISION
ON THE

KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT CO~~ITTFE

I. Background

A. Overv i e\"

This report is based on an audit of the Kennedy for
President Committee (lithe Committee"), to determine whether there
has been corn~liance with the provisions of the Federal Blection
Cam~aign Act of 1971, as amended (lithe Act"). The audit was
conducted pursuant to Section 9038(a) of Title 26 of the United
States Code which states that "after each matching payment -period,
the Co~~ission shall conduct a thorough examination and audit of
the qualified campaign expenses of every candidate and his
authorized corr~ittees who received pa~~ents under Section 9037".

In addition, Section 9039(h) of Title 26 of the United
States Code, a~d Section 9038.1(b) of ~it1e 11 of the Code of
Federal ~egulations state that the Co~~ission may conduct other
examinations and audits from time to time as it deems necessary
~o carry out the p=ovisions of this subchapter. .

The Co~ittee registered with the Federal Election
Commission on October 29, 1979 as the ~rincipal campaign committee
of the Honorable Edward M. Kennedy, a Democratic candidate for the
nomination to the office of the Preside~t of the United States.
The Co~~ittee ~aintains its headquarters in Washington, D.C.

The audit covered the period from January 1, 1980
through August 31, 1980, the final coverage date of the last
report :iled at the time of the audit. 11 The Committee reported
a be~i~ning cash balance of S409,16€.91; total receipts of
S11,80~,166.54, total expenditures of S11,953,427.73, and a
closinq cash balance on August 31, 1980 of $259,907.72. As of
August 31, 1980, the Committee reported expenditures of
S9,7S2,e64.70 subject to the overall expenditure limitation.

.!/ In accordan=e with standard Audit Division practice, a review
was made of the Committee's expenditures through December 31,
1980, to ve~ify that each was a qualified c~~paign expense
and to deterr;ine the accu:-acy of the State:nent of !1et
OU~5tandi~~ C=no~ig~ Obli~ations as of ~:overnbar 28, 1~80.

plthough the ~hre~ho1a Audit Repor~ covered the period
October 29, 1979 thro~gh December 31, 1979, the unavailability
of records at that time necessitated that the majority of
the tests conducted in this audit cover the period October 29,
1979, through August 31, 1980.
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B. Key Personnel

The principal officers of the Committee during the period
audited were Mr. Stephen E. Smith, Chairman, Ms. Carolyn ~. ~eed,

Treasurer from inception to June 13, 1980, and Mr. William C.
Oldaker, Treasurer from June 13, 1980 to the present.

C. Scope

The audit included such tests as verification of total
reported receipts and expenditures and individual transactions;
review of required supporting documentation and analysis of
Committee debts and obligations; review of contribution and
expenditure limitations; and such other audit procedures as
deemed necessary under the circumstances.

II. Audit Findings and Recommendations
Relating to Title 2 of the United States Code

A. Reporting Errors and Omissions

Section 434(b) (1) (2) and (4) of Title 2 of the United
States Code states that each report shall disclose the amount
of cash on hand at the beginning of the reporting period; and
for the reporting period and the calendar year, the total amount
of all receipts and disbursements.

Section 434(b) (3) of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that each report shall disclose the identification
of each person who makes a contribution(s) to the committee in an
aggregate amount or value in excess of S200 within the calendar
year, together with the date and amount of any such contribution.

Section 432(c) (1) (21 and (3) of Title 2 of the United
States Code states, in part, that the treasurer of a committee
shall keep an account of all contributions received, the name
and address of any person who makes any contribution in excess
of S50, together with the date and amount, and the identification
of any person making a contribution(s) aggregating more than $200
during a calendar year, together with the date and amount.

1. Background

During the period audited, the Committee opened 200
bank accounts. Seven (7) of these accounts were maintained at the
national campaign offices. The remaining 193 accounts included
63 accounts maintained at the state level, and 130 scheduling
accounts. Scheduling accounts were used to fund specific events,
and ~ere separate from the =unding of state offices.

\....
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The Committee's procedures provided for funding
the state and scheduling accounts with transfers solely from the
national accounts. All contributions received at the state
and scheduling level were to be forwarded directly to the
national office for deposit into a national account. Fxpenditure
information for the state ana scheduling accounts was forwarded
to the national office for inclusion in the monthly reports. ~ll

expenditures from all accounts were to be itemized on Schedules
B-P regardless of amount. Due to the fact that only S3,103.S2
in unitemized expenditures were reported during the period
October 29, 1979 through August 31, 1980, and that our tests
identified expenditures not itemized that were in an amount
in excess of $3,103.52, any disbursement not found itemized
was considered an unreported disbursement.

2. Unre?orted Expenditures

ao National Accounts

Our review of the Committee's expenditure
records for the period October 29, 1979 through ~ugust 31, 1980
revealed that 34 expenditures totaling $73,916.15 were not reported.
The expenditures appeared to be for normal Committee operating
expenses and the Audit staff found no apparent reason for this
failure to reoort. Further, Committee officials were unable to
determine the· cause of this problem.

The interim audit report contained a
recommendation that the Committee amend its reports to include the
34 expenditures noted above. On ~ay 19, 1981, the Committee
submitted an amended report covering calendar year 1980, itemizing
29 of the 34 expenditures, totaling S71,591.63. A Committee official
stated that the remaining five (5) expenditures comprised the
unitemized operating expenditure figure contained in the 1979
year end report. Based on the dollar amount, it is possible that
four (4) of these expenditures comprised the unitemized operating
expenditure figure on the 1979 year end report.

Recommendation

Since the Committee has materially complied with the
recommendation, the Audit staff recommends that no further
action be taken on this matter.
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b. State and Scheduling Accounts

A review was made of the 193'state and
scheduling accounts maintained by the Committee. The results of
our tests disclosed a material error rate in the Committee's
reporting of expenditures from these accounts.

During the audit fieldwork the Committee
was in the process of reviewing their files and preparing amended
expenditure schedules to include previously unreported state
and scheduling expenditures. A comparison of our test results
to the amended schedules indicated that the filing of the amended
schedules would materially correct the Committee's reports. The
amended schedules contained S220,526.54 in previously unreported
activity.

The interim audit report contained a
recommendation that the Committee file the amendment mentioned above.
The Committee stated in its written response to the audit report that
they had included in the 1980 amendment, f\led on May 19, 1981, state
and scheduling account expenditures totaling S207,409.04, which were
previously unreported. Our review of the amendment disclosed that
it actually included $210,153.89 in expenditures. The Committee
explained that the discrepancy between the dollar amount of the
state and scheduling account expenditures included in the comprehen
sive a~endment filed and the proposed amendment originally reviewed
by the Audit staff, was a result of the proposed amendment not
reflecting all expenditure amount corrections. Upon receipt of the
amendment, the test results were again compared and it was
determined that the amendment as filed materially complies with the
recommendation.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends no further action on this matter.

3. Miscellaneous Adjustments

In addition to the matters noted above, our
review of the Committee's available bank records and tests of
the receipt and expenditure records revealed that the Committee's
reported activity was misstated due to the following:

a. $9,000.00 of reported contributions which
were returned by the bank due to insufficient funds improperly
adjusted on Committee reports; and

b. a 59,181.66 overstatement of expenditures
due to mathematical errors.

The interim audit report contained a recom
mendation that the Committee amend its reports to adjust for the
reporting errors noted above. The amended reports filed by the
Committee on May 19, 1981, included these adjustments.
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Recommendation

~he Audit staff recommends no further action in this matter.

B. ~1issing Records

Section 432(c) and Cd) of Title 2 of the United States
Code states, in part, that a treasurer of a political committee
shall keep an account of all contributions received on behalf of
such political committee, and any disbursements made, including
a receipt, invoice, or cancelled check for each disbursement in
excess of $200. The treasurer shall preserve all records required
to be kept by this section and copies of all reports required to be
filed by this subchapter for 3 years after the report is filed.

Section l04.l4(b) (l) of Title 11 of the Code of Federal
Regulations states, in part, that each person required to file
any report or statement under this subchapter shall maintain records,
including bank records, with respect to the matters required to be
reported from which the filed reports and statements may be verified,
explained, clarified, and checked for accuracy and completeness.

In addition, Section 9033.l(a) (3) of Title 11 of the Code
of Federal Regulations requires a candidate receiving matching funds
to keep and furnish to the Commission any records, including bank
records for all accounts •

In addition to numerous verbal requests, the Audit staff
made eight (8) written requests, beginning on October 23, 1980,
for the production of various missing bank records. These requests
were presented to the Committee's staff who were available to the
Auditors on a daily basis and were working with the records being
requested. Due to the substantial delays the Auditors encountered
in the receipt of many requested documents and records, particularly
bank records, the Commission sent a letter to the candidate, on
December 3, 1980, which requested cooperation from the candidate and
Co~mittee personnel concerning the production of these records. At
the conclusion of the audit fieldwork, the Committee had still not
obtained and provided all requested records pertaining to the bank
accounts.

The final list of missing bank account records was given
to the Cowmittee and discussed with them on January 9, 1981. The
list included twenty-one bank accounts which were missing statements,
cancelled checks, and/or deposit slips. These missing bank records
were needed in order to verify reported figures and could have
resulted in additional corrections to the Committee's reoorts.
Committee o!!icials stated that they would attempt to obtain the
missing reco~ds a~d provide them for our review.
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The interim audit report contained a recommendation
that the Committee provide the bank records for our review. Sub
sequent to the audit fieldwork the Committee provided records for
18 of the 21 bank accounts. For two (2) of the bank accounts the
records which were not provided consisted of cancelled checks
a~sociated with three (3) bank statements. The remaining one (1)
~I~=ount was lacking c~e (1) bank statement. It should be noted,
however, that the Audit staff was able to include the expenditures
connected with these accounts in the overall expenditure review of
the state and scheduling accounts. For two (2) of these accounts,
the Committee provided letters sent to the banks requesting these
records.

Recommendation

Since the Committee has provided the majority of the records
requested, the Audit staff recommends that no further action be
taken on this matter.

C. Allocation of Expenditures to States

Sections 44la(b) (1) CA) and 44la(c) of Title 2 of the
United States Code provides, in part, that no candidate for the
office of President of the United States who is eligible to receive
and has received matching funds may make expenditures in anyone
state aggregating in excess of the greater of 16 cents multiplied
by the state voting age population or $200,000.00, adjusted by the
Consumer Price Index.

Section 106.2(a) of Title 11 of the Code of Federal
Regulations states, in part, that expenditures made by a
candidate's authorized committee(s) which seek to influence the
nomination of that candidate for the office of President of the
United States with respect to a particular State shall be allocated
to that State.

In addition, Section l06.2(b) and (c) of Title 11 of the
Code of Federal Regulations states, in part, that expenditures for
staff, media, printing and other services used in a campaign in a
specific State shall be attributed to that State, and that expendi
tures by a Presidential Candidate for use in two (2) or more States,
shall be attributed to each State based on the voting age population
in each State which can reasonably be expected to be influenced by
such expenditures.

A review of the Committee's system for allocating expendi
tures to states revealed a number of areas where allocations were
not performed. An extensive review was made of all expenditures
relating to the states of New Hampshire and Iowa since these were
the only states where the limitations were approached.
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The Committee maintained monthly state allocation reports
which contained a listing by state of all expenditures allocated
to the states from the national operating accounts and state and
scheduling accounts. A comparison of the allocation reports to
the FEe Forms 3Pc, "Allocation of Primary Expenditures by State
for a Presidential Candidate", filed by the Committee from incep
tion through August 31, 1~80 revealed more expenditures reported
on the Forms 3Pc than contained on the allocation reports. ~ommittee

personnel were unable to provide the Audit staff with workpapers
to support the reported 3Pc totals nor could they provide an
explanation for the differences. Various expenditure testing
performed on the allocation reports verified that, with the
exception of specific categories of expenditures noted below, the
allocation of expenditures contained on the allocation reports
were substantially correct. Therefore, the allocation report
totals were used as a base to which additions and/or adjustments
to the expenditure totals for New Hampshire and Iowa were made.

In addition to the national accounts, the Committee
maintained 14 New Hampshire accounts (all in New Hampshire) and 23
Iowa accounts (22 in ~owa and one (1) in Nebraska) from which
expenditures were made but were not allocated. Reconciled totals

,- from these accounts were added to the state allocation report
totals to yield a grand total of $227,736.65 allocable to New
Hampshire and $421,376.94 allocable to Iowa.

The interim audit report also identified the following
,~ categories of expenditures as containing errors or omissions

requiring adjustments to the above totals for New Hampshire and
Iowa.

1. March and April, 1980, Expenditures

A review of the state allocation reports revealed
that the Committee did not allocate any expenditures made from
the national operating accounts during the months of ~arch and
April, 1980. A review of the check copies which contained the
Co~~ittee's state allocation codes for that time period was
performed to identify expenditures relating to the New Hampshire
and Iowa campaigns. The results of that review required additional
allocations of $34,786.01 to New Hampshire and S8,9l7.22 to Iowa.

2. Media

The Committee did not allocate any expenditures
from its national operating accounts to its media firm for the
purchase of radio, television, or newspaper advertising even
though the media firm had supplied the Committee with detailed
information ~ith which to do so. The documentation supporting
the allocations maintained by the media firm was reviewed by
the hudit staff. The revie~ disclosed allocations of 548,347.81
to ~e~ Hampshire and $85,668.82 to Iowa.
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3. Payroll

The Committee did not allocate to the respective
states either the salaries of individuals who, according to
payroll registers, were assigned to state offices (field personnel)
or individuals who were assigned to specific events in one (1)
or mo~e states (advance personnel). In addition, neither
unemployment taxes nor the employer's portion of FICA taxes were
allocated. The Audit staff identified total payroll related
expenses (gross payroll, unemployment taxes, and employer's FICA)
of $83,506.34 allocable to New Hampshire and $127,327.08 to Iowa.

4. Per Diem and Expense Reimbursements

A review of per diem and expense reimbursement
payments and the documentation maintained by the Committee (i.e.,
reimbursement request forms with attached invoices and receipts,
indicating a destination) supporting these expenditures identified
an additional $2,432.38 allocable to New Hampshire and $2,852.09
to Iowa.

.. ,..

In addition to the above, the Audit staff identified
$20,084.24 in expenditures which were not adequately documented to
allow an allocation determination. These expenditures were
supported solely by a cancelled check which did not identify the
state(s), if any, to which the expenditures were allocable nor were
these expenditures allocated to any state by the Committee. Per
diem payments accounted for $18,840.00 and expense reimbursements
for the remaining $1,244.24.

5. Outstanding Debt

A review of the Committee's Statement of Net
Outstanding Campaign Obligations as of November 28, 1980, and the
Co~~ittee's list of accounts payable and billings and invoices
supporting these payables, identified outstanding debts totaling
$3,242.18 which were related to the Co~~ittee's New Hampshire
campaign and $10,970.84 to Iowa.

6. Other Vendor Pavrnents•

An analysis of other vendor payments and the
documentation maintained supporting these payments (i.e., including
bills, invoices, and check stubs containing the Committee's allo
cation codes) from the operating accounts and a review of
expenditures from September 1, 1980 through ~ovember 30, 1980,
identified additional amounts of S28,17l.79 allocable to New
Hampshire and $~7,287.44 allocable to Iowa.
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The interim audit report included a final summary
of committee expenditures allocable to New Hampshire totaling
$428,223.16 and Iowa totaling $704,400.43.

The Audit staff recommended in the interim audit
report, that t~~ Committee adjust their accounting records to
reflect the amounts allocable to the two (2) states noted above,
and file amendments to reflect these adjustments within 30 days
of receipt of the report. In addition, a recommendation was
made that the committee provide the Audit staff with sufficient
documentation to allow an allocation determination for those
expenditures noted as not adequately documented in II.C.4. above.
With respect to other state allocation errors, a recommendation
was made that no action be taken since it would have no effect
on the Committee's compliance with those state limitations.

In its response to the interim audit report
received on May 19, 1981, the Committee provided documentation
verifying that the expenditures noted in II.C.4. were not a1100a
able to either New Hampshire or Iowa. The Committee also stated
that its method of analyzing state by state expenditures was to
review, with the assistance of two (2) accounting firms, each
individual expenditure potentially allocable to Iowa or New Hampshire
determining whether or not the expenditure should be allocated to the
particular state. In reviewing these expenditures, the Committee
at first determined whether or not the expenditure was made for
the purpose of influencing the nomination in that particular
state and then if all or any of the expenditure could be allocated
to an exempt expenditure category.

The Committee provided the Audit staff with a
computer printout which included all expenditures which were
noted in the interim audit report as being allocable to New
Hampshire and Iowa. Each expenditure on the printout was allocated
into one (1) or more exempt (not subject to the expenditure limit)
or non-exempt (subject to the expenditure limit) categories
as follows:

Non-Exempt Category

1. Primary

Exempt Cateaory

1. Compliance
2. Fundraising
3. Phone/Travel-Interstate
4. National Press
5. Other
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Due to the methodology employed by the Committee
in preparing its response, the expenditure categories presented
by the Committee do not correspond to those contained in the
interim audit report. Therefore, the remainder of the staff's
analysis does not address the same categories of expenditures
contained in the interim report but generally addresses the
categories as presented by the Committee. However, certain of
these categories have been combined for ease of presentation.

a. Compliance and Fundraising

In its response the Committee stated: "During
the campaign, the Committee recognized the necessity of developing
a methodology for establishing the portion of payroll related
costs to be allocated to exempt expenditures. These percentages
would also be applied to overhead costs, thus allocating a portion
of overhead costs to exempt expenditures in a manner consistent
with salary allocation."

The Comrrtittee asked a public accounting firm to
develop the methodology and establish the ~ercentages to be used
in allocating costs to exempt functions. The firm stated in a
letter that it used a sample of four (4) states 2/ from which it
computed a weighted average percentage of fundraIsing and compliance
time. The Co~~ittee stated that the selection of the states was on
a judgemental basis and the information pertaining to each employee
was based cn interviews with the official who directed the campaign
activity in that state. Using this procedure the firm determined
that 17% of payroll costs related to fundraising and 22% related to
compliance.

Overhead expenses were isolated and the percentages
noted above were applied to all overhead expenses allocating an
amount to exempt compliance and fundraising. The Committee also
determined the amount of time spent on compliance and fundraising
activities for field staff and charged a portion of those individual's
salaries to exempt compliance and fundraising. In addition, a review
of the computer printout supplied by the Committee reveals that the
Committee has allocated what appears to be 10-17% of each advance
person's salary to ~undraising. Since no information was provided
in the Committee's response concerning the compliance and fundraising
percentages applied to advance staff salaries, it is not known how
those percentages were derived. ~/

~/

"'\ I
~/

The four (4) states were New Hampshire, Iowa, New York, and
Ohio.

The A~cit staff has adjusted the totals allocated to advance
staff salaries for the difference between a seven day work
week and the five cay work week which was used by the Audit
staff in arriving at the total in the interim report.
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Although it appears justifiable that a portion
of overhead and payroll related costs can be charged ~o exempt
categories, the limited information which has been provided
concerning the procedures used does not allow the staff to make
a determination concerning the reasonableness of the allocation.

All that has been provided by the Committee is a
letter from the accounting firm explaining in general terms the
procedure it followed to arrive at the percentages. The letter
states that the amount of compliance and fundraising time spent
by individuals in the four states was determined through discussions
with the state desk people directing the campaign activity in that
state. Workpapers prepared by the accounting firm supporting the
discussions and calculations noted in the letter were not available
for the Audit staff's review at the time the Committee's response
was received. In the absence of these workpapers the Audit staff
has no info~ation concerning the questions asked of the campaign
officials interviewed, how the interviewers defined "compliance"
and "fundraising", on what basis the persons interviewed assigned
percentages to each staff members' activities, or any other records
(i.e. time sheets, job descriptions, etc.> ~hich were used as a
basis for dete~inin9 the percentages. In addition, the Committee
has not provided the definition of the types of expenditures to
which the overhead percentages would be applied. Further, ~h~

eommi~tee- stated in its resv~nse enae ~hey recognized- the-need for
establishing these percentages during the campaign; however, the
Audit staff was provided no evidence or information to indicate
that the info~ation used by the accounting firm was obtained during
the campaign. The timing of the interviews is an important factor
to take into consideration when determining the reasonableness of
the resulting percentages, because the calculations were based on
a single individual's recollection of activities.

Therefore, other than those expenditures which
could be clearly identified as relating to compliance and fund
raising activities, no adjustments have been made to the
expenditures allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa based on the
Committee's response.

Recommendation

Except as noted above, based upon the documentation thus far
submitted by the Committee to the Commission, no adjustments to the
amounts allocable to New Hampshire or Iowa have been made. The
Audit staff recommends that additional documentation verifying the
accuracy and reasonableness of the Committee's compliance and
fundraising allocations be submitted within 30 days of receipt of
this report. This documentation should include but is not limited
to:
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a. all workpapers generated by the Committee and/or
accounting firm used to derive the compliance and fundraising
allocations;

b. questions asked of the individuals interviewed;

c. job descriptions and/or time sheets for the individuals
for whom salaries were allocated;

d. a description of the duties of the individuals interviewed;

e. the basis for the selection of the four (4) states
used; and

f. any other documentation which the Committee believes
would support their allocations.

b. Interstate Travel and Communications
•In its response the Committee stated "The Committee

isolated all interstate travel, interstate Federal Express or
other types of delivery service, and interstate communications,
and allocated these pursuant to 11 C.F.R. l06.2(c) (2) to the
national expenditure limitations."

The Committee provided the Audit staff with work
papers which they stated would support the Committee's allocation
of long distance telephone charges to an exempt category. The
workpapers indicate that all calculations for dete~inin9 the
amount of long distance telephone charges allocated to an exempt
category for New Harnsphire 4/ were based on reviewing two (2)
telephone bills. The workpapers state that 62% of the total amount
of all telephone bills were long distance and that 27% of the long
distance calls were out of state. The 27% was then applied to all
phone charges for New Hampshire, both those made at campaign
headquarters and those contained on hotel bills and expense
reimbursement forms, and the resulting amount allocated to an
exempt expenditure category. The Audit staff is unable to verify
the accuracy of these percentages since the Committee provided only
the summary pages for the telephone bills which did not include the
itemized listing of phone calls. Further, it would appear that if
the percentage calculations are correct, a sample consisting of
two (2) selected telephone bills is not statistically valid.

i/ ~o records were provided for the Iowa computations.
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The Commission, in a meeting on June 9, 1981,
determined that only long distance telephone charges originating
in a particular state made within that state or to another state,
other than national headquarters, were required to be allocated.
Letters were mailed to the affected presidential candidate
committees on July 2, 1981, notifying the committees of the new
determinations concerning the allocation of the telephone charges.
The letter also stated that the committees had 30 days from receipt
of the letter, to submit to the Audit Division an amended state
allocation schedule, thereby reducing the amount previously
allocated for such expenditures. The committees were also instructed
to provide computational schedules including copies of bills, expense
vouchers, or any other documentation supporting such an amendment.
The Committee received the letter by certified mail on July 7, 1981.
Since the Committee has not providerl the Audit staff the documen
tation requested in the letter, no c:~ange to the total amount
allocated in the interim report has been made.

The Audit staff has adjusted the total allocable
to New Hampshire by $7,054.97 and Iowa by $1,956.66 for other
interstate charges (interstate travel and delivery services) for
which adequate documentation was provided.

Recommendation

Except as noted above, based upon the documentation thus far
submitted by the Committee to the Commission, no adjustments to the
amounts allocable to New Hampshire or Iowa have been made. The
Audit staff recommends that additional documentation verifying the
accuracy and reasonableness of the Committee's interstate travel
and long distance telephone allocations be submitted within 30 days
of receipt of this report. This documentation should include but
is not limited to:

a. itemized telephone bills for all telephone numbers
for which charges have been allocated to an exempt category;

b. expense and travel reimbursement forms including receipts
and invoices (i.e., airline tickets, gas receipts, etc.) verifying
interstate travel for those items not previously documented; and

c. Committee generated workpapers including adding machine
tapes derived from the info~ation above.

c. Media Expenditures

In its response the Committee stated that it had
reviewed all of its media expenditures in Iowa and New Hampshire
and determined that the previous allocation method used by the
vendor (which v,as fOll.'1d to be acceptable b~' the Audi t staff
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during the fieldwork) was incorrect. 51 They further stated: "The
Committee used a new allocation formuIa based on the number of
eligible Democratic voters which, by industry standards, were in
the viewing area, and possible viewers of a particular TV station
to allocate the cost of a broadcast." However, other than a letter
from their media firm explaining that they had recalculated the media
costs based on "County Coverage Reports (CCR)" rather than on the
basis of "Area of Dominant Influence (ADI)" 6/ no other workpapers
supporting the reallocation of media expenditures was supplied to
the Audit staff with the response. The letter from the media firm
does not provide an explanation of the method used for determining
the number of eligible voters in the County Coverage Reports.

At the time the Committee's response was received
they indicated that the reduction of total media expenditures
allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa contained on the computer
printout was an estimate and that the media firm had not completed
their calculations.

On June 11, 1981, the Committee provided the final
figures for the media allocations. The Audit staff does not object
to the use of the CCRs for "the allocation of media expenditures;
however, based on the review of these allocations and the
supporting documentation, the Audit staff noted the following:

1. It appeared that the Committee's media vendor
simply applied New Hampshire and Iowa CCR percentages to those
media buys previously allocated to these states under ADI but did
not (re)allocate to these states any buys previously not allocated
under ADI which would be required under CCR. There are-10 out-of
state stations which overlap New Hampshire according to CCR data.
The Committee made media buys at five (5) of these stations for
which no (re)allocations have been made. 7/ The dates of these
buys are not kno~~ to the Audit staff at this time to verify that
the buys were all subsequent to the New Hampshire primary and
would, in fact, not require such an allocation.

~/

2/

As noted earlier in this report, although provided with the
media allocation totals by their media firm the Committee
had not allocated any media costs.

The ~Iea of Dominant Influence (ADI) is a geographic design
which defines each television market, exclusive of another,
based on measurable viewing patterns. County Coverage
Reports detail for every county, net weekly circulation (number
of different households viewing the station in a week) ,
for every station, whether the county is within or outside
the station's ADI.

Two (2) of these were Springfield, Massachusetts stations,
two (2) were Burlington, Vermont, and one (1) was New Bedford,
I-iassachusetts.
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2. $1,450 in media buys at one (1) of the Burlington,
Vermont TV stations referred to above were reviewed during the
audit fieldwork that were denoted "N.H. primary". These expendi
tures did not require an allocation to New Hampshire under the ADI
method but most likely would on the basis of CCR. The Committee's
revised figures did not include any allocation to New Hampshire
for these purchases.

3. On July 8, 1981, the Committee provided the
Audit staff with schedules indicating that refunds from various
New Hampshire and Iowa stations had been received and that $5,327.86
and $3,502 should be deducted from the New Hampshire and Iowa
allocations, respectively. These schedules were dated November 18,
1980 while the media firm's CCR reallocations were dated May 18 and
21, 1981. Therefore, it appears that the refunds are calculated
under ADl percentages while the time buys are now (re)al1ocated
under CCR percentages.

The above matters have been discussed with the
Committee's controller who requested clarif~cation and/or
additional information from their media firm representative. With
respect to item number 1., the media firm representative stated
that the reallocation was done "from scratch" and that all bUys at
the five (5) stations with a New Hampshire overlap were subsequent
to the New Hampshire primary.

With respect to item number 2., the media firm
representative advised that his assistant may have missed the
Burlington, Vermont buys. A copy of the invoice in question was
provided to the Committee's controller who was to forward it to
the media representative. The Committee's controller stated that
any necessary corrections would be provided to the Audit staff.

With respect to item number 3., he agreed that the
refunds would require an allocation adjustment calculated on the
basis of CCR percentages.

Due to (1) the possible omission of the Burlington,
Vermont media buys from the Committee's reallocations, (2) the
timing of the Massachusetts and Vermont primaries (March 4) in
relation to the New Hampshire primary (February 26) and that the
media firm asserts that no Massachusetts or Vermont buys were prior
to February 26, and (3) the fact that the Committee's revised media
allocations are again subject to change (on the basis of eligible
Democratic votership), no changes have been made to the Audit staff's
original media allocations, except for minor revisions resulting
from other updated information.
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RecOJn."nendation

Except as noted above, based upon the documentation thus far
submitted by the Committee to the Commission, no adjustments to
the amounts allocable to New Hampshire or Iowa have been made.
The Audit staff recommends that the additional documentation listed
below be submitted within 30 days of receipt of this report. This
documentation should include:

a. documentation for all media buys made at the five (5)
stations noted in 1. and 2. above which will show the dates the
programs were broadcast: and

b. revised refund schedules using CCR data as noted in
3. above.

d. National Press •

~'\ .

".

The Committee stated in its response that each
expenditure preliminarily allocated to New Hampshire or Iowa
was reviewed to determine whether or not the expenditure was
a reimbursable expenditure from the National Press. They further
stated that the Committee's method of billing the press (225% of
first class air fare) was reviewed and approved by the Commission
during an enforcement proceeding. The Committee believes that
many of the expenditures allocated to New Hampshire and Iowa were
for services provided to the National Press. Since the costs of
these services were included in the basis for the 225% charge
and subsequently reimbursed to the Committee, they therefore should
not be allocated to the states' limits.

The Audit staff does not disagree with the concept
that expenditures for services provided to members of the press

~~ which are subsequently reimbursed by the press need not be charged
to any limitation. However, the Committee has not provided any
infor~mation to show a relationship between any particular expendi
ture or group of expenditures which they have charged to exempt
National Press and the activities of the National Press. In
addition, the Committee has not provided a list of the total
amount billed to the national press nor the total amount received
from the national press based on these billings.
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Furthermore, in its response to Commission inqu1r1es
during the enforcement proceeding, Committee officials indicated that
the charge to the press for traveling with the candidate was always
initially based on 225% of first class airfare but was often adjusted
downward once the total cost of the trip was determined. Of the
four (4) examples of campaign flights provided to the Commission by
the Committee during the proceeding the highest billing rate reported
by the Committee was approximately 150% of the first class airfare.

The Committee has also stated that the salaries
of various staff persons who devoted all or a part of their time
to the national press likewise should not be allocated to an
individual state but should be treated as a national non-allocable
expenditure. The Committee has therefore allocated approximately
33% of each advance staff person's salary to exempt national press.

The Committee has not provided the Audit staff any
information as to how this percentage was ~erived. Further, no
definition of these activities has been offered by the Committee
nor have any worksheets or other documents supporting this allocation
been presented to the Audit staff.

11 C.F.R. 106.2 states that expenditures for
administrative, staff, and overhead costs directly relating to
national campaign headquarters need not be allocated to states
while expenditures for staff, media, printing, and other goods
and services used in a campaign in a specific state shall be
attributed to that State. Since these salaries were for staff
services used in the states of Iowa and New Hampshire and do not
relate directly to national headquarters, the Audit staff can find
no basis for exempting advance staff salaries from the state
expenditure limits.

In a meeting on September 15, 1981, the Commission
determined that the Committee may not exclude from the individual
state limit a portion of the salaries of advance staff personnel
on the basis that all or a part of their time was spent ministering
to the National Press. Therefore, the Audit staff will not make
adjustments to the amount allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa in
this area.

The Audit staff has not adjusted any of the amounts
allocable to ~ew Hampshire and Iowa in the area of national press
based on the Committee's response.
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Recommendation

Based upon the documentation thus far submitted by the
committee to the Commission, no adjustments to the amounts
allocable to New Hampshire or Iowa have been made. The Audit
staff recommends that additional documentation verifying
the accuracy and reasonableness of the Committee's allocation
of reimbursable press expenditures be submitted within 30 days
of receipt of this report. This documentation should include
but is not limited to:

a. the total amount billed to the national press by state
and the total amount received from the press based on these
billings: and

b. the types of expenditures charged to exempt national
press and their relationship to the nationil press. At a minimum
this documentation should indicate that for the expenses charged
to the national press, that the national press were in the area
at the time the services were rendered.

D. Contributions From Other Political Committees

Section 434(b) (3) (B) of Title 2 of the United States
Code reauires a committee to disclose the identification of each
political committee which makes a contribution to the reporting
committee during the reporting period, together with the date and
amount of any such contribution •

Section 432(c) (4) of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that the treasurer of a political committee shall
keep an account of the identification of any political committee
which makes a contribution, together with the date and amount of
any such contribution.

Section 441a(a) (1) CA) of Title 2 of the United States
Code states that no person shall make contributions to any candidate
and his authorized political committees with respect to any election
for Federal office which, in the aggregate, exceed $1,000. In
addition, Section 431(11) defines, in part, the term "person" to
include a partnership, committee, association, corporation, or any
other organization or group of persons.

Section 441a(a) (2) (A) of Title 2 of the united States
Code states that no mu1ticandidate political committee shall
make contributions to anv candidate and his authorized Do1itical
committees with respect to any election for Federal office which,
in the aggregate, exceed $5,000.
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1. Itemization of Contributions
from poiitical committees

A review of reports on file at the Commission revealed
that 28 political committees reported making 31 contributions to the
committee totaling $30,322.00 which were not itemized on the
committee's disclosure reports. The Committee maintained copies
of the transfer checks for seven (7) of these contributions.

The Audit staff recommended that the Committee file
amended reports itemizing these contributions. On May 19, 1981, the
Committee filed comprehensive amendments itemizing these contributions.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends no further action on this matter.

2. Excessive Contributions from Registered Committee~

A review of the Committee's receipt records revealed
that the Committee received contributions from one mu1ticandidate
committee which exceeded the limitation by $4,875.00. In addition,
the Audit staff identified contributions in excess of $1,000
from two (2) political committees that apparently were not qualified
as multicandidate committees as defined by Section 441a(a) (4). The
excessive portion of the contributions from the two (2) non-qualified
committees totaled $3,702.60.

The Audit staff recommended that the Committee refund
the excessive portions of these contributions. On June 15, 1981,
the Committee provided a copy of the check used to refund the
$4,875 to the multicandidate committee. For the excessive contri
bution from one (1) of the apparent non-qualified committees, the
Committee provided a copy of the check to document that the excessive
portion ~as contributed to a charitable organization since the
committee is no longer in existence. For both refunds, a Committee
official agreed to provide copies of the cancelled checks upon receipt
from the bank.

For the remaining apparent non-qualified committee,
the Committee treasurer stated that the contributing committee had
informed him that they had achieved multicandidate status prior to
making the contribution. A review of records on file at the
Commission indicates that the committee met the requirements for
obtaining multicandidate status on April 8, 1980 which was four (4)
days after the contribution was made.
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Recommendation

Since the excessive contributions received from two (2) of
the committees have been disposed of properly, the Audit staff
recon~ends that no further action be taken.

Further, the Audit staff is of the opinion that the mu1ti
candidate committee's qualifying four (4) days after contributions
exceeding $1,000 were made is immaterial and recommends that no
further action be taken on this matter.

E. Undisclosed Debt

Section 434(b) (8) of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that each report required to be filed shall disclose
the amount and nature of outstanding debts and obligations owed by
the committee, and where such debts are settled for less than their
reported value, a statement as to the circ~stances and conditions
under which they were extinguished.

Section 104.11 of Title 11 of the Code of Federal Regula
tions details the reporting requirements for debts and obligations.
Those which remain outstanding shall be continuously reported until
extinguished. A debt, obligation, or other promise to make an
expenditure, the amount of which is $500 or less, shall be reported
as of the time payment is made or no later than 60 days after the
obligation is incurred whichever comes first. Any loan, debt, or
obligation, the amount of which is over $500 shall be reported as
of the time of the transaction.

In examining the Committee's reported outstanding debts
at November 30, 1980, the Audit staff identified a total of
$177,149.32 in debts which were not disclosed by the Committee.
In addition, it was determined that the Committee's disclosed
debts at November 30, 1980 were overstated by $34,749.27.

Of the $177,149.32 in undisclosed debts, $136,592.65
were supported by unpaid bills, invoices, etc.

In the interim audit report the Audit staff recommended
that the Committee amend their December Monthly report and
subsequent reports to the extent affected, to accurately reflect
the outstanding debts as of November 30, 1980. On May 19, 1981,
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amended reports were filed sUbstantially correcting ~he under
statement.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that no further action be taken on
this matter.

F. Processing of Questionable Contributions

Section 44lb(a) of Title 2 of the United States Code states,
in part, that it is unlawful for any national bank or any corporation,
to make a contribution or expenditure in connection with any election
to any political office. It further states that it is unlawful for
any political committee, or other person to knowingly accept or
receive any contribution prohibited by this section, or any officer
of any corporation or national bank to consent to any contribution
or expenditures by the corporation or the national bank.

Section 103.3(b) of Title 11 of ;he Code of Federal
Regulations states, in part, that contributions which appear to
be illegal shall be, within 10 days, either returned to the
contributor or deposited into the campaign depository and reported.
A statement noting that the legality of the contribution is in
question shall be included in the report, and best efforts made to
determine legality. When the legality of the contribution cannot
be determined, refunds shall be made within a reasonable time and
the current report shall be amended to reflect the Committee's
response.

The Committee maintained a separate checking account,
known as the escrow account, for depositing contributions which
needed further documentation to confirm their legality. Funds in
the escrow account were not expended for campaign purposes until
their legality was determined, at which time they were transferred
to the operating account.

During the threshold audit, it was determined that the
Committee's written procedures for processing questionable
contributions deposited into the escrow account were not followed
by Committee personnel. The threshold report of the Audit Division
included a recommendation that the Committee follow its written
procedures as well as revise those procedures to include a written
record noting the basis for the appearance of illegality of the
contributions.

During the post-primary audit, there appeared to be no
change in the Co~~ittee's method of processing contributions
deposited into the esc~o~ account.
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According to the Committee's bank records, the balance
in the escrow account at January 1, 1980 was $120,542.06. During
the period January 1 through August 31, 1980, receipts totaling
$172,796.50 were deposited into the escrow account and $243,960.51
was disbursed, leaving a balance at August 31, 1980 of $49,378.05.
The Audit staff was able to verify that $236,608.65 was transferred
from the escrow account to the Committee's operating account. Also,
cancelled checks for contribution refunds totaling $3,815.00 were
reviewed by the Audit staff.

The "escrow check log", the Committee's record of
deposits into the escrow account, showed a balance at August 31,
1980 of $59,260.48. The records maintained by the Committee do
not contain sufficient detail to explain either the discrepancy
between the bank balance and escrow check log balance or the
source of the contributions making up the $49,378.05 bank balance.
As best could be determined by the records provided, contributions
making up this balance could have been in the account, in some
cases, for as long as eight (8) months.

•In its interim audit report, the Audit staff recommended
that the Committee determine the source and legality of the
$49,378.05 remaining in the escrow account at August 31, 1980 and
refund to the original contributors any contributions confirmed to
be from impermissible sources. It further recommended that if the
source of any contributions could not be identified, the Committee
use the contributions for any lawful purpose unrelated to any
Federal election, campaign or candidate. The Audit staff also
recommended that the Committee provide copies of cancelled checks
for all contribution refunds made during the period January 1, 1980
to August 31, 1980.

On May 19, 1981 and July 27, 1981, the Committee
presented to the Audit staff documentation verifying transfers
totaling $20,640 in permissible contributions to the operating
account. Documentation was also provided verifying that $3,272.00
was comprised of funds from impermissible sources which the
Committee intended to contribute to charity. In addition, cancelled
checks for all contribution refunds (except 12 outstanding checks
totaling $1,140) were made available for review by the Audit staff.
The Committee adjusted the account by $1,348.00 for NSF check
charges which were erroneously charged to the account and bank
charges of $29.57. The Co~~ittee did not provide documentation
adequately identifying the source of the remaining $25,644.48 in
the escrow account. For a detailed analysis of the deficiencies
in the Committee's response see Attachment 2.
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Reconunendation

The Audit staff recommends that within 30 days of receipt
of this report, the Committee provide documentation that the
$25,644.48 balance of undocumented contributions contained on
Attachment 2 are permissible under the Act. For any contributions
comprising any portion of that amount which are not permissible
the Committee should provide evidence (cancelled checks) that
those contributions have been disposed of in a lawful manner
unrelated to any Federal election, campaign, or candidate.

G. Matters Referred to the Office of General Counsel

Certain other matters noted during the audit were
referred to the Commission's Office of General Counsel on
February 9, 1981 and June 25, 1981.

III. Findings Related to Title 26 of the United States Code
Determination of Net Outstanding Campaign Obligations
and Repayment to the u.s. Treasury

A. Determination of Net Outstanding~ampaignObligations

Section 9034.5(a) and (b) of Title 11, Code of Federal
Regulations, requires that the candidate submit a statement of net
outstanding campaign obligations (NOCO) which contains, among other
items, the total of all outstanding obligations for qualified
campaign expenses as of the candidate's date of ineligibility, an
estimate of necessary winding down costs, and the total of the
fair market value of capital assets on hand, within 15 days of the
candidate's date of ineligibility.

Section 9038(b) (1) of Title 26 of the United States Code
provides that if the Commission determines that any portion of the
payments made to a candidate from the matching payment account was
in excess of the aggregate amount of pa~~ents to which such candidate
was entitled under Section 9034, it shall notify the candidate,
and the candidate shall pay to the Secretary an amount equal to
the amo~~t of the excess payments.

On August 13, 1980, Senator Edward M. Kennedy's candidacy
terminated for the purpose of incurring qualified campaign expenses. !/

At the conclusion of the audit fieldwork, the Committee
had filed Noeo statements covering the period from August 13, 1980
th~ough Decerr~er 26, 1980. To facilitate the verification of the

~/ Commission regulations a~ 11 C.F.R. Section 9032.6 provide
that the date on which a party nominates its candidate for
Presiden~ is the e~d of the ffiatchin; pa}~ent period for a
candidate seeking the Preside~tial nomination of that party.
11 C.F.R. Section 9033.5(c) provides that the last day of
the matching payment period is the date of ineligibility
for candidates who have not previously been determined
ineligible pursuant to 11 C.F.R. Section 9033.5(a) or (b).
Since the Democratic Party nominated its Candidate for
President on August 13, 1980, that date is the date of
Senato~ Ke~nejr's i~~li~ibil~~~.
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Committee's net outstanding campaign obligations, the NOCO statement
as of November 28, 1980 was audited. The Audit staff made necessary
adjustments to this statement to properly reflect the candidate's
cash position as of November 28, 1980, and to correct misstatements
of accounts payable and the Committee's estimate of winding down
costs (see Attachment 3).

Various artists produced original works of art which
could be reproduced and used by the Committee as inducements
in the solicitation of contributions. It was further determined
that the Committee had negotiated bank loans secured by a number
of these prints. The Committee has not recognized art prints
as a capital asset(s) in any NOCO statement filed to date.
Due to the effect on matching fund entitlement that the
consideration of art prints as a capital asset(s) could have,
the Audit staff requested that the Committee furnish an
inventory of art prints on hand at November 28, 1980, as well
as an accounting of all prints disposed of between the ineli
gibility date and November 28, 1980. This.information was to
be used to determine the inventory on hand at the candidate's
date of ineligibility. On January 28, 1981, the Committee
presented a memorandum to the Audit staff which stated that,
as of November 28, 1980, there were 6,525 art prints on hand.
However, the information contained in this memorandum was not
sufficient to calculate the inventory at the candidate's
ineligibility date.

In the interim audit report, the Audit staff recommended
that the Committee obtain and submit a written independent
appraisal of the fair market value of the art prints and provide
an inventory of prints on hand at August 13, 1980. In the
Committee's response to the interim audit report, received on
May 19, 1981, the Committee treasurer stated that there were
6,904 prints on hand at August 15, 1980. The Committee, however,
did not provide the fair market value appraisal of the artworks
because (the COIn."T\ittee) "believes it inappropriate for the Conunittee
to incur the expense of an additional appraisal which would run
at least $10,000." Further the response states: "The request is
inappropriate because there is no basis on which to determine the
'fair market value' of the artwork for purposes of 11 C.F.R.
Section 9034.5(c), 26 U.S.C. Section 9034."

The Committee treasurer also cited Advisory Opinion
Request 1980-136 in which the Commission was unable to decide
whether the Committee could lawfully use the artwork to settle
debts and stated: " ... without a clear definition of what may
and may not be done with the a~twork, calculation of its value
to the Comrnittee is impossible. It
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Finally, the Committee treasurer asserted that the
artwork should not be treated as a "capital asset" since it
cannot be readily converted to cash or used in debt settlement
due to restrictions placed on its sale or disposition.
He concluded that "the Commission's previous inability to
determine whether the artwork may be used in debt settlement
makes an ex poat facto determination that the artwork was so
usable on the ate of ineligibility grossly unfair."

As of November 28, 1980, the Committee's reported net
outstanding campaign obligations as adjusted totaled $1,134,566.51.
Based on that amount, the Committee received a matching fund
payment of $29,004.47.

In a meeting on September 16, 1981, the Commission
made the following determinations;

1. that all individual pieces of artwork valued
in excess of $500 are a capital asset and reduce the Committee's
net outstanding campaign obligations,

2. that for purposes of the NOeO the value of the
individual pieces of art will be the appraised value shown on
the Committee's brochure and inventory submitted to the Commission,
and

3. that the applicable date for determining the
inventory of artwork on hand will be the candidate's date of
ineligibility, August 13, 1980.

Based on these determinations, additional fieldwork
by the Audit staff will be required to determine the effect the
inclusion of the artwork as an asset has on the Committee's
financial position.

Recommendation

If the application of the Commission's determinations noted
above, result in a repa~~ent to the United States Treasury,
notification 0= such repayment will be made by the Audit staff in
an addendum to the final audit report.

B. Apparent Non-Qualified Campaign Expenses

Section 9038(b) (2) of Title 26 of the United States Code
provides that if the Commission determines that any amount of
any payment made to a candidate from the matching payment account
was used for any purpose other than: to defray the qualified
campaign expenses with respect to which such payment was made;
or to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or otherwise
to restore funds (other than contributions to defray q~a1ified

campaign expenses which were received and expended) which were
used, to defray qualified campaign expenses; it shall notify
such candidate of the amount so used, and the candidate shall
pay to the Secretary an amount equal to such amount.
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Section 9032(9) (A) and (B) of Title 26 of the United
States Code and Section 9032.9(a) of Title 11 of the Code of
Federal Regulations defines a qualified campaign expense as a
purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift
of money or of anything of value incurred by a candidate, or by
its authorized committee, in connection with his campaign for
nomination or election; and neither the incurring nor payment of
which constitutes a violation of any law of the United States
or the state in which the expense is incurred or paid.

1. Expenditures in Excess of State Limitations

As previously discussed in Finding II.C., the
Audit staff identified expenditures in excess of the state
limitations in New Hampshire and Iowa.

On April 9, 1981, the Commission approved the Audit
staff's recommendation that the Committee be requested to demon
strate, within 30 days of receipt of the interim audit report, that
these state expenditure limitations had not been exceeded.
Further, absent such a showing, a determination would be made
regarding an amount required to be repaid ~o the u.s. Treasury.

~ The Audit staff reviewed the Committee's response
to the interim audit report, and the documentation which
accompanied it, and made revisions to the amounts allocable to the
New Hampshire and Iowa state limits. The revised summary of
Committee expenditures allocable to New Ha~pshire and Iowa is
presented below:

r

Committee Allocation Reports
March and April Expenditures
Media
Salaries
Per Diem and Expense Reimbursements
Outstanding Debts
Other Vendor Payments

Total
State Limitations

Amount in Excess of Limitation

RecoITh"T\endation

New Hampshire

$ 210,884.64
34,425.68
52,151.20
73,211.98
1,913.60
3,242.18

10,021.79

$ 385,851.07
(294,400.00)

$ 91,451.07

Iowa

S 380,792.10
8,917.22

80,390.69
111,039.94

2,852.09
10,970.84
41,493.44

$ 636,456.32
(489,88l.00)

$ 146,575.32

The Audit staff recommends that these expenditures totaling
$238,026.39 be considered non-qualified campaign expenses, and the
value be repaid in full to the U.S. Treasury within 90 days of
receipt of this report.
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2. Payment of Parking Violations

During the conduct of various audit procedures, the
staff identified Committee payments totaling $141.50 for parking
tickets received during the campaign. The entire $141.50 was
expended prior to the date of ineligibility.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that these expenditures totaling
$141.50 be considered non-qualified campaign expenses, and the
value be repaid in full to the u.S. Treasury within 90 days of
receipt of this report.

Repayment Summary

Finding III.B.l. Expenditures in Excess
of State Limitations $238,026.39

141.50

...f'

Finding III.B.2.

Total

•Payment of Parking
Violations (pre-ineligi-
bility) $------

$238,167.89

Pursuant to Section 9038.2 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
the amounts noted above in the Repayment Summary, totaling
$238,167.89 9/, are repayable to the United States Treasury within
90 days of receipt of this report. If the candidate disputes
the Commission's determination that a repayment is required, he
may submit in writing within 30 days of receipt of this report,
legal or factual materials to demonstrate that a repayment is not
required.

2,/ This amount may be adjusted based on the effect the
inclusion of the value of the artwork as a caDi tal
asset has on the Committee's net outstanding campaign
obligations, as noted in Finding III.A.
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Comparison of Allocation Totals

New Hampshire

Audit Committee
Verified Reallocation Difference

Committee Allocation Reports $210,884.64 $158,176.01 $ 52, 708.'; 3

March & April Expenditures 34,425.68 19,678.47 14,747.21

Media 52,151.20 46,021.85 6,129.35

Salaries 73,21l.9~ 46,138.74 27,073.24

r- Per Diem & Expense Reimbursement 1,913.60 1,086.13 827.47

Outstanding Debts 3,242.18 2,740.08 502.10
.. ,

Other Vendor Payments 10,021.79 5,670.94 4,350.8~

.. r-
Total $385,851.07 $279,512.22 S106,338.0:)

~

'" Iowa
C

Audit Committee

c:-. Verified Reallocation Difference

Committee Allocation Reports $380,792.10 $258,320.27 $122,471.83

March & April Expenditures 8,917.22 5,889.15 3,028.07

Media 80,390.69 85,180.86 (4,790.17)

Salaries 111,039.94 74,981.10 36,058.84

Per Diem & Expense Reimbursement 2,852.09 1,775.03 1,07i.06

Outstanding Debts 10,970.84 8,942.24 2,028.60

Other Vendor Payments 41,493.44 38,198.22 3,295

Total S636,456.32 $473,286.87 S163,169.45
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ANALYSIS OF CDMMI'rl'EE RECONCILIATION OF ESCReW ACCOUHT

\

Bank Balance at August 31, 1980

Undo~nted expenditure.
during period 9/1/80 - 3/31/81 !I

Bank Balance at March 31, 1981

Committee adjustments

Redeposited cheek 2/
OUtstanding cheeks- 3/
NSF cheeks erroneously
charged to escrow account Y

Escrow transfer 51
Miscellaneous bank charges

Audit Veriflf14
Committee Response AIRount

$49,378.05 $49,378.05

(12,090.00) ClO,870.00)

37,288.05

(1,000.00)
(1,140.00) 1,140.00)

1,348.00 1,348.00
(3, 000. 00)

(29.57) ( 3,821.57) 29.57)

33,466.48 !I

Pendssab1e contributions to be
transferred to the operatinq
account 11

Unidentified deposit donated
to charity !I

Amount from prohibited sources
to be donated to chari t)" Y

Balance (undocumented contributions
remaining in the escrow accoun~) 10/

Cl3,520.00)

(3,000.00)

(3,522.00)

S13,424.48

• (9,770.00)

(3,272.00)

$25,644.48

c

!I The COmmittee submitted documentation confirming the legality of $10,870.00
of this amount which has been transferred to the operating account.

1I No documentation concerning this check has been provided.

1I This amo~~t comprises 12 checks which have been outstanding for over one year.

~ These NSF cheeks were charged against ~~e escrow account prior to August
31, 1980. The escrow account has been reiJ:Lbursed by the operating account
for these charges.

if The Committee has not identified this transfer.

!I The Committee submitted a computer print-out of contri~utors' names and
contributions tota1inq this amo~t.

11 The Commlttee submitted documentation con!i~~nCJ the legality of S9,770.0~

of this amount.

!I ':'~.~ ·=::-!tit~ee ~as root provide1 ':-.::~::>~~t infom.atior. to identi!~.. this
C.~::Of::' nor have tr.ey ~revided ~ ;.:.;.: ·:f the check made payable to the
charity.

~ Contributions co~prlsin; S250 of this arnc~~t had already been ref~~ded in
February L9'ld April 1980.

lQ! The Committee has not presented doc~entation confirminq the legality of
this amount.
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.-Kennedy For President Coromi ttee
Statement of Net Outstanding Campaign Obligations

•

l\sset~

Cash
Accounts Receivable (net)
Capital Assets

Obligations

Accounts Payable for Qualified
Campaign Expenses

Estimated Wind Down Costs
11/28/80 to 5/15/81

(Projected Termination Date)
Rank Notes Payable
Accrued Interest

Net outstanding Campaign
Obligations - Deficit

November 28, 1980

As Stated

$ 168,566
10,000
-0-

$ 178,566

$ 664,800

181,000 "il

484,897
13,112 $1,343,809

$1,165,243

Adjusted by Audit

$ 149,781.27 1/
10,000.00 -

4/
- "'r"$~1~5~9-, "!!!!"'78~1!'-".1IIIIIJ!2~7

$ 646,638.78 ~

149,700.00 II

484,897.00
13,112.00 $1,294,347.78

$1,134,566.51 4/

!/

~/

~/

Cash i.n bank was adjusted to accurately reflect the candidate's cash position at 11/28/80.

The committee's accounts payable balance was adjusted by eliminating undocumented
payables totaling $46,479.70 (11 C.F.R. Section 9033.l(a) (1) (i», and adding documented
payables not included in the Committee's balance totaling $61,758.08. Included in the
documented payables is a $21,502 contingent liability currently in dispute with the
creoitor.

The Committee inadvertantly omitted an estimate of wind down costs on the original
11/28/80 NOCO statement. The Committee corrected this oversight by letter indicating
that the subsequent NOCO statement of December 15, 1980 included wind down costs which
totaled $181,000.00. This amount was adjusted by disallowing a $15,000 postage and
handling estimate for mailing gifts to campaign staff and volunteers which does not
meet the definition of a wind down cost (11 C.F.R. Section 9034.4(c», and to correct
a $16,300 addition error in totaling the various components of wind down costs.

II'

i/ Exclusive of a valuation of art prints as assets.



• DOCUMENTS CIRCULATED TO OR PRESENTED TO THE
FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION FOR THE MEETINGS

OF AUGUST 25 AND 26 AND SEPTEMBER 15 AND 16, 1981
CONCERNING THE FINAL AUDIT REPORT OF THE KENNEDY

FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE

- Index to Exemptions -

I. Identification of Documents for Meetings
of August 25 and 26, 1981 and Index to Exempt Portions

A. Agenda Document N.o.· X81-052:

Pages 1-9: Memorandum to the Commission from Bob Costa
dated August 18, 1981 re: Final Audit Report 
Kennedy for President Committee.

Pages 10-33: Report of the Audit Division on the Kennedy for
President Committee.

Page 34:

Page 35:

Page 36:

Attachment 1. Comparison of Allocation Totals.

Attachment 2. Kennedy for President Committee 
Statement of Net Outstanding Campaign
Obligations.

Exhibit 1.

Pages 37-39: Exhibit 2.

Pages 40-43: Exhibit 3. Review of Receipts.

Page 44: Attachment to Exhibit 3. Analysis of Committee
Reconciliation of Escrow Account.

•

Pages 45-60: Exhibit 4. Letter from William C. Oldaker to
Chairman John W. McGarry dated May 18, 1981 re:
Interim Report of the Audit Division on the
Kennedy for President Committee.

Pages 61-71: Memorandum to Robert J. Costa from Charles N.
Steele dated August 6, 1981 re: Repor~ of the
Audit Division on the Kennedy for President
Committee - A-943.

Exemotions to Agenda Document No. X8l-052:

The following ?ortions of Agenda Document No. X8l-052 are
exempt from disclosure pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act,
5 U.S.C. § 552(b) (3) on the grounds that these portions are
required by law to remain confidential pursuant to 2 U.S.C.
§ 437g (a) (12):



• Page 2:

Page 3:

Page 9:

- 2 -

Last three paragraphs and footnote at bottom of
page.

Second paragraph.

First full paragraph.

Pages 36-39: Entire.

,- '"'

Page 42:

Page 43:

Page 45:

Page 47:

Page 54:

Page 55:

Page 62:

Page 70:

Page 71:

Second paragraph through bottom of page.

Entire.

Fifth paragraph.

Fourth through sixth paragraphs.

Last three paragraphs.

First paragraph.

First full paragraph.

Last four lines.

First four lines.

II. Identification of Documents for Meetings of September 15 and
16, 1981 and Inaex to Exempt Portions

A. Agenda Document No. X81-065

, -

•

Pages 1--2:

Pages 1-27

Page 28:

Page 29:

Page 30:

Page 31:

Memorandum to the Commission from Bob Costa
dated September 10, 1981 re: Final Audit
Report Kennedy for President Committee.

Report of the Audit Division on the Kennedy for
President Committee.

Attachment 1. Comparison of Allocation Totals.

Attachment 2. Analysis of Committee
Reconciliation of Escrow Account.

Attachment 3. Kennedy for President Committee
Statement of Net Outstanding Campaign
Obligations .

Exhibit 1.

Pages 32-34: Exhibit 2.



Page 62:

•

•
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Pages 35-36: Exhibit 3.

Pages 37-52: Exhibit 4. Letter from William C. Oldaker to
Chairman John W. McGarry dated May 18, 1981 re:
Interim Report of the Audit Division on the
Kennedy for President Committee.

Pages 53-54: Exhibit 5. Letter from Hershel D. Sosnoff of
Fox & Company to Mr. Jay C1evenson dated June
2, 1981.

Pages 55-58: Exhibit 5 (continued). Kennedy for President
Individual Time Percentages.

Pages 59-61: Exhibit 5 (continued). Letter from Hershel D.
Sosnoff of Fox & Company to Mr. Jay C1evenson
dated August 21, 1981.

Exhibit 5 (continued). Letter from Hershel D.
Sosnoff of Fox & Company to Mr. Jay Clevenson
dated September 1, 1981.

Exemptions from Agenda Document No. X81-065

The following portions of Agenda Document No. XS1-065 are
exempt from disclosure pursuant to the Freedom of Information
Act,S U.S.C. § 552(b) (3) on the grounds these portions are
required by law to remain confidential pursuant to' 2 U.S.C.
§ 437g (a) (12) :

Pages 31-36: Entire.

Pages 37: Fifth paragraph.

Page 39: Fourth through sixth paragraphs.

Page 46: Last three paragraphs.

Page 47: First three lines of first paragraph.

B. Agenda Document No. X8l-065A

Pages 1-10: Letter to the Commission from Charles N. Steele
dated September 14, 1981 re: Final Audit
Report of the Kennedy for President Committee •

Attachment I: 4 pages. Letters from Hershel D. Sosnoff of
Fox & Company dated August 21 and
September 2, 1981 to Mr. Jay Clevenson.

Attachment II: 2 pages. FEC Letter to committees receiving
matching funds.
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Exemptions from Agenda Document No. X81-065A

The following portions of Agenda Document No. XB1-065A are
exempt from disclosure pursuant to the Freedom of
Information Act,S u.s.c. 5 552(b) (7), on the grounds that
these portions discuss investigative procedures 'and
litigation strategy:

Page 3: Last seven lines of the first paragraphf and
all of footnote 1.

c. Agenda Document No. X8l-067

Memorandum to the Commission from Charles N. Steele, dated
August 25, 1981 re: Disposition and Evaluation of Artwork

r- Donated to the Kennedy for President Commitee.

Exemptions from Agenda Document no. X8l-067

No exemptions.

( ....

•



II.B.
•

, .•

•

Missin? Records (Audit Report, Page 5, Legal
Analys1s, Page 1)

Additional lanquaqe has been added to the report
incorporating.·the Office of General Counsel' s comments~

B.2.

. ..- --- .



•
Memorandum to the Commission
Final Audit Report
The Rennedy for President Committee

Further, the Counsel t s statements fail to take in't:o account
comments made by the Commit't:ee Treasurer that, "The 'a~oraised

value' of the artwork is the retail value of each print: sold
individually, after the entire series has been sold'. While this
may be an appropriate approximation of .each print's 'wor't:h'
to an individual recipient, the value of an individual print to
the Co~ttee would be much less." (See Committee response,
Paqe lSl The Audit staff believes that if this statement is
accurate, the value of a series of prints in the hands of a
lending institution would not be substantially qreater. Bence
a question of the adequacy of the collateral is raised.

..-. C. Allocation c: E~enc~tures to States
(Le~al ;~al~s~s Page 3; AUc~~ Re~or~ Pace 6)

•

~~e Counsel's Office has recommended that this section
of ~~e =e~ort be rewritten since ~~e Cornmit~ee's res~onse
was not organized in ~~e same fashion as the interim-=eport
which made it di:ficult to integrate ~~e response into the
interim audit :eport structure.

A ~umber of alte~atives were discussed prior to a decision
beinq reached on ~~e fo~a~ to be used in presentinq the
Committee's response ~~d audit comments contained in~this report.
It has been st~~dard pract~ce in final audit ~eports to reiterate
~~e frndi~qs ~~d·recommendations as they oc~~r~ed in the interim
audit report along wi~~ ~~e Comm~ttee's response and any o~~er

=ac~s ~er~in~~t to ~~e s~tuation =ollowed ~v ~~e Audit sta::'s
=~~a1 reco~~,da~~o~s. Th~s prac~ice serves a twofold purpose:

1. It ~rov~es a public doc~ent containinq a complete
:;:ict.u.=e. of tne" chai:l of eve.""lts which culminate in the final
recorr.me.."'1c.ati-cn;
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Memorandum to the Commission
Final Audit Report
The Kennedy for President Committee

• Page 3

2. It quarantees the Committee beinq audited that the
facts and the recommendations made in the interim report and to
which they have responded remain intact.

We feel 'that the format is even more appropriate in a
situation such as this where the Committee's response was
both lenqthy and detailed. In addition, several of the areas
addressed in the Committee's response were not contained in the
interim report therefore making it difficult to inteqrate them
into the categories noted in the interim report. Additional
language has been added to this section of the report which
we feel further clarifies the chain of events.

4. Per Diem and Expense ReL~ursements (Legal Analysis,
Page 4, Audit Report, Page 8)

s. Outstanding Debt (Legal Analysis, Page 4, Audit Report,
Page 8)

6 • Other Vendor Payments (Legal Analysis, Page 4, Audit
Report, Page 8)

Additional lanquage has been added to the three sections
of t~e report noted above incorporating the Office of General
Counsel's comments.

1. Overhead Allocation (Legal Analysis, Page 4, Audit
Report, Page 10)

In regard to ~~is section of the report, the Counsel's
,; Office believes the report should state that if the documentation

supporting the Committee's calculation of the percentages used
to allocate overhead costs to an exempt category are supplied to
the auditors and t..~e definitions of "fundraisinC'tI and "comoliance"
used by the Co~ttee comport with ~~e Act and the Commission's
definitions of these terms, that t~e Committee's allocations
should no~ be challenged as unreasonable. The Counsel's Office
:urther states that ~= the percentages at issue were calculated
on the basis 0: the personal knOWledge of Co~ttee staff, that
the information be accepted without requiring ~~e Committee to
:urther crove the staff assertions and recollections. ~hev

support ~~is position by pointing out that it is ~~clear what
type ~~a quan~ity of ev~dence would satis:y ~~e standard of proof

•
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Memorandum to the Commission
Final Audit Report
The Kennedy for President Committee

Page 4

in this regard and that in the case of the Carter-Mondale
Committee portions of national salaries were allocated to exempt
categories based on staff interviews which were accepted
requiring no additional proof to substantiate the staff estimates.

The Audit staff agrees that if the Committee can provide
the documentation from the accounting firm and that if the
definitions of "fundraising" and "compliance" are consistent wi'th
those used in regard to other committees, that the allocations be
deemed to be reasonable; however, we do not feel that we are
ltmited only to accepting the Committee staff assertions and
recollections and that we are prohibited from asking for
additional information if deemed appropriate.

On Page six, paragraph two of the Analysis, Counsel states,
"Asse=tions of other committees as to t."le amount of time s'Oent
by staff in various activities were accepted wi~~out requiring
additional proof of those assertions." They cite as an example
tne Carte~-Mondale audit wherebv sta:= interviews were used to
compute percentages tor exemptinq portions of salaries.-

There are a n~ber 0: :acts, howeve:, which distinguish.
the Carter-Mondale situation from this one. In that instance
the auditors had access to a report prepared by a CPA on loan
to the Committee from an accountinq firm which contained detailed
computations and documentation to support ~"le allocations made.
The report was prepared early on in the campaign not after the
activities had taken place as in ~~e case of ~~e Kennedy Committee.
In addttion, the auditors had access to payroll records which were
also used in arriving at the percentaqes. The auditors also in some
cases spoke directly with and interviewed ~~e indivi~uals whose
t±me was being allocated. Based on ~~is i~formation adjustments
were a9reed upon between the Committee and the Audit staff and
the allocation percentaqes were adjusted accordinqly.

Therefore, it would appear to be consistent with past
~ractice to reauest addi~ional documentation bevonc staff
assertfons in arrivinc at a decision as to ~~e reasonableness
and ac~~racy of ~~e Committee's allocations •
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Memorandum to the Commission
Final Audit Report
The Kennedy for President Committee

Page 5

2. Interstate Travel and Communieations (Legal Analysis,
Page 7, Audit Report, Page 11)

The Office of General Counsel's comments have been
incorporated into the audit repo~t.

3. Media ExDenditures (Leqal Analysis, Paqe 7, Audit Report,
Page 12)

The report has been redrafted to include the media totals
based on the County Coverage reports and also notes the additional
information needed from the Committee concerninq certain media
buys which are necessary to verify that the totals are correct.

4. National Press (Legal ~~alysis, Page 7, Audit Report,
Page 14)

In this section of the analysis, the Counsel asks that
we note in the report that we agree wit~ the ~~eory ~~at

reimbursed national press expenditures may be excluded from
the overall and state spending limits. Language to t~at effect
is now con~ained in the Audit Report. However, Counsel further
states ~~at they do not believe ~~at "any additional information
such as proof that an expenditure designated by the Committee as
one for press was in fact so used - - should be required."

Here again as we stated in our comments on Overhead
Allocations, we do not believe that we are precluded from
requestinq additional info~ation from the Committee to support
allocations made by the Committee. With regard to any expendi
tures subject to the l1mit which were subsequently ~eimbursed,

the Audit staff has always requested and reviewed documentation
which supports and verifies the transactions.

The Counse~ further states that they agree wi~~ ~~e

Committee ~~at "a~ ~~ployee's salary need not be allocated
to a particular state to the extent that ~~e staff member's
time was s~~~t on national oress activities." The analysis
cites the ietter ma~ed to the Committee stating that "salaries
of nat~onal campaign staff members who travel to a particular
state for a limited purpose not constituting advance or field
work •.• need not be allocated to that state." Counsel feels that
mtnisterina to ~~e national ~ress falls within this category in
that tt is· not advance or field work .
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Memorandum to·the Commission
Final Audit Report
The Kennedy for President Committee

Page 6

The Audit staff disagrees with Counsel's Office in this
regard •. We find no justification in the statute or requlations
which exempts an individua~'s salary from any limitations based
on the relationship of thei. work with the national press. The
letter mailed to the Co~ttee states "Expenditures for advance
staff salaries should be attributed to each state in proportion
to the time that the advance person spends working, either out of
national headquarters or in the field, in connection with the
campaign in such state (see AO 1979-73). Therefore, the salaries
and related expenses of both advance personnel, and field staff
(e.g., coordinators working in the state) must be allocated, even
though the individuals involved may be assigned to the national
headquarters for payroll purposes. In addition, any expenses
incurred by the Candidate or by a spokesperson for the Candidate
who is not on the national campaign staff (e.g., the Candidate's
family) while in a particular state are allocable to the
respective state. The Co~ssion has, however, recently determined
that the salaries and relatec eX?enses of national campaign staff
members who travel to a particular state for a limited purpose not
constituting advance or field work, but ~ather associated with the
~ational c~paign ef:ort, need not be allocated to that state.~·

Based on these statements, the test as to whether the expenditure
is allocable or not is whether the expenditure was for services
directed toward the national campaign rather than to the campaign
in ~~at particular state. The exemption allowed in the letter
was clearly directed toward those individuals who are part of the
campaign's national staff who traveled with the candidate, or to
a state on national campaign business, and not as in this instance
advance staff whose main purpose was to arrange candidate appear
ances and associated press coverage in a particular state.

5. Compliance and Fundraisinq (Legal Analysis, Page 9,
Audit Report, Page 15)

In t~is section 0: the legal ~1alysis, the Counsel's Office
states t~at it has di:ficulty ~ejectinq the Committee's allocation
of various percentages of staf: salary to ~he exempt categories
of compli~lce and :undraising in view of the basis provided in
the audit report. They further state that "the Committee is in
the best position to determine how and to what extent staff time
was spen~ on certain activ~ties, and absen~ some i~dication ~~at

the COrnmdttee's assertions in this regard are not accurate
represen~ations of what actually occur:ed, we find no reason
for not accepting wha~ has been presen~ed by Kennedy for President .
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Page 7

The Audit staff must aqain disagree with the Counsel's
reasoning as it relates to this matter. Although the first step
in determining the accuracy and reasonableness of any' allocation
is to review the Committee's workpapers, we feel requesting
further proof beyond just the assertion of Committee personnel
is both necessary and justified.

The audit report has been revised to include a statement
further explaining our reasons for not accepting the calculations
and what additional information must be provided before we will
adjust our original totals.

6. Advance Staff Personnel (Legal Analysis, Page 10,
Audit Report, Page 16)

Counsel states that its comments contained in the ~~alysis

of the Compliance ~~d Fundraising section immediately proceeding
this section are equally applicable here.

Consistent with its prior comments concerninq those
allocations for which the Commit~ee has not provided su::icient
documentation, the audit report notes that no adjustment will
be made to the Commdttee's allocable totals absent the presen
tation of adequate documentation supportinq ~~e allocations.

Timely Processing of Questionable Contributions
(Legal Analysis, Page la, Audit Report, Exhibit 3)

The Counsel's Office suggests that rather then referring
this matter for compliance action that we recommend tbat the
amount of funds that can not be verified by the Co~ttee as
coming from permissible sources be disposed of in any lawful
manner by the Commdttee within the ninety day repayment period.

The audit report recommendation :or referral of this matter
to t~e Counsel's Office was ~ot solely oasec on the fact that
the Commi~tee failed to maintain a written record noting the
basis of illegality with respect to the cont=ibutions received
as stated in the legal analysis. The Audit staff and the
Committee still do not agree on the total dollar amount of
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Final Audi~ Report
The Kennedy for President Committee

Page 8

undocumented contributions rema1n1nq in the escrow accoun~

(see the· Attachment to Exhibit 3). Since this is the final
audit report we do not feel it appropriate nor consistent
with past Commission actions in similar ~tters to issue a
final audit report notinq ·a Committee's non-compliance with
a recommendation.

III.A. Dete~ination of Net Outstandin C~oaicn Obliaations
Legal Analys~s, Page 11, Aud~t Report, Page 20

T~e chanqes recommended by the Counsel's Office have
been i~corporatec i~to ~~e audi~ report.

I!I.3.2. ?avrnent 0= Parkina Violations (Leqal Analysis, Page 11,
Audit Report, Page 23)

The noted paraqraph has been deleted from '~~e audit
report and ~~e appropriate requlation cite added.

,.
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Attached is the final audit report on the Kennedy for
?residen~ Committee along with ~~e leqal analysis provided
by the Office of General Counsel. Any findings referred to
the Office of General Counsel are attached as exhibits 1-3.
To facilitate dis~~ssion, t~e Committee's response to the
i~terim audit report is attached as exhibit 4 and all chanqes
and/or additiona to ~~e report based on the Committee's response
or General Counsel's recommendations have been under'lined. We
recommend that this report be placed en the agenda for the
scheduled Executive Session on Auqust 25, 1981 .

Since the Audit Division is not in agreement with the
Counsel's Office concerninq a number of matters discussed in
the legal analysis each 0: these matters will be addressed
individually below. If you have any questions concerning
any of the matters ciscussed below, please contact Ray Lisi
or Joe Stoltz at ex~ension 3-4155.

Attachments as stated
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINCTON. 0 C. 20463

REPORT OF THE AUDIT DIVISION
ON THE

KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE

•

I . Backqround

A. Overview

This report is based on an audi t of the Kennedy for
President Co~ttee ("the Commdttee"), to determine whether there
has been compliance with the provisions of the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"). The audit was
conducted pursuant to Section 9038(a} of Title 26 of the United
States Code which states that "after each matchinq payment period,
the Commission shall conduct a thorough examination and audit of
the qualified campaign expenses of every candidate and his
au~~orized committees who received payments ~~der Section 9037".

In addition, Section 9039(b) of Title 26 0: ~~e United
Sta~es Code, ~~d Section 9038.1(b) of Title 11 of the Code of
Fece:al Regulations state ~~at ~he Co~~ssion may conduct other
exa~~a~~cns ~~d audits ==o~ ~ime to ti~e as it deems ~ecessary

to carry out the provisions of th~s subchapter .

~~e Cornndttee registered wi~~ the Federal Election
Co~~ssion on October 29, 1979 as the principal campaign committee
of the Honorable Edward M. Kennedy, a Democratic candidate for the
nomination to the office of the President of the United States.
The Committee maintains its headquarters in Washington, D.C.

The audit covered the period from January 1, 1980
through August 31, 1980, the final coverage date of the last

r~ report filed at ~~e time of the audit. 1/ The Committee reported
a beqinninq cash balance of $409,168.91, total recei~ts of
$11,804,166.54, total expenditures of Sll,953,42i.73: ~~d a
closing cash balance on August 31, 1980 of $259,90i.i2. As of
Auquse 31, 1980, the Committee reported expenditu:es of
$9,782,864.70 subj~c~ to ~~e overall eX?enditure 1imi~aticn.

•
In accordance wi~h seandard Audit Division practice, a review
was :naae of t.~e Conur..i ttee' s expendi":ures t."rough December 31,
1980, to veri:v ~~at each was a aua:ified camcaian exoense
and to dete~;e ~~e accuracv of·~he Statement of ~e~·
Outseanding Campaign Obligations as of Novembe: 28, 1980.
Although the Threshold Audit Re~ort covered ~~e oerioa
October 29, 19i9 ~~rough December 31, 1979, ~~e Unavailabilitv
of =ecords at t~a~ ~i~e necessitated that the majori~y of ·
the tests conduc~ec i~ t~is audi~ cover t~e oeriod October 29,
19i9, ~~roug~ Augus~ 31, 1980. ·

\C
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The principal officers of the Committee durinq the period
audited were Mr. Stephen E. Smith, Chairman, Ms. Carolyn A. Reed,
Treasurer from inception to June 13, 1980, and Mr. William C.
Oldaker, Treasurer from June 13, 1980 to the present.

C. Scope

The audit included such tests as verification of total
reported receipts and expenditures and individual transactions;
review of required supporting documentation and analysis of
Committee debts and obliqationsi review of contribution and
expenditure limitations; and such other audit procedures as
deemed necessary under the circumstances.

II. Audit Findings and Recommendations
Relating to Title 2 of the United States Code

A. Reporting Errors and Omissions

.. Section 434 (b) (1) (2) and (4) of Title 2 of the United
States Code states that each report shall disclose the amount0= cash on hand at the begi~ning of the reporting period; and
for the reporting period and the calendar year, the total'amount
of all receipts and disburseme~ts.

Section 434(b) (3) of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that each report shall disclose the identification
of each person who makes a contribution(s) to the committee in an
aggregate amount or value in excess of 5200 within the calendar
year, together with the date and amount o~ any such contribution.

Section 432(c) (1) (2) and (3) of Title 2 of the United
States Code states, in part, that the treasurer of a committee
shall keep an account of all contributions received,~the name
and address of any person who makes any contribution in excess
of S50, together with the date and amount, and the identification
of any person making a c~nt=ibution(s) agqregatinq more than $200
curing a calendar year, toget~er with the date and amount.

1. Backaround
c

•
During the period audited, the Committee opened 200

bank accounts. Seven (7) of t~ese accounts were maintained at the
national campaign of:ices. The remaining 193 accounts included
63 accounts maintained at the state level, and 130 scheduling
accounts. Scheduling accounts were used to fund specific events,
and were separate :rom the :unding of state offices •
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The Committee's procedures provided for funding
the state and scheduling accounts with transfers solely from the
national accounts. All contributions received at the state
and scheduling level were to be forwarded directly to the
national office for deposit into a national accountft Expenditure
information for the state and scheduling accounts was forwarded
to the national office for inclusion in the monthly reports. All
expenditures from all accounts were to be itemized on Schedules
B-P regardiess of amount. Due to the fact that only 53,103.52
in w~itemized expenditures were reported during the period
October 29, 1979 through August 31, 1980, and that our tests
identified expenditures not itemized that were in an amount
in excess of $3,103.52, any disbursement not found itemized
was considered an unreported disbursement.

2. Unre~o~~ec Expenditures
... e

a. ~a~ional Accounts

Our review of the CCIT~it~ee's expendit~re

records for t~e pe=ioc Oc~obe= 29, 1979 throug~ August 31, 1980
~evealed t~at 34 ex?e~d~t~=es totali~g 573,9:6.15 ~e=e not =e?cr~ed.

~~e eX?encit~=es a~~e~~ec to ~e :o~ ~ormal Committee o?e=a~i~g

expe~ses a~c t~e A~c~~ s~a:= :ound no appa~ent reason for this :ail~re

~o ~eport. Furthe=, Cc~~it~ee o::~cials we=e u~able to dete~:~e ~~e

cause 0: this ?=cble~.
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b. State and Scheduling Accounts

A review was made of the 193 state and
schedulinq accounts maintained by the Committee. The results of
our tests disclosed a material error rate in the Committee's
reportinq of expenditures from these accounts.

Durinq the audit fieldwork the Committee
was in the process of reviewinq their files and preparinq amended
expenditure schedules to include previously unreported state
and schedulinq expenditures. A comparison of our test results
to the amended schedules indicated that the filing of the amended
schedules would materially correct the Committee's reports. The
amended schedules contained $220,526.54 in previously unreported
activity.

. ~be interim aud;t report contained a
'r~cprnmendat;Qn that the Committoo file the ame"cment mentioned ahnxe.
The Committee stated in its written res~onse to the audit re~ort that
they bac inc'uded in the 1980 amendment, filed on Mav 19, 1981, state
and scbecu1ipq account ex~enditures totalina 5207,409.04, which were
oreviouslv unreoorted. Our review 0= the amendment disclosed that
it actuallv included 5210,153.89 in exoenditures. ~he Committee
ex'Olained that the discrenancv be-w~c~ the dQ"1- amOnD- 0"<: -he
5~2-e a"C scheduli~a account eXDenditures included in the comorehen
sive amena~ent filed and the ~rooosed amendment criainall~1 reviewed
bv the Audit staf=, was a res~l~ of t~e ~rooosed amendment not
=e=lec~i~c all ex~en~it~re amount cor=ec~ions. Unon rece~~t of the
ame,Crne"t, the t~s~ resul-~ were aca;d CQmoar~d a~d it was
C~~c~;~ed -ha~ ~~c ame~Cme~t as ~i'eC ~a~eriallv comn~~es wi-~ ~~e

r~co~~e~C:ation.

Recom.-nendation

The Audit staff recommends no further ac~ion on this matter.

3. M"" ,,~..~sce__aneous n~Justments

-
In addition to the matters noted above, our

~. review of the Committee's available bank records an~tests of
t~e recei~t and exoenditure records revealed that the Committee's
reported activity ~as misstated cue to the following:

a.· $9,000.00 0:: reportee cont::::-:"b~'tions '~hich

were ret~rned by t~e bank due to insu::ic:"e~t funds i~pro?erly

adjusted on Committee reports: a~c

b. a $9,181.66 overstatement 0: expenditures
cue to ma~,ematica~ errors.

•
"''-',:) .: ...... 0-.;..., :::l""::';" -c;"o-- "''''''--s:';''''ICo':; :::a -Qcom-

~e"ca;':Q- -'2- ~h,:) CQIDd';--CQ ~~e~c ';-5 -crc~ts ·0 aC~"S'" ~or -be
~c~Q~"'';~q C~-Q~S ~otec above. The ame~dec rencrts filed bv the
r~,,"m; -~QQ f"'\'"' M::ty 1 Q , , 08" , ~ ""'lr i "lC:ed t~ese ad~ust:':'\ents •

,-
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~ Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends no further action in this matter.

B. Missinq Records

Section 432(c) and (d) of Title 2 of the United States
Code states, in part, that a treasurer of a political committee
shall keep an' account of all contributions received on behalf of
such political committee, and any disbursements made, including
a receipt, invoice, or cancelled check for each disbursement in
excess of $200. The treasurer shall preserve all records required
to be kept by this section and copies of all reports required to be
filed by this subchapter for 3 years after the report is filed.

Section 104.l4(b) (l) of Title 11 of the Code of Federal
Requ1ations states, in part, that each person required to file
any report 'or statement under this SUbchapter shall maintain records,
including bank records, with respect to the matters required to be
reported from which the filed reports and statements may be verified,
explained, clarified, and checked for accuracy and completeness.

....

_....

... -

In addition, Section 9033.1(a) (3) of Title 11 of the Code
of Federal Requlations requires a c~~didate receiving matching funds
to keep and furnish to the Co~ssion any records, including bank
records for all accounts.

In addition to numerous verbal requests, the Audit staff
_ made eight (8) written requests, beginning on October 23, 1980,

for the production of various missing bank records. T~e$e regue§ts
were p~e5ent~g ~Q ~be Cgmm~t~ee'5 staff whQ we~~ eyaiJabie to the
Auditors OD a daily basis and were workina with the records beina
reguested, Due to the $ubitentig1 delays the Aud;tQrs ~DCQPDte~ec

in the ~ece;pt of many requested documents·'and records, oarticularly
bepk reCOrdS. the Commission sent a letter to the gandidate. on
pecember 3. 1980. which regue$ted gQgpe~at;QD ~~Qm thrcapdidate epd
Committee oersonnel concernina the production of these records. At
the conclusion of the audit fieldwork, the Committee had still not
Obtained and provided all requested records pertaining to the bank
accoun1:.s.

The final list of missing bank account records was qiven
to the Committee and discussed with them on January 9, 1981. T~e

list included twenty ~ne bank accounts which were missing statements,
cancelled checks, and/or deposit slips. These missing bank records
were needed in order to verify reported figures and could have
resulted in additional corrections to the Commi~tee's reports.
Committee o::icials stated that they would attempt to obtain the
missing records and ?rovide them for our review .•
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The interim audit reoort contained a recommendation
thAt the Committee provide the bank records for our review. Sub
sequent to the a"git ~ielgwox;k the committee proVided recgrda fgr
18 of the " hank aCcount5 For two (2) of the honk accopnts thf!
reCOrds whiCh were npt provided consisted o£ gan;elled checks
associated with three (3) benk statementS· The remaining one l11
account was lackina one el) bank statement, It 5h Op 'd he noted,
hpweveb' thet the Audit staff was able to include the ex~enditure$

sonnected with theie ACCOynts in the overa J ' expend; t"re re,r; ew of
the state and scheduling accounts. For two (2) of these accoynts,
the Committee provided letters sent to the banks requesting theseL
reCOrdS·

Recommendation

Since the Committee has provided the maiority of the records
reauested, the Audit staff recommends that no further action be
taken go this matter.

c. Allocation of Expenditures to States

Sections 441a(b) (1) (A) and 441a(c) of Title 2 of the
United States Code prOVides, in pa:t, that no candidate for the
office of President of the United States who is eligible to receive
and has received matching funds may make expenditures in anyone
s~a~e aggregating in excess of the greater of 16 cents multiplied
by ~~e s~ate voting age population or $200,000.00, adjusted by the
Consumer Price Index.

Section 106.2(a) of Title 11 of the Code of Federal
Regulations states, in ?art, that expenditures made' by a
candidate's authorized committee(s) which seek to influence the
nomination of that candidate fer the office of President of the
United States with respect to a pa:ticular State shall be allocated
to that State. .

In addition, Section l06.2(b) and (c) of Title 11 of the'
Code of Federal Regulations states, in part, that expenditures for
staf:, media, printing and other services used in a campaign in a
speci:ic State shall be attributed to that State, and that expendi
tures by a Presidential Candidate for use in two (2) or more States,.
shall be a~tributec to each State based on the voting age population
in each State which can =easonablv ~e expec~ed to be influenced bv
such expenditures. ." •

A review of the Committee's sys~~~ :or allocating expendi
tures to states revealed a n~~er 0: areas where allocations were
~ot perfo~ed. An extensive review was made of all exoenditures
relating to the states of New Hampshire and Iowa since-these were
the only s~ates where the ~~~i~ations were approached •
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The Committee maintained monthly state allocation reports
which contained a listinq by state of all expenditures allocated
to the ~tates from the national operating accounts and state ~nd

scheduling accounts. A comparison of the allocation reports to
the FEC Forms 3Pc, "Allocation of Primary Expen~itures by State
for a Presidential Candidate", filed by the Committee from incep
tion throuqh Auqust 31, 1980 revealed more expenditures reported
on the Forms 3Pc than contained on the allocation reports. Co~ttee

personnel were unable to provide the Audit staff with workpapers
to support the reported 3Pc totals nor could they provide an
explanation for the differences. V~ious expenditure testinq
performed on the allocation reports verified that, with the
exception of specific cateqories of expenditures noted below, the
allocation of expenditures contained on the allocation reports
were substantially correct. Therefore, the allocation report
totals were used as a base to which additions and/or adjustments
to the expenditure totals for New Hampshire and Iowa were made.

In addition to the national accounts, the Committee
maintained 14 New Hampshire accounts (all in New Hampshire) and 23
Iowa accounts (22 in Iowa"and one (1) in ~ebraska) from which
expenditures were made but were not allocated. Reconciled totals
from these accounts were added to the state allocation report
totals to yield a grand total of $227,736.65 allocable to New
Hampshire and $421,3i6.94 a110cable to Iowa.

The inte=im audit report also identi:ied the followinq
categories of expenditures as containinq errors or om~ssicns

requiring adjustments to the above totals for New Hampshire and
_ Iowa. _

1. March and April, 1980, Expenditures

A review of the state allocation reports revealed
that the Committee did not allocate any expenditures made from
the national operating accounts during the months of March and
April, 1980. A review of the check copies which conta1ned the
Committee's state allocation codes for that time period was
perfo~ed to identify expenditures relating to the New Hampshire
and Iowa campaigns. The results of that review required additional
allocations of $34,786.01 to New Hampshi~e and $8,917.22 ~o Iowa.

2. Media

•

The Committee did not allocate any expenditures
:rorn its national operating accounts to its media firm for the
purchase of radio, television, or newspaper adver~isinq even
though the media firm had sup?liec tne Committee with detailed
information with which to do so. The documentation supporting
the allocations maintained by the media firm was reviewed by
the Audit staf:. The review disclosed allocations of S48,347.81
to ~ew H~~pshire and $85,668.82 to Iowa.
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3. Payroll

The Co~ttee did not allocate to the respective
states' either the salaries of individuals who, according to .
payroll reqisters, were assigned to state offices (field personnel)
or individuals who were assiqned to specific events in one (1)
or more states (advance personnel). In addition, neither
unemployment taxes nor the employer's portion of FICA taxes were
allocated. The Audit staff identified total payroll related
expenses (gross payroll, unemployment taxes, and employerls FICA)
of $83,506.34 allocable to New Hampshire and $127,327.08 to Iowa.

4. Per Diem and Expense Reimbursements.

•

A review of per diem and expense reimbursement
payments and the documentation maintained by the ComDdttee (i.e.,
reimbursement request forms with attached invoices and receipts,
indicating a destination) supportinq these expenditures identified
an additional $2,432.38 allocable to New Hampshire and $2,852.09
to Iowa.

In addi~ion to the above, the Audit staf: identified
$20,084.24 in expenditu=es which were not adequately doc~~ented to
allow an alloca~icn determination. These expendi~ures were
supported solely by a cancelled check which did not iden~ify the
state(s), i: any, ~o which the expenditures were allocable nor were
these expenditures allocated to any state by ~~e Co~~ttee. Per
diem payments accounted for $18,840.00 and expense reimbursements
for the remaining $1,244.24.

5. Outstanding Debt

r-. -

•

A review of the Co~~ttee's Statement of Net
Outstanding Campaign Obligations as of November 28, 1980, and the
Committee's list of accounts payable end b~l'idg$ ene invQices
supogrtina these pavanles. identified outstandinq debts totaling
$3,242.18 which were related to the Committee's New Hamoshire
campaign and $10,970.84 to Iowa. ·

6. Other Vendor Payments.

An analysis of other vendor paymen~s and ~he

doc~~entation maintained supporting these paymen~s (i.e., including
,bills, invoices, and check stubs contai~inc the Commi~tee's allo
cation codes) from ~e operatinq accounts and a :eview 0:
expenditures ==om September 1, 1980 through November 30, 1980,
identified additional amounts of $28,171.79 allocable to New
Hampshire and 547,287.44 a:locable ~o Iowa .
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The interim audit report included a final summ~ry

of committee expenditures allocable to New Hampshire ~ota~inq

$428,2~3.l6 and Iowa totalinq $704,400.43 •

. The Audi~ staff recommended in the interim audit
report, that the Committee adjust their accounting records ~o

reflect the amounts allocable to the two (2) states noted above,
and file amenaments to reflect these adjustmen~s within 30 days
of receipt of the report. In addition, a recommendati~n was
made that the-Committee· provide the Audit staff with sufficient
documentation to allow an allocation determination for those
expenditures noted as not adequately documented in II.C.4. above.
With respect to other state allocation errors, a recommendation
was made that no action be taken since it would have no effect
on the Committee's compliance with those state limitations.

In its response to the interim audit report
received on May 19, 1981, the Committee provided documentation
verifying that the expenditures noted in II.C.4. were not alloca
able to either New Hampshire or Iowa. The Committee also stated
that its method of analyzinq state by state expenditures was to
review, with the assistance of two (2) accounting firms, each
individual expenditure potentially allocable to Iowa or New Hampshire
determining whether or not the expenditure should be allocated to the
particular state. In =eview~nq these eA~enditures, the Committee
at first determined whether or not the expenditure was made for
the purpose of influencing the ~omi~ation in ~~at particular
state and then i: all or ~'Y of ~he expenditure could be allocated
to an exempt expenditure category.

The Committee provided the Audi~ staff with a
computer prin~out which included all expenditures which were
noted in the interim audit :eport as being allocable to New
Hampshire and Iowa. Each expenditure on the printout was allocated
into one (1) or more exempt (not subject to the expenditure limit)

1'- or non-exempt (subject to the expenditure limit) cateqories
as follows: ~

.~

Non-Exempt Category

1. Pr~ma=y

Exemct Cateaorv
- «

1. Compliance
2. Fundraising
3. Phone/Travel-Interstate
4. National Press
s. Other

Ie
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Due to the methodoloqy employed by the Committee
in preparing its response, the expenditure categories prese~ted

by the Committee do not correspond to those contained in the
inter~ audit report. Therefore, the remainder. of the staff's
analysis addresses the categories presented by the Committee.

1. Overhead ~location

In its response the Committee stated: "During
the campaign, the Committee recognized the necessity of developing
a methodo1oqy for establishing the portion of payroll related
costs to be allocated to.exempt expenditures. These percentages
would also be applied to overhead costs, thus allocating a por
tion of overhead costs to exempt expenditures in a manner con
sistent with salary allocation."

. The Committee asked a public accountinq firm
to develop the methodology and establish the percentage to be
used in allocating costs to exempt functions. The firm used a
sample of four (4) states 2/ from which it computed a weighted
average percentage of fundraisinq and compliance time. The
Co~~ittee stated that the selection of the states was on a
judgemental basis and the in:o=mation pertaining to each ~~ployee

was based on i~~erJiews with the official who directed the c~~paiqn

activity in that state. Using this procedure the firm determined
that li% of payroll costs relates to :undraisinq and 22% relates. to
compliance.

Although it appears justi:iable that a portion'"
of overhead and payroll related costs can be charged to exempt
categories, we have di:ficulty accepting the reasonableness
of ~~e calculation based on the limited information which has been
provided concerninq the procedures used;

All that has been provided by the Committee is a
letter from the accounting firm explaining in general~terms the
procedure it followed to arrive at the percentages. The letter
states that the ~ount of compliance and fundraising time spent
by individuals in the four states was determined through discussions
with the state desk people directing the campaign ac~ivity in that
state. Workpapers ?repared by the accounting firill suppor~inq the
discussions and calculations noted in the letter were not available
for the Audit.sta:f's review at the time the Committee's response
was received. In the absence of these workpapers the Audit staf:
has no information concerning the questions asked of ~~e campaign
officials interviewed, how the interviewers defined "compliance"
and U:undraising", on what basis the persons interviewed assigned
percentages to each sta== members' activities, or any other records

~/ The four (4) s~ates were New Hampshire, Iowa, New York, and
Ohio.

If":}
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(i.e. time sheets, job descriptions, etc.) which were used as a
basis for determining the percentaqes. In addition, the Committee
has not provided the definition of the type of expenditures to
which the overhead percentages would be applied. Further, the.
Committee stated in its response that they recognized the need for
establishing these percentages during the campaiqn: however, the
Audit staff was provided no evidence or information to indicate
that the information used by the accounting firm was obtained durinq
the campaign. The timinq of the interviews is an important factor
to take into consideration when determininq the reasoLab1eness of
the resulting" percentages, because the ca~culations were based on
a single individual's recollection of activities.

It should also be noted that although the letter
states that the method used by the accounting fi~ was systematic,
rational, easy to compute, and less costly than other slightly
more accurate methods, the letter does not address the regulatory
test of reasonableness. Therefore, absent the submission of
documentation demonstrating the reasonableness and accuracy of the
allocations, the Audit staff has made no adjustments to the amounts
allocable to New Hampshire or Iowa on the basis of the Committee's
response in this area.

2. Interstate Travel and Communications

I:1 i'ts response the Committee stated "The COtn.'Uittee
isola~ed al: interstate travel, in~erstate Federal Ex~ress or
ot~er types of delive:y se=vice, and in~ers~a~e comm~~icaticns,
and allocatee ~hese pursua~t to 1: C.F.R. l06.2(c) (2) to the
national expenditure limitations."

The Committee provided the Audit staff with work
papers which they stated would support the Committee's allocation
of long distance telephone charges to an exempt category. The
workpapers indicate that all calculations for dete~ining the
amount of long distance telephone charges ··allocated to an exempt
category for New Hamsphire 3/ were based on reviewina two (2)
telephone bills. The workpapers state that 62% of the total amount
of all telephone bills were long distance and that 27% of the long
distance calls were out of state. The 27~ was then applied ~o all
phone cha=ges :or New Hampshire, both t~ose made at campaign
head~uarters and t~ose contai~ec en hote2 bil~s and expense
reimbu=se~en~ :orms, a~d the resul~ing amount allocated to an
exempt ex~enditure category. ~~e Audi~ sta:: is unable to verify
the accuracy of these percentages since the Co~~it~ee provided only
the summary pages for the telephone bills which did no~ include ~~e

itemized listing of phone calls. :u=the:, it would appear t~at if
~he ?ercen~age calcula~ions are correct, a s~ple consisting of
~wo (2) selected ~elephone bills is nc~ sta~istically valid.

e y ~c records were ?rov~ded =or ~~e :owa compu~ations.
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"

The Commission, in a meeting on June 9, 1981,
determined that only long distance telephone charges originating
in a particular state made within that state or to another state,
other than national headquarters, were required to be allocated.
Letters were mailed to the affected presidential candidate
committees on July 2, 1981, notifying the committees of the new
dete~inations concerninq the allocation of the telephone charges.
The letter also stated that the committees had 30 days from receipt
of the letter, to submit to the Audit Division an ~ended state
a1locat10n schedule, thereby reducing the amount preViously
allocated for such expenditures. The committees were also instructed
to provide computational schedules including copies of bills, expense
vouchers, or any other documentation supporting such an amendment.
The Committee received th~ letter by certified mail on July 7, 1981.
S;nce the Committee has not provided the Audit staff the documen
tation requested in the letter, no change to the total amount
allocated in the interim report has been made.

The Audit staff has adjusted the totals allocable
to New Hampshire ~~d Iowa =or other interstate charges (interstate
travel and delivery services) for which adequate documentation
was provided.

3. Media Expenditures

In i~s response the Committee stated tha~ it had
reviewed all of its media expendi~ures in Iowa and New Sampshire
and dete~ined ~~at the previous a:loca~ion method used by the
vendor (which was found to be acceptable by the Audit staff
during the fieldwork) was incorrect. 4/ They further stated: "The

- Commi~tee used a new allocation fo~ula ~ased on the number ot·
eligible Democratic voters which, by industry standards, were in
the viewinq area, and possible viewers of a particular TV station
to allocate the cost of a broadcast." However, other than a letter
from their media firm explaining that they had recalculated the media
costs based on "County Coverage Reports (CCR) " rather than on the
basis of "Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) " ~/ no other workpaper
supporting the reallocation of media expenditures was supplied to

i/ As noted earlier in this report, although provided wi~h the
media alloca~ion totals by their media firm the Commit~ee

hac not allocated any media costs.

~I The Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) is a geographic design
which defines each television market, exclusive of another,
based on measurable viewing patterns. County Coverage Reports
detail :or every county, net weekly ci=culation (number
of di::erent households viewing t~e station in a week) ,
for every station, whether the coun~y is within or outside
the station's ADI.
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the Audit staff with the response. The letter from the media firm
does not provide an explanation of the method used for de~erminin941 the number of eligible voters in the County Coverage Reports.

At the time the Committee's response was received
they indicated that the reduction of total media expenditures
allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa contained on the computer
printout was an estimate and that the media firm had not completed
their calculations.

,.

On June 11, 1981, the Committee provided the final
figures for the media allocations. The Audit staff does not object
to the use of the CCRs fer the allocation of media expenditures;
however, based on the review of these allocations and ~~e

supporting documentation, the Audit staff noted the following:

1. It appeared that the Committee's media vendor
simply applied New Hampshire and Iowa CCR percentages to those
media buys previously allocated to these states under ADI but did
not (re)allocate to these states any bUyS previously not allocated
under AOI which would be required under ceRe There a:e-lO out-of
state stations which overlap New Hampshire according to CCR data.
The Committee made media buys at five (5) of these stations for
which no (re)allocations have been made. 6/ The cates 0: t~ese

buys are not know~ to the Audi~ staff at this time ~o verify that
the bUyS were all subsequent to the New H~pshire primary and
would, in fact, not require such an allocation.

2. $1,450 in media buys at one (1) of ~~e Burlington,
vermont TV stations re:erred to above were reviewed curi~c ~he

audie fieldwork that were denoted "N.H. primary". These ~xpendi
tures did not require an allocation to New Hampshire under the ADI
method but most likely would on the basis of CCR. The Committee's
revised figures did not include any allocation to New Ham~shire

for these purchases.

3. On July 8, 1981, the Committee provided the
Audit staff with schedules indicating that refunds :rom various
New H~pshire and Iowa stations had been received and that $5,327.86
and $3,502 should be deducted from the New H~~pshire and Iowa
allocations, respectively. These schedules were da~ed November 18,
1980 while the med~a =i=~'s CCR ~eallocations we=e datec May 18 and
21, 1981. Therefore, it appears t~at the re=unds a=e calc~lated

under ADI percentages while the time buys are now (re)allocated
under CCR percentages.

6/ Two (2) of these were Spring:ield, Massachuset~s sta~icns,

two (2) were Burlington, Vermont, and one (l) was ~ew

Bedford, Massachusetts.
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Due to (1) the possible omission of ~~e Burlington,
Vermont media buys from the Co~~ttee's reallocations, (2) the
timing of the MassachUsetts and Vermont primaries (March 4) in
relation-to the New Hampshire primarj (FebruarJ 26) and that ~~e

media fi~ asse~ts ~~at no Massachusetts or Ve:rnont buvs were ~rior

to Februa:y 26, and (3) ~~e fact that ~~e Committee's revised media
allocations are again subject to change (on ~~e basis of eliqible
Democ::atic votership), no changes have been mace to the Audi.t staff' 51
original ~ecia allocations, except for minor revisions resulting
from other updated information.

The Committee· stated in i~s response that each
expenditure preliminarily allocated to New Hampshire or Iowa
was reviewed to determine whether or not.the expenditure was
a reimbursable expenditure from the National Press. They further
stated that the committee's method of billing the press (225% of
first class air fare) was reviewed and approved by the Commission
during an enforcement proceedinq. The Committee believes that
many of the expenditures allocated to New Hampshire and Iowa were
for services provided to the ~ational press. Since the costs of
these services were included in the basis :or the 225% charqe and
subsequently rei~ursed to ~~e Committee, they ~~erefore should not
be allocatee to the states' limits.

4. National Press

With respect to item number·2, he advised that his
assistant may have missed the Burlinqton, Vermont buys. A copy
of the invoice in question was provided to the committee's controllil
who was to forward it to the media representative. The Committee's
controller stated that any necessary corrections would be provided I
to the Audit staff. I

With respect to item number 3, he aqreed that the I
refunds would require an allocation adjus~~ent calculated on the I
basis of CCR percentages.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
The above matters have been discussed-with the

committee's controller who requested clarification and/or I
additi~nal info~ation from their media firm representative. With I
respect to item number 1, he (the media firm representative) statec
that the reallocation was done "from scratch" and that all bUyS at I
the five (5) stations with a New Hampshire overlap were subsequent I
to the New Hampshire primary.

I

I

•

...

•
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Although the Audit staff does not disagree with the
concept that expenditures for services provided to members of the
press which are sUbsequently reimbursed by the press need not be
charged to any l~itation, the Committee has not provided any
info~ation to show a relationship between any particular expendi
ture or group of expenditures which they have charged to exempt
National Press and the activities of the national press.
Additionally, the Co~ttee has not produced evidence that any
particular expenditures or group of expenditures have been reimbursed
through charges to national press. Furthermore, in its response to
the Co~ssion's inquiries during ·the enforcement proceeding,
Committee officials indicated that the charge to the press for
traveling with the candidate was always initially based on 225% of
first class airfare but was often adjusted downward once the total
cost of the trip was determined. Of the four (4) examples of
campaiqn flights provided to the commission by the Committee during
the proceeding the highest billing rate reported by the Committee
was approximately 150% of the =i:st class airfare.

The Committee has also stated that ~he salaries
of various staff persons who devotee all or a part 0= their time
~o t~e national press likewise should ~ot be alloca~ec to an
individual state ~ut should be ~reated as a ~at~cnal non-allocable
expend~~~~e.

The Audit sta== fi~ds no statu~o~v or re~latorv

basis for exe~pting these expendi~u=es. Further~ no definition 0=
~hese activities has been offered by the Co~~ttee nor have any
workspeets or other documents supporti~g this allocation been ...
presented to the Audit staff.

The Audit staff has not adjusted any of ~~e amounts
allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa i~ the area of national press
based on the Committee's response.

5. Compliance and Fundraising 2/

The Committee stated in its resoonse that it had
identified each individual's time, or a percentage 0= an individual's
ti~e, that was spent on recor=keeping or compliance activ~ty and
charged that portion of ~he ?erso~'s pay=oll to an exempt ca~egery.

I~ addi~ion, for each person who was identifiec as working en a
pa~~icular fundraisi~g event the portion of ~~eir time spent on
that eve~t was charged to an exempt category. They fu=~her sta~ee

that overhead expenses were isolated and a percentage formula was
applied to all overhead expenses al:ocating a reasonable amount to
legal, acco~~ting and :undraising. A review of t~e computer pri~~out

2/ Section 1 of t~e Committee's =esponse contains an explana~ionc= ~~e derivation of ~he perce~tages used ~~ t~e Cc~~ittee's

calculat~on 0= the allocab:e ~otals i~ Subsec~icn 5 Ccmoliance
and Fundraisi~g ~~d a pc=~~cn of Subsec~ion 6 Acvance Sta::
?erso~nel.
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Other than the overhead expenditures which could be
clearly identified by reviewing the documentation supportinq them,
the Committee did not provide any documentation supporting their
calcuiations for allocating expenditures to· exempt categories based I

on time spent on recordkeeping, compliance, or fundraising activitie:
Absent documentation supporting the committee's derivation of per- I

centages applied to allocations in these areas, no adjustments have
been made to the allocable totals.

6. Advance Staff Personnel

The Audit staff included in the interim audit report
an allocation for a portion of the payroll of advance staff
personnel based on the number of days the individual had spent
in New Hampshire or Iowa which was determined from a review of per
diem and expense reimbursements. The Committee stated in its
response that it had recomputed this amount using a seven day work
week as opposed to the five day work week used by t~e Audit staff
in its calculation. Since it does appear reasonable that advance
staff would be required in many cases to work a seven day week
the Audit staff has reviewed and accepted the Committee's adjustment
and adjusted the allocation total accordingly.

The Committee further stated that aince the nature of
advance work involved a significant expenditure of time on COIQ

p1iance and fundraising activities and supporting the national
press corps the maxi~um amount computed for each advance person
was allocated to the various 'categories based upon the percentage
of time spent on exempt ac~ivities by each advance person. _

_..-
A review of the computer printout supplied by

the Committee reveals that the ComDdttee has allocated a portion
of each advance person's salary to an exempt category based on
what appears to be the following percentages:

National Press 33%
Compliance 10-20%
Fundraising 10-17%

The Committee has not provided any info~aticn

as to how these percentages were derived, in general or for any
one (1) individual, nor have they been able to provide any
justification for ~hese percentages.

Other than the adjustment allowing for a seven
day work week, no change has been made to the amounts originally
allocated for advance staf: personnel.

. I
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The Audit staff's review of the Co~ttee'. response

and accompanying documentation described above resulted in $385,851.07
in expenditures allocable to New Hampshire and $636,456.32 to Iowa •

Recommendation

Since the Audit staff's allocation totals result in a
matching fund repayment determination (see Section III.B.l.),
pursuant to 11 C.F.R. Section 9038.2(b) the candidate may submit
additional legal or factual materials to demonstrate that the
allocations ·are not required within 30 days of receipt of thi.
report. For a comparison of the Committee and Audit staff
allocation totals see Attachment 1.

D. Contributions From Other Political Committees

Section 434(b) (3) (B) of Title 2 of the United States
Code requires a committee to disclose the identification of each
political committee which makes a contribution to the reportinq
committee during the reporting period, together with the date and
amount of any such contribution.

Sec~ion 432(c) (4j of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, i~ par~, that the treasurer of a political committee shall
keep an account 0= the ~dentificaticn of a~y ?olitical committee
which makes a cont=ibu~ion, together with ~he date and amount of
any such contribution.

Section ~41a(a) (1) (A) of T~tle 2 0: the United States
Code states that no person shall make contributions to any

- candidate and his authorized political committees with respect"
to any election for Federal office which, in the aggregate,
exceed Sl,OOO. In addition, Section 431(11) defines, i~ part,
the term "person" to include a part:1ership, committee, association,
corporation, or any o~~er organization or group of persons.

Section 441a(a} (2) (A) of Title 2 of the United States
Code states that no multicandidate political committee shall
make cont~ibutions to any candidate and his authorized political
committees wi~~ respect to any elec~ion tor Federal of:ice which,
in the aggregate, exceed $5,000.

1. Itami'zation of Cont=:':;'utic:1s
from Poli~ical Commi~~ees

A review of reports on :ile at the Commission revealed
that 28 political comm~ttees reported maki~g 31 contributions ~c the
Committee totaling $30,322.00 whic~ were not itemized on the
Committee's disclosure reports. The Co~~~ee maintained copies of
~~e t=ans=er checks =or seven (i) of ~~ese contributions .

•
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The Audit staff recommended that the Co~ttee file

amended reports itemizing these contributions. On May 19, 1981, the
Commit~ee filed comprehensive amendments itemizing these contribution.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends no further action on this matter.

2. Excessive Contributions from Reqistered Committees

A review of the Committee's receipt records revealed
that the Committee received contributions from one multicandidate
committee which exceeded the limitation by $4,875.00. In addition,
the Audit staff identified contributions in excess of $1,000
from two (2) political committees that apparently were not qualified
as multicandidate co~ttees as defined by Section 441a(a) (4). The
excessive portion of the contributions from the two (2) non-qualified
committees totalec $3,702.60.

The Audit staff recommended that ~~e Co~~ttee refund
the excessive por~ions of ~~ese contributions. On J~~e 15, 1981,
the Co~~ttee provided a copy of the check used to re=~~c the
$4,875 to the multicandidate committee. Fo= the excessive cont:i
bution ==om one (1) of the a?parent non-quali=ied co~~t~ees, the
Ccrr~~~ee providec a copy of the check to document that the excessive
portion was contributed to a charitable organization si~ce the
committee is no longer in exis~ence. For ~cth ~e=uncs, a Co~~t~ee

o::icial ag=eec ~o provide copies of ~~e c~~celled checks upon receipt
:::crn tone bar.k.

For ti1e remaining apparent non-quali:ied co~~ttee,

the Committee t=easurer stated that the contributinq ccmmit~ee hac
informed him that ~~ey had achieved multicandidate status prior to
making ~~e contribution. A review of records on file at ~~e

Commission indicates ~hat the committee met t~e recui:ements for
obtaining multicandidate s~atus on April 8, 1980 which was four (4)
days after the contribution was made.

Recommendation

Si~ce ~~e excessive cc~~~i~u~ions received f~om two (2)
0: ~~e cc~~ttees have ~ee~ disposec of prope:ly, ~~e Audit sta::
=eco~~e~ds ~~at ~o :ur~~e: ac~ion be taken.

Fu=~~er, the Aud~~ s~a:f is of ~~e coi~ion that ~~e mul~i

candicate committee's quali=yi~g four (4)-days a:te= contributions
exceeding Sl,OOO were made ~s ~mmaterial ~~d reco~mends ~~a~ no
:ur~~er action be taken O~ ~~~s matter.



Section 434(0) {a} of Title 2 of the United States Code
states; in part, that each report required to be filed shall disclose
the amount and nature of outstanding debts and obligations owed by
the committee, and where such debts are settled for less than their
reported value, a stateme~t as to the circumstances and conditions
under which they were extinguished.

•
E. Undisclosed Debt
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Section 104.11 of Title 11 of the Code of Federal Regula
tions details the reportinq requirements for debts and obliqations.
Those which remain outstanding shall be continuously reported until
.extinquished. A debt, obligation, or other promise to make an
expenditure, the amount of which is $500 or less, shall be reported
as of the time payment is made or no later than 60 days after the
ob1iqation is incurred whichever comes first. Any loan, debt, or
obliqation, the amount of which is over $500 shall be reported as
of the time of the transaction.

In exami~ing the Committee's reported outstandinq debts
at November 30, 1980, ~~e Audit staff identi£ied a total 0:
$li7,149.32 in debts which were not disclosed by ~~e Committee.
In addition, it was determined that the Co~tteets disclosed
debts at ~ovember 30, 1980 were oversta~ec by $34,i49.27.

Of the $177,149.32 in undisclosed debts, S136,592.65
were supported by ~paid bills, invoices, etc.

T'n ... lo,c ;n~cr';;n apd; .... ,...cpo,...t the ~"C';"" sta'=':: -ec'"'Mr:enced
tba+ ~be Ccmmi ........~o ame~c .... bei,... necembe"" Mon .... 'Ju -900-- and
subsegue""t "'epgrts to ....be ex~cnt a.f=-=eGte~ : to ac ....,,;.ateJ J" ---e-=' pc....
the gutstancing debts as 0';: Novembe"" 30 '98Q. On Mar 1Q 1080,
aroe~Ged -e~o,...ts we,..e fi J ed 5',bstant~ 3' , 7l CO,...-c,-.+o'; ng ....~e "pde---
sta .... emcp ...

Recommendation
,-

The Audit staff recommends that no further action be taken on
this matter.

F. Matters Referred to the Of=ice of General Co~~sel

Certain ot.1.e I." mal:::.ers noted during -:he audi t were
referred ~o the Commission's Of:ice of General Counsel on
February 9, 1981 and June 25, 1981 .
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III. Findings Related to Title 26 of the United States Code

Determination of Net Outstanding c"ampaign Obligations
and Repayment to the U. S. Treasury

A. Determination of Net Outstanding Campaign Obliqations

Section 9034.5(a) and (b) of Title 11, Code of Federal
Requlations, requires that the candidate submit a statement of net
outstanding campaign obliqations (NOCO) which contains, among other
items, the total of all outstanding obligations for qualified
campaiqn expenses as of the candidate's date of ineligibility, an
estimate of neces~ary winding down costs, and the total of the
fair market value of capital assets on hand, within lS days of the
candidate's date of ineligibility•.

Section 9038(b) (l) of Title 26 of the United States Code
provides that if the Commission determines that any portion of the
payments made to a candidate from the matching payment acco~~t was
in excess of the aggregate amount of payments to which such candidate
was entitled under Section 9034, it shall notify the candidate,
and the candidate shall pay to the Secretary an amount equal to
the amount of t.i.e excess payments.

•
i ...

On August 13, 1980, Senator Edward M. Kennedy's candidacy
te~nated for ~~e purpose of incurring qualified campaign
exoenses. 8/. -

At the conclusion of t.""e audit fieldwork, the Committee
- had filed NOCO statements covering t.~e period from 'August 13, ,·1980

through December 26, 1980. To facilitate the verification of ~~e

Committee's net outstanding campaign obliqations, the NOCO
statement as of November 28, 1980 was audited. The Audit staff
made necessary adjustments to ~~is statement to properly reflect
the candidate's cash position as of November 28, 1980, and to
correct misstatements of accounts payable and the Committee's
estimate of winding down costs (see Attachment 2). ~

•

Commission regulations at 11 C.F.R. Section 9032.6 provide
t~a~ ~~e date en which a party nominates its candidate for
President is the end of ~~e matching payment period for a
candidate seeki~g the Presidential nomination of ~~at party.
11 C.F.R. Section 9033.5(c) provides that the last day of
the ma~chinq payment period is the date of ineligibility
:or c~~didates who have not previously been determined
~neli9ible pursuant to 11 C.F.R. Section 9033.5(a) or (b).
Since ~~e Democratic Party nominated its Candidate for
President on August 13, 1980, that date is the date of
Sena~or Kennedy's ineliqibili~y.
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Various artists produced oriqinal works of art which
could be reproduced and used by the Co~ttee as inducements
in the solicitation of contributions. It was further determined
that the Co~ttee had negotiated bank loans secured by a number
of these prints. The Co~ttee has not recoqnized art prin~s

as a capital asset(s) in any NOCO statement filed to date.
Due to the effect on matchinq fund entitlement that the
consideration of art prints as a capital asset(s) could have,
the Audit staff requested that the Co~ttee furnish an
inventory Qf art prints on hand at November 28, 1980, as well
as an accounting of all prints d~sposed of between the ineli
gibility date and November 28, 1980. This info~ation was to
be used to determine the inventory on hand at the candidate's
date of ineligibility. On January 28, 1981, the Committee
presented a memorandum to the Audit staff which stated that,
as of November 28, 1980, there were 6,525 art prints on hand.
However, the information contained in this memorandum was not
sufficient to calculate the inventory at the candidate's
ineligibility date.

\

\
\

•
....

In ~~e interim audit report, the Audit staf: recommended
that the Co~ttee obtain and submit a written independent
appraisal of ~~e fair market value of ~~e art prints and provide
an inventory of prints on h~,d a~ Augus~ 13, 1980. In ~~e

Co~~ttee's response to ~~e interim audi~ :eport, received on
May 19, 1981, ~~e Committee t=easurer stated that ~~ere were
6,904 prints on hand a~ August 15, 1980. The CornnUttee, however,
did not provide the =air market value appraisal of the artworks
because (t:.he Co~ttee) "believes it inappropriate for the Committee

- to in~ur ~~e expense of an adeitional appraisal which would run
at least $10,000." Further the response states: "The request is
inappropriate because there is no basis on which to determine the
'fair market value' of the artwork for purposes of 11 C.F.R.
Section 9034.5(c), 26 U.S.C. Sect-ion 9034."

.-'--

The Committee treasurer also cited AdVisory Opinion
Request 1980-136 in which the Co~ssion was unable t~decide

whe~~er the Co~ttee could lawfully use ~~e artwork to settle
debts and stated: It •••without a clear definition of ·N'nat may
and may not be done wi~~ ~~e artwork, calculation 0: its value
to the Commi,':.tee is impossible."

•

Finally, the Cc~~ttee t=easurer asserted that ~~e

ar~·..rork should not be treated as a "capital asset II since it
cannot be =eadily converted to cash or used in debt settlement
due to restric~ions placed on its sale or disposition. He
concluded -c.."lat "the Commission I s previous inability to determine
whether 't:he art·.vork mav be used i:1 debt settlement makes an
ex post fac~o determi~~'t:ion that t~e artwork was so usable on the
ciate-o? inelic:ibili tv crosslv unfai:."

fill ... ..
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As of November 28, 1980, the Committee's repor~ed net
outstanding campaiqn obliqations as adjusted totaled $1,134,566.51.
Based on that amount, the Committee received a matching fund
payment of $29,004.47. Therefore, as of that date, the candidate
had received no matching fund payments in excess of his entitlement.
However, this determination may be subject to change based on the
effect that the inclusion of art prints as an asset may have on
the Co~ttee's financial position.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that, until such time that the
Commission approves or proposes permissible alternatives as to
·the disposition or liquidation of the artwork, no further
action can be taken on this matter.

B. Apparent Non-Oualified Campaign Expenses

Section 9038(b) (2) of Title 26 of ~~e United States Code
provides ~~at i: the commission determines that any ~ount of
any payment made to a candidate from the matchi~9 payment account
was used for any purpose other than: to defray the qualified
c~~paiqn expenses wi~~ respect to which such payment was made;
or to repay loans ~~e proceeds of which were used, or otherwise
to restore funds (other th~~ contributions to def=ay qualified
campaiqn expenses which were received and expended) which were
used, to defray qualified campaign expenseSi it shall notify·
such candidate of the a.~ount so used, and the candidate shall

- pay to· t.'1.e Secretary an amount equal to such amount.

Section 9032(9) (A) and (B) of Title 26 of the United
States Code and Section 9032.9(a) of Title 11 of the Code of
Federal Requlations defines a qualified campaiqn expense as a
purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or qift
of money or of anything of value incurred by a candidate, or by
its authorized committee, in connection wi~ his campaign for
nomination or election; and neither ~~e incurrinq nor payment of

. which constitutes a violation of any law of the United States
or -~e state in which t~e expense is incurred or paid.

1. Ex~enditures in Excess c= State Limitations
n

As previously discussed in Finding II.C.,·~~e

Audi~ staff identi:ied expenditures in excess of ~~e state
limitations in New Hampshire and Iowa•

•
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On April 9, 1981, the Commission approved the Audit
stAff'. recommendation that the committee be requested to demon-
~trate, within 30"days of receipt of the interim audit re~ort, that
these state expenditure limitAtions had not been exceeded •
.further, absent such a showing« a determination would be made
regarding an amount required to be repaid to the y. S. Treasury.

_ The Audit staff reviewed the Committee's response
to the interim audit report, and the documentatign whiCh
acgompanied it, and made revisions-to the amQUnts allocable to the
New Hamt)shire and Iowa state limi1:S • The revised summary of
committee pxpenditures allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa is
presented below:

committee Allocation Reports
March and April Expenditures
Media
Salaries
Per Diem and Expense Reimbursements
Outstanding Debts
Other Vendor Payments

Total
State Limitations

Amount in Excess of Limitation

Recommendation

New Bamoshire.

$ 210,884.64
34,425.68
52,151.20
73,211.98
1,913 .. 60
3,242.18

10,021.79

S 385,851.07
(294,400.00)

$ 91,451.0i

Iowa

$ 380,792.10
8,917.22

80,390.69
111,039.94

2,852.09
lO,9iO.84
41,493.44

S 636,456.32
(489,881.00)

$ 146,575.32

...\ .-

•

The Audit staff recommends that thes~.expenditures totaling
$238,026.39 be considered non-qualified campaign expenses, and the
value be repaid in full to the O.S. Treasury wi~~in 99 days of
receipt of this report.

2. Payment of Parking Violations

Duri~q the concuc~ of various audi~ procedures, t~e

sta== identi:ied Co~ttee payments totaling $141.50 :or pa~king

tickets received during the campaiqn. The entire S141.50 was
expended prior to ~~e date of ineliqi~ility.

Reconunendation

The Audit staff recommends ~~at ~~ese expenditures ~otalinq

S141.50 be considered non-quali:ied campaign expenses, and the
value be repaid in full to the O.S. Treasury within 90 days of
receipt of this report.
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Repayment Summ~

Finding III.B.l. Expenditures in Excess
of State Limitations $238,026.39

Findinq III.B.2.

Total

Payment of Parking
Violations (pre-ineligi-
bility) __$ 1_4_1_-_5_0

$238,167.89

",

Pursuant to Section 9038.2 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
the amounts noted above in the Repayment Summary, totaling
$238,167.89, are repayable to the United States Treasury within
90 days of receipt of this report. If the candidate disputes
~~e Commission's determination that a repayment is required, he
may submit in writinq within 30 days of receipt of this report,
legal or factual materials to demonstrate that a repaymen~ is not
required.

•
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Comparison of ~location Totals

New Hampshire

Audit
Verified

Committee
Reallocation Difference

Committee Allocation Reports $210,884.64 $158,176.01

March & April Expenditures 34,425.68 19,678.47

Media 52,151.20 46,021.85

Salaries 73,211.98 46,138.74

Per Diem & Expense Reimbursement 1,913.60 1,086.13

Outstanding Debts 3,242.18 2,740.08

Other Vendor Payments 10,021.79 5,670.94

Total $385,851.07 5279,512.22

Iowa

$ 52,708.63

14,747.21

6,129.35

27,073.24

827.47

502.10

4,350.85 .

$106,338.85

$380,792.10 $258,320.27

$636,456.32 5473,286.87

r

( ..

•

Audit
Verified

Commdttee Allocation Reports

March & April Expenditures 8,917.22

Media 80,390.69

Salaries 111,039.94

Per Diem & Expense Reimbursement 2,852.09

Outstanding Debts 10,970.84

Other Vendor Payments 41,493.44

Total

Committee
Reallocation

5,889.15

85,180.86

;4,981.10

1,775.03

8,942.24

38,198.22

Difference

$122,471.83

3,028.07

(4,790.17)

36,058.84

1,077.06

2,028.60

3,295.22

5163,169.45



Attachment 2

Kennedy For President committee
Statement of Net Outstanding Campaign Obligations

Assets

Cash·
Accounts Receivable (net)
Capital Assets

Obligations

Accounts Payable for Oualified
Campaign Expenses

Estimated Wind Down Costs
11/28/80 to 5/15/81

(Projected Termination Date)
Bank Notes Payable
Accrued Interest

Net Outstanding Campaign
Obligations - Defioit

Novenwer 28, 1980

1\s Stated : Adjusted by Audit

$ 168,566 $ 149,781.27 !I
10,000 10,000.00
-0-

I.
4/

$ 110,566 - S 159,781.27

$ 664,000 $ 646,638.78 Y
181,000 l/ 149,700.00 Y

\,
484,097 484,897.00
13,112 $1,343,809 13,112.00 ~1,294,347.78

$1,165,243 $1,134,566.51 !/

y

y

3/

Cash in bank was adjusted to accurately reflect the candidate's cash position
at 11/28/80.

The Conunittee's accounts payable balance was adjusted by eliminating undocumented
payab1es totaling $46,479.70 (11 C.F,H. Section 9033.1(a) (11 (ill, and adding documented
payables not included in the Cownittee's balance totaling $61,758.00. Included in the

. documented payables is a $21,502 contingent liability currently in dispute with the
creditor.

The Conunittee inadvertantly ohlitted an estimate of wind down costs on the original
11/28/80 NOCO statement. The Conmlittee corrected this oversight by letter indicating
that the subsequent NOCO statement of Decenlber 15, 1980 included wind down costs which
totaled $181,000.00. This amount was adjusted ~y disallowing a $15,000 postage and
handling estimate fo~mailing gifts to campaign staff and volunteers which does not
meet the definition of a wind down cost (11 C.F,R. Section 9QJ4.4(c)), and to correct
a $16,300 addition error in totaling the various components of wind down costs .

4/ 4IJclusive of a valuation of ar~ ~rint9. a~ssc~9.
~ !'.,. ~ L

, t •
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Review of Receipts

Section 441a(a) (1) (A) of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that no person shall make contributions to any
candidate and his authorized political committees with respect
to any election to Federal office which, in the aqqreqate, exceed
$1,000. .

Section 44lb(a) of Title 2 of the United States Code states,
in part, that it is unlawful for any national bank or any corpora
tion, to make a contribution or expenditure in connection with any
election to any political office. It further states that it is
unlawful for any political committee, or other person to knowingly
accept or receive any contribution prohibited by this section, or
any officer of any corporation or national b~~ to consent to any
contribution or expenditure by t~e corporation or the national bank.

Section l03.3(b) of Title II of the Code of Federal Regulations
states, in part, that contributions which appea= to be illegal shall
be, wi~~in 10 days, either returned to the contributor or deposited
. .. -".. ....- .. _.. At- t' -""" t·~n_o ~le c~~pa~qn aepos~wcry anc :eporwec. s atemen~ no ~nq ~Aa

the legality of the contribution is in question shall be included
in ~~e report, and best e==orts made to dete~~e leqali~y. w~en

the leqality of ~~e contribution cannot be dete=~~ed, re=~ds shall
be made wi~~in a reasonable time and ~~e curre~t reoort shall be
~~ended to reflect ~~e Co~ttee's response. -

1. Timely Processing of Questionable Contributions

The Co~~ttee maintained a separate checkinq account, known
as ~~e escrow account, for depositinq contributions which needed
further documentation to confi:m their legality. Funds in the
escrow account were not expended for campaign purposes until their
legality was determined, at which time ~~ey were transferred to- the
opera~inq account.

During the ~~reshold audit, it was dete~lined that ~~e

Co~~ttee's written procedures for processing questionab~e contri
butions deposited into ~~e escrow account were not followed bv
Co~~tee personnel. T~e ~~resho:d repor~ of ~he Audi~ Division
included a recommendation ~~at the Commit~ee follow its w=it~en

procedures as well as revise ~~ose procedures to include a writ~en

record noting the basis :cr ~~e appearance of illeqality of ~~e

contributions.

During ~,e post primary audit, there appeared to be no
change in the Committee's me~~od of process~~g contri~utions

deposited into ~~e esc:ow account.

1.:.-
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According to the Committee's bank records, the balance
in the escrow account at January 1, 1980 was $120,542.06. Durinq
the period'January 1 through August 31, 1980, receipts totalinq
$172,796.50 were deposited into the escrow account and $243,960.51
was disbursed, leaving a balance at August 31, 1980 of $49,378.05.
The Audit staff was able to verify that $236,608.65 was transferred
from the 'escrow account to the Committee's operating account. Also,
cancelled checks for contribution refunds totaling $3,815.00 were
reviewed by the Audit staff.

The "escrow check log", the Commit:t:ee' s record of deposits
into the escrow account, showed a balance at August 31, 1980 of
$59,260.48. The records maintained by the Committee do not contain
sufficient detail to explain either the discrepancy between the
bank balance and escrow check loa balance or the source of the
contributions making up the $49,378.05 bank balance. As best
could be dete~ined by ~~e records provided, contributions making
up this balance could have ~een in the account, in some cases, for
as long as eight (8) months.

In its in~e~L~ audit report, the Audit staff recommended
that the Committee determine the scu:ce and legality of the
$49,378.05 remaining i~ L~e esc~ow acco~~t at August 31, 1980 and
re=und to the origi~al co~tributors any contributions con=i~ed to
be from impermissable sources. It further recommended tr:at i'f the
sou~ce of any contributions could not be identifie~, the Committee
use the contributions for any lawful purpose unrelated to any
Federal election, campaign or candidate. ~he Audit staff also
recommended that the Committee orovide cooies of cancelled checks
for all contribution refunds made during .the period January 1, 1980
to August 31, 1980.

On Mav 19, 1981 and Julv 27, 1981, the Committee ~resented

to the Audit staff documentation verifying transfers~totalinq
$20,640 in permissable contributions to ~~e operating account.
Doc~~entation was.also provided verifying that $3,272.00 was comprised
of funds from imoermissable sources which the Co~~ittee i~tended to
cont~i~ute to chari tv. 'In addition, cancelled checks for all
cont=ibut~on refunds· (~xcept 12 outstanc~ng checks to~ali~g Sl,140)
were ~ade available for review bv the Audit staff. The Committee
adjusted ~~e account by 51,348.00 for NSF check charges which we~e
erroneous1v charaed to the account and bank charaes of $29.57. The
Co~ittee d~d not provide documentation adequateiy identi=ying the
source of the remai~ing 525,644.48 in the escrow account. For a
detailed analvs~s of the deficiencies in the Committee's response
see Attachment to Exhibit 3 .
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• Recommenda1:ion

It is the 0p:1.m.on of the Audit S1:aff that 'the Committee has
not materially complied with the recommendations outlined in the
interim audit. report. Therefore i the Audit staff recoimnends that
this matter De r~ferred to the Office of General Counsel.

, ....

. "
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• Bank pe'mee at~t 31, 1980

o:amLtt:ee I!e!PCI?!!
$49,378.05 $49,378.05

... 'Btl.",. at Marcb 31, 1981

QI:IIDi~ adjUSULalts

P-d8p")'i ted c::beck 21
~ c:bedcs-!(
NSF c:bedcs 6LZwet;)QSly
c:tw:cJed 1:0 esc=w acccamt y

Esc=:w t:raDSfer 51
Mi.sc-' , ..... bIIiik c:bm:ges

(1,000.00)
(1,~40.00)

1,348.00
(3,000.00)

(29.57)

(12,090.00)

37 ,288.05

( 3,821.57)

33,"6.48 !I

(10,170.00)

1,140.00)

1,348.00

29.57)

.. t

pel:Dri ssBble CCIlt:ril:Nt:Lc::ns to be
t:'anSfe.c:ed to the cpe...-atinq
ac:ount 11

thiQentifiee depcsit &::nated
to cha:it:'f !I

ADDmt == prch:iDitecl scurces
to be dalate:l to c:ha:i:y y

Balance (~..e:! cont..~~..ic:ns

~~ in t.~ esc:cw ac=uDt) W

(1.3,520.00)

(3,000.00)

(3,522.00)

$13,424.48

(9,770.00)

(3,272.00)

$25,644.48

'!he CClmrittee s\Z:ni.ttee! dc=:aeftta1:icn catfimnc; the 1e;aJJ.t:y of $10,870~QO
of this aIII:Ut't '-Ihic:h has been 1::IInSfe.rm:i to t.'1e operat.iDq '''''''''m:.

No c1oc=mmtad.c:n~t.~ c:beck has bee:1p~•

.-
'lMse NSF c:hecks wem c::haJ:ged agaimt tbe ese::cw acl:lCUlt pC.c=: to~t
31, 1980. '!be esc:cw~ has beeft~ by the~ acc::a=:
f=these~. t"

'!he CQami.t:t:ee has DOt i.dem:if1c this t:ansfer.

'1he c:e:rmc.et.ee s\Z:mi.tted a O""ftP'te .. pz:int-out of~, narres aft!
CCI1~a1S t:otalinq this am::u'lt.

'1!
,

'!he c::emm.~... su=mitt.ed doam!!ntauCD~ the l.e;ali~ of $9,770.00
of th.is am:u'lt.

!!

!I

/
I

'1be CcImIi.t:tee has not P=Videc1 suffic::.em: infc=ad.ca to ident:1fy tbis
depc:sit..

~ c::::mprisinr; S2S0 of this aIII:'Ul1: had. a1.::eady bee mf\D:184 iD
Februazy ana Apr-l 1980.

~ 'the caaalttee has not. p:esenteCl C=.mem:aticn c:aW.minq 1:be 1agaJJ.ty of
this am:Nn.t.
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KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT CO~~!TTEE

1000 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

May 1S, 1981

Chairman John W. McGarry
Federal Election Commission
1325 K Street, N. W.
washington, o. C.

RE: Interim Report of the Audit Division
on the Kennedy for President Committee

Dear Chairman McGarry:

This l~tter will address the issues raised in the Commission's
Inte~im Audit Report on the Kenne~y for ?resident Committee follow
i~~ ~~e :c~~at set out in its report.

r~ ~es?~nse to the repc=t ~he Ccmmi~tee has taken the follow
l~~ ac~:c~s :~ o~der to cc~ply f~lly wi~~ ~~e letter anc the spirit
c: ~~e Fece~a: ~:ection C~~paign Ac~:

~. ~~e Cc~~it~ee has ?~e?arec ana filed a Co~prehe~sive

;._-: e ~ =,:T''t e~ ': aso:: ~Jcv e!ibe r 3 C, ~ 9EO, cor-= ec -: : :;~ ~ :J e t e c:-::1 i cal
=e?or-:i~s er~ors a~o c~issic~s ~~:ch we~e citea in the
C=~~:ss:~~'s =e~or~.

2. ~~e C~~~it~ee has co~cuc~ec an ex~aus~ive search of :~s re
ceres to cete~:ne the nature, exte~t a~d :centification of all
ceoosi ts t.;:::'ch were mane int.o stat.e and c~~er local accoun:.s, and
wh~re re~uired, the Committee has reported all such deposits in
~~e Comprehensive ~~endment.

3.

4. T~e Committee oevoted subs~antial resources to stucyi:19 ex
pendi tu=es in New Hampshire and Io\va whic~ ~ay have exceeded the
li~itat:ons of 26 U.S.C. Section 9035. For the record, t~e Corn
mi~tee would like to ~ot.e ~~at many ques~:ons have been raised
regarcin~ t~~ Co~m:ssion's cur=ent procedures for deter~ining
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what expenditures should be allocated as applying against a state
expenditure limit. The Commission's regulations set forth a
"reasonable basis" standard for allocations, and in particular, "
C.F.R. Section 106.2 sets forth a regulatory scheme for the allo
cation of expenditures among states by candidates for presidential
nomination.

The standards, although somewhat vague, were applied in '976
without apparent difficulty. It appears, however, that the
Commission has changed its position in 1980 shifting the burden to
the candidate to prove that any method of allocation was reasonable
in contrast to the standard used in 1976 that placed on the Com
mission the burden of proving that the allocation was in fact ~n

reasonable. The Committee believes that any method of allocation
between states which is reasonable should be accepted by the
Commission, and if, in the future, the Commission desires to
regulate this area in a more specific manner, it should do so
through the regulatory framework set up under the statute ~
retrosnectivelv throuoh the audit process.«

The Committee's method in analyzing its state expenditures in
Iowa and ~ew Hampshire was to examine each expenditure made on an
individual basis to determine whether or not the individual ex~en

citure should be allocated to the particular state in whole or-in
cart. ~~e ~ulk of t~e work i~ t~is area ~as ~erformec bv inceoen
dent auaito~s working :or ~wo national accou~~ing fi~s.- A more
spec::ic description of the Co~mi~tee's analysis of expenditures
~ade :~ :cwa and New Hampshire will be sec out late~ in this letter.

COMMITTEE RESPONSE

Follo~ing are the Committee's specific responses to the
interi~ report's findings and recommendations, numbered to
cor=espond to your report. .
II.Audit :indinqs & Recommendations Relatinc to Title 2 of the U.S.Code

FEe Auditors' Recommendations
"The Audit staff recommends that ••..•. the Committee:

1) ~~end their reports to include the 34 expenditures
totalling 573,916.15 made from national accounts
9reviously unreported;

2) a~end their reports to incl~de the 5220,526.54 in
expenditures drawn on state ana schecu~in9 accounts
and not ~reviously re?orted:

3) identi:v t~e source of the funds and a~ena their
reports· to :nclude the 5S2,602.i9 in receipts com
?risina the deposits to the 23 state and scheduling
accounts nreviouslv not reoorteci

4) a~end their reports to increa~e unite~ized receipts
by 59,000.00 to correct the error ~ace in attemptinq
to adjust for cont=ibutic~s returnee ~y the bank for
i~suf:icient funds: and

5) a--nend the i r reports for mathernat: i cal errors wh icn
caused a 59,181.66 overstatement ~n to:al expenditures."
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The COTTunittee, through it.s Comprehensive Amendment, has .
corrected all of the aforementioned reporting errors and cur
rently reported any ite~s \~hich were previously omitted.
Further, the Committee has refiled the November 30, 1980 Year
End 1980, and March 31, 1981 reports correcting past reporting.
errors described in the Audit Report. Specifically:

1) The Committee has included in its 1980 Comprehensive
Amendment, 34 expenditures totalling $73,916.15 made
from national accounts which were .prev iously inadver-
tently unreported (Exhibit A,); .

2) The Committee also included 'in the 1980 Comprehensive
Amendment, state and scheduling account expenditures
totalling $207,409.04 which were not previously repor~ed.
The discrepancy between this amount and the $220,526.54
reflected in the Auditors' recommendation results be
ca~se the aucitors ar~ived at their total by reviewin9
a craft 0= the Cc~prehensive ~~encment. The draft did
no't prope::-l y :=e fl ect ex peneS it ure a"no u:~ t correcticns.
The 1980 Comprehensive ~~enc~en~, as :ilec, reflects
a~cun: corrections by ~epcrti~g ~he actual amount of
~he expenci'tu=e ~hi:e si~u:taneously cecucti~g the
a~c~nt o~is:~a::y ~e~c~tec (~~~i=i: A).

B. MISSING RECORD~

I. Bank Acco~~~s Reco=cs

"The Audit s-:aff reco~mends t~a'C the Co~mittee provide
for our =~view • . . • ~he bank reco:=cs outlinec on
A~tachme:'1'C 3."

'f ,..
~I
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The Committee has provided records from 21 banks as requested by
the Audit Staff but the Co~~ittee to date has been unable to obtain
the records required from the following three banks. Further efforts
are being made to obtain these records:

State Bank

Vermont
Rhode Island
Maine

Merchants National
Col~~bus National Bank
Bank of Maine

,. ...

("

•

The Audit Staff indicated a failure on the part of the Com
mittee to furnish missing bank records and loan documentation des
pite repeated requests to Committee Officials for such information.
From the facts available to Committee Officials, this statement
appears to be incorrect. Although Committee Officials were aware
of the Auditors' interest in obtaining the missing bank records, no .
formal requests were received by the Treasurer or Chair~an of the
Com~i:tee. upon the first info~al ~equest ~y ~he Audit Staff, the
Corn~it:ee Staff sent letters to t~e various banks req~estlng

9~otocopies of all rnissi:1S uoc'..:."7ientct':'cn, but as t~e CO~"T1ission is
~ell 3~a~e, ~an~s ~2Y be quite s:cw .:.~ respondi~s t= suc~ requests.
~~e C=~~i:~ee ~ade repeacec re~~ests 0: =anKS :~at failec :~ ~es?o~d

a:;c :'0 c=.:e, all bt.:t. t~e th:-ee b2ni<s nc~ed a~o';':: :~2':e :-es::;c:-:ded. The
::. ~l~' i ': -: e e :: as:: ...;.:- :1 is;; e c t ~ e ;... i,;c:": S~ a ::: '..; : :.:-: 2':' 2. :. :: e ~ '2 c:: ~ :: s - in its-

. c~ples c: e:<2c'...lted :-:ctes, 2.oan
ag=eemen~s, ccllatera~ as=2e~e~:s, se=~rity acree~e~ts

a~c a~y ot~er cccu~e~~s ~~:2~~~~ ~c a:~ :ca~s ~eso~iated

oy :he Com~it~ee, excludi~g :~cse coc~encs :ecei~ed as
indicated on AttachMe~t 4. :n aGci::on, t~e n~C:t Staff
:-eCOiilIner:cs t:;at t!le Comrn:::'et? fi:e an a;T.encrle::::: ":.Q c:~s-

clcse t~e na:~~e of ~~e ~~::02:icns, i~cl~d~~; c~:~a~e=al

a:-:c/o:- sec'-..lri~y for ~:Je ~:2 :OA:lS
11

•
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~~es:ec = :e~~~~ :=~~ :~e ~~~s:~e~~ c: :~2n C:::2~~ c: :~~
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• It was the Committee's practice during the campaign to prepare
various loan documents and have the Committee's Treasurer or Chair
man sign the papers. These wer~ then copied at the Committee's
headquarters with the originals being forwarded to the bank. Once
the bank was in receipt of these documents, it executed and re
tained the originals. Therefore, in most cases the copies signed
only by the Committee's Treasurer of the loan documents were in the
Committee's possession.

The Committee has provided the Commission's auditors with copies
of all executed notes, loan agreements, collateral agreements, secu
rity agreements requested (See Attachment B), except those concerning
the following loans which have been documented in a different fashion.

.. ,

•

Bank/Lender
Chemical Bank NY

~iStrict of Col~~bia

National 3ank
~ashington, D. C.

Date Amount
11 11 6/79 $ 200,000
11/23/79 100,000
11/27/79 iOO,OOO
1'/30/79 200,000
, 2/03/79 100,000
12/04/79 100,000
02/11/80 100,000
03/14/80 100,000

i 1/05/79 5160,000
'1/28/79 90,000
04/07/80 5,000
04/22/80 10,000

, "'.-

In the Committee's Comprehensive Amendnent, the Co~~ittee has
disclosed all of the securities and collateral for the various loans
which were made to the Committee (See Attachment A).

c. ALLOCATION OF EXPENDITURES TO STATES
FEe Auditor's Recommendation

"The Audit staff recommends that the Committee adjust
their accounting records to reflect ~he amounts allo
cable to the two (2) states ,'•.)ted above, and :ile
a~endments to reflect their adjust~e~~s....
In addition, we reco~mend the Commi~tee orovide the
Auc:t staff with sufficient doc~~enta~ion to allow
an allocation determination to be made for those
expenditures noted in II.C.4. above".

•
The Committee has adjusted its accounting records to reflec~

the amounts allocable to !o\-la ( Exhibit C), and New Ha'npshire
(::xhibit :1) and has amended its last three recui:-ed reoorts to
'::'efl~ct adjust:nenes. The Commi ttee has ready.... for inspection
all cocu~entation for the allocations in :owa and New Hampshire.
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•
Again, for the record, the Committee would like to note that

many questions have been raised regarding the Commission's
current procedures for determining what expenditres should be
allocated as applying a~ainst a state expenditure limit. The
Commission's regulations " C.F.R. Section 104.10 and 106.1 (a)
set forth the "reasonable basis" standard for allocations, and 11
C.F.R. Section 106.2 sets forth a regulatory scheme for all allo
cation of expenditures amonq states by candidates for presidential
nomination-.

11. C.F.R. Section 106.2 states in relevant part:
(a) Expenditures made by ••• an authorized committee

which seeks to influence the no~ination • • • shall
be allocated to that State • • •

An expendi~ure ••• :or use in two or more States,
which cannoc be a~~~ibutec in speci:ic amoun~s to
~ach State, shall be attributed to each State based
o~ the votino ace ~ooulation in each State which can
reasonably ~e expec~ed to be i~flue~cec by such
expenditures (Emphasis added).

Expenditures :or ..• television. distributed in
more than one State shall be attributed to each State
in orooortion to the estimated viewinq audience •••
of ~oter aae which can" reasonably be expected to be
influenced by these advertisementi (Emphasis added).

(b) Expenditures for administrative, staff, and overhead'
cost directly relating to national campaign head
guarters shall be reported but need not be attributed
to individual States. Expenditures for staff, media,
printinq, and other goocs and services used in a cam
paign in a s~ecific State shall be att=ibuted to that
State.

ow-

t ""

( c)
-, ~

•
r ....

.( j )

~

(2) Expenditures for travel within a State shall be attri
buted to that Sta~e. Expenditures :or travef between
States need not be attributed to any individual State.

As stated above, the standards, alt~ouch somewhat vague, were
applied :n 19;6 wi~hou~ ap~a~ent dif:iculty. It is clear ~nder the
stancarc ao~lied :or the 19i6 elections and t~e Commission's
:'ecu:at:'ons-~ that the Commi":.~ae followed ~easonable :nethods in
aliocating expencitures between various states, national and
e~e!1lpt accounts .

•
- 6 -
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The Committee's method of analyzing state by state expen
ditures in the cases of Iowa and New Hampshire was to review, 'with
the assistance of two accounting firms, each individual expenditure
potentially allocable to Iowa or New Hampshire determining whether
or not the expenditure should be allocated to the particular state.
In reviewing these expenditures, the Committee at first determined
whether or not the expenditure was made for the purposes of in
fluencinq the nomination in that particular state. For exa~ple, if
the voucher indicated that it was a per diem payment made to an
ind iv idual from an Iowa State Account for a per diem in New York,
the per diem was allocated to New York.

OVERHEAD ALLOCATION

During the campaign, the Committee recognized the necessity of
developin9 a methodology for establishing the portion of payroll
related costs to be allocated to exempt expenditures. These per
centages would also be applied to cv~rhead costs, thus allocating a
portion of overhead costs to exe~pt expenciture in a manner con
sistent with salary allocation.

In order to implement a ~eliable al~ocation policy, the Com
~it~ee asked the independent auditing fi~m of Fox & Company to
develoo a ~ethodoloov and estabiish oe~centaoes to be used in
allocat:~g costs ~o~exernpt functions: -

, ..

.~ :ox & Corncanv corn~uted a weichted averace oercentace of fund-
~aisi~c and co;pllance·ti~e for each state using a s~~pie of four
sta~es, thus computing an average to be applied to all states. The
computa~ion involved totalling ~he detail es~imates providec by

- state- coordinators for the four sample states to obtain the p~r

centage of exempt costs.

T~e selection of four states by Fox & Company was jucgmen-.
tally based on various levels of campaign activity and based
on t~e timing of the state campaigns, in an attempt to insure a
representative sample. Percentages we=e assigned to employees in
each state based on interviews with state campaign officials,
selected because they directed the campaign activity in each state.

using the methodology and procedure previously described, Fox &
Company cete~~ined tnat 1i% 0: payroll costs relates to :undraising
and ~2% ~ela~es to compliance.

:~TERS~A~~ ~RAVEL AND COMMUNICA~!ONS

~~e Commi~tee isolatec all i~terstate travel, interstate
Federal Ex~ress or other types of delive~y service, anc inter
state communications, and allocatee these pusuant to l' C.F.R.
106.2 (c) (2) t.o the na:.io:lal expenci~ure limitations .

•
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• MEDIA EXPENDITURES

The Committee reviewed all of its media expenditures in
Iowa and New Hampshire and determined that the previous allo
cation method used by its vendor had been incorrect. The
Committee used a new allocation formula based on the number of
eligible D~mocratic voters which, by industry standards, were
in the viewing area, and possible viewers of a particular TV
Station to allocate the cost of a broadcast (Exhibit F).

NATIONAL PRESS

•••

. Further, ~ach expenditure which the FEe Auditors preliminarily
allocated to Iowa or New Hampshire, was reviewed to determine whether
or not the expenditure was a reimbursable expenditure from the .
National Press. The Committee's billing of the National Press
has already been reviewed by _the Commission, through an enforcement
proceeding. The Co~~ittee's basis for charging National Press
225% of the cost of a first class air fare was approved by the
Commission in that i~vestigation. The Commission determined that
these char,,;es, tolhich covered, among othe::- things, ai:: travel and
various gr=unc services that were prov:ced by the Committee, were
~er~~tted under the FECA. These ser?ices included transoort~tion

~o anc :~c~ t~e ai=port, ba~gage handl:ng, typewriters i~ ?ress
roo~s, telechone, coffee and refreshments, station waaons and
va~s :n ~otcrcaces. !~ cases where transportation was· needed from town
to tow~, buses were supplied without addi:ional cost to the National
?~ess. :n conjunc~ion with chese services to the National Press,
campaign sta:: was also assigned to the National Press travelling
wit~ the candidate.

f- An attempt has been made to isolate all of these costs and
to identify the various staff persons who devoted all or a
portion of their ti~e to the National Press. It is clear that

(_ since these expenditures were related to the National Press,
they should not be allocated to an individual state, but should
treated as National Expenditures. (Cf. '1 C.F.R. Section 9004.6 and
Ex?lanation and Justification).

COM?~IANCE AND :U~D?AIS!~G

•

F~~t~er, ~he Cornnittee ascertai~ed each indi?idual or
oercentace of an individual's time that was devo~ed co record
keeping or compliance activity, and iden~ified these expenditures
as hei~g exempt :rom the stat~ limits. (C:. " C.F.R. Section
100.8 (b)(1S)).

In acdi~:on, each :ndiv:c~al who ~ac specific responsi
bilities for fund raisi~g a~ an event was identified and a portion
of t~eir time was attributed to the fund raisinc event. Overhead
expenses were isolated and a ?erc~ntage for~ula-was applied to
all overheac expenses allocating out a =easonable amount for
It:ga~, accounting and :unc::-ais:ng. (C:. 11 C.F.R. Section
10C.3(:J) (2i)).

- ".: -
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• ADVANCE STAFF PERSONNEL

The Audit 'Staff provided the Committee with workpapers sup
porting their determination of the amount of advance staff payroll
of $ 26,613 and $ 38,188 allocable to Iowa and New Hampshire.
The Audit Staff determined their allocations by first computing the
daily salary for each advance' person, assuming a five day work week.
The daily salary was then multiplied.by the number of days the
advance person spent in the State to arrive at the total allocation
per person.

The Committee reviewed the work records of its advance
personnel and ascertained that during the campaign period
they worked on a seven day work week and therefore determined
their daily salary based on a seven day week and not the five
day week usee by the Com~ittee Auditors in the interim report.

.,...

'. ,

Recognizing that the advance staff worked seven days per
week duri~g the campaign and made several trips in and out of a
civen State durinc the ca~oaiqn, the Co~mit:ee has used the
~ollowi~g procedu;e to al1~ca~e advance staff salaries.

"'e The daily salary for each inc iv idual was computed based
~con a seven day week. ~~is dai~v salarv was ~ul~iolied bv the
~Umber of days each advance person spent-i~ the State, exciuding

I' a:l travel days, to arrive at the maxim~m a~ount allocable to the
State if the advance person spent most of his time involved in

, - i~fluencing the election in that State.

Since the nature of advance wor~ involved significant expen
di~ure of time supporting national press corps, compliance, and
fundraisi~g activity, the maximum amount computed for each advance
person was allocated to the various categories based upon the
percentage of time spent on exempt activities by each advance
person. The Committee determined that $14,806 of advance
salaries was allocable to Iowa and $20,324 to :~w Hampshire.

ALr.,OC~.TION St:H~~RY

When these acjust~ents were ~aken i~~o acount as i~dicated

on the attached Exhibits C and D, ~he total expenditure in Iowa
was S 451,803 and S 267,223 in New Eampshi~e. It is the Com
:ni-:tee's firm belief tha~ -:he methods used in determining these
allocated amounts were reasonable and wit~in the Commission's
g~idelines and regulations.

• T~ese revised allocations are reflected
he~sive A~endment.

in the 1980 C~mpre-
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D. REVIEW OF RECEIPTS
1. Timelv Processina of Ouestionable Co~tributions

FEe Auditors' Recommendation

tiThe Audit St"aff recommends that • • • the Committee
attempt to dete~ine the source and legality of the
$49,378.05 • • • • •• remaining in the escrow
account. Any contributions confirmed to be from
impermissible sources should be refunded to the
original contributors and copies of the cancelled
checks (front and back) provided to the Audit Staff.

If the source of any of the contributions cannot be
identified, the Audit"Staff recommends that the
Committee use the contributions for any lawful
purpose unrelated to any Federal election, cam
paign, or candidate.

The Audit Staff also recommends that •.. , the Com
mittee provide copies of cancelled checks not already
crovioeo (f=ont anc back) for all contribution refunes
;ace curi~g the period January 1, 1980 through Auqus~
31, iSaO. It

!he Cc~~ittee ~as recc~ci:ec the esc=ow accounts and
~ro\" :"dec an :":1vento=y 0: its cur=ent COTn!?osi tion (Exhibit E.> It

~~e ce=osi~ c: S3,OOC could ~ot be icentifiec and has been
cc~a~e~ tc a ~ualifiec c~arity uncer 26 U.S.C. 501 (c) (3)
(::x~ibit G'.

':"'h C . ... .. . " ... .. . .... · t . th' 1 . f_.:..e o~rnl,-,-ee 15 a't:\-emp\-lng ,-0 ce er;nlne . e _ega 1ty 0 a
n~o~e= of escrowee items and is in the process of contactin~ each
~erson who is indicatec as the donor. The Committee has refunded
to ~he original contributor or donated to charity, all contri
butions from possibly impermissible source~ (Exhibit Il.

2 •

•
. '"

- ... 1tJ
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E. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM OTHER POLITICAL COMMITTEES
1. Itemization of Contributions from Political Com~ittees

. ,"

... ,

••
c

('-

•

2. Excessive Contributions from R~gistered Committees
FEe Auditors' Reco~"endation

"The Audit Staff recommends that • • • thOe Committee ei ther
provide evidence that the contributions noted in (1) above
were not received or file ~~ended reports itemizing the
contributions. In addition, the Audit Staff recommends
that the Committee refund the excessive portion of the
contributions noted in (2) above."

The Co:nmittee has ,· .. ·t.hrough its Co-:nprehensive ~'l1endment,
ite~ized 27 contributions totalling S 30,319 from political
co;nr.1i-:tees tvhich may not have been ite!T\izec in previous reports. A
53.0C amount from the Kennecy fer ?~esident Corr~ittee is an i~te~nal

~ra~s:er. As ~o the excessive ccn~ribution in the a~ount o~ S4,8i~, .
t~is ~as i~acver~e~~ly t=ansferrec ==orn the Carter/Kennecy Unity
Di~~e= Cc~~:ttee anc ~as ~ee~ =e~~r~ec. The seconc ~u~~ortec

excessive ccn~ribution in the a~ount of 53,702.60, c~es·not a~~ear
~o the Co~n::tee to be excessive si~ce it was made by a quali~~ed
m~l~i-cancidate cc~mittee.

F. U~D!SCLOSED DEBT
FEe Auditors· Recommendation

"The Audit Staff recommends that .•. the Cornrr,ittee Swllend
t~eir December Monthly Report to accurately reflect the ou~

stane in9 debts as of November 30, , 980, and amenc 'subsequent
reports to the extent that ~hey are af:ectec by ~_hose changes. II

The Committee has refilec its December Monthly Report to
acc~rately re:lect the outstanding debt as of November 30, 1980, and
has re:ileo subsequent reports to the extent necessary (Exhibit A) .
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III. Findings Related to Title 26 of the United States Code
Determination of Net Outstandinq Campaiqn Obliqations
and Repayment of the U. S. Treasury
A. Determinat10n of Net Outstanding Campaian Obliaations

FEC Auditors Recommendation

"The Audit Staff recom:nends that the Committee obtain
a written independent appraisal as to the fair market
value of the art prints as of August 13, 1980, as well
as a correct inventory of items on hand as of that date
and submit this information to the Audit Staff ••• "

The Committee provided the requested inventory (Attachment K),
but .believes it inappropriate for the Committee to incur the expense
of an additional appraisal which would run at least $10,000. The
standard fee for such an appraisal is l' of the appraisal value.
The request is inappropriate because there is.no basis on which to
determine the "fair market value" of the art\tlork for purposes of 11
C.~.R. Section 9034.5 (c), 26 U.S.C. Section 9034.

Eackcround

The 2~ceral Election Ca~paig~ Act exempts individual volunteer
sere] 5.ces f::-om the def ini ticn of .. contr ibut.ion" , 2 u. s. c. Section
';3~ (8)(3)(i) (Sunn. II! i9'79} • .?u::sua:1t: to this orcvision the
COr:1rn:ssion aeter:nlnea t~at no con~r ibution resul ts'· \-lhere an artist
cona~es ~is or her services to a :clitical co~rni~tee bv c~eatina

~cr~:s of art that the co~mittee ~;e:1 "sel:"s", or more ;reciselv:
~ses as inducement for contributions, Advisory Opinion- 1979-35:"
Any amounts paid by a person who receives such artwork, are con
sider·~d contributions to the Comr.tittee, Acvisory Opinion 1980-34.

Relying on the Co~~ission's interpretation, a number of noted
artists volunteered their services to the Kennedy for President
Committee to create limited edition origi:1al worJ~s of ar-:. which the
Committee could use to raise funds. The Committee caid for the
materials used and other expenses of production whiie the artists
donated their services. The artwork consisted of limited edition
lit~ographs and se::ioqraphs. 7,222 pieces were created, of which
6,904 remained in the Co~mittee's ?ossession on August 15, 1980
{Se~ Ex h i bit. K).

Use of t~e Artwork

The Committee usee the artwcr~ in three ways: 1) ~he artwork
was usee as an inducement for cont:ribc~ions. The artwork could not
be "sole" in the conventional sense because the Commission's rulinq
t~at amcu~ts ~aic for :~ would be conside=ec cont=ibutions limited
i~s marketability. The Commit~ee did not assiqn a price to any of
the items. Although prcmo~ional literature indicateci each- piece'S
"app-:-aisec" value, cont:-i~utors were often given works of art with
a h icher appraised ·Jal:Je than the i r cont:-ib~tions. .\1 so ~he aJTlounts
c~nt=:huted for any ~ar~ic~lar piece vo:-ied. 2) The artwork was

:'2 -
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used as collateral for a number of bank loans. It was appraised in
connection with the negotiation of these loans, with the values for
individual pieces ranging from $225 to $1,200. (See Exhibit K).
Only 1/3 of this "appraised value" was acceptable to the banks as an
estimate of the work's value as collateral, however. (The Commission
determined in MUR '195 that there was no reason to believe the use of
the artwork as collateral for loans violated the Act). 3) After the
end of the campaign, much of the artwork was given to campaign
workers and other persons who had been especially helpful to the
campaign in appreciation of their assistance.

The Committee sought an Advisory Opinion on.whether it could use
the artwork in settlement of debts. (AOR 1980-136) The Commission was
unable to decide whether such use violated the Act.

(a) Lack of Basis to Determine "Fair Market Value"

Commission regulations do not define the term "fair market
value". Since "fair market value" is a term of art for tax
purposes, it is appropriate to construe the Commission's use
of the ter~ in a manner consistent with the Internal Revenue
Code. Cf. 2 U.S.C. Section 438 (f) (Supp. III 19i9).

valuation of assets often occurs in connection with federal
gift taxes. Tax on a gif~ of ?~cper~y is i~?osed based on its
"fair rnarj(e~ value" on the date of the gi:-::. See 26 C.:.R.
Section 2S. 2512- 1 • .. Fair :narket val ue" is def i:1ed as:

(T)he price at which such property would change
hands between a willing buyer and a willing
seller, neither being under any compulsion to
buy or sell, and both having reasonable know
ledge of the relevant facts.

Similar definitions apply in the context of income tax and
estate tax. See 2 6 c. F • R. Sec t ions 2. 20 02- 1, 20 31- , (1980) •

It is well settled that restrictions on the sale~or disposition
of property must be taken into account in determining its "fair
market value". See R. Stephens, G. Maxfield & S. Lind, Federal
Estate and Gift Taxation, Sec~ion 25i 2, 10.01 (2) (b) (1978 Fe Suppl
1980). The questiorr ofte~ arises in t~e case of =es~rictions on t~e

sale or dispos~tion of stock in closely held cor?ora~ions. See
Soitzer v. CO~:'r.:ssicner, 153 F. 2d 96i (3tli Cir. 1946); James v.
Commissioner, 148 F.2d 236 (2d Cir 1945): Commissioner v. McCann,
146 F.2d 385 (2d eire 1944). Where such rest:rictions, or other
charac~eristics, make stocK unmarketable, these factors must be taken
into account in deter:nininc;:: fair mar!~et val ue. See Koffler v.
Co:nrnissicne::-, 3i T.C.M. 697 (i9i8) •
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Applying these principles to the question of determining "fair
market value" for purposes of calculating net outstanding. campaign
obligations (NOCO), some difficulties immediately appear. The
Commission has imposed a direct restriction of the sale of donated
artwork -- any sale must be subject to the contribution limits of the
Act, even if potential buyers are not informed that the proceeds of
the sale will go to a political committee. See Advisory Opinion
1980-34: Advisory Opinion 1979-35. This restriction depresses value
in two ways. First, the purchase price must not exceed $1,000
(unless a group of individuals engaged in a joint purchase). Second,
the universe of potential buyers is dcreased by excluding those
persons who have already given the maximu~ amount as well as those
persons who may wish to own the artwork but do not want to be a
con~ributor to the committee "selling" it. 1/

Even if a discount might be calculable for the restrictions
imposed on the"sale" or disposition of the artwork: calculations of
fair market value is made impossible by the fact that the Commission
has not stated what other legal uses may be made of the artwork. For
example, the Commission was unable to decide whether the artwork may
be used in debt settlerne~t. See Response to Advisory Opinion Request
1980-136. ~~ithout a clear definition of what may and may :"'lot be cone
"Nith the artvlork, calculation ·of its value to the Committee is irn
?cssible.

11
Another difficul~Y'is that the urtwork is often given as an induce
ment for cont!'ibutions much less than the tl1ork's "appraised value".
ri~so, the artwork ~ay be gi~en away at no charge as a ~eans of
show:ng appreciation to ca~paign workers or to other persons who have
heen es~ecially ~el?ful .
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(b) Cost as Value

The Committee bore the complete expense of production of the
artwork.includinq paper, printing, services of production personnel,
etc. The total cost to the Committee was approximately $90,000.
Another possible basis of valuing the artwork, therefore, would be
to use the amount actually invested in it by the Committee. This
would comport with the approved method for valuing inventories for
tax purposes under the Internal Revenue Code. See 26 C.F.R. Section
1.471-2(c) (1980). Viewing the artwor]~ as inventory'rather than a
capital asset would be much more realistic in view of the similarity
between a commercial dealer holding goods for sale and the Commit
tee's holding the artwork as an inducement for contributions. The
artwork was not produced for investment purposes. From the begin
ning, the COmmittee intended to distribute in return for contribu
tions. Treating the artwork as inventory would place it properly in·
the same category as other fundraising items such as books, records,
and T-shirts.

..,
(c) The ~.rtwork is Not a "Capi tal Asset"

Com.'il iss ion reg ul at ions de fin e It capita1 as set" for II Ne t Ou t
standinq Campaign Obligations" as "any property which has remaining
useful life exceedinq 1 year from the canc:date's inelic:bilitv,
=~ovided that the faIr ~arke~ value at t~e cate of inelicibiiitv
t.

exceecs 5500, (emphasis acced). 11 C.F.R. Section 9034.5 (c) (1980).
It is i~possible to calculate the artwork's fair market va~~e for NOCO
~urnoses- (see above discussion). Since there is no ~asis on which to
~eter~ine that the value of any of the prints exceeds 5500, it should
:"lot be held to be a "capital asset".

If one attempts to calculate the "fair market value" of the
artwork for NOCO purposes based on its "appraised value", the dis
counting required to take account of the restrictions imposed on the
Committee's use of the art\l'lork would certainly bring the "value" of
any particular print helow $500. The n appraised val ue'" of the art
work is the retail value of each print, sold individu~lly, after the
entire series has been sold. While this may be an appropriate ap
proximation of each print'S "worth" to an individual recipient, the
value of an individual print to the Committee would be much less.

T~is is tr~e even in the absence of sales restrictions. T~e

Con~ittee, in order to market the princs commercially, would have to
"-ioc-out" the ar-:"work to a number of qalleries, with attendant com
~issions and transaction costs, or would have to "wholesale" it, re
~uirin~ a significant discount. An indication of the magnitude of the
~ed~ction in value involved is that, in those cases in which artwork
was ~sed as collateral for bank loans, loans were only given to the
amount of 1/3 the art·Nork's "appraised value". Since the highest
"appraise':: val\Je" :or any piece was S j ,200, 1/3 of "appraised value"
for~ula used by the banks demons~rates that no work exceeds S500 in
value, even be:cre discou~~:~g for restr:c~ions on sale and ois
~osi~:on.
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Not treating the artwork as a "capital asset" also ag'rees with
the purposes of including only capital assets in the NaCO calcu
lation" Capital assets are included on the assumption that such
assets can be readily converted into cash or used in debt settle
ment. Because of the restrictions on its sale or disposition, the
artwork cannot be considered readilv convertible into cash in the
same manne·r as, for example, an automobile owned by the Committee.
Furthermore, the Commission's previous inability to determine
whether the artwork may be used in debt settlement makes an ex
cost facto determination that the artwork was so usable on the
date of ineligibility grossly unfair •

. B. Apparent Unqualified Campaign Expenses
FEC Auditors' Recommendation

"Absent a showing to the contrary••• the Audit Staff
will recommend to the Commission that these expendi
tures totalling 5348,342.59 be determined as non
qualified campaign expenses, and be repaid in full
to the United States Treasury."

As above stated, the Committee has analyzed each item making up
the Commission Aucitors total expenditures for 10\·,a and ~Jew Hampshire.
The Committee allocated 5451,803 to Iowa, and $26;,223 to New Hamp
shire. (Exhibits L & M). The limit in Iowa was S489,88i and in New
Ha~oshi~e 5294,400. Therefore, the Committee believes it did not
~ave expe~citures in excess of the limits.

~'·~LJ
Willia~ c. 01' aker

Treasurer .
."
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TO:
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINeTON. D.C. 20463

AUgust 6, 1981

Robert J. Cocsta

B. Allen Clutte~
Staff Director ~

Charles N. Steel~Af
General Counse~

Report of the Audit Division on the Kennedy
for President Committee - A-943

t~.~_l!.'. ..~.,..
'i'0/ .'~(.;':

~.. ~ A
,,, t: --'

i

The Office of General Counsel has received the audit
division's draft of the final audit report for the Kennedy

~ for President Co~~ittee. The General Counsel's Office,
h,. - having reviet,led the final audi t report for legal sufficiency,

makes the following comments with respect to those sections
~ of the audit report noted. 1/

II. Audit Findinas and Recommendations Relating to Title 2
of the United States Code

B. Missing Records

This portion of the report should briefly address (at
page S) the contention of the Kennedy for President Coomittee
( "CoI':"Jni t tee" or "KFp·lI) tha t n no formal requests {for :ni ss ing
records] was received by the Treasurer or Chairman of the

1/ For those sections of the Report not mentioned in this
analysis, it can be assumed that the General Counsel's
Office does not feel there is a proble~ with the legal
suf=iciency of those portions of the report •

•
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Committee." In that such formal requests, culminating
in a Commission" letter to the candidate himself, were
in fact communicated to the Committee, and, in that the
Committee response will be availabe to the public, we
sU9gest tha~ the audit report should, to the extent possible,
contain a refutation of those allegations made by the
Committee in its response.

B. 2.

----

The other matter involving a loan which the auditors feel
should be referred to this office, concerns the use of art
work with an appraised value of $240,000 as collateral for a
loan in that same amount. The auditors question whether
collateral which has t~e sarne appraised value as the principal
of a loan can serve as adequate security for that loan,
especially in light"of the practice of other banks to re~uire

security of this type valued at three times the amount of the
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principal as collateral for a loan. However, th~ only
relevant questions for purposes of the Act are whether
the loan is adequately secured and whether it was granted
in the ordinary course of ~usiness for the lending institution
in question. It is our position that the practices of other
banks, while perhaps supplying evidence in determining what
adequate security and "ordinary cours.e" may be, does not
set the standards by which the legality of loans from
other lending institutions will be measured.

Moreover, other loans secured ~y collateral with a value
of even less than the loan principal have not been deemed by
the Commission to be "out of the ordinary course" or under
collateralized. See~. MUR 1195 (No reason to believe
loan not made in ordinary course or inadequately secured
where collateral for loan was future expectancy of matching

~ funds.) Thus, in this instance where the appraised value
ecualed to the amount of the loan, we do not think this
matter should be referred to our office.

c. Allocation of Exoenditures to Sta~es

( .'

Before providing specific comments concer~ing the various
subparts of this section of the report, the Office of General
Counsel notes that this section is not as clear or understandable

- to the -reader as we would hope a public docUI:\ent such as this ...
would be. This is due to the fact that the Committee's response
is not organized in the same fashion as the interim audit report
but rather overlaps, and in some cases falls between, the categories
set forth in that report, thereby naking it difficult for the
auditors to integrate the KFP"response into· the interim audit
report structure. The result, however, is a report with two
parallel subsections dealing with allocation of expend~tures,

neither of which see~s to address or really relate to the points
raised in the other subsection.

In order to re~e~y ~his problem, the Office of General
Cou~sel suggests that this sec~ion of the report be redrafted
into one set of categories (instead of two - ~he audi~ors' and
KF?'s), with each containing the Co~~ission's position (as set
forth by the interim audit report), the Committee's contentions,
and, finally, the auditors' response to those contentions.
~o the extent this requires some regrouping or modification
of the headings 0: the interim audit subsections, or the
addition of categories not contained in the i~teric repcr~,

• the Office 0: General Counsel feels this \lould be an acceptable
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departure from the normal procedure followed in drafting
a final audit report, in that it would serve the more
necessary function of creating an integrated whole.

\
\,

4. Pier Diem and Expense Reimbursements

The first paragraph of this section should contain a
footnote or some other indication of the basis of the

,auditors' determination that the additional per diem and
expense reimbursements set .forth should have been allocated
to.New Hampshire and Iowa. Specifically, examples of the
types of indicators in the documentation that the auditors
relied on -- such as the Co~ittee's own coding systec, travel
voucher statements as to personnel destinations, receipts
fro~ the state in question -- ought to be identified. This
will enable the audit report to stand on its own as a "record"
of what was before the Co~ission when it made its repayment

~'. determination, should the COI':'.r.littee challenge tha t determination
in the court of appeals.

•

'-'.

t' ..

5. Outstancing Debt

Again, this portion of the report should reflect that
the ~ource of the auditors' deter~ination that the expenditures
i~ ~he anounts noted were allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa
wa~ based on the Co~itteers~ computer print-out of expendi-

- tures.- This print-out designated the state the expense shoulc
be allocated to when paid; and, after verifying the accuracy
of these Committee de~ignations with supporting documentation,
the auditors' adopted these figures in al19cating previously
unallocated expenditures to Iowa and New Haopshire. As
previously stated, the suggested insertion .will create a more
co~plete record for any possible appellate action, as well as
emphasizing that the auditors are not creating their o~n figure~

in this area but rather are nerely adopting the Committee's
own allocation svste~ which the Co~nittee failed to reflect- ..In its repcrts. .

6. Other Vendor Pavnents

The co~~ents made with respect to the subsection iQrnediatelv
preceding this one also apply to paragraph one of this subsection.

[Auci~ Reply to Co~i~~ee Response:) 1. Ove~head Allocation

~his ~ubsection 0: t~e :inal audit report deals with the
alloca~ion system of:ered as an alternative by the COw~ittee in
its re~ponse to the alloca~ion figures cc~tained i~ the interi~

a~Cl~ re~cr:. The Cc~~ittee caintains that a certain percentage
of state "overhead" costs can reasonably Oe attributed to the
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exempt categories of fundraising and compliance and (therefore
need not be allocated to a state), in that an equivalent per
centage of staff time spent in the offices located in the
states was spent on these exempt activities.

In discus9ions with the auditors, it seems that the audit
division does not dispute the reasonableness of this theory;
in fact, some other committees used this same theory to determine
a percentage of national costs which would be attributable to
exempt categories and thereby per~issably excluded from their
overall spending limitations. Rather, the problem the auditors
have with the Committee procedure is that no work papers of the
accounting firm which derived the percentages were provided for
audit review. The auditors do not know, for instance, if
percentages were derived by actual staff accounts and review
of time sheets, or were merely "guestirnates" by certain indivi-

, duals who were not even present in the field offices during the
relevant time periods. Nor is there any indication of the
scope of the category the COraLr.1ittee has defined as "overhead"
expenditure~, nor the definitions applied by the accounting
firr.l i:1 deternining whether staff time was directed to "con-

,'llIIa pliance lt or "fundraising". Therefore, it is under~tandable

,., that the auditors do not feel they can state for pUblic review
that th:s propc~ed alternative allocation syste~ by the Co~ittee

has been verified and is reasonable, and thus cannot depart
':-: _ from ~he recocmendations of the interim report. ~/ The Office-

.!/
, '.

•

The Co~~ittee contends that the use, in itself, of an
outside auditing firm to compute these.figures is pri~a

facie evidence of the reasonableness of the allocation
derived, especially in light of the presence of a ietter
from a fi~ partner stating the ~ethod used by the firn
was "rationale". That the fir~ which co~puted these
figures provides a self-serving statement that the
~et~odology used by it wa~ rational can hardly be ~aid

to be dispositive of the issue of the reasonableness of
the allocation~ preparec by it. This is not the situation
where a coopany prepared financial state~ent is reviewed
by an outside auditing firI:\, whereby that firm's "independent"
opinion concerning the financial state~ent, using lo~g

established generally accepted accounting principles as
a standard, is given great (although net deter~inative)

weight. There is no independent revieu in this sltuation
-- the :ir~ giving the opinion wade the cowputations in
question. Fur~herrnore, there are no standards set forth
by the accounting l~dustry with ~espect to procedures to
be followed in deter~ining al:ocation figures for purposes
cf chapter 96 0: the :~terna: ~evenue Code.
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of General Counsel does believe, however, that the audit
reply to this portion of the KFP response should make it
clear that if the aforementioned documentation is provided,
and if the definitions of "fundrasing" and "cocpliance"
used comport with the Act and the Cocrnission's definitions
of these terms, the Committee allocation will not be challenged
as unreasonable. 1/

The General Counsel's Office also believe that if the
percentages at issue were calculated on the basis of the
personal knowledge of Committee staff, that that information
be accepted without requiring the Co~ittee to further prove
the staff assertions and recollections. Assertions of other
committees as to the amount of time spent by staff in various
activities were accepted without requiring additional proof
of those assertions. i/ Also, it is unclear exactly what
type and quantity of evidence would satisfy the standard
0: proof in this regard. ~/ Accordingly, this office suggests
that a~y references in the report to the insufficiency of
Cc~rni~~ee documentation, or t~e necessity of further inforoation
or proof in this regard (such as the last sentence of the

'1Itsecond paragraph on page fou~teen) should be deleted :ro~
__ the repor~, as well.

1/

.i/

Si~ilarly, the ~ paragraph of page '0 should be modified
to indicate that rather than finding the Co~ittee alloca
tion system as less than reasonable, the auditors simply
cannot verify the reasona~leness of this· newly adopted
system absent a review of the documentation supporting
those figures. ~he Office of General Counsel also believes
that the reference, contained in the last paragrap~of this
subsection, to the unavailability of an opinion from the
Conmi~~ee's outside accounting firm as to the reasonableness
0: its calculations, should also be deleted from the report.
See ~. 2, sucra. .

Fer exa~ple, in the audit 0: the Carter-~oncale Co~ittee

portions of national salaries, pernissably exempted by that
connittee, were computed based on Carter-Monoale staff .
interviews. In accepting the ccnrnittee figures so derived
no additional ~roof was required of the cornnittee to
substantiate these sta:: estinates.

For i~stance, would an affidavit from the staff rnecber in
question or his/her supervisor suffice, or would only for~al

t:~e cards or shee~s ~eet this require~ent?

..
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2. Interstate Travel and Communications

The Office of General Counsel sU9ge9ts that this section
contain some reference to your letter to KFP advising the
committee that long distance calls from state to national
offices could be exempted from state allocations. The .
Committee should be directed to that portion of the letter
which set forth a 30 day period from ~FP's receipt of the
letter in which to amend any affected reports accordingly,
and to provide all co~putational schedules, including
copies of relevant bills.

3. Media Exoenditures

It is our understanding that since the referral of this
report, the auditors have obtained some of the applicable
County Coverage Reports (fleCR"). After conducting some pre
liminary calculations based on the CeRes obtained, the auditors
have confirned that certain CCR figures were used by the
Co~mittee in deternining allocation of ~edia expenditures
for New Ha~pshire and Iowa, but that the fo~ula used also,!'e relied in part on ADI figures. The audit staff has also
indicated to Office of General Counsel staff that in the
aud:tors opinion a ~edia allocation formula ~ay appropriately

(~ rely upon CCR figures just as it may rely on ADI figures;
_howeve~, the two systems of determining media coverage may
not be mixed in one formula to derive a single allocation
figure for media in a particular state.

The auditors have stated that, in light of their newly
acquired information, this section of the r~port will be
redrafted. In so doing, the auditors should fully explain
how they were able to determine the CCR figures were i~~roperly

applied by the Committee in its allocation formula. The
r~drafted version should also state that if CCR figures are
correctly applied, the figures derived will be considered to
be a reasonable allocation 0= ~edia expenditures. Finally,
we suggest that the aUdi~ors obtain the CCRs to make the
necessary verificat~on, as was done with those situations
in other canpaigns where ADI figures were used. This should
not pose a problem in that we have already obtained some
of the relevant CCRs.

4. National Press

~he Of:ice of General Counsel understands that the auditors
• do not have a probler.\ with the theory put forth by the Committee,

that the excess over airfare costs received by i{FP froJ:\ national
press personnel can reasonably be applied as a reirnburse~en~

I,.'i
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Committee - A-943

It for other KFP expenditures actually incurred by the Committee
for services and items used solely by the press, and that the
total amount of. this "reiI:lbursement" may be exempted from state
(and overall) expenditure limitations. We suggest that the
report not the auditors' general agreecent with the theory,
while stating that the proble~ lies in the inability to
verify th~ Committee figures absent an accounting of monies
received from the press, the surplus of that amount over
total airfare costs incurred for the press, and the aggregate
amount of expenditures (other than airfare) incurred on the press's
behalf in the states in question, as well as the documentation
supporting those computations.

In addition, the Office of General Counsel does not believe
that any additional info~ation -- such as proof that an expendi
ture designated by the Committee as one for press was in fact
so used il -~ should be required. Therefore, we suggest that the
report not indicate that such proof is a prerequisite to accepting
KFP's allocation in this regard as reasonable.

~.•
The Office of General Counsel also agrees with the CCh~ittee

that an enployee's salary need not be allocated to a particular
state to the extent that that staff ne~ber's ti~e was spent on
national press activities. Your recent letter to the Coonittee
states that "salaries • • • c: national campaign sta:: nenbers
who travel to a particular state for a linited ~ur~ose not
constituina advance or field work, .•• need not be allocated
to that state." (enphasis added). Ministering to t~e national

'press falls within this exception, in that it is not advance "
or field work. Accordingly, this section of the audit report
should be revised. II

,.. ..--

It

., I

.:..1

Again, we note the standard of proof question raises some
problecs. For instance, would a notation on a bill that
it was "for press" suffice or would press affidavit"s be
necessary? As long as we have not ascertained any con
flicting evidence, 'tIe believe that the COr.uJittee's state
oent as to the purpose of the expenditure is acce?~able.

~he Office of General Counsel feels tha~ the auditors ~ay

reau:re the Committee to define the oararneters of its
cafegory "national press activities"~before accepting
the Co~ittee's figures exempting these salary costs as
reasonable. However, as previously noted, this of:ice
believes it is and inconsistent with prior practice
to require the Cor.u':li ttee to subtni t further "proof"
0: the Cornmi tt.ee est iT.lates, based on staff interv ie\/s,
of employee time spent on national press activities.
See the discussion in this analysis contained under
~::e heading titled "Over:"eac Allocation", suora.
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5. Compliance and Fundraising

Again, this Office has some difficulty in rejecting the
Comcittee's allocation of various percentages of staff
salary 'to the exempt categories of compliance and fundraising
in view of the basis provided in the audit report. As previously
noted, proof of the accuracy of such figures has not been requested
of other committees, and, the report"does not identify what
sort of documentation would suffice to meet this requirement.
The Committee is in the best position to determine how and to
what extent staff time was spent on certain activities, and
absent some indication that the Committee's assertions in this
regard are not accurate representations of what actually occurred,
we find no reason for not accepting what has been presented
~y KFP. See nne 6 and i, suora, and the relevant text accompanying
those notes.

"',
Of course, if the auditors are nerely requesting to

~eview the Committee's conputational schedules and other
work papers supporting these figures before verifying the
reasonableness thereof, and i: this was requi~ed in every

,.ct~er instance where a co~~ittee presented allocation figures
excluding expenditures (or percentages of expenditures) based
en t;,e theo~l that a portion of st.aff tine './as spent. an

r- exe~pt or national activities, the auditors have appropriately
.re:used to adjust the figures in the interi~ audit report in
the manner KFP seeks. However, t.he report should explicitly
designate that this is the type of supporting docu~entation

r- necessary before the auditors will concur in the reasonableness
of the Cornnittee allocations. !/

4It

We also note that this section appears to repeat or concern
issues discussed in the section titled "Overhead Allocation".
To the extent these two sections are referring to identical
figures and procedures, these two subparts should be
combined i~to one 'sub-section, or, at mininu~, their
relation to each other must be clearly sec :orth. It
is unde~tstandable that the report was drafted in this
manner, in that that is how these suoJect.s are presented
by the Commit.tee. However, the auditors need not feel
compelled to adhere to the structure of t~e KFP response,
and should not hesit.ate to abandon it anc substitute
the division's own crganizational structure, for the
sake of providing a report that is clear to the reader
and can stand on its own without resort to.further
explanation.
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6. Advance Staff Personnel

The comments contained in the section of this legal
analysis immediately preceding this one, are equally
applicable here. Likewise, some sort of restructuring'
or redrafting to indicate more clearly how this subsection
interrelates with the other subsections contained in this
portion of the report is necessary. ~ n. 8, sucra. In
addition, if the above suggestions of the Office of General
Counsel are accepted, the figures in the recommendation
portaon of this section of the report may require so~e

readjustment, as well.

D. Review of Receiots

,.-. Timelv Processinc of Quest:onable Contributions .'

~ ~~e report reco~~ends tha~ this ~atter be referred for
a co~?liance ac~ion against KF? fer viclacion of 11 C.F.R.
~ l03.3(b) (1) by failing to re~a~~ a writ~en reco~c noting
:~e bas:s :or the appearance cf illegality wi~h res?ec~ to
c~nt=:but:ons ce~si~ec i~ the KF? escrow account set UP

~~~~rsuant to t~at·regu:ation. 7~e Office of Ge~eral Counsel
s~ggests t.::at ra~~e:- t!1an referring such a winor technical
o;:clation, thereby requiring deletion of this section of

~ -~~e audit report, that the auoi~ repcrt insteac recc~~end

t~at the anount of funes that can't be verified by the
co~ittee as cOwing from permissable sources be disposed of
:~ any lawful manner by the Comrni~tee wi~hin the ninety day

C :-epaynent period (along wit.h a copy of the cancelled chec);(s)
verifying the transfer(s}).

~~ The Office of General Counsel also suggests that some
of the discreoan~ies in audit and COlnmittee fioures found

o in At~aChrnent~~~~~clarifiedto explain the reasons :or
• .. • &.(: C:' I: • .. 1 \.. $ , 2 0 0 0 t.._p f't::ese cl ..... erences. _peCl_1Ca.l y, t •.Ie -,., ...: 19ure

~:g~t contain a footnote no~ing for the recorc that, while
t~e Cc~~i~tee has ~a:c :his anount ou~ c: the esc~ow account,
:~ ~as o::e~ec no l~fcr~a~icn as to the source or legality
c: ~~ese funds.--Similarlv, foocnote 3, ra~her than referring
ge~erally to the insufficiency of information should specify .
~ha~ no cancelled check verifying that this donation was in
:act r.aade has been submitt.ed by KFP. - -----

....
~ .

•
~-
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-.
III. A. Determination of Net Outstanding Ca~pai9n Objections

This Office concurs with the auditors that no action can be
taken against the Comcittee, and that no adjustments can be made
on the Committee's NOCO statement with respect to the art work
inventory KFP had on hand at the date of Senator Kennedy's
ineligibility. In order to be of assistance to the Commission
in making its determination as to whether the works of art are
ca~ital assets, and if so, the fair market value thereof, the
C:~ice 0: General Counsel will prepare and circulate a separate
~~~orancu~ to t~e Co~~ission on t~is subject.

~~~s Office would like tc suggest that two ~inor accitions
to ~t~ac~~e~~ 2 (NeCO Sta~emen~), hOweve~, be i~c:udec in the
=e~crt. ~~e first concer~s :oc~ncte 2, whic~ shculc cite
l:·C.F.R. § 9033.1(a) (l)(i) i~ re:erring to ~hose accounts

.~a·.!able i~su=:icier£tlv c1ocUt'"nen~ec ev t!ie Co~..:'t~ee. The second

._ ~c~i~ion s~gges~ed wo~2~ be ~c :oct;c~e 3 uhe::e~~ ~he auditors
reject as w~ncing cown ccs~s certai~ postage expenses of the

C'" Cc~rnittee. This footno~e should contain a ci.t.ation to the
::ecula-corv definition 0: \lincinc cOvln costs and a brief ex~lana

ticn as to why the Co~~ittee expencitures in question do not
~ neet that ae=inition.

B. Aooarent Non-Quali=iec Carnoaiqn Expenses

1. Expenditures in E~cess of State Linitations

If any of the Office of General Counsel positions with
respect to Finding II. C. of the report are accepted, the figures
listec in ~his portion of the report ~ill requ~=e reacjus~~ent.

2. ?avrnen~ of ?arkinc V:o:ations

~he second paragraph of this section of the report should
be deleted, as there is no evidence the Cornmi~tee could present
which would show that the-S141.50 paid in parking violations
~le::e qualified campaign expenses. See 26 U.S.C. § 9032{9)(A).
As written, this pa::ag=aph 0: the =eport creates an (erroneous)
inference that there micht exis~ evidence to ~hat e=:ect, but

•
that the Co~mittee failed to provide it. Also, we suggest that
this sec~ion cite to ~he relevant regulatory provision. (11 C.F.R.
§ 9032.9(a) (3)).
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Attached is the final audit report on the Kennedy for
President Committee.

As directed, in the Commission meetinq on Auqust 26, 1981,
the Audit staff has met with the Office of General Counsel s'taff
to review and redraft Findinq II.C. - Allocation of Expenditures
to States. After meetinq with the Counsel staff it was decided
that the findinq would be ~evised to condense the oriqinal six (6)
subsections into four (4) subsections and to include a recommendation
at the end of each subsection. Each subsection now incorporates
all of the committee's comments as they relate to each specific
type of activity which the Committee believes to be exempt from
the state expenditure limitation. For example Findinq II.C
Subsection a. pertains to the Compliance and Fundraisinq exemptions
and the three areas of expenditures affected: overhead expenditures,
field staff salaries, and advance staff salaries. The recommendations
at the end of each subsection request the documentation and/or
info~ation which the Audit staff feels is necessary ~n order for
a determination to be made as to the accuracy and reasonableness
of the committee's calculations, however we have not stated that
if such documentation is submitted the Committee's position will be
accepted. We feel that such a dete~ination can be made only after
a review of any submission.

The Counsel's office has info~ed this office that it will
circulate a separate memorandum to the Commission pointinq out
areas in the report which they feel should be discussed in further
detail •
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MEMORANDUM TO THE COMMl:SSIONERS

FINAL AUDIT REPORT -
KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT COMMIT'l'EE

The one area in which the Audit staff and Counsel's office
are still not in aqreement is the Committee's allocations to an
exempt category portions of each Advance staff person's salary
for time spent providinq services to the national press. This
matter is addressed in Findinq II.C Subsection.3. Durinq the
discussion of this matter in the aforementioned Commission mee~inq,

the Commission voted 3-3 as to whether to accept the committee's
allocation in this area. Since the resolution of this matter
remains unclear, the findinq has remained in the report for
discussion purposes. A second issue does remain open on this
subject even if the Committee's allocation theory is accepted.
That issue is the derivation of the percentaqe of time spent by
the advance staff on National press matters. The Committee has
not provided any information on the source of the percentage •.

The only other findinqs requirinq a Commission vote are
II.F pertaininq to the Committee's escrow account and III.B
pertaininq to the repayment of non-qualified campaiqn expenditures
related to expenditures in excess of the state expenditure limits.
Additional Exhibits to the report are letters received from
Fox and Company relatinq to the methodoloqy used to arrive at the
exempt Compliance and Fundraisinq percentaqes.

All chanqes and/or additions to the report based on discussions
with the Counsel's office have been underlined. We recommend that
this report be placed on the aqenda for the scheduled Executive
Session on September 15, 1981. If you have any questions concerning
any of the matters discussed, please contact Ray Lisi or Joe Stoltz
at extension 3-4155.

Attachments as stated
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINCtON. D.C. 20463

REPORT OF THE AUDIT D:rvISJ:ON
ON THE .

KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT CO~l:TTEE

I. Backqround

A. Overview

This report is based on an audit of i:he Kennedy for .
President Committee ("the Committee"), to determin~ whether there
has been compliance with the provisions of the Federal Election
Cam~aiqn Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act"). The audit was
co~ducted pursuant to Section 9038(a) of Title 26 of the United
States Code which states that "after each matchinq payment period,
the commission shall conduct a thorouqh examination and audit of
the qualified campaiqn expenses of every candidate and his
authorized committees who received payments under Section 9037".

In addition, Section 9039(b) of Title 26 of the United
States Code, and Section 9038.l(b) of Title 11 of the Code of
Federal Requ1ations state that the Commission may conduct other
exam:~ations and audits from time to time as it deems necessary
to carry out the provisions of this subchapter.

The committee reqistered with the Federal Election
Commission on October 29, 1979 as the principal campaiqn committee
of the Honorable Edward M. Kennedv, a Democratic candidate for ~e

nomination to the office of the ~~esident of the United States.
The Committee maintains its headquarters in Washington, D.C.

The audit covered the period from January 1, 1980
through Auqust 31, 1980, the final coveraqe date of the last
report filed at the time of the audit. 1/ The Committee reported
a beqinninq cash balance of $409,168.91; total receipts of
$11,a04,166.54, total expenditures of $11,953,427.73, and a
closing cash balance on Auqust 31, 1980 of $259,907.72. As of
Auqust 31, 1980, the Committee reported eXgenditures of
$9,782,864.70 subject to the overall expenditure limitation.

•
1/

III

In accordance with standard Audit Division practice, a review
was made of the Committee's expenditures through December 31,
1980, to verify that each was a qualified campaign expense
and to determine the accuracv of ~~e Statement of Net
Outstanding Campaign Obligations as of November 28, 1980.
Although the ~hreshold Audit Report covered the period
October 29, 1979 through December 31, 1979, the unavailability
of records at that time necessitated that the majority of
the tests conducted in t~is audit cover the period October 29,
1979, through August 31, 1980.

I
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B. Rey Personnel

The principal officers of ~e Commdttee durinq the period
audited were Mr. Stephen E. Smith, ChaiJ:man, Ms. Carolyn A. Reed,
Treasurer fro~ inception to June 13, 1980, and Mr. William C.
Oldaker, Treasurer from June 13, 1980 to the present.

c. Scope

The audit included such tests as verification of total
reported receipts and expenditures and iridividual transactions:
review of required supporting documentation and analysis of
Committe~ debts and obligations: review of contribution and
expend~ture limitations: and such o~er audit procedures as
deemed necessary under the circumstances.

II'. Audi t Findings and Recommendations
Relating to Title 2 of €he United States Code

A. Reporting Errors and omissions

Section 434(bl (11(2) and (4) of Title 2 of the Uni~ed

States Code states that each report shall disclose the amount
of cash on hand at the beqinninq of ~~e reportinq period: and
for the reporting period and the calendar year, the total amount
of all receipts and dis~~rsements.

Section 434(bl(31 of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that each repor~ shall disclose the identification
of each person who makes a contribution(s} ~o the committee in an
aqqreqate amount or value in excess of $200 within ~·e calendar
year, toqether with the date and amount of any such contributio~.

Section 432 Ccl. <'11 (21.. and (31 of Title 2 of the Onited
States Code states, in part, that the treasurer of a committee
shall keep an account of all contributions received, t~he name
and address of any person who makes any contribution ~ excess
of $50, together with the date and amount, and the identification
of any person makinq a contributionCs) aqqreqatinq more than $200
during a calendar year, together with the date and amount.

1. Background

During the period audited, the Committee opened 200
bank accounts. Seven <;1 of these accounts were maintained at the
national campaign offices. The remaininq 193 accounts included
63 accounts maintained at the state level, and 130 scheduling
accounts. Scheduling accounts were used to fund specific events,
and were separate from the funding of state offices •

•
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The Commi~~ee's procedures provided for funding
~h. s~~e and scheduling accoun~s with transfers solely from the
naeional accoun~s. All con~ributions received a~ the s~a~e

and .cheduling level were to be forwarded direc~ly ~o the
na~ional office for deposi~ in~o a national accoun~. Fxpenditure
info:mation for the sta~e and scheduling accoun~s was forwarded
~o ·~e na~ional office for inclusion in ~e monthly repor~s. ~ll

expenditures from all accoun~s were to be itemized on Schedules
B-P regardless of amount. Due to the fact tha~ only $3,103.52
in unitemized expenditures were reported durinq the period
Oc~ober 29, 1979 through August 31, 1980, and that our tests
identified expenditures not itemized that were in an amount
in excess of $3,103.S2, any disbursemen~ not found i~emized

was considered an unreported disbursement.

2. Unreported Expenditures

a. Na~ional Accounts

Our review of the Commdttee's expenditure
records for the period October 29, 1979 through ~uqus~ 31, 1980
revealed tha~ 34 expendi~ures totaling $73,916.1S·were not reported.
The expendi~ures appeared to be for no~al Committee opera~inq

expenses and the Audit staff found no apparent reason for this
failure to report. Further, Committee officials were unable to
determine the cause of this·· problem.

The in~erim audi~ report contained a
recommendation that the Committee amend its reports to include the
34 expenditures noted above. On ~ay 19, 1981, the Committee
submitted an amended report coverinq calendar year 1980, itemizinq
29 of t~e 34 expenditures, totalinq $71,591.63. A Commit~ee official
stated tha~ the remaininq five (5) expenditures comprised the
unitemized operatinq expenditure fiqure contained in the 1979
year end report. Based on the dollar amount, it is possible that
four (41 of these expenditures comprised the unitemi%ed operatinq
expenditure figure on the 1979 year end =eport.

Recommendation

Since the Committee has materially cooplied with the
recommendation, the Audit staff recommends t~at no further
action be taken on this matter .

,-:t
J
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b. State and Scheduling Accounts

A review was made of the 193 sta~e and
schedulinq accoun~s main~ained by the Committee. The results of
our ~es~s disclosed a material error rate in the Commit~ee's

repor~inq of expenditures from these accounts.

Durinq the audit fieldwork the Commit~ee

was in the process of reviewinq their files. and preparinq amended
expenditure schedules to include previously unrepor~ed sta~e

and schedulinq expenditures. A comparison of our test resul~s

to the amended schedules indicated that the fi1iriq of the amended
schedules would materially correct the Committee's repor~s. The
amended schedules contained $220,526.54 in previously unrepor~ed

ac~ivity•.

The interfm audit report contained a
recommenda~ion tha~ the Committee file the amendmen~ mentioned above.
The Commit~ee stated in its written response to the audit report that
they had included in the 1980·amendment, filed on May 19, 1981, state
and scheduling account expenditures totalinq $207,409.04, which were
previously unreported. Our review of the amendment disclosed that
it actually included $210,153.89 in expenditures. The Committee
explained that the discrepan.cy between the dollar amount of the
state and schedulinq account expenditures included in the comprehen
sive amendment filed and the proposed amendment oriqinally reviewed
by the Audit staff, was a result of the proposed amendment no~

reflectinq all expenditure amount corrections. Upon receipt of the
amendment, the test results were aqain compared and it was
dete~ined that the amendment as filed materially complies with the
recommendation.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends no further action on this matter.
, .

3. Miscellaneous Adjustments ,.
In addition to the matters noted above, our

review of the Committee's available bank records and tests of
the receipt and expenditure records revealed that the Committee's
reported activity was misstated due to the following:

a. $9,000.00 of reported contributions which
were returned by the bank due to insufficient funds improperly
adjusted on Committee reports; and

•

•
b. a $9,181.66 overstatement of expenditures

due to mathematical errors.

The interim audit report contained a recom
mendation that the Committee amend its reports to adjust for the
reporting errors noted above. The amended reports filed by the
Committee on May 19, 1981, i~cluded these adjustments.
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Recommendation

Tb6 Audit staff recommends no further action in this matter.

B. Missinq Records

Section 432(c) and (d) of Title 2 of the United States
Code states, in part, that a treasurer of a political committee
shall keep an account of all contributions "received on behalf of
such political committee, and any disbursements made, including
a receipt, invoice, or cancelled check for each disbursement in
excess of $200. The treasurer shall preserve all records required
to be kept by this section and copies of all repo~1:s required to be
filed by this subchapter for 3 years after the report is filed.

, Section l04.14lbl (1) of Title 11 of the Code of Federal
Requlations states, in part, that each person required to file
any report or statement under this subchapter shall maintain records,
includinq bank records, with respect to the matters required to be
reported from which the filed reports and statements may be verified,
explained, clarified, and checked for accuracy and completeness.

In addition, Section 9033.l(a) (3) of Title 11 of the Code
of Federal Regulations requires a candidate receivinq matchinq funds
to kee~ and furnish to the Commission any records, includinq bank
recor~~ for all accounts.

In addition to numerous verbal requests, ~~e Audit staff
made eight (81 written requests, beqinning on October 23, 1980,
for the production of various missinq bank records. These requests
were presented to the Committee's L~aff who were available to the
Auditors on a daily basis and were working with the records beinq
requested. Due to the substantial delays the Auditors encountered
in the receipt of many requested documents and records, particularly
bank records, the Commission sent a letter to the candidate, on
December 3, 1980, which requested cooperation from the candidate and
Committee personnel concerning the production of these records. At
the conclusion of the audit fieldwork, ~~e Committee had still not
obtained and provided all requested records pertaininq to the bank
accounts.

The final list of missing bank account records was given
to the Committee and discussed with them on January 9, 198~. The
list included twenty-one bank accounts which were missinq statements,
cancelled checks, and/or deposit slips. These missing bank records
we;e needed in order to verify reported fiqures and could have
resulted in additional corrections to the Committee's reports.
Committee officials stated that they would attempt to obtain the
missing records and provide them for our review .

5
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The intertm audi~ repor~ contained a recommendation
tha t the Committee provide the bank records for our review. . Sub
sequen~ to the audi~ fieldwork the Commi~tee provided records for
18 of the 21 bank accounts. For two (2) of the bank accounts 'the
records which were not provided consisted of cancelled checks ..
associated with three (3) bank statements. The remaininq one (1)
account was lacking one (11 bank statement. It should be noted,
however, that the Audit staff was able to include the expenditures
connected with these accounts in the overall expenditure review of
the state and schedulinq accounts. For two (2) of these accounts,
the committee provided let~ers sent to the banks .requesting these
records.

Recommendation

J Since the Committee has provided the majority of the records
requested, the Audit staff recommends that no further ·action be
taken on this matter.

C. Allocation of Expenditures to States

Sections 441aGb) tll (A) and 44la(c) of Title 2 of the
United States Code provides, in part, that no candidate for the
office of President of the United States who is eliqible to receive·
and has received matching funds may make expenditures in anyone
state aggreqatir1 in excess of the greater of 16 cents multiplied
by the state votinq aqe population or $200,000.00, adjusted by the
Consumer Price Incex.

Section 106.2(a) of Title 11 of the Code of Federal
Regulations states, in part, that expenditur£~ made by a
candidate's authorized committee(s) which seek to influence the
nomination of that candidate for the office of President of the
United States with respect to a particular State shall be allocated
to that State.

In addition, Section l06.2(b) and (c) of Ti~le 11 of the
Code of Federal Regulations states, in part, that expenditures for
staff, media, printinq and other services used in a campaign in a
specific State shall be attributed to that State, and that expendi
tures by a Presidential Candidate for use in two (2) or more States,
shall be attributed to each State based on the voting age population
in each State which can reasonably be expected to be influenced by
such expenditures.

A review of the Committee's system for allocating expendi
tu~es to states revealed a number of areas where allocations were
not performed. An extensive review was made of all expenditures
relating to the states of New eampshire a~d Iowa since these were
the only states where the limitations were approached •
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The Commi~~ee main~ained monthly s~a~e allocation repor~s

which con~ained a listing by s~a~e of all expendi~ures alloca~ed

~o ~he s~a~es from the na~ional opera~in9 accounts and s~a~. and
scheduling accoun~s. A comparison of the alloca~on repor~s ~o

~e FEe Fo~s 3Pc, "Alloca~ion of Prtmary Expendi~ures by S~a~e

for a preside~~ial Candida~en, filed by the Committee from incep
~ion through Auqus~ 31, 1980 revealed more expenditures. repor~ed
on ~e Fo~s 3Pc than con~ained on the allocation reDorts. Committee ·
personnel were unable ~o provide the Audit staff with workpapers
~o suppor~ the repor~ed 3Pc ~otals nor could they provide an
explanation for the differences. Various expendi~ure ~es~inq

perfo~ed on ~e alloca~ion reports verified that, with the
excep~ion of specific categories of expenditures ·noted below, the
alloca~ion of expenditures contained on th~ allocation repor~s

were substan~ially correc~. Therefore, the allocation repor~

~otals were used as a base ~o which additions and/or adjus~ents

to the expenditure totals for New Hampshire and Iowa were-M4de •
•

In addition ~o the national accounts, the Commi~tee

maintained 14 New Hampshire accounts (all in New Hampshire) and 23
Iowa accoun~s (22 in Iowa and one (1) in Nebraska) from which
expenditures were made but were not allocated. Reconciled ~otals

from ~hese accounts were added to the state allocation repor~·

totals to yield a grand total of $227,736.65 allocable to New
Hampshire and $421,376.94 allocable ~o Iowa.

The interim a\'"1i t report also identified t."le following
categories of expenditu~es as containinq errors or omissions
requirinq adjustments to the·· above totals for New Hampshire and
Iowa.

,...

,.......

1. March and April, 198'0, Expend!tures

•

A review of the state allocation reports revealed
that the Committee did not allocate any expenditures made from
the national operatinq accounts durinq the months of March and
April, 1980. A review of the check copies which contained the
committee's state allocation codes for that time period was
performed to identify expenditures relatinq to the New Hampshire
and Iowa campaigns. The results of that review required additional
allocations of $34,786.01 to New Hampshire and $8,917.22 to Iowa.

2. Media

The Committee did not allocate any expenditures
from its national operatinq accounts to its media firm for" the
purchase of radio, television, or newspaper advertisinq even
thsuqh the media firm had supplied the Committee with detailed
information with which to do so. The documentation supportinq
the allocations maintained by the media firm was reviewed by
the Audit staff. The review disclosed allocations of $48,347.81
to New Hampshire and $85,668.82 to Iowa •

7



The Committee did not alloca~e ~o the respective
states either the salaries of individuals who, accordinq to
payroll reqist:ers, were assiqned to state offices (field personnel)
or individuals who were assiqned to specific events in one (1)
or more states (advance personnel). In addition, neither
unemployment taxes nor the employer's portion of FICA taxes were
allocated. The Audit staff identified total payroll related
expenses (qross payroll, unemployment taxes, and employer's FICA)
of $83,506.34 allocable to New Hampshire and $127,327.08 to Iowa.

• 3• Payroll

-.8-

,..-

,.. ...

•

4. Per Diem and Expense Reimbursements·

A review of per diem and expense reimbursement
paYments and the documentation maintained by the Committee (i.e.,
reimbursement request forms with attached invoices and receipts,
indicatinq a destination) supportinq these expenditures identified
an additional $2,432.38 allocable to New Hampshire and $2,852.09
to Iowa.

In addition to the above, the Audit staff identified
$20,084.24 in expenditures which were not adequately documented to
allow an allocation determination. These expenditures were
supported solely by a cancelled check whi'·l. did not identify t.he
state(s), if any, to which the expenditures were allocable nor were
these expenditures allocated to any state by the Committee. Per
diem payments accounted for $18,840.00 and expense reimbursements
for the remaining $1,244.24.

5. Outstanding Debt

A review of the Committee's Statement of Net
outstandinq Campaign Obligations as of No~ember 28, 1980, and the
Committee's list of accounts payable and 'billings and invoices
sup~ortinq these payables, identified outstandinq debts totaling
$3,242.18 which were related to the Committee's New Hampshire
campaign and $10,970.84 to Iowa.

6. Other Vendor Payments

An analysis of other vendor payments and the
documentation maintained supporting these payments (i.e., including
bills, invoices, and check stubs containinq the Committee's allo
cation codes) from the operating accounts and a review of
expenditures from September 1, 1980 through November 30, 1980,
identified additional amounts of $28,171.79 allocable to New
Hampshire and 547,287.44 allocable to Iowa •
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The in~ertm audi~ report included a final summary
of Cammit~ee expenditures allocable to New B~pshire ~o~alinq

$428,2~3.16 and Iowa ~o~alinq $704,400.43.

The Audit s~aff recommended in the in~e~tm audit·
repor~, that the Commit~ee adjust their accountinq records to
reflect the amounts allocable to the two (2) s~a~es noted above,
and file amendments to reflect these adjustments wi~in 30 days
of receip~ of the report. In addition, a recommendation was
made that the Committee provide the Audi~ staff with sufficient
documenta~ion to allow an allocation de~ermination for those
expenditures noted as not adequately documented in II.C.4. above.
Wieh respect to other state alloca~ion errors, a r~commendation

was made that no action be taken since it would have no effect
on the committee's compliance with those state limitations •.

In its response to the interim audit report
received on May 19, 1981, the Commit~ee provided documentation
verifying that the ~endi~ures noted in II.C.4. were not alloca
able to either New Hampshire or Iowa. The Committee also stated
that its method of analyzing state by s~ate expenditures was to
review, with the assistance of two (2) accountinq firms, each
individual expenditure potentially allocable to Iowa or New Hampshire
de~e~ininq whether or not the expendi~ure should be allocated to the
partiCUlar sta~e. In reviewinq these expenditures, the Commit4 'e
at first determined whether or no~ the expenditure was made for
the purpose of influencing ~he nomination in that particular
state and then· if all or any of the expenditure could be allocated
to an exemp~ expenditure c:ategory •

The Committee provided the Audit staff with a
computer printout which included all expenditures which were
noted in the inter~ audit report as being allocable to New
Hampshire and Iowa. Each expenditure on the printout was allocated
into one (ll or more exempt (not subject to the expenditure limit)
or non-exempt (subject to the expendi~ure limit) cateqories
as follows: ~

..

•

Non-Exemct Catesory

1. Primary

Exempt Category

1. Compliance
2. Fundraisinq
3. Phone/Travel-Interstate
4. National Press
S. Other
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Due to the methodology employed by the Commit~ee

in preparinq its response, the expenditure categories presented
by the Commit~ee do not correspond to those contained in ~e

interim audit report. Therefore, the remainder of the staff's
analysis does not address the same cateqories of expenditures
contained in the interim report but generally addresses the
categories as presented by the Committee. However, certain of
these categories have been combined for ease of presentation.

a. Compliance and Fundraising .

In its response the Committee stated: "During
the campaign, the Committee recognized the necessity of developing
a methodoloqy for establishing the portion of payroll related
costs to be allocated to exempt expenditures. These percentaqes
would also be applied to overhead costs, thus allocating a portion·
of, overhead costs to exemp~ expenditures in a manner consistent
with salary allocation."

The Committee asked a public accounting firm to
develop the methodoloqy and establish the percentages to be used
in allocating costs to exempt functions. The fi~ stated in a
letter that it used a sample of four (4) states 2/ from which it
computed a weighted average percentage of fundraIsing and compliance
time. The Committee stated that the selection of the states was on
a jUdgemental basis and the information pertaining to each employee
was based on interviews with the official who directed the campaiqn
activity in that state. Using this procedure the fi~ determined
that 17% of payroll costs related to fundraising and 22% related to
compliance.

Overhead expenses were isolated and the percentages
noted above were applied to all overhead expenses allocating an
amount to exempt compliance and fundraising. The Committee also
determined ~~e amount of time spent on compliance and fundraising
activities for field staff and charged a portion of those individual's
salaries to exempt compliance and fundraising. In addition, a review
of the computer printout supplied by the Committee reveals that the
Committee has allocated what appears to be 10-17% of each advance
person's salary to fundraisinq. Since no info~ation was provided
in the Committee's response concerninq the compliance and fundraising
percentaqes applied to advance staff salaries, it is not known how
those percentages were derived. 3/

•
~/ " The four (4) states were New Hampshire, Iowa, New York, and

Ohio.

The Audit staff has adjusted the totals allocated to advance
staff salaries for the difference between a seven day work
week and the five day work week which was used by the Audit
staff in arriving at the total in ~~e interim report.
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•
Although i~ appears justifi~le ~at a portion

of overhead and payroll related costs can be charqed to exemp~

ca~eqories, the limited information which has been provided
concerning the procedures used does not allow the staff to make
a determination concerninq the reasonableness of the allocation.

•
f:

r ..

•

All that has been provided by the Committee is a
letter from the accounting firm explaining in qeneral te~s the
procedure it followed to arrive at the percentages. The letter
sta~es that the amount of compliance and fundraising time spent
by individuals in the four states was determined through discussions
with the state desk people directing the campaign' activity in that
state. Workpapers prepared by the accounting firm suppor~inq the
discussions and calculations noted in the letter were not available
for the Audit staff's review at the time the Committee's response
wau received. In the absence of these workpapers the Audit -staff
has no information concerninq the questions asked of the campaiqn
officials interviewed, how the interviewers defined "compliance"
and "fundraising", on what basis the persons interviewed assigned
percentages to each staff members' activities, or any other records
(i.e. time sheets, job descriptions, etc.> which were used as a
basis for dete~ining the percentages. In addition, the Committee
has not provided the definition of the types of expenditures to
which the overhead percentages would be applied. Further, the
Committee stated in its response that they recognized the need for
establishinq these percentages during the campaiqni however, the
Audi t staff was provided no- -evidence or information to indicate
that the information used by the accountinq firm was obtained durinq
the campaign. The timinq of the interviews is an important factor
to take into consideration when determini~q the reasonableness of
the resulting percenta:es, because the calculations were based on
a single individualis recollection of activities.

Therefore, other than those expenditures which
could be clearly identified as relating t9 compliance and fund
raising activities, no adjustments have been made to the
expenditures allocable to New Hampshire ~~d Iowa bas~d on the
committee's response.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that, cursuant to 11 C.F.R.
Section 9038.2(b), absent the oresentation of documentation
verifving the accuracv and reasonableness of the Committee's

: I
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A, all workpapers generated by the Committee and/ph
accounting fi~ used to derive the compliance and fundraising
allocations~

b. questions asked of the individuals interviewed~

c. job descriptions and/or time sheets for the individuals
for whom salaries were allocated;

d. a description of the duties of the individuals interviewedJ

e. the basis for the selection of the four (4) states used.

b. Interstate Travel and Communications

In its response the Committee stated "The committee .
isplated all interstate travel, interstate Federal· Express or
other types of delivery service, and interstate communications,
and allocated these pursuant to 11 C.F.R. 106.2(c) (2) to the
national expenditure limitations."

The Committee provided the Audit staff with work
papers which they stated would support the Committee's allocation
of lonq distance telephone charqes to an exempt cateqory. The
workpapers indicate that all calculations for determining the
amount of long distance telephone charges allocated to an exemp~

cateqory for New Hamsphire 4/ were based on reviewing two (2)
telephone bills. The workpapers state that 62% of the total amount
of all telephone bills were lonq distance and that 27% of the long
distance calls were out of state. The 27% was then applied to all
phone charqes for New Hampshire, both those made at campaiqn
headquarters and those contained on hotel bills and expense
reimbursement forms, and the resultinq amount allocated to an
exempt expenditure cateqory. The Audit staff is unable to verify
the accuracy of these percentages since the Committee provided only .
the summary paqes for the telephone bills which did not include the
itemized listinq of phone calls. Further, it would appear that if
the percentaqe calculations are correct, a sample consistinq of
two (2) selected telephone bills is not statistically valid.

4/ No records were provided for the Iowa computations •

•
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The Commission, in a meetinq on ~une 9, 1981,
determined that only long distance telephone charqes oriqina~inq

in a particular sta~e made within that state or to another s~a~e,

other than national headquarters, were required to be a11oca~ed.

Letters were m~iled to the affected presidential candidate
committees on July 2, 1981, notifying the commit~ees of the new
determinations concerning the allocation of the telephone charqes.
The letter also sta~ed that ~e committees had 30 days from receipt
of the letter, to submit to the Audit Division an amended s~ate

alloca~ion schedule, thereby reducinq the amount previously
allocated for such expenditures. The committees were also ins~c~ed

to provide computational schedules including copies of bills, expense
vouchers, or any other documentation suppor~inq such an amendmen~.

The committee received the let~er by certified mail on July 7, 1981.
Since the Committee has not provided the Audit staff the documen
tation requested in the letter, no chanqe to the total amoun~

allocated in the interim report has been made.

The Audit staff has adjusted the total allocable
to New Hamnshire by $7,054.97 and Iowa by $1,956.66 for other
interstate eharaes (interstate travel and delive;y services) for
which adequate ocumentat10n was prov1ded.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that, pursuant to 11 C.F.R. Section
9038.2(b), absent the presentation of documentation verifying the
accuracy and reasonablenesS· of the Committee's interstate travel
and lons distance telephone allocations within 30 days of receipt .
of ~~is report, that no adjustments be made to the amounts allocable
to New Hamph1re or Iowa on the EaS1S of the Committee's response in
this area except as noted above

This documentation should include but is not limited to:

a. itemized telephone bills for all teleDhone numbers
for which charges have been allocated to an exempt category;

~

b. e

c. Committee enerated work a ers includin
taoes der~ve rom the 1n ormat~on above.

c. Media Expenditures,

machine

In its response the Committee stated that it had
reviewed all of its media expenditures in Iowa and New Hampshire
and determined that the previous allocation method used by theIt vendor (which was found to be acceptable by the Audit staff
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durinq the fieldwork) was incorrec~.· 51 They further s~a~ed: -The
Commit~ee used a new allocation fo~uIa based on the number of
eliqible Democra~ic vo1:ers which, by indus1:ry standards, were in
1:he viewinq area, and possible viewers of a particular TV s~a~ion

to allocate1:he cost of a broadcas1:.- However, o1:her than a le1:ter
from 'their media firm explaining that they had recalcula1:ed the.media
costs based on -Coun~y Coveraqe Reports (CCR)".rather than on the
basis of "Area of Dominant Influence (ADI)" 6/ no other workpapers
suppor1:inq the reallocation of media expenditures was supplied to
~he Audit saff with the response. The let1:er from the media firm
does not provide an explanation of the method used for determininq
the number of eliqible voters in the Coun~y Coveraqe Reports.

At the time the committee's response was received
they indicated that the reduction of total media expenditures
allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa contained on the compu~er

printout was an estimate and that the media firm had not completed .
their calculations.

On June 11, 1981, the Committee provided the final
fiqures for the media allocations. The Audit staff does not object
to the use of the CCRs for the allocation of media expenditures,
however, based on the review of these allocations and t:he
supporting documentation, the Audit staff noted the followinq:

1. It appeared that the Committee's media vendor
simply applied New Hampshire and Iowa CCR percentaqes to those
media buys previously allocated to these states under ADI but did
not (re)a1locate to these s~ates any buys previously not allocated
under ADI which would be required under ceRe There aRlO out-of
state stations which overlap New Hampshire accordinq to CCR data.
The Committee made media bUyS at five (5) of these stations for
w~~ch no (re)allocations have been made. 7/ The dates of these
buys are not known to the Audit staff at this time to verify that
the buys were all subsequent to the New Hampshire primary and
would, in fact, not require such an allocation.

,.

•
•

7/

As noted earlier in this report, although provided with the
media allocation totals by their media firm the Committee
had not allocated any media costs.

The Area of Dominant Influence (ADI) is a geoqraphic design
which defines each television markf.!t, exclusive of another,
based on measurable viewing patterns. County Coverage
Reports detail for every county, net weekly circulation (number
of different households viewing the station in a week),
for every station, whether the county is within or outside
the station's ADI.

Two (2) of these were Springfield, Massachusetts stations,
two (2) were Burlington, Vermont, and one (1) was New Bedford,
Massachusetts.
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2. $1,45·0 in media buys at one (1) of the Bur1inq1:on,
Vermont TV stations· referred to above were reviewed durinq the
audit: fieldwork that: were denot:ed "N.H. primary". These expendi
t:ures did not ~equire an allocation to New Hampshire under the ADI
method but most likely would on the basis of CCR. The ComBdttee's
revised fiqures did not include any allocation to New Hampshire
for these purchases.

3. On JUly 8, 1981, the Committee provided the
Audit staff with schedules indicating that refunds from various
New Hampshire and Iowa stations had been received and that $5,327.86
and $3,502 should be deducted from the New Hampshire and Iowa·
allocations, respectively. These schedules were dated November 18,
1980 while the media fi~'s CCR reallocations were dated May 18 and
21, 1981. Therefore, it appears that the refunds are calculated
under ADI percentaqes while the time buys are now Ere)allocated
under CCR percentaqes.

The above matters have been discussed with the
Committee's controller who requested clarification and/or
additional information from their media fi~ representative. With
respect to item number a., the media firm representative stated
that: the reallocation was done "from scratch" and that all buys at
the five (5) stations with a New Hampshire overlap were subsequent
to the New Hampshire primary •

With respect to it.em number b., the media firm
representative advised that his assistant may have missed the
Burlington, Vermont buys. A copy of the invoice in question was
provided to the CCLmittee's controller who was to forward it to
the media represen~ative. The commdttee's controller stated that
any necessary corrections would be provided to the Audit staff.

With respect to item number c., he aqreed that the
refunds would require an allocation adjustment calculated on the
basis of CCR percentaqes. ..

Due to (1) the possible omission of the Burlington,
Vermont media buys from the Committee's reallocations, (2) the
timing of the Massachusetts and Vermont primaries (March 4) in
relation to the New Hampshire primary (February 26) and that the
media firm asserts that no Massachusetts or Vermont buys were prior
to February 26, and (3) the fact that the Committee's revised media
allocations are again subject to change (on the basis of eligible
Democratic votership), no changes have been made to the Audit staff's
original mrdia allocations, except for minor revisions resultinq
from other updated information•

1.6
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Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that within 30 days of receipt
of this report that the Committee provide:

a. documentation for all media bu s made at the five 5)
stat~ons note ~n a. an ove which w1l1 show the dates the
programs were broadcast;

b. revised refund schedules using CCR data as noted in
Co aBove.

AOsent the present'ation of the documentation noted above
within 30 da s of rece~ t of th~s re ort ursuant to 11 C.F.R.
Sect~on 90 8. b, no a ~ustments to the amount allocable to

The Committee stated in its response that each
expenditure preliminarily allocated to New Hampshire or Iowa
was reviewed to determine whether or not the expenditure was
a reimbursable expenditure from the National Press. They fur~~er

·~ated that ~~e Committee's method of billing the press (225% of
first class air fare) was reviewed and approved by the Commission
dlrri~g an enforc~~ent proc~eding. The Committee believes that
many of the expenditures allocated to ~ew Hampshire and Iowa were
for services provided to the National Pressc Since the costs of
these services were included in the basis for the 225% charge and
subsequently reiJnbur sed to tLe Cormni ttee, ~~ey therefore should not
be allocated to the states' limits.

The Audit staff does not disagree with the concept
that expenditures for services provided to ma~e~s of the press
which are subsequently reimbursed by the press need not be charged
to any limitation. However, the Committee has not provided any
information to show a relationship between any particular expendi
ture or group of expenditures which they have charged to exempt
~ational Press and the activities of the National Press. In
addition, the Committee has not provided a list 0: the to~
amount b~11ed to the nat::..onal press nor -:'~e total amount recei~!pd

==Gm ~~e na~~onal ~ress based on t~ese billinc.
.. d

Fu~the~ore, in its response to Commission inquiries
~~ci~g ~~e e~=o==emen~ ?roceeding, Co~i~tee o::icials indicated ~~at

the cha:=ge to tl1e press :or t::-a.,el":':1; "-Hi -:.h tte candidate was always
~~i~ial~? ~ased O~ 225% 0: :~=st c:ass air:are but was often adjusted
~cwn~a=~-once ~~e t8ta: cos~ of the t=i~ was de~e~.i:1ed. Of the
:8~r (4) ex~~?les 0: cam?ai;n flights provided to t~e Commission by
t~e Comrrli~~ee curi~g ~he proceeding the ~ighest ~illing rate reported
8Y the Co~~i~~ee Nas a?proxi~ate:y lSO~ cf the :i=st class air:are.

c
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The Committee has also stated that the salaries
of various staff persons who devoted all or a part of their time
to the~national press likewise should not be allocated to an
individual state but should be treated as a national non-allocable
expenditure. ·The Committee has therefore allocated approximately
33' of each advance staff person's salary to exempt national press.

The Committee has not provided the Audit staff any
info~ation as to how this percentage was derived. Further, no
definition of these activities has been offered by the Committee
nor have any worksheets or other documents supporting this allocation
been presented to the Audit staff.

11 C.F.R. 106.2 states that expenditures for
administrative, staff, and overhead costs directly relatinq to
national campaign headquarters need not be allocated to states
while expenditures for staff, media, printinq, and other goods
and services used in a campaiqn in a specific state shall be
attributed to that State. Since these salaries were for staff
services used in the states of Iowa and New Hampshire and do not
relate directly to national headquarters, the Audit staff can find
no basis for exempting advance staff salaries from the state
expenditure limits.

The Audit staff has not adjusted any of the amounts
allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa in the area of national press
based on the Committee's response.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that, pursuant to 11 C.F.R. Section
9038.2(b), absent the presentation of documentation verifyinq the
accuracy and reasonableness of the Committee's National Press
allocations within 30 days of receipt of this report that no
adjus~~ents be made to the amount allocable to New Hampshire or
Iowa on the basis of the Committee's response in this area. This·
documentation should include but is not limited to: :

a. the total amount billed to the national press by trip and
the total amount received from the press based on these billings;

b. the types of expenditures charged to exempt national
press and their relationship to the national press. At a minimum
this documentation should indicate that for the expenses charqed
to the national press, that the national press were in the area
a~the time the services were rendered;

c. workpapers used to derive the percentages applied
to the salaries of advance staff personnel allocated to exempt
national press; and

/7
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d. the activities erformed b the advance staff
whicn cons 1 ute ·nat1ona press act1vity and the amount of ~ime

~ent b* each of these 1nd1v1duaIs 1n those activities as well as
tne met od employed 1n mak1nq these determinations.

The Audit staff's review of the Committee's
response and accompanyinq documentation pertaininq to a-d above
resulted in $385,851.07 in expenditures allOcable to New Hampshire
and $636,456.32 to Iowa.

D. Contributions From Other Political Committees

Section 434(b) (3) (B) of Title 2 of the United States
Code requires a committee to disclose the identification of each
political committee which makes a contribution to the reportinq
committee durinq the reportinq period, toqether with the date and
amount of any such contribution.

Section 432(c) (4) of Title 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that the treasurer of a political committee shall
keep an account of the identification of any political committee
which makes a contribution, toqether with the date and amount of
any such contribution.

Section 441a(a) (l~ ~A) of Title 2 of the United States
Code states that no person shall make contributions to any candidate
and his authorized political committees with respect to any election·
for Federal office which, in the aqqreqate, exceed $1,000. In
addition, Section 431(11) defines, in part, the term "person" to
include a partnership, committee, association, corporati':,n, or any
other organization or group of persons.

Section 441a(a) (2) (A) of Title 2 of the United States
Code states that no multicandidate political commdttee shall
make contributions to any candidate and his authorized political
committees with respect to any election for Federal o~fice which,
in the aqgreqate, exceed $5,000.

1. Itemization of Contributions
from polit1cal committees

A review of reports on file at the Commission revealed
that 28 political committees reported making 31 contributions to the
Committee totalinq $30,322.00 which were not itemized on the
Committee's disclosure reports. The Committee maintained copies
of ~e transfer checks for seven (7) of these contributions •

•
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The Audit staff recommended that the Committee file
amended reports itemizinq these contributions. On May 19, 1981, the
Committee filed comprehensive amendments itemizinq these contributions.

Recommendation"

The Audit staff recommends no fur~er action on this matter.

.'.

•

2. Excessive Contributions fram Reqistered Committees

A review of the Committee's receipt records revealed
that the Committee received contributions from one multicandidate
committee which exceeded the limitation by $4,875.00. In addition,
the Audit staff identified contributions in excess of $1,000
from two (2) political committees that apparently were not qualified
as·multicandidate committees as defined by Section.441a(a) (4). The
excessive portion of the contributions fram the two (2) non-qualified
cOlnmittees totaled $3,702.60.

The Audit· staff recommended that the Committee refund
the excessive portions of these contributions. On June lS, 1981,
the Committee provided a copy of the check used to refund the.
$4,875 to the multicandidate committee. Por the excessive contri
bution from one (1) of the apparent non-qualified committees, the
Committee provided a copy of the check to docume~t that the excessive
portion was contributed to a charitable orqaniza~ion since the
committee is no longer in existence. For both refunds, a Committee
official aqreed to provide copies of the cancelled checks upon receipt
from the bank.

For the remaining apparent non-qualified committee,
the Committee treasurer stated that the contributing committee had
informed him that they had achieved multicandidate status prior to
making the contribution. A review of records on file at the
Commission indicates that the committee met the requirements for
obtaining multicandidate status on April 8, 1980 which was four (4)
days after the contribution was made. ~

Recommendation

Since the excessive contributions received from two (2) of
the committees have been disposed of properly, the Audit staff
recommends that no further action be taken.

Further, the Audit staff is of the opinion that the multi
caadidate committee's qualifying four (4) days after contributions
exceedinq Sl,OOO were made is immaterial and recommends that no
further action be taken on this matter .
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Section 434 (b) (8) of Ti~le 2 of the United States Code
states, in part, that each report required to be filed shall disclose
the amount and nature of outstanding debts and obliqations owed by
the committee, and where such debts are settled for less than their
reported value, a statement as to the circumstances and conditions
under which they were extinguished.

Section 104.11 of Title 11 of the Code of Federal Regula
tions de~ails the reporting requirements fo~ debts and obligations.
Those which remain outstandinq shall be continuously reported until
extinquished. A debt, obligation, or other promise to make an
expenditure, the amount of which is $500 or less, shall be reported
as'of the time payment is made or no later than 60 -days after the
obliqation is incurred whichever comes first. Any loan, debt, or
obligation, the amount of which is over $500 shall be reported as
of the time of the transaction.

.'.
( .

In examining the Committee's reported outstanding debts
at November 30, 1980, the Audit staff identified a total of
$177,149.32 in debts which were not disclosed by the Committee.
In addition, it was determined that the Committee's disclosed
debts at November 30, 1980 were overstated by $34,749.27 •

Of the $177,149.32··in undisclosed debts, $136,592.65
were supported by unpaid bills, invoices, etc.

In the interim audit report ehe Audit staff recommended
~hat the Committee amend their December Monthly report and
subsequent reports to the extent affected, to accurately reflect
the outstanding debts as of November 30, 1980. On May 19, 1980,
amended reports were filed substantially correcting the under
statement.

Recommendation

The Audit staff recommends that no further action be taken on
this matter.

F. Processing of Questionable Contributions

Section 44lb(a) of Title 2 of the United States Code states,
in part, that it is unlawful for any national bank or any corporation,
to'make a contribution or expenditure in conr~ction with any election
to any political office. It further states that it is unlawful for
any political committee, or other person to knowingly accept or
receive any contribution prohibited by this section, or any officer
of any corporation or national bank to consent to any contribution
or expenditures by the corporation or the national bank.
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It Section 103.3(b) of Title 11 of the Code of Federal
Requlauions states, in part, that contributions which appear to
be illegal shall be, within 10 days, either returned to the
contributor or deposited into the campaiqn depository and repor~ed.

A statement noting that the leqality of the contribution is in
question shall be included in the report, and best efforts made to
determine legality. When the legality of the contribution cannot
be determined, refunds shall be made within a reasonable time and
the current report shall be amended to reflect the Committee's
response.

..-

.0
,-

f

It

The Committe maintained a separate checkinq account,
known as the escrow account, for depositing contributions which
needed further documentation to confirm their legality. Funds in
the escrow account were not expended for campaign purposes until
their legality was determined, at which time they were transferred
to the operating account.

During the threshold audit, it was determined that the
Committee's written procedures for processing questionable
contributions deposited into the escrow account were not followed
by Committee personnel. The threshold report of the Audit Division
included a recommendation that the Committee follow its written
~.~ocedures as well as revise those procedures to include a written
record notinq the basis for the appearance of illegality of the
contributions. .

During the post-primary audit, there appeared to be no
change in the Committee's method of processing contributions
deposited into the escrow account.

Accordinq to the Committee's bank records, the balance
in the escrow account at January 1, 1980 was $120,542.06. Ourinq
the period January 1 through August 31, 1980, receipts totaling
$172,796.50 were deposited into the escrow account and $243,960.51
was disbursed, leavinq a balance at August 31, 1980 of $49,378.05.
The Audit staff was able to verify that $236,608.65 was transferred.
from the escrow account to the Committee's operatinq account. Also,
cancelled checks for contribution refunds totalinq $3,815.00 were
reviewed by the Audit staff.

The "escrow check 10q", the Committee's record of
deposits into the escrow account, showed a balance at Auqust 31,
1980 of $59,260.48. The records maintained by the Committee do
n~ contain sufficient detail to explain either the discrepancy
between the bank balance and escrow check 109 balance or the
source of the cont=ibutions makinq up the $49,3i8.05 bank balance.

"" I
;,1-1
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As bes~ could be de~ermined by ~e records provided, con~ibu~ions

makinq up ~is balance could have been in ~e accoun~, in some
cases, ·for as long' as eiqh~ (81 months.

In its in~ertm audi~ repor~, ~e Audi~ s~aff recommended
that the committee dete~ine ~e source and leqali~y of ~e
$49,378.05 remaininq in the escrow accoun~ a~ August 31, 1980 and
refund to the oriqina1 contribu~ors any con~ibu~ions confi~ed ~o

be from impermissible sources. It: fur1:her recommended that if the
source of any con~ibutions could not be identified, ~e Committee
use the con~ibutions for any lawful purpose unrela~ed to any
Federal elec~ion, campaiqn or candida~e. The Audit s~aff also
recommended ~a~ the Committee provide copies of cancelled checks
for all contribution refunds made durinq the period January 1, 1980
to August 31, 1980.

On May 19, 1981 and July 27, 1981, the Commit~ee

presented to the Audit staff documentation verifyinq transfers
totalinq $20,640 in permissible contribu~ions to the opera~inq

account. Documentation was also provided verifyinq that $3,272.00
was comprised of funds from impermissible sources which the
Committee in~ended to contribute to charity. In addition, cancelled
checks for all contribution refunds (exoept 12 outstandinq checks
totalinq $1,140) were made available for review by the Audit staff.
'rhe committee adj':'!ted the accoun~ by $1,348.00 for NSF check
charges which were erroneously charged to the accoun~ and bank
charges of $29.57. The Commit~ee did not provide documentation
adequately identifying the source of the remaininq $25,644.48 in
the escrow account. For a detailed analysis of the deficiencies
in the Committee's response see Attachment 2.

Recommendation

G. Matters Referred to the Office of General Counsel

Certain other matters noted durinq the audit were
referred to the Commission's Office of General Counsel on
February 9, 1981 and June 25, 1981 •
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III. Findinis Related to Title 26 of the United States Code
Dete~ na~1on of Ne~ Ou~s~analft9 campaign OblI9a~Ions
and Repa~en~ ~o €he u.s. Treasury

A. De~ermina~ion of Ne~ Ou~s~andinq Campaiqn Obligations

Section 9034.5(a) and (b) of Title 11, Code of Federal
Requlations, requires ~a~ the candidate submi~ a s~atement of ne~
ou~s~anding campaign obligations (NOCO) wnich contains, among other
items, ~e ~otal of all ou~s~anding obligaeions for qualified
campaiqn expenses as of the candidate's da~e of ineligibility, an
es~~ate of necessary winding down cos~s, and the total of the
fair marke~ value of capi~al asse~s on hand, within 15 days of the
candidate's date of ineligibility.

Section 9038(b) (1) of Title 26 of the United States Code
provides that if the Commission determines that any portion of the
payments made to a candidate fram the matchinq payment account was
in excess of the aggregate amount of paymen~s to which such candidate
was entitled under Section 9034, it shall notify the candidate,
and the candidate shall pay to the Secretary an amount equal ~o

the amount of the excess payments.

On August 13, 1ge~, Senator Edward M. Kennedy's candidacy
terminated for the purpose of incurrinq qualified campaign
expenses. 8/

At the conclusion of the audit fieldwork, the Committee
had filed NOCO statements coverinq the period from Auqust 13, 1980
through December 26, 1980. To facilita~e ehe verificat~on of the
Committee's net outstanding campaiqn obliqa~ions, the NOCO
statement as of November 28, 1980 was audited. The Audit staff
made necessary adjustments to this statemen~ to properly reflect
the candidate's cash position as of November 28, 1980, and to
correct misstatp~ents of accounts payable and the Committee's
estimate of windinq down costs (see Attachment 3). ~

commission requlations at 11 C.F.R. Section 9032.6 provide
that the date on which a party nominates its candidate for
President is the end of the matchinq payment period for a
candidate seeking the Presidential nomination of that party.
11 C.F.R. Section 9033.5(c) provides that the last day of
the matChing payment period is the date of ineligibility
for candidates who have not previously been dete~ined

ineligible pursuant to 11 C.F.R. Section 9033.5(a) or (b) •
Since the Democratic Party nominated its Candidate for
President on August 13, 1980, that date is the date of
Senator Kennedy's ineligibility.
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Various artist~ produced oriqinal works of ar~ which
could be reproduced and used by the Committee as inducemen~s

in the solicitation' of contributions. It was further determined
that the Committee had negotiated bank loans secured by a number
of these prints. The Committee has not recoqnized art prin~s

as a capital asse~(s) in any NOCO statement filed to date.
Due to the effect on matching fund entitlement that the
consideration of art prints as a capital asset(s) could have,
the Audit staff requested that the Committee furnish an
inven~ory of art prints on hand at November, 28, 1980, as well
as an accounting of all prints disposed of between the i~e1i

qibility date and November 28, 1980. This information was to
be used to determine the inventory on hand at the candidate's
date of ineliqibility. On January 28, 1981, the Committee
presented a memorandum to the Audit staff which stated that,
as of November 28, 1980, there were 6,525 art prints on hand.
However, the information contained in this memorandum was not
sufficient to calculate the inventory at the candidate's
ineligibility date.

In the interim'audit report, the Audit staff recommended
that the Committee obtain and submit a written independent
appraisal of the fair market value of the art prints and provide
an inventory of prints on hand at Auqust 13, 1980. In the
committee's response to the interim audit report, received on
May 19, 1981, the Conunittee treas.:~:er stated that there were
6,904 prints on hand at Auq~st 15, 1980. The Committee, however,
did not provide the fair market value appraisal of the artworks
because (the Committee) "believes it inappropriate for the Committee'
to incur the expense of an additional appraisal which would run
at least $10,000." Further the response states: "The request ts
inappropriate because there is no basis on which to dete~ine the
'fair market value' of the artwork for purposes of 11 C.F.R.
Section 9034.5(c), 26 U.S.C. Section 9034."

The Committee treasurer also cited Advisory Opinion
Request 1980-136 in which the Commission was ~~able to decide
whether the Committee could lawfully use the artwork to settle
debts and stated: " •••without a clear definition of what may
and may not be done with the artwork, calculation of its value
to t."'le Committee is impossible. II

Finally, the Committee treasurer asserted that the
artwork should not be treated as a "capital asset" since it
cannot be readily converted to cash or used in debt settlement
due to restrictions placed on its sale or disposition •

•
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He concluded ~a~ ·~e COmmission's previous inabili~y ~o

de~e~ne whe~er ~e ar~ork may be used in deb~ se~~lemen~

makes an ex 20d~ fae~o de~ermination tha~ the artwork was so
usable on the . ate of ineliqibili~y qrossly unfair."

As of November 28, 1980, the Commit~ee's repor~ed net
outstandinq campaiqn obliqations as adjusted totaled $1,134,566.51.
Based on tha~ amoun~, the Cammit~ee received a ma~chinq fund
payment of $29,004.47. Therefore, as of ~at date, the candidate
had received no matchinq fund payments in· excess of his ~ntitlement.

However, this dete~ationmay be subject to change based on ~e

effect that ~e inclusion of art prints a~ an'asset may have on
the Committee's financial position.

Recommendation ',
The Audit staff recommends 1:hat., until such time that the

Commission approves or proposes pe~issib1e alternatives as to
the disposition or liquidation of the artwork, no further
action can be taken on this matter.

B. Apparent Non-Qualified Camcaiqn Expenses

Section 9038(b) (2) of Title 26 of the United States Code
provides that if the Commission determ.'t:-.~s that any amount of
any payment made ~o a candidate from the matchinq payment account
was used for any purpose other ~an: to defray the qualified
campaiqn expenses with respect. to which such payment was made~

or to repay loans the proceeds of which were used, or otherwise
to restore funds (other than contributicns to defray qualified
campaiqn expenses which were received and expended) which were
used, to defray qualified campaiqn expenses; i~ shall notify
such candidate of the amount so used, and the carididate shall
pay to the Secretary ax. amount equal to such amount.

Section 9032(9) (A) and (B) of Title 26 of the United
States Code and Section 9032.9(a) of Title 11 of the Code of
Federal Requlations defines a qualified campaiqn expense as a
purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or qift
of money or of anythinq of value incurred by a candidate, or by
its authorized committee, in connection with his campaign for
nomination or election~ and neither the incurring nor payment of
which constitutes a violation of any law of the United States
or the state in which the expense is incurred or paid.

• 1 . Expenditures in Excess of State Limitations

•
As previously discussed in Finding II.C., the

Audit staff identified expenditures in excess of the state
limitations in New Hampshire and Iowa•

., -
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On April 9, 1981, the commission approved the Audi~

staff's recommendation ~at the Committee be reques~ed to demon
suate,. within 30 days of receipt of 'the interim audi~ report, that
the•• state expenditure limitations had not been exceeded.
Further, absent such a showinq, a determination would be made
reqardinq an amount required to be repaid to the O.S. Treasury.

The Audit staff reviewed the Committee's response
to the intertm audi~ report, and the documentation which
accompanied it, and made revisions to the. amounts allocable to the
New Hampshire and Iowa state limits. The revised summarY of
Committee expenditures allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa is
present~d below:

Committee Allocation Reports
March and April Expenditures
Media
Salaries
Per Diem and Expense Reimbursements
Outstandinq Debts
Other Vendor Payments

Total'lit State Limitations

Amount in Excess of Limita~ion

Recommendation

New Hampshire

$ 210,884.64
34,425.68
52,151.20
73,211.98

1,913.60
3,242.18

10,021.79

$ 385,851..')7
(294,400.00)

$ 91,451.07

Iowa-
$ 380,792.10

8,917.22
80,390.69

111,039.94
2,852.09

10,970.84
41,493.44

$ 636,456.32
(489,881.00)

$ 146,575.32

( .

•

The Audit staff recommends that these expenditures tota1inq
$238,026.39 be considered non-qualified campaiqn expenses, and the
value be repaid in full to the u.s. Treasury within 90 days of
receipt of this report. ..

2. Payment of Parking Violations

Durinq the conduct of various audit procedures, the
staff identified Committee payments tota1inq $141.50 for parkinq
tickets received durinq the campaiqn. The entire $141.50 was
expended prior to the date of ine1iqibility •

•
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~ Recommenda~ion

The Audi~ s~aff recommends tha~ these expendi~ures ~otalin9

$141.50 be considered non-qualified campaiqn expenses, and the
value be repaid in full ~o the u.s. Treasury wi~n 90 days of
receip~ of ~s repor~.

Reeayment Summary

Finding III.B.l. Expenditures in Excess
of S~ate Ltmitations $238,026.39

,..-.

Finding III.B.2.

Total

Payment of Parking
Violations (pre-ineliqi- .
bi1ity) .......$ 1...4_1....._5....0

$238,167.89

~

Pursuant to Section 9038.2 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
the amounts noted above in the Repayment Summary, to~alinq

$238,167.89, are repayable to the United States Treasury withi-
90 days of receipt of this report. If the candidate disputes
the commission's determination that a repayment is required, he
may submit in writing within 30 days of receipt of ~s report,
legal or factual materials to demonstrate that a repaymen~ is not
required.

,.

- ,...
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Attachment 1

Comparison of Allocation Totals

New Hampshire

Audit . Commit1:ee
Verified Reallocation Difference

Comm~ttee ~location Reports $210,884.64 $158,176.01 $ 52,708.63 .

March & April Expenditures 34,425.68 19,678.47 14,747·.21

Media 52,151.20 46,021.85 6,129.35

Salaries 73,211.98 \46,138.74 27,073.24
,....-... Per Diem & Expense Reimbursement 1,913.60 1,086.13 827.47

Outstanding Debts 3,242.18 '2,740.08 502.10

Other Vendor Payments 10,021.79 5,670.94 4,350.85-. Total $385,851.07 $279,512.22 $106,338.85

Iowa

II

Per Diem & Expense Reimbursement

Committee Allocation Reports

March & April Expenditures

Media

Salaries

Outstanding Debts

• Other Vendor Payments

Audit ,
Verified

$380, 792.10

8,917.22

80,390.69

111,039.94

2,852.09

10,970.84

41,493.44

Committee
Reallocation

$258,320.27

5,889.15

85,180.86

74,981.10

1,775.03

8,942.24

38,198.22

, Difference

$122,471.83

3,028.07

(4,790.17)

36,058.84

1,077.06

2,028.60

3,295.22

Total $636,456.32 S4i3,286.87 S163,169.45



Au41t: v.Uled• COID11:Ue ".pon.. AIIIOQft~

lank Balance ae ~~ 31, 1980 $49,378.05 $49,378.05

Undac:aMD~e4 e.xpeDClibin.
o c!uri.nq pciod 9/1/80 - 3/31/81 1:1 (12,090.00) 0(10,870.00)

8UJc I&1aDc. ae Mu:c:h 31, 1981 37,288.03

c:o-i~ adjutauts

Redeposited check Y (1,000.00)
Qauun4iDq c:bec:U 1/ (1,140.00) ( 1,140.00)
BSF chec:ka eftODeou17

chaz9ed to UCZ'OV aCCCNDt g 1,348.00 1,348.00
Esc::mw trans!u y (3,000.00)
M1ac:e11aneou buJc chu9u (29.57) C ],821.57) 29.57)

33,466.48 !I

Pemissab1e cont%ibud.ona eo be
tnDafurecl to the opuatiDg
acc:oant 2/ (13,520.00) (9,770.00)

ODic!entUied deposit donated
to c:hu"ity !I (3,000.00)

~ .....
Amount f=m prohibited sources

~!.
to be donated to cbarity !I (3,522.00) (3,272.00)

~.
Balance (undoc:amented coDt:Z'ibutions

rema1ninq ill the e.c:ow aCCOUDt) !21 513,424.48 525,644.48

......... !l

y

§I

21

!I

•
!I

• !91

The Co1III1ttee sW:a1tted doc:uMntation coDf1nLiDq the leqalit:y of 510,870.00
of this UlCnlDt which !wi beeD tnnsferncl to the opuatiDq &Cc:cunt: •

No c!ocvmentatiOD concez:ni.nq this check has been provicte4.

This amoun~ ~ise. 12 checks vh1ch have been outstancUnq for over one year.

These NSF checks were chaz9ecl aqawt the esC%'OV accou..~t prior to Au1JW11:
31, 1990. The esc:ow account bas been reimbursed by the operatinq aCCOUllt
for the.e chuge.. ~

The CoaI1~ee bas not identified this tnnsfer.

The Coaaittee suJ:a1ttec! a CCIIIPuter print-out of contributors' names and
contribut:.ions total1nq tlus amount.

The Collllittee sutDit1:ed c!oc:umentation c:onfi:::U.nq the legality of 59,770.00
of this UM)unt.

The Collllittee has not provided sufficient infonsation ~o identify this
cSeposit nor have they provided a copy of the check qce payable eo e."•
chariey.

Contributions c:cmprisinq $250 of ~is amoune had already been :'efunc!ed in
February and April 1980.

The Coc=ittee has not presented documentation eonf~~q the leqality of
ehis amount.
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Kennedy For President Committee
Statement of Net OutstandIng Campaign Obligations

. Assets

Cash
Accounts Receivable (net)
Capital Assets

. Obligations

Accounts Payable for Qualified
Campaign Expenses

Estimated Wind Down Costs
11/28/80 to 5/15/81

(Projected Terminatidn Date)
Bank Notes Payable
Accrued Interest

Net outstanding Campaign
Obligations - Deficit

. November 28, 1980

As Stated Adjusted by Audit

$ 168,566 $ 149,781.27 1/
10,000 10,000.00

-O- f • 4/
$ 178,566 -$- 159,7-81.27

$ 664,800 $ 646,638.78 ~/

181,000 3/ 149,700.00 1./

484,897 484,897.00
13,112 $1,343,809 13,112.00 $1,294,347.78

$1,165,243 $1,134,566.51 i/

1/

2/

Cash in bank was adjusted to accurately reflect the candidate's cash position at 11/28/80.

The Committee's accounts payable balance was adjusted by eliminating undocumented
payables totaling $46,419.10 (11 C.F.R. Section 9033.1(a) (1) (i», and adding documented
payables not included in the Committee's balance totaling $61,758.08. Included in the
documented payab1es is a $21,502 contingent liability currently in dispute with the
creditor.

•L

The Committee inadvertantly omitted an estimate of wind down costs on the original
11/28/80 NOCO statement. The Committee corrected this oversight by letter inoicating
that the subsequent NOCO statement of December 15, 1980 included wind down costs which
tot~led $181,000.00•. This amount was adjusted by disallowing a $15,000 postage and
handling estimate for mailing gifts to campaign staff and volunteers which does not
meet the definition of a wind down cost (11 C.F.R. Section 90J4.4(c»), and to correct
a $16,300 addition error in totaling the various components of wInd down co~ts.

4IrlUSive of a valuation of art p~in~s ;s~:et;.4/

.3/
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KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT CO~1MITTEE

1000 Sixteenth Street,·N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

May 18, 1981

Chairman John W. McGarry
Federal Election Commission
1325 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

RE: Interim Report of the·Audit Division
on the Kennedy for President Committee

Dear Chairman McGarry:

• This letter will address the issues raised in the Commission's·
Interim Audit Report on the Kennedy for President Committee follow
ing the format set out in its report.

In response to the report the Committee has taken the follow
ing actions in order to comply fully with the letter and the spirit
of the Federal Election Campaign Act:

1. The Committee has prepared and filed a Comprehensive
A~endment as of November 3e, 1980, cc=rec~ing the technical
repo~~ing errors and omissions which were cited in the
Co~~ission's report.

2. The Committee has conducted an exhaustive search of its re
cords to dete~ine the nature, extent and identification of all
deposits which were mane into st~te anc other local accounts, and
where required, the Committee has reported all such deposits in
the Comprehensive A~encment.

3.

:

•
• 4. The Committee devoted substan~ial resources to studying ex

pe~ditures in New Hampshire and IO\-1a whic~ may have exceeCied the
limitations of 26 U.S.C. Section 9035. For the record, the Com
mittee wouln like to note that many auestions have b~en raised
regarding the Commission's current· procedures for determining

... ,.,- ,
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what expenditures should be allocated as applying against a state
expenditure limit. The Commission's regulations set forth a
"reasonable basis" standard for allocatio~s, and in particular, 11
C.F.R. Section 106.2 sets forth a regulatory scheme for the 'allo
cation of expenditures among states by candidates for presidential
nominatlon.

The stan~ards, a1 thou9h somewhat vague, were applied in 197'6
without apparent difficulty. It appears, however, that the
Commission has changed its position in 1980 shifting the burden to
the candidate to prove that any method of allocation was reasonable
in contrast to the standard used in 1976 that placed on the Com- '
mission the burden of proving that the allocatio~ was in fact un
reasonable. The Committee believes that "any method of alloca~ion

between states which is reasonable should be accepted by the
Commis!ion, and if, in the future, the Commission desires to
re9ulat~ this area in a more specific,manner, it should do so
through the regulatory framework set up under the statute not
retrospectively through the audit process. ..-

The Committee's method in analyzing its state expenditures in
Iowa and New Hampshire was to 'examine each expenditure made on an
individual basis to determine whether or not the individual expen
diture should be allocated to the particular state in whole or in
part. The bulk of the work in this area was performed by indepen
dent auditors working for two national accounting firms. A more
specific description of the Committee's analysis of expenditures
made in Iowa and lew Hampshire will be set out later in this letter.

COMMITTEE RESPONSE

Follo~in9 are the Committee's specific responses to the
int~rim report's findings and recommendations, n~bered to
cor:espond to your report.
II.Audit Findings & Recommendations Relatinc to Title 2 of the U.S.Coce

FEe Auditors' Recommendations
"The Audit sta.ff recommends that ••.~.•• the Committee:

1) ~~end their reports to include the 34 expenditures
totalling $73,916.15 made from national accounts
previously unreported: ~

2) amend their reports to include the $220,526.54 in
expenditures dra\vn on state and scheduling accounts
and not previously reported;

3) identify tho source of the funds and amend their
reports to include the $52,602.79 in receipts com
prisina the deposits to the 23 state and scheduling
accounts previously not reported;

4) amenn their reports to increase unitemized receipts
by 59,000.00 to. correct the error made in attemptinq
to adjust for contributions returnej by the bank for
insufficient funds: and

5) a.~end thei r repcr~s for rnuthematical errors which
cau~ed a $9,1S1.66 overstatement in total expenditures."

•
- 2 -
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The Committee, through its Comprehensive Amendment, has
corrected all of the aforementioned reporting errors and cur
rently reported any items which were previously omitted •
Further, the Committee has refiled the November 30, 1980 Year
End 1980, and March 31, 1981 reports correcting past reporting
errors described in the Audit Report. Specificall~:

.
1) The Committee has included in its 1980 Comprehensive

Amendment, 34 expenditures totalling $73,916.15 made
from national accounts which were previously inadver
tently unreported (Exhibit A):

. .
2) The Committee also included .in the 1980 Comprehensive

Amendment, state and scheduling account expenditures
totalling $207,409.04 which were not previously reported •

. The discrepancy between this .amount and the $220,526.54
reflected in the Auditors' recommendation results be
cause the auditors arrived at their total by reviewing
a draft of the Comprehensive Amendment. The draft did
not properly reflect ~xpenditure amount corrections.
The 1980 Comprehensive ~endment, as filed, reflects
amount corrections by reporting the actual amount of
the expenditure while simultaneously deducting the
amount originally reported (Exhibit A).

:; )

1

•
B.~MISS!NG RECOnD~

1. Bank Accoc~ts Records-
"The Audit staff reco~m~nds th~t the Committee provide
for our r'!'/ ie'-" . . . . the ban)( records outlined on
Attachment 3."
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The Committee has provided records from 21 banks as requested by
the Audit Staff but the Committee to date has been unable to obtain
the records required from the following three banks. Further efforts
are being made to obtain these records:

S~ate ~

Vermont .
Rhode Island
Maine

Merchants National
Col~~bus National Bank
Bank of Maine

•

r '

The Audit Staff indicated a failure on the part of the Com
mittee to furnish missing bank records a~d loan ~ocumentation des
pite repeated requests to Committee Officials for such tnformation.
From the facts available to Committee-Officials, this statement
appears to be incorrect. Although Committee Officials were aware
of the Auditors" interest in obtaining the missing- bank r~cords, nQ
formal requests were received by the Treasurer or Chairman of the . 
Co~ittee. Upon the first informal request by the Audit Staff, the
Committee Staff sent letters to the various banks requesting
photocopies of all missin9 documentation, but as the Commission is
well aware, banks may be quite slow in responding to such requests.
The Committee made repeated requests of banks that failed to respond
and to date, all but the three banks noted above have resoonded. The
Committee has furnished the Audit Staff with all the records .in its
possession and included in the 1980 Comprehensive Amendment any
receipts ascertained to have been previously unreported.

2. Loan Records
FEe Auditor's Recommendation

. "The Audit Staff recommends that the Committee provide
for our review ••••• copies of executed notes, loan
agreements, collateral aq~eements, security a9~eernents

and any other documents relating to all loans negotiated
by the Committee, excluding those documents received as
indicated on Attachment 4. In addition, the Audit Staff
recom~ends that the Committee file an amendment to dis
close the nature of the obligations, including collateral'
and/or securit"y for the 12 loans". .•

The Committee wishes to direct the Commission's attention to
the fact that neither the statute nor the Com."nission reaulations
require the Committee to keep e~ecuted c0 9ias of loan agreements
or executed notes. The Committee has attempted to obtain copies
of all the original loan agreements and executed notes from the
various banks. Wherever the Committee has been unable to obtain a
copy of the original papers from a bank, the Committee has re
qu~ste~ a letter from the president or loan officer of the
lend ing ban}: s!,~ci fyinQ the ter~s of the aqree:nent or note •

- .; -



It was the Committee's practice during the campaign to prepare
various loan documents and have the Committee's Treasurer o~ Chair-

•
man sign the papers. These wer9 then copied at the Committee's
headquarters with the originals being forwarded to the bank•. Once
the bank was in receipt of these documents, it executed and re-
tained the originals. Therefore, in most cases the copies signed
only by the Committee's Treasurer of the loan documents were 'in the
Committee's possession.

The eoMmittee has provided the Commission's auditors with copies
of all executed notes, loan agreements, collateral agreements, secu
rity agreements requested (See Attachment-B), except those concerning
the following loans which have been documented in a different fashion. -

Bank/Lender
Chemical Bank NY

'\.~

District of Columbia
~lat iona1 E'eank
Washington, D. C.

In the Com~itteets Comprehensive Amendment, the Committee has
disclosed all of the securities and collate~al for the various loans
which were made to the Committee (See Attachment A).

C. ALLOCATION OF EXPENDITURES TO STATES
FEe Auditor's Recommendation

~''''" ;

•

"The Audit staff recommends that the Committe~ adjust
their accounting records to reflect the aMounts allo
cable to the two (2) states noted above, and file
amendments to reflect their adjustments ••••
In addition, \'1e rC!co",mend the Committee provide the
Audit staff with sufficient documentation to allow
an allocation datermination to be mace for those
expenditures noted in II.C.4. above".

, The Committef! has adj usted its accounting records to reflect
the- amounts allocable to IO\ola (Exh ibi t C), and Ne.,/ Hc1.'npsh ire
(Exhibit D) and has ~~enderl its last three required reports to
refl~ct adjustments. The Committee has ready for inspection
all docu~entation for the allocations in Iowa and New Hampshire •

- 5 -
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A9ain~ for the record, the Committee would like to note that
many questions have been raised regarding the Commission's
current procedures for determining what expenditres should be
allocated as applying aqainst a state expenditure limit. The
Commission's regulations 11 C.F.R. Section 104.10 and 106.1 (a)
set forth the "reasonable basis" standard for allocations, and 11
C.F.R. Section 106.2 sets forth a regulatory scheme fo~ all allo
cation of expenditures among states by candidates for presidential
nomination.

11. C.F.R. Section 106.2 states in relevant part:
"(a) Expenditures made by ••• an authorized committee

which seeks to influence the nomination' ••• shall
be allocated to that State • • •

Expenditures for administrative, staff, and overhead
cost directly relating to national campaign head- .
quarters shall be reported but need not be attributed
to individual States. Expenditures for staff, media,
printing, and other goods and services used in a cam
paign in a specific State shall be attributed to that
State.

( c)

... \

'. .< 1 )

(-.
• • 1

....

C
(2 )

f"

An expenditure ••• for use in two or more States,
which cannot be attributed in specific amounts to
each State, shall be attributed to each State based
on the votina aae population in each State which can
reasonably be expected to be influenced by such
expenditures (Emphasis addedi.

Expenditures for ••. television •• distributed in
more than one State shall be attributed to each State
in proportion to the estimated vieNinq audience. • •
of voter aae which can reasonably be expec~ed to be
influenced by these advertisements (Emphasis added).

Expenditures for travel within a":state shall be attri
buted to that State. Expenditures for travel between
States need not be attributed to any individual State.

As stated above, the standards, althouqh somewhat va9ue, were
applied in 1976 without apparent difficulty. It is clear under the
standard applied for the 1976 elections and the Commis~ion's

regulations, that the Committ~e follo\oJed reasonable methods in
allocating expenditures between various states, national and
e~empt accounts.

,
•

•
- G -
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Page 7 of 16

The Committee's method of analyzing state by state expen-
ditures in the cases of Iowa and New Hampshire was to review, with
the assistance of two accounting firms, each individual expenditure
potentially allocable to Iowa or New Hampshire determining whether
or not 'the expenditure should be allocated to the particular state.
In reviewing these expenditures, the Committee at first determined
whether or not the expenditure was made fer the purposes of in-'
fluencinq the nomination in that particular state. For exa~ple, if
the voucher indicated that it was a per diem payment made to an
individual from an Iowa State Account for a per diem in New York,
the per diem was allocated to New York.

OVERHEAD ALLOCATION

Curing the campaign, the Committee recognized the necessity of
developing a methodology for establishing the portion of payroll
related costs to be allocated to exempt expenditures. These per
centages would also be applied to overhead costs, thus allocating a
portion of overhead costs to exempt expenditure in a manner con
sistent witq salary allocation.

In order to implement a reliable allocation policy, the Com
mittee asked the independent auditing fi~ of Fox & Company to
develop a methodology and establish percentages to be used in
allocating costs to exempt functions.

Fox & Company computed a weighted average ~ercentage : fund
raisin~ and compliance time_for each state using a sample of four
states, thus computing an averaqe to be applied to all states. The
computation involved totalling the detail estimates provided by
state· coordinators for the four sample states to obtain the p~r

centage of exempt costs.

The selection of four states by Fox & Company was judgrnen
tally based on various levels of campaign activity and based
on the timing of the state campuigns, in an attempt to insure a
representative sample. Percentaqes were assigned to employees in·
each state based on interviews with state campaign officials;
selected because they directed the camp~ign activity 'in e.:lch state ..

Usina the methcooloav and procedure pr~viously described, Fo~ &
Corn9~ny deter~ined that ;7% of payroll COSt3 relates to Eundraising
and 22~ relates to com~li~nce.

The Committee isolated all intdrstate travel, interstate
F~~eral Eh~r~ss or ot~er types of delivery ser?ic~, and inter
state cO:'1munication~, an\~ all()cat~d these rusuan~ to , i C. F. R.
10.,.2 (c) (2) to the :"l~ti()~:\l expcnlliture limitatior.s .

•
- 7 -
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MEDIA EXPENDITURES

The Committee reviewed all of its media expenditures 1n
Iowa a~ New Hampshire and determined that the previous allo
cation method used by its vendor had been incorrect. The
Committee used a new allocation formula based on the nu~ber of
eliaible Democratic voters which, by industry standards, were
in ~he viewing area, and possible viewers of a particular TV
Station to allocate the cost of a broadcast (~xhibit F).

NATIONAL PRESS

Further, each expenditure which the FEe Auditors preliminarily
allocated to Iowa or New Hampshire, was reviewed to determine whether
or not th~ expenditure was a reimbursable expenditure from the
National Press. The Committee's billing of the National Press
has already been reviewed by.the Commission, through an enforcement
proceeding. The Committee's basis for charging National Press
225% of the cost of a first class air fare was approved by the
Commission in that investigation. The Commission determined that
these charges, which covered, among other things, air travel and
various ground services that were provided by the Co~~ittee, w@re
permitted under the FECA. These services included transport~tion

to and fro~ the airport, baggage handlinq, typewriters in press
rooms, telephone, coffee and refreshments, station wagons and
vans in motorcades. In cases where transr~rtation was needed from to'
to town, buses were supplied without adl~tional cost to the National
P~ass. In conjunction with these services to the National Press,
carnpai~n staff was also assigned to the National Press travelling
with the candidate.

An attemnt has been made to isolate all of these costs and
to identify the various staff persons who devoted all or a
portion of their time to the National Press. It is clear that
since these expenditures were related to the National Press,
thev should not be allocaten to an individual state, but should
treat~d as national Expenditures. (Cf. l' C.F.R. Section 9004.6 and
Explanation and Justification). ~

cor·!PLI}O.NC~ :'.ND :UND?AIS!:~G

Further, the COMmittee asc~rtained each individual or
nercentaae of an individual's time that was devoted to record
ke~pin~ or cornplianc~ activity, and identiEi~d these expenditures
as heing exempt from the stat~ limits. (Cf. '1 C.P.R. Section
iDO.S (b)(lS)).

•
,
• In a<.ici~i()n, each inr1ivitJu.1l \"ho hac sp~cific responsi-

hi:iti~s for fund raisi~~ at an event was id~ntified and a por~ion

of t:,eir time '..Jas at~ri~uted to the fu~d raisinq ~vent. Overhead
ex~enses were isolat~o and a pe~c~ntaqe for~u13 was applied to
all ov~rhead expen~cs allocatina out a rea50nabr~ acount for
legal, accountin~ and fundr~isi:1g. (Cf. il C.F.~. Section
'OO.~(~)(21)}.

- 8 -
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.ADVANCE STAFF PERSONNEL

The Audit 'Staff provided the Committee with workpapers sup-~
porting their determination of the amount of advance staff payroll
of $ 26,613 and $ 38,188 allocable to Iowa and New Hampshire.
The Audit Staff determined their allocations by first computing the
daily salary for each advance person, assuming a five day work week.
The daily salary was then multiplied by the number of days the
advance person spent in the State to arrive at th~ total ~llocation

per person.

The'Committee reviewed the work records of its advance
personnel and ascertained that during the campai~n period.
the1 worked on a seven day work week and therefore determined
their daily salary based on a seven day week and not the five
day week used by the Committee Auditors in the interim report.

Recognizing that the. advance staff worked seven days per
week during the campaign and made several trips in and out of a
given State during the campaign, the Committee has used the
following procedure to allocate advance staff salaries.

The daily salary for each individual was computed based
,.-., upon a seven day week. This daily salary was multiplied by the

number of days each advance ..person spent in the State, excluding
. all travel days, to arrive at the maxim~~ ~ount allocable to the
,~ State if the advance person spent most of his time involved in

., influencing the election in that State.

Since the nature of advance work involved significant expen
diture of time supporting national press corps, compliance, and
fundraising activity, the maximum amount computed for each advance
person was allocated to the various categories based upon the
percentage of time spent on exempt activi~ies by each advance
person. The Committee determined that $14,806 of advance
salaries was allocable to Iot",a and $20,324 to l:ew Ha:npshire.

ALLOCATION SUM~~RY

~ When these adjust~ents were taken in:c acount as indicated
on the attached Exhihits C and 0, the total expenditure in Iowa
was $ 451,803 and $ 267,223 in New Hampshire. It is the Com
mittee's firm belief that the methods used in determining these
al~ocated amounts were reasonable and within the Commission's
9ui~elines and regulations.

~he5a revised allocation~ are reflected in the 1990 Compre
hensive pmend~ent••

- 9 -
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D. REVIEW OF RECEIPTS
1. Timelv Processing of Questionable Contributions4t FEC AUdltors' Recomm~ndatlon

"The Audit Staff recommends that • • 0 the Committee
attempt ·to dete~ine the source and legality of ~he

$49,378.05 • • • • •• remaining in the escrow
account. Any contributions confirmed to be from
impermissible sources should be refunded to the
original. contributors and copies of the cancelled
checks (front and back) provided to the Audit Staff.

If the source of any of the contributions cannot be
identified, the Audit Staff recommends that the
Co~~ittee use the contributions for any lawful
purpose unrelated to any Federal election, cam
paign, or candidate.

The Audit Staff also recommends that ••• , .the Com
mittee provide copies of cancelled checks not already
provided (front and back) for all contribution ~efunds

made during the period January 1, 1980 through Auqust
31, 1980."

The Committee has reconciled the escrow accounts and
._. pro·J·i~ed an inventory of its current composition (Exhibit E).'4tone ... i:oosit of 53,000 could not be identified and has been

- donated to a qua~ified charity uncer 26 U.S.C. 501 eel (3) .
(Exhibit G).

c

........._.

-.

4t

The Committee is attemptin~ to deter~ine the legality of a
nUMber of eE;rowed items and is :, the process of contactin~ each
person who is indicated as the donor. The Co~ittee has refunded
to the ori~inal contributor or donated to charity, all contri
bution~ from possibly impermissible sources (Exhibit Il .

2.

- 10 -
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E. CONTRIBUTIONS FROM OTHER POLITICAL CO!~~!TTEES

1. Itemization of Contributions from pOlitical Committees

2. Excessive Contributions from Regis'tered Committees
FEe Auditors' Recommendation

"The Audit Staff recommends that • ..• • the Committee either
provide evidence that the contributions noted in (1) above
were not received or file ~~ended reports itemizing the
contributions. In addition, the Audit Staff reco~ends

that the Committee refund the -excessive portion of the
contributions noted in (2) above. w •

The Committee has, through its Comprehensive Amendment,
itemized 27 contributions totalling $ 30,319 from political
committees which may not have been itemized in previous reports. A
$3.00 amount from the Kennedy for President Committee is an internal
transfer. As to the excessive contrib~tion in the ~~ount of $4,875,
this was inadvertently transferred from the Carte~/Kennecy Unity
Dinner Committee and has been·returned. T~e second purported
excessive contribution in the amount of $3,702.60, does not appear
to the Committee to be :~cessive since it was made by a qualified
mul .: i-cand ieate cOffir:li t tee. _.

F. UNDISCLOSED DEBT
FEe Auditors' Recommendation

"The Audit Staff recommends that ••. the Committee amend
their December Monthly Report to acccrat~ly reflect the out
standina debts as of November 30, 19aO, and amend subsequent
reports" to the extent that they are ~~.Eected by those changes." .

The Co~mittee has refiled its Decemce~ ~onthly ~eport to
accurately reflect the outstanding debt as of November 30, 1980, and
has rafiled subsequent reports to the extent necessary (Exhibit A)."

- 1: -
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III. Findinqs Related to Title 26 of the United States Code
Determination of Net Outstanding Cam~aiqn ObliQations
and RepaYment of the U. S. Treasury
A. Determ1nat10n of Net Outstanding Cam~aicn Oblications

. FEe Auditors Recommendation

"The Audit Staff reco~~ends that the CO~ittee obtain
a written independent appraisal as to the fair market
value of the art prints as of August 13, 1980, as ~ell

as a correct inventory of items on hand as of that date
and submit this information to the Audit Staff ••• "

The Committee provided the requested inventory (Attachment K),
but believes it inappropriate for the Committee to incur the expense
of an additional appraisal which would run at least $10,000. The
standard fee for such an appraisal is ,% of the appraisal value.
The request is inappropriate because there is no basis on which to ·
determine the "fair market value" of the artwork for purposes of 11
C.F.R. Section 9034.5 (c), 26 U.S.C. Section 9034.

Backqround

The Federal Election Campaign Act exempts individual volunteer
services from the definition of "contribution",· 2 U.S.C. Section
431 (8)(B)(1) (Supp. III 1979). Pursuant to this provision the
Commission determined that no contribution results where an artist

. donates his or her services to a politic~l co~mittee by creating
,. . \-lorks of art that: the committee then "sel.ls", or more precisely,

~ tt uses as inducement for contributions, Advisory Opi~ion 1979-35.
_ Any amounts paid by a person ~lho receives such artvlork, are con

sider~d contributions to the Committee, Advisory C?inion 1980-34.
("'

Relying on the Co~~ission's interpretation, a number of noted
~ artists volunteered their services to the Kennedy for President

Committee to create limited edition original works of ar~ which the· .
Committee could use to raise funds. The Co~~itt~e paid for the
~aterials used and other expenses of production while the artists
donated their services. The artwork consisted of li~lted edition
lithographs and serioQraphs. 7,222 pieces were createn, of which
6,904 rgrnained in the Cor.unittee's possession on August 15, 1990
( Se~ Exhibit r<).

Use of the Artwork

The Committea used the artwork in three ~:lavs: 1) T:,e art·,oIork
\vas used as an induc~rnent fot' contributions. The artwor~ could not
be'''sold'' in the con"-t:ntional senca becausa t;,e COi'lmission' s rulin,",~
tha~ amOui1ts paici E:>r it Hould be cons iuered cent:- ibut ions 1 imi terl
its marketability. The Co~mittee did not assiqn a price to any of
the items. Although promotional literature ir:dic.:~ed each piece's
"appraised" valu~, cont::-ibutors were often qi'len '..;orks of art with

~ a hiqh~r ap9raised \lalue than thei r ccntribll~ions. Also thf! aJTlOun:5
,., con tr ibutcri for any 9art ieul at' piece var ied • 2) T;,e ar: \'lork \.;as

- 12 -
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used as collateral for a number of bank loans. It was appraised in
connection with the negotiation of these loans, with the values for
individual pieces ran9in~ from $225 to $1,200. (See Exhibit K).
Only 1/3 of this "appraised value" was acceptable to the banks as an
estimate of the work's value as collateral, however. (The Commission
determined in MUR 1195 that there was no reason to believe the use of:
the artwork as· collateral for loans violated the Act). 3) After the
end of the campaign, much of the artwork was given to campaign
workers and other persons who had been especially helpful to the
campaign in appreciation of their assistance.

The Committee sought an Advisory Opi~ion on whether. it could use
the artwork in settlement of debts. (AOR 1980-136) The Commission was
unable to decide whether such use violated the Act. J

(a) Lack of Basis to Determine "Fair Market value"

.» Commission regulations do not define the term "fair market
value". Since "fair market value" is a term of art for tax
purposes, it is appropriate to construe the Commission's use
of the term in a manner consistent with the Internal Revenue
Code. Cf. 2 u. s. C. Section 438 (f) (Supp. III 1979).

Valuation of assets often occurs in connection with Federal
gift taxes. Tax on a gift of property is imposed based on its
"fair market value" on the date of the aift. See 26 C.P.R.
Section 25.2512-1. "Fair market valueft~is defined as:

(T)he price at whic~·such property would change
hands between a wiiling buyer and a willing
seller, neither being under any co~pulsion to
buy or sell, and both having reaso~able know
ledge of the relevant facts.

Similar definitions apply in the context of income tax and·
estate t a x • See 2 6 C. F • R • Se c t ions 2 • 2a0~- 1, 203 1-, ( 19SO) •

It is well settle~ that restrictions on the sale or disposition
of property must be taken into account in determining\its "fair
market value". See R. Stephen~, G. Maxfield & s. Lin~, Federal
Estate and Gift Taxation, Section 2512, 10.01 (2)(b) (19;9 & Suppl
1980). The question often arises in the case of restrictions on t~e

sal~ or disposition of stock in closely held corporations. See
Soitzer v. Commissioner, 153 F. 2d 967 (gt~ Cir. 1946): James v.
Commissioner, 148 F.2d 236 (2d Cir 1945): Co~~issioner v. McCann,
14G F.2d 385 (2d Cir. 1944). Where such rest~ictions, or other
character istics, make stock unmclrketabl~, t::as~ factors must be taken
in~ accoun t in deter;':'lin i :'c:-: fa i r mi1rl~e t val ~e. S.:e Koffl er v.
Commiss ion~ r, 37 T. C • ~, • (; 9 7 (' 978 ) •

~

- '!.., _oJ
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Applying these principles to the question of determining "fair
market value" for purposes of calculating net outstandinq campaign
obligations (NOCO), some· difficulties immediately appear. The
Commission has imposed a direct restriction of the sale of donated
artwork -- any sale must be subject to the contribution limits of the
Act, even if potential buyers are not informed that the proceeds of :
the sale will.go to a political committee. See Advisory Opinion
1980-34; Advisory Opinion 1979-35. This restriction depresses value
in two ways. First, the purchase price must not exceed $1,000
(unless a group of individuals engaged in a joint purch~se). Second,
the universe of potential buyers is dcreased by excluding those
persons who have already given the maximum amount as we~l as those
persons who may wish to own the artwork out do not want·to be a
contributor to the committee "selling" it. 1/

Even if a discount might be calculable for the restrictions
imposed on thettsale" or disposition of the art~lork: calculations of:
falr market value is made impossible by the fact that the Commission
has not stated what other legal uses may be made of the artwork. For
example, the Commission was unable to decide whether the artwork may
be used in debt settlement. See Response to Advisory Opinion Request
1980-136. l'lithout a cle·ar definition of what may and may not be done
with the artwork, calculation of its value to the Committee is im
possible.

1/
Another difficulty is that the artwork is often given as an induce-.
ment for cont'!:ibutions much less than the \*lork's "appraised value".
Also, the artwork may be given away at no charge as a means of
showing appreciation to campaign work~rs or to other persons who have
been especially helpful.

,,

•
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(b) Cost as Value

The Committee bore the complete expense of production of the
4tartwork.includin~paper, printing, services of production personnel,

etc. The total cost to the Committee was approximately $90,000.
Another possible basis of valuing the artwork, therefore, would be
to use the amount actually invested in it by the Committee. This
would comport with the approved method for valu1ng inventories for
tax purposes under the Internal Revenue Code. See 26 C.F.R. Section
1.471-2(c) (1980). Viewing the artwork as inventory rather than a
capital asset would be much more realistic in view of the similarity
between a commercial dealer holding goods.for sale and the Commit
tee's holding the artwork as an inducement for contributions. The
artwork was not produced for investment purposes. From the begin
ning, the Committee intended to distribute in return for contribu
tions. Treating the artwork as inventory would place it properly in
th~ same category as other fundraising items such as books, records,:
anC:. T-shirts.

(c) The Artwork is Not a "Capital Asset"

Commission regulations define "capital asset" for nNet Out
standinq Campaign Obligations" as "any property which has remaining
useful life exceeding 1 year from the candidate's ineligibili~y,

provided that the fair market value at the date of ineliaibilitv
exceeds 5500, (emphasis added). 11 C.P.R. Section 9034.5 (c) (1980).
It is if:1possible to calculate the artwork's fair market val'l~ for NOCO

.•.. purposes (see above discussion). Since there is no basis un which to
· rleter~ine that the value of any of the prints exceeds ·$500, it should

not be held to be a "capital asset"e
,.. ...

If one attempts to calculate the "fair market value" of the
art~../ork for NOCO purposes based on its "appraised value l1

, the dis
counti:1g required to take account of the restrictions imposed on t:'le
Committee's use of the artHork would certainly bring the !'v3.111e'~ of
any particular print helot'l $500. The lIappraised value:! of the art
work is the retail value of each print, sold indivlc1ually, after the
entire series has been sold. While this may be an appropriate ap
pro:~ i r.l a t ion 0 E e a chI?r i 11 t f S " WC') r t hilt 0 ani nd i v i d ua 1 :;.e c i :' i t.: nt, the
value of an individual print to the Committee would be much less.

•

~is is true ~v~n in the absence of sales restrictions. T~e

Committee, in order to market the prints commercially, would have to
"job-out" the artwork to a number of salleries, with attendant com
missions and transriction costs, or "Joulc1 have to lI\vholes<11e" it, re-
quirinq a significant discount. An indication of the magnitune of the
reductio~ in value involved is that, in those cases in which art\,;ot·~

wa~.I.. 'Jserj as c-:)llateral for bank loans, loans '.,.Jere onl y given to tlle
a~OL':;l.t of 1/3 tl1e art·.,.Jor-:,' s lI a !?!?raisen value". Since the hig:~est:

I' a 9 ~~ '::" 3 :. sed 'v 3.lc e \I f c::* any I? i '2 C ~ ~y .3 S S 1 , ::. 0 0 , i /3 0 f II a 9 Pr 2\ i sed v,~1 u e ..
for.:":":~la uS0d ~\l ::-:e ban~~s de;;-:onst.rat(;s that:. no ',,;ol:k excee~s $500 i:i
val~~~, eve:: !Jefore discoun::ng for r:estrictions on s<lle and dis
position.

, -
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Not treating the artwork as a "capital asset" also agrees with

•
the purposes of including only capital assets in the NaCO calcu
lation.: Capital assets are included on the assumption that such
assets can be readily converted into cash or used in debt settle-
ment. Because·of the restrictions on its sale or disposition, the
artwork cannot be considered readily convertible into cash in the
same manner as, for example, an automobile owned by the Committee.
Furthermore, the Commission's previous inability to dete~ine

whether the artwork may be used in debt settlement makes an ex
aost facto determination that the artwork was so usable on tEe

ate of ineligibility grossly unfair.: :

B. Apparent Unaualified Campaign Expenses
FEe Auditors' Recommendation

•) "Absent a showing to the contrary••• the Audit Staff
will recommend to the Commission that these expendi
tures totalling $348,342.59 be determined as non
qualified campaign expenses, and be repaid in full
to the United ~tates Treasury."

As above stated, the Committee has analyzed each item making up
the Commission Auditors total expenditures for Iowa and New Hampshire.
The Committee allocated $451,803 to Iowa, and $267,223 to New Hamp
shire. (Exh5.bits L & M). The limit in Iowa was S489,881 and in l~ew

•
. Hampshire ~294,4aO. Therefore, the Committee believes it did not

,~ have expenditures in excess of the limits.

~~~'ye;LJW~ll~a~ c. Ol~
Treasurer

r ...
...

,
"

•
- :6 -
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Mr. Jay Clevenson
Controller
KENNEDY FOB. PRESIDENT
1000 16th Street N.W.
Washingt~, D. C. 20007

Dear Jay:

Exh1bi~ 5
Page 1 of~
~]3" ~t~
Centfted Public Accountants

1211 Avenue of the Americ..
New Vork. New York
10031
(212) 730-0600

June 2, 1981

, .

t .

•

At the request of RENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE officials, we have
developed a methodology which establishes the percentage of overhead costs
allocable to compliance and fundraising activities which are specifically
exempt from state expenditure limitations. Under generally accepted accounting
principles, it is both permissable and preferable to allocate overhead ~osts to
other departments (in the case of a political committee, to components of the
committee), based on a systematic and rational =ethod. Using the methodology
described iu this report, 22~ of overhead costs shouJ be allocated to compli
ance and 17% of overhead costs should be allocated to fundrais1ng.

In our preliminary work, several alternative methods were considered.
The method described herein was selected because it utilizes acceptable ac
counting procedures, provides a systematic and rational allocation and is
relatively easy to compute and implement. Other methods under consideration
may have prOVided slightly more accurate est1=ates but would involve such
lengthy accounting computations that insignificant increases in accuracy would
be more than offset by the cost of gathering the information and applying the
complex methodology.

The first step in determining the overhead allocatiOn requires esti
mating the percentage of time spent by each state office employee on compliance
and fundraising activity. Since it was impractical to make this determination
for all states in which there are state field offices, a sample of four states
was selected. The selection of states was based on the tindng of the state
primary or caucus and the level of campaign activity in the states, thus ensur
ing a representative sample on which to base later computations. The selected
states were Ohio, New York, New Hampshire and Iowa. Exhibits I-IV summarize
the compliance and fundraising time spent by individuals in these states, based
en our discussions with the state desk people directing the campaign activity
in the selected states •



•
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Exhibi~ 5
Paqe 2 of 10

June 2, i981
PaS8 2

After estimating the percentage of time spent on exempt activity. the
overall employe~ costs of compllance aDd fundraisinl can be •••1ly determined
by multiplying each employee's time percentage by the year-to-date salary in
the state. Thus, compliance and fundralsing costs as a percentase of total
coets can be calculated for each of the four sample states. aDd the combination
and averaginl of these state figures provide percentales for allocating costs
of an overhead nature which were incurred at the s~ate level.

It has been our pleasure to perform this review. U we can be of
further assistance, please call me at (212) 730-0600.

Very truly yours,

~¥r:=Y'2~!.:-·iI
Partner

.:-

---1



IOWA

!!J!loyee Fundra1s1ns % Complianc'e %

Cluba 10 IS
Murphy 10 IS
Jochum S 10
Wanninl 205 0
0'N1e1. s. 05 10
Sasso IS IS
Schaeffer, Jr. S ·10
Taylor 5 10
Tramontlna 5 10 .

Tully 20 20

Zaanoll. T. 5 10
Van Beck. Jr. 5 10
Miller 0 100
Sands, C. 5 10
Schnapper 10· 10
Corrigan 10 15
Hannigan 5 10
Landor 5 10
~tcDenlott 5 10
Hood, v. 5 10
Saunders, H. 5 10,.
Kadish, s. 5 10
Schoenberg, J. S 10
Evans, L. 5 10
Ford 10 15
Gelernter 5 40
Corrado, R. 5 10
Johnson, s. 5 10
Moran, K. 5 10
Tenly, P• 5 10
Pazzi, T. 10 15
Leont1re, G. 5 10

•

,.. -.

•

.!:h.~n.1.oJ. 1:. .l

Page 3 of 10

1CENN!DY FOI. PRESIDENT

INDIVIDUAL TIME PER.CEN'L\GES
EXhibi1: 1
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Page 4 of 10
ICENNEDt FOR. PllESIDEST EXHIBIT II

INDIVIDUAL TIME PERCENTAGES

• HEW HAMPSHIRE

Employee Puudra1s1ns % Compliance" .%

Avellone 10 IS
Casey 10 15
Powner 10 15
Dragotta 15 85
Dudley 90 10
Dunfey 10 15
Jenkinson 10 is
Koutsos 10 20
Pappas 10 15
Langan 10 15
Murray 10 15.r;

Levey 10 15. ,
Mulligan 10 15

'~. Petrich 10 15
Murphy 10 15

~ Apgar 10 15
"" Oken1ca 10 15. -

C Peterson 10 15
lhodes 10 15
Roller 10 15~ ~

Symons, J. 25 ,. 20
Kanin 20 20
Dilworth 10 15
Bennett 10 15
Kidaloski 10 15
Butler 10 15
Hill 10 15
Kahan, A. 10 15
Callahan, C. 10 15

• Cunningham, M• 10 15

~I
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ICENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT

INDIVIDUAL TIME PERCEhwrAGES

NEW YORIC

EXHIBIT III

Employee Fundralsiua % Compliance %

Walsh 0 10

Basser 10 10

Me~caclo 10 10

Kennedy 10 10

Gregory 10 10

Ruggiero 10 10

Nardone 10 10

Rosenthal 10 10

Soref 10 10

t.lillis 1.0 10

" .• Waldt 10 10

O'Donnell 10 10

~ McFarland 10 10

;'.. Ickes 10 15

r-:' Daly 2S 75

1"";"

•
,

..
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ICENNEDY FOR. PlESIDE:t-r

INDIVIDUAL TIME PERCEr'..AGES

ORIO

EXHIBIT IV

••

•
,

Employee Fundra1s1ns % Comp11..ance %

Tully 30 20

Ventresca 30 20

Dragotta 20 80

Landor 20 . ~O

Weeks 20 20

..
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Mr. Jay Clevenson
Controller
Kennedy for President
1050 17th Street, N.W.
~.8hington, D.C. 20036

Dear Jay:

Exhibit. :5

Paq. 7 0"
•c.rtifted~icAccounwu

1211 Avenul of "'I Amerlcu
New York. NI. YOrk
10031
(212) 730-0100

August 21, 1981

•••

•

The purpose of this letter is to respond to certain questions which you

indicated that the FEe audit staff raised in response to our letter of .

June 2, 1981. Paragraph headings below correspond to the specific questions

that you indicated the audit staff wished addressed•

PROCEDURES

The interviews were conducted in May, 1981. It is ay understanding that

prior to the interviews, a general discussion was held with all participants

where exempt costs were defined, and specific examples cited. During the

interviews, each participant was asked to revlev listings of employees in his
. ,.

or her state and indicate if he or she knew the percentage of time spent by

such individuals on exempt functions. If the individual interviewed was

unable through personal knowledge to estimate the time devoted by specific

individuals he was requested to make inquiry to the individuals involved.

S~ec1fic situations were analyzed as our accountants aided KFP's staff in

arriving at appropriate percentage figures. This technique to derive the

percentage of time spent on specific activity is in accordance with generally

accepted auditing standards.
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Pale 2

CLARIFICATION OF TERMS

Fundraising costs are any expenditures connected or associated with

solicitation of contributions. These fundraising costs include, but are no~

limited to, costs of any mailings to solicit funds including time and

material costs of preparing such mailings, costs associated with specific

individuals assigned to pass out solicitation material and collect contribu-

tiona (l.e., pass the hat) at rallies or speeches and costs associated with

any events held for the purpose of attracti~8 contributions. Overhead or

indirect costs can also be included as fundraising if based on a systematic,

rational allocation.

Compliance costs are costs incurred as a result of efforts to comply

,r. with the Federal Election Campaign Act, as amended. Examples are the record

•••
(-.

•

keeping function required to be maintained in each local field office and

the record keeping function for-each advance teaa which had its own checking

account. This record keeping function included, among other things, the

keeping of th~ individual check book, the collection of receipts and invoices,

the filling out of the FEC expenditure form, and the keeping and reporting

of an ongoing expenditure total at the state level for limitation purposes.

In addition, a portion of rentals, equipment, and other overheaa items should

be attributed to compliance.

Overhead costs are defined as those costs not directly adding to or

readily identifiable with a department or other cost center, or in th~ case

of a political committee to a component or task of the committee. Since,
overhead costs cannot, as a practical matter, be traced directly to individual

costing units (components) at the time the cost is incurred, an acceptable

procedure is to accumulate such costs and subsequently spread them to the

various components by allocation.



sar1ly incurred so that the productive aspects of an operation can be per-

Overhead items may be viewed as "nonproductive" factors which are neces-•
Exhibit 5
Paqe 9 of 10 Page 3

.'.

formed. Costs of providing a suitable work environcent (rent, utilities,

furniture, communication) are nonproductive in the sense that they do not

directly add to a particular component, but they are necessary so that all

components can be performed efficiently and an organization might function.

Supervisory costs also do not directly add to a specific component but

are deliberately incurred with the expectation of minimizing the dire~t

labor costs through promotion of a tight-knit organization and elimination

of waste. Hence, such costs of providing work environment and employee

supervision (the common overhead costs) should not be viewed entirely as

nonproductive. They are general costs of maintaining a business and must

be allocated to components, as appropriate •

CONC:USION

As indicated in our initial report, the method selected for deter~ining

percentage allocations of overhead co~ts to exempt components of the campaign

(--- was both "systematic and rational." In accounting terminology» systematic

and rational is generally construed to be a higher standard than "reasonable."

I hope this clarifies any problems. If there are any questions please

contact me.

Very truly yours.

,.

•
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Fox & Company

~Ir • Jay Clevenson
Controller
K~nnedy for Presidene
1050 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Dear Jay:

'---- ··bhibi~.S~~. (Jc.c.#:- 5¥/t)
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Cenified Public Accountants

1211 Avenue 0' the America
New York. New York
10035
(2~2) 130-0600

September 1, 1981

~~ ~
~~ :

..l:\ .. :-c:o . : -. -.
~

, ....- .- ..

••... . ;t'"--.........

•

Please note in my letter date~~ugust 21, 1981, that I stated in the first
sentence, under the paragraph headed PROCEDURES. that "inte~:ic~s were
conducted in }!ay, 1981." In fac t, it should ha'le read ":·lay, 1980. II

Please note the correction.

Sincerely,

~
Hershel D. Sosnoff

,
#
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MEMORANDUM
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•
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...,

BACKGROUt-4D

On August 25, 1981, the Commission considered in executive
session the proposed [Pinal] Report of tbe Audit Division on the
Kennedy for Presiaent Committee. In reviewing tbis proposed audlt
aocument, a number of questions were raised by the Commission with
respect to the ·state allocation- section of the Report. In ligbt
of these problems, the Commission decided to defer any votes on
this section of the Report until September lS, l~~!, so that the
aud1t division and Office of General Counsel cou~d attempt to
arrive at a mutually satisfactory redraft of the Report and re
commend lt for the Comm1ssion's approval. However, in that the
auditors and the General Counsel's Office still have a basic
disayreement on some of the underlying issues of the state
allocation problem, the auditors dete~ined that a better approach
wou!d De for them to redraft the report to try and incorporate
the concerns expressed by the Commission at the August 25, 1981
meeting. Sucb a redraft has been prepared for circulation to
the Commission. As this document does not reflect the General
Counsel's legal opinion and analysis on the few 1ssues still In
dispute, and as no formal legal review WOUld otberwise be SUbmitted
with the revised Report, the ~eneral Counsel's Office offers
the following comments with respect to the staee allocations
sections of the final audit report. In so doing, thlS ottice
nas attempted to present what we feel are the remaining issues,
as well as the approach taken in the Audit Report, and legal

... ~omments with respect to that approach.
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LEGAL JWALYSIS

A. General Comments

The revised Report prepared by the Audit Division has
rearranged the sections of the Report dea~ing with the response
of the Kennedy for President Committee (-KFp·) and has added re
commendations in each such section to faci~itate Commission
.analysis and action with respect to- the points raised cy the
KPP response to the Interim Audit Report. The revised Report

,. also contains an introductory paragrapb before specifically
addressing each of these sections. The O~fice of General
bel1eves it would be helpful if that introductory paragraph
explained that the KFP response represents a new allocation
method put int~ effect by tbe Committee after the post-primary
aUQ1t field work of KFP was completed. Therefore, the Interim
Audit Report did not address these new allocations, cut rather
concerned tne prior KFP allocation method as reflected in the
~ecords, reports, and documentation of KPP at tbe time of the
audit field work. Accordingly, tne Commission's dete~1nations

will respect to allocation of expenditures to states and state
.eexpendlture l~itations are based on this field work of the

prior KFP allocation method,.nd are the result of ttte fact
that the Commission nas not seen al~ tne documentation supporting
those new allocations which is necessary in order for the

~ Commisslon to state for the puclic record tnat these allocations
are reasonable.

,-

•

.
B. Compliance and Fundraising

The issue presented uy this section is whetner a
percentage of KFP overhead costs in a state may be exempted
from allocation to tnat state in proportion to the average
percentage of time of staff (working on tbe campaign in~tbat

state) spent on exempt compliance and fundraising activ1ties.
A percentage of salary expenditures for staff working in a
particular state campai~n was also exempted trom allocation
to states based on this theory. In arriving at these
percentages, KEP used tne services of an accounting fi~,

Fox and Co.; however, work papers and supportinq documents
relied upon by Fox and Co. were not submltted by KFP wlth its
response to the Interim Report. lLetters sUQm~tted by Fox and
Co. concerning its work for KFP are contained in Attachment I.

The revised Report expresses accepeance o~ tbe alloca
t~on tneory proposed by ~FP, cut recommends that tbe repayment
f~9ures contained in the Interim Audit RepOrt not be adJusted
cased on the new allocation system, &Dsene sucm1ss10n of certain
necessary documentat~on, and tnen gives a non-exnaust1ve 11st
of wnat aocumentae~on should be sucmitted. Such an approach
seems In 11ne with the Commiss10n coraments on this section of
tne report at tne August ~5, l~~l meeting.
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underlying this section is also the issue of what will
be considered acceptable documentation or ·proof- of the
KEP staff time percentages derived fo~ it by Fox and Co. 1/
The Fox and Co. letters state that these percentages were
aerived from interviews with state coordinators in May ~80,

and if any of those persons lacked personal knowledge to make
tne estimates he or sbe was instructed to speak to the 1ndividual.
staff member in question. The letters also state that prior
to the interviews~.~e participants were info~ed of the KEP
definitions of th~·cate90ries of exempt costs. £/ The Office
of General Counse~ Delieves that work papers used to compute
the percentages ought to be submitted for review; however if
tne computa~ions are found to be accurate, it does not seem
that, consistent with what was required of other candidate
committees,. further "proof" of the accuracy of the percentages
cased on the aforementioned staff interviews, such as t~e

sheets and Joe aescript~ons (see point e of tbe recommendation
of this section of the Reportr-ihould now be required of KEP. 3/

- -

•

Tnese aefinitlons are prcvlded in tne August 21, l~~l

Fox and Co. letter. Attachment I.

Th~S of course ass~es that tne Qei1n~t~ons of exempt
act~vltles used by KFP are acceptac1e. ThlS assumption
may De incorrect in tbe auditors' opinions, but as yet,
tnese definitions haven't oeen addressed by tbe Auait
Dlvlsi.on•
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c. Interstate Travel and Communications

-.

..
l

~

This section continues the.procedure adopted by the auditors
in revising the Report, wnich specifies tn. documentation necessary
for the auditors to review the new KFP al~ocation system for
1nterstate travel and communications. In addition, the text,
recommendation, and materials requested are consistent with the
July 2, 19~1, letter sent to candidates concerning the allocation
of tnese types of expenaitures. !!.!. At:tachmen't IX.

u. Media Expenditures

~his section does not present any of the allocation issues
that seemed to troucle tne Commission at the August 25, l~~l session,
as it accepts (properly so, in the opinion ot the Office of General
Counsel) the newly adopted KFP proceaure of making media allocations
based on county-coverage reports. The recommendation, as the
other recommendations in this state allocation port10n of the
Report, reJects the new KiP allocations aDsen~ the presentation
within thirty days of certain dccumentation Which is also listed
1n the recommendation. The O£fice of Genera~ Counsel does not
have a prOblem witn the mater1als requested.

E. National Press

This section of the. Report presents two issues. Tbe first
concerns the ~rocedure used by KFP in its recently adoptee alloca
tion system with respect to exemption of national press expenditures.
The proposition put forth oy KFP is that, in 11ght of tne fact
the committee purportedly received from the press as airfare re
~ursements monies in excess of the actual costs incurred by KFP
for that air travel, KPP ought to be able to, and did, consider
those surplus funas received as reimbursements for other costs
incurred D1 KFP in a particular state for press services. Therefore,
xep asserts, it should be aDle to deduct those reimbursements
of ~ress costs from tne respective state allocations. 1/

The Report retlects the aUditors agreegent wlth tbe basic
concept put forth by KPP. However, tbe auditors would only
perm1t this allocation system to be implemencea on a trlp-by-trip
Das~s, i.e. they would only pe~it the reimbursement theory to
operate to treat ~round costs for press actlvlties for a particular

AFP nas not yet provided any of the figures or computational
scnedules or other documentation implementlng and support1ng
tn~s system. Therefore, tne recommendacion requests sucmission
of teese materlals w1tnin tn1rty aays in oraer to acnieve
consiaeration or modification of the repayment determination.
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tr1P as reimbursed expenses if there was a surplus of press
monies received for the airfare for that same trip. Tha Office
of Genera~ Counsel, on the other hand, belie.ves that so long as
KFP can show a· net a~~re9ate surplus of press menies received
over airtare costs for travel by press for the entire campaign,
this surplus can be applied as a reimDursement to any other
unreimbersed costs incurred by KFP on behalf of the press.
The General Counsel's Office feels there is no Justification
for reJecting an-aggregate- approacn, especially in light
o~ the fact that no requirement of maintaining recordS for

. press travel on a trip-b!-trip basis was ever communicated
to KFP. Accordingly, the Office of Gener~ Counsel believes
point a in tne recommendation of this section oU~ht to delete
the reference to figures on a -by trip· Dasis.

Also presenting a prOblem Which should be resolved at
this time is the extent of documentary ·proof- KFP will bave
to submit to show a claimed expenditure for press serVlces
was in fact incurred for .... that purpose. Point c of the
recommendation in this section requires -at minimum- that
KPP present documentat1Qri to show that the press was in

~.tne vicinty of tn. place where the costs for services alle~ed

to De for press were incurred, at the approximate time the
services were renaered. The Office of General Counsel is_~

r' of tbe opinion that if tbis information is provided it ouyht
to suffice and that further documentary evidence that an ·
expenditure allegec to have been made for press services
was in fact so used should not be reqUired, as it WOuld

r~- be difficult to sustain a repayment determination based
on the lack of more proof 1n this regard. If, however, more
aocumentat1on is going to be reqUired, it ougnt to De specified
1n tnlS part of tne recommendation.

~be second issue raised with respect to national press
concerns €he ~roceauPe used oy KFP in the allocat10n system
proffered 1n the response to the Interim Report, of deducting
a percentage of salaries of staff used in a partlcular state
campaign in a ratio equal to the amount of tnat staff's time
spent on act1vities for the benefit of the national press.
The auditors do not believe such a percentaye ot staff salaries
are properly exempted. The Ottice of G~neral Counsel celieves
these activities are exempt as they are -for a 11mlted purpose
not constituting advance or field worx, out rather associated
with tne national campaign effort- of assuring tne press
1S minlstered to no matter where tne press is found or sent
cy tneir supervlsors. l!!! tne letter to committee treasurers

~sent oy tne Commlss1on, attached to th1s memorandum.)

If, and only 1f, thlS KFP theory on exempting staff salaries
15 accepted by the Commlssl0n, is a remaln~ng lssue reachea --
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required of the Comm1ttee to support the percenta~es 1t has
derived with respect to those portions of staff salaries to
oe exempted as related to nat~onal press activltes. ~/ If
it is necessary to reach this issue, the Office of General Counsel
notes it has no problems with the informational request contained
in ~arts c and d of the recommendation of this section of the
report so long as it is consistent with our comments stated
acove with the respect to. tbe amount of ·proof- necessary to
sustain staff estimates of time spent or various activities.
'Thus, if KFP shows its percentages were cased on staff interviews
~n WhlCh the term -national press activities· was appropriately
defined, these figures should not be reJected or a repayment
required. ~ D1SCUSS10n at 3, supra.

F. Art Work

At the August 25, 1981 session, the Commission voted to
approve the Report's recommendat~on that the KFP NOCO Statement
not be adJusted and a repayment determination made with respect
to the fallure of KFP to 1nclude the art work owned by the
committee on the NOCO as capital assets in the amount of their
falr marKet value. If, however, the Commision intends to seek

. tta repayment cased on the treatment of this art work as capital
assets reducing tne KFP aeot .pos~tion, instructlons to the
Committee as to the valuation of this art ought to be made at

f" this Juncture. Accordlnyly, tne O£fice of General Counsel
recommends that the Commission approve the recommedations Ot
tne Oif~ce ot General Counsel 1n 1ts August 25, l~~l Memorandum
Concerning Art Work Donated to KEP, and instruct KPP, 1n the context
at the Audit Report, co provlde the market values for each work
of art on nand at ~he date oi Kennedy's ineligibllity that had
a marKet value In excess of SSOO (and to reflect tnese capital
assets In an amended NOCO Statement), within 30 days. In so
aoing KFP should be informed tnat sale of the art work will
result In a contrlbu~lon and that that restriction on sale is
appropriately considered as affectlng carket value, and the
extent of that effect. ~he recommendatlon in this sectlon of
tne Report snould also oe carefully woroed so as to make it
clear that the KFP deot POSltlOn at inellgioillty may be aiiected
oy tne valuat~on of the art worK, possibly resulting In a turtner
repayment due to exceSSlve match~ng funds =ecelved oy the committee.

5/ ~nere£ore, pOlnts c ana d ot the recomcendatlon of this sectlon
of w~e Report snculd oe oeleted it the Comm~sslon approves the
aucl:ocS· ?CS~~lOn (as ~e£lected In the text of tnls sectlon
of the Report) on thlS lssue of exempted staff salarles for4t press aC~~vlt~es.

Attac~ments

I. - rox and Co. ~e~~ers

II. - :'£C le~ter to corr~lt~ees =ece~vlng matcni~g :~nds
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Dear Jar:

!Ir. Jay Cleveucm
C01lt:roUer
leaaecly for Presidezie
1050 17th Street:, R.W.
Vasb1qt:on, D.C. 20036

'fhe purpose of this leteer 1s to responel to certain questions which you

indicated that the FEC audit leaff raised 1n ~aspoaae to ~ letter of

June 2, 1981. Parasra'Ph beacl1qs below conespOllcl to the specific questioas

that you 1ncl1catecl. the aucl1t ltaff wished addresseel.
~..:.

nOCEDUlES ..

(-

the intemews were conducted 10. May. 1981. It 1s rtf unclerstancl1q that

pri.or to the internews, a leunl c11acus8ion was held with all pard.c:1pants

where exempt coets were defined, au spec1.fic ezamplea cited.. During the

interviews, each participant: was asked to reviev l1stlllls of employees in his

or her state aud indicate if he or she 1c.Dew the percentage of time s'Pent by

such iD.d1v1cluals 011 exempt fuuctioas. If the 1Dd1v1clual inten1ewecl was

unable throulh personal knawledle to esttmate tbe time devoted by specific

individuals he was requested to uke inquiry to the 1ndiv1cluals involved.

Specific situations were aaalyzecl as our aCCOUD1:al1ts aided UP's seaff in

arri.v1ng at: appropr1a~e percentage figures. !his techD1que to derive the

percentage of time spent ou specific activity 1s in accordance with generally

• accepted auditing standards •

.4~cht1\~ I
:~ 4~eJ)
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l'uncln1siq coscs are aD7 espea.d.1tura. com.ct:ecl O~ a••ociated with

.olicitation of contrlbuclol18. 'rhe•• fUDdrai8_ co.t. l1lClucle. bue ara Dot

l1a1tecl to, coaCs of anT a.111llp to .0Ucit fUDd8 1Dc1ucl1DI tlM aDel

IllAtenal casu of ·p'rep.nnS" .uch ul11I118, COSU assoc:1atecl with specific

lDCi1v1c1uals a.slp.ecl to pus out sol1c1caC101l matenal aDel coUect: C01lCri.bu

cloDS (l.e.,. pu. the hac) at 1:&111.. or .peech.. ad coeta ...oc.1atacl with

8111 events helel for the purpo•• of attz-actlnl c01lcnbatlou. o.e~b..el, oz

iDd.1rect costs caD also 'be includecl a. f=clra1s1q if baa.cl 011 a sy.tematic,

rational allocation.

Compliance costs are costs 1llcun'ecl .. • r ••ult of effort. to comply

rith the 'eeleral ElectlO1l Campaip kt, a. amended. Ezamplu are the recorcl

keepiDI function required to be maintainecl in each local f1elcl office aDel

..,. the record keep1DI function for each ael_nce tua which bacl lta ova chack11l1

accoUDt~ This record k.e~1pl functlon incluelecl. amanl other thiDIS, the

lteeplllS of the lncl1v1clual check 'book. the coUectioQ of receipts aDel lnvolc...

the f1111DI oue of the ftC ezpe11d1:ure fON, aDel the k••plll1 aAd reponinl

of an onlolDS ezpencl1ture total at the state le.el for ltm1eat10Q purpo••••

~ . III adcl1t1on, a portion of rentals, equipment t and other o".rhead. it.. .hould

be attributed to compliance.

Overhead costs are defined as tho.. co.ts Dot d1rectly adcl11l1 to or

readily 1deD~1f1able with a dep.rtaen~ o~ othe~ cost ceD~er. or in the CAse

of a political committee to a component or task of the committee. Slnce

overhead coses C&ll1loe t as a practical matter. be traced tiroectly to incl1vidual

•
CostiDS units (components) at the tim. the coat is incurred, an acceptable

procedure 1s to aceumulate such costs and subsequently spr.ad thea to the

various components by allocation.
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Ov.~h..d 1t... -,. be vi.eel •• "DODp~oducCiv." fac~ora which &1:. ucu-

.anly 1DCUn-ecl 10 that the procluctlve .apects of aD operation call be pez

fo~d. eo.ts of p~ov1d1DI • auitab18 wo~k e~~oameDc (~ent, utiliti..,

fum1tu~., ccmmD1cat1oll) are DODprocluctiva in the •••e that the,. do DOC

directl,. adel to a p.~lcu1ar cOlllpOUIlC, but. they ua Q8c...a~ so that &11

compnellta can be pedomeel efficiently aDel an orpr&1zation cpt fUllCt:ioD.

Supen1sol7 coats also elo DOC cl1l:ectl,. aelel to & .pec.Uic componeac but

a~. clal1be~t.ly 1Dcu~.el with the aspect.tioD of a1Dimiz1DI the 41~.ct

labor coata th~oulh prOllGtioll of a t:1lht-kD1t' orpnizat:ioD. aDel el1m1u.d.01l

of waste. Bence, such COlts of provicl1111 work eDV1r01Ull8llt aDd. employe.

supervision (the COmmoD overhead coats) should aot be viewed ent1rely a.

aODp~ocluct:1v.. 'l'he,. are lauen! coets of 1I&inca1Dial a bus1a... aDd ..~

be .llocated co componeDt•• ae .~propr1ate•

CONCLUSION
.- .~.._- ..

Aa 1Dct.1cated 1n OUI: lD.1tial report, the method selec:eel for cletend.D1q

perceatale allocatloD8 of overhead co.ts to .~t componeats of tha campa1an

wu both "systematic aDel rat10D&1." In accO\ll1t1111 cerm11101011. systematic

and rat101l41 is I_nerally coa.atrued to b. a h1lhe~ standard thaD "rea.oubl....

I hope this clarifies any problems. If there are any questions plea.e

cODtac~ M.

Very truly yours t

7Ju.J.J/~
Hershel D. ~~~f~-ijI
Member of the F1~
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Kr. Jay Clevenson
Controller
EeDllecty for: Presiclcu:
10S0 17th St~eet. N.W.
Washinltcm. D. C. 20036

D~ Jay:

Please aote 1D fIf'I tetter datea' AUlwn: 21. 1981, that t scaCK 111 the first
sentence. uncler the paras;:apb headed PKOCEDUIlES. chat "lIlten1evs were
eoaclucted in May. 1981. fI In lact. it sboulcl have rud ''Kay. 1980. It

.. .

Please aote the correct1oa.

SiDeerely,

~~
Hershel D. SODoff

•
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FEOER,'L ELECTION COMMISSION
WASH'~CTON. 0 C. »&6J

.'

Dear 1:t:easu~er:

the Commission has reconsldered its previous deceraination
that expendlture. for s&la~les pald to cercaiA national campailn

. staff while temporar~11 vorkinl 1A states and certain lona d1scance
telephone charaes requlre allocacion to stacas in accordance with
11. C.l.l.. 106.2..

. ,
Expenditures for advance scaff salaries should be atcributed

. co each stace in propo:~iou to the 'ti•• chat the advance person
~peuds vorkinl, eicher oue of natlonal headquarters 0: in the fteld.
~'~n conn.etlon with the campa1an in such state (see AO 1979-73)

1:herefore, che salaries and :elaced espeuses of boch advaace personnal
(e_I •• coordinators working in the scate) must be allocaced, even

~ though the individuals {nvolved may be assigned to the natioual
, headquarters fo: payroll purposes. In addition, any·espense. incurred

by the Candldace or by a spokesperson for the Candidate who 1s Dot ou
r the natioual campailD staff (e.I., the Candldate's family) while in

a pa:e1cular stac. are allocable to the respectiva scate. the
Commissiou has, however, recently determined that the salartes and

,~ related expenses of Dational campaiSD scaff sembers who travel to a
parcicular state for & limited pu:~os. not const1tutlnl advance or
field vork, but rather associated with the national c~~ailu effort,
need Dot be allocaced to that stata.

With respect to charles fo~ lOUI dlstrance celephoee ealls the
Commission has deter:ined thac ez~.ndicures for ealls emaaating from
the seate office to the national headquar~era do DOC requi:. allocacion
co states. Hovever, all ocher charses for loul discance calls plus
regula: service are required to be allocated to the res~ective ataeas •

•
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Pasa 2

•• If your comaitt•• is affacted by chls 4.e.ra~Aae~oD you a.y •.
withln 30 day. of recelpt of thl. lette~t submlt to the Au41t
D1v1.1o~ an a.ended state· allocation sche4ula (!Ee lora 3Pc) thereby
reduc1ftl the amouDt p~aY1ous11 allocated for such .zp.D41tu~.s. In
addition, all co.putatiou&~ schedul•• inclu4iul copl•• of b1l1.,
aspens. vouchers, or any oth.~ docuaeDtat1o~ suppo~tiDI such
amendment should also be submitted ac the sa.e ti... All docu••~tacioD
submitted w11L be cODsi4e:e4 p~1o~ co the CO"~••~OD aakiDS 1ts !In&~

repayment determlnation iD accordaDca v~th 11 C.l.a. 9038.2(4).

If you have aDy questions cODca:u1nl chis .acte~. ple.s. 40
Dot hesltate to c~ll J08 Stolts 0: ~ck Kalte: at (202) 523-4155

;·01: toll for ... at (800) 424-9530.

SiDcerely,

aobe:t J. Costa
Assiscant Staff Director
for the Audit Division••

..

•
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MEMORANDUM

TO: The Commis9ion

FROM: Charles N. Steel~~~
General Counsel~ ...... --

~ ... .,.;

..-

...-.

.
, .'-<

--
..

Dispo9ition and Evaluation of Artwork Donated
to the Kennedy for President Committee

SUBJECT:

During the 1980 Campaign for the Democratic Nomination,
various artists volunteered their services and produced original
works of art (lithographs) for the Kennedy for President Committee.
These works of art were reproduced in limited editions, and used
during the campaign as inducements for contributions. The
Committee still has a large number of prints on hand. The question
which the Commission must detercine is whether and how the artwork
shoul~ be valued for purposes of the audit process.

11 C.F.R. S 9034.1(b) provides that after his date of in
eli9ibility, a candidate is entitled to matching fund payments
only if, at the time of the submission for such payments, the
amount of the candidate's net outstanding campaiqn obligations
is qreater than the sum of contributions and prior mat~~in9

funds received since the date of ineligibility. 11 C.F.R.
S 9034.S(a) further defines net outstanding eacpaign obliga
tions as the total of outstanding debts as of the date of
ineligibility (plus estimated winding down costs) less the
total of cash on hand on the date of ineligibility, amounts
owed to the campaign, and the fair market value of capital
aSgets on hand.

The te~ cash on hand is not defined under the Chapter 96
Regulations. 11 C.F.R. S 9034.5(a)(2)(i). However, the tere cash
on hand is defined at 11 C.F.R. S l04.3(a)(1) as:

•
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Memorandum to the Commission
Paqe Two

~isposition and Evaluation of Artwork Donated to the Kennedy
"or President Committee

·currency; balance on deposit in banks,
savings and loan institutions, and other
depository institutionsJ traveler's checks
owned by the Committee, certificates of
deposit, treasury bills and any other
committee investments valued at cost.-

. ...

,. .. - ..

The artwork donated to the Committee does not appear to be
included in this definition. The artwork also does no: fall
within the category of an amount owed to the campaign in that
the artwork is not a credit, return, receivable, or rebate of
a qualified campaign expense. 11 C.P.R. S9034.5(a)(2)(ii1).

The last category for assets in the Regulations is the fair
.. market: value of capital assets on hand. 11 C.F.R. 5 9034.5(a) (2) (ii).

For purposes of this section, a capital asset means any property
which has a remaining useful life exceeding 1 year from the date
of the candidate's ineligibility, provided that the fair market
value at the date of ineligibility exceeds $500. 11 C.F.R. S 9034.S(c) •

. Of the three categories for asset! contained in the Regulations, .

•
the remaining question is whether the artwork falls within the

· efinition of capital asset.l/

Background,-
Several artists created artwork and donated the artwork

to the Committee. The Committee reimbursed the artists for the
~ cost of producing the art. Onder these circwnstances, the time

It has been sU9gested that the $500 threshold amount for a
capital asset should be applied to each group of prints
owned by the Committee rather than each individual work
of art. It is the opinion of this Office that the Commission
should look to each individual piece as a separate asset.
Such a position i9 consistent with the Regulation that
requires the value of the asset to be determined at the date
of ineligibility, 11 C.F.R. S 9034.5(c), and is consistent
with the recommendation contained in this mL~orandum that
the disposition of each print is subject to the limitations
and prohibitions of the Act •

•



_M~morandum to the Commission
Page Three
Disposition and Evaluation of Artwork Donated to the
Kennedy for President Committee

"and effort supplied by the artist in creating the artwork does
not constitute a contribution from the artist to the Committee. .
2 U.S.C. 5 431(8)(B)(i) (donation of services). Advisory Opinions
1980-34, 1979-35 and 1975-977 MUR 1195.

On the other hand, the Commission has taken the position
that the subsequent sale of the artwork does result in contri
butions by the purchasers and accordingly, the payment for the
art is subject to all the relevant limitations and prohibitions
of the Act including 2 U.S.C. 55 44la, 441b, 44lc and 441e.
A.O. 1980-34. The Committee cognizant of the Commission's
position that the disposition of the art may result in a
contribution, requested an advisory opinion asking whether the
exchange of artwork for a reduction of the debt owed to a
particular vendor/creditor would be pe~issible. AOR 1980-136.
On December 18, 1980 and January S, 1981, the Commission con
sidered the Committee's advisory opinion request, but the
required four (4) vote majority was not obtained. See 2 U.S.C.
S 437c(c). Consequently, no advisory opinion was iSSUed and
the Committee was so notified. See 11 C.F.R. 5 112.4(a) •...........

In re5ponse to the audit staff recommendation that the
Committee obtain a written independent appraisal as to the

.,.fair market value of the artwork owned by the Committee,
counsel for the Committee notes that such an appraisal will

.~ be affected by any restrictions on its sale and disposition.
r. Response by the Committee at 13. As is discussed below, it

is the recocmendation of the Office of General Counsel that the
Commission determine that the exchange of the artwork for reduction
of the Committee debt is subject to the Act's limitations on

~ contributions and ~hat such conditions on the dis~osition
of the artwork affects its fair market value. •

In Advisory Opinion 1980-34, the Co~ission considered the
situation where artwork was used to raise funds to payoff debts
owed by a political committee and concluded that the sale of the
artwork constituted a fundraising activity and the funds so raised
were contributions in the full amount of the purchase price. Such
a conclusion is consistent with other Commission determinations
that any person who transmits money to a political committee or
candidate - any portion of which is available to oe spent for
the our~ose for influencina a election - has ~ade a contribution
in the full amount of the ~unds so transmitted. AO 1975-15 and
AO 1975-49. The Committee's proposal of exchanging its artwork

•
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Memorandum to the Commission
_age Four
~i9position and Evaluation of Artwork Donated to the

Kennedy for President Committee

for a reduction of its debt is not distinguishable from the situation
in AO 1980-34. Accordingly, the Commission should conclude that
the Committee may exchange its artwork as described above, provided
that the full amount of the reduction in outstanding debt given
by a creditor to the Committee in exchange for the artwork is
treated as a contribution from such creditor to the Committee.
As such, the contribution is subject to the limitations and pro
hibitions of the Act.

The Committee notes in its advisory opinion request that
its creditors could institute civil action for attachment of
the artwork. It is the opinion of this office that the receipt
by the creditors of the artwork through court order would not
constitute an "exchange" as would a voluntary disposition of

.~ the artwork. Consequently, under those circum!tances, the
orohibitions and limitations of the Act would not attach to the
artwork. Such a position is consistent with the Commission's
trea~~ent in MUR 1195 wherein the Commission found no reason
to believe that the use of the artwork as collateral for a

,~900,OOO bank loan to the Committee was in violation of the .
lI'Act, even though default by the Committee would result in ac

quisition of the artwork by the bank.

~ Recommendations q- ,t "~;
~ 1. Determine that the sale or exchange of each individual
.. piece of artwork by the Committee results in a contribution

by the purchaser and is subject to all the prohibitions and
~' limitations of the Act.

2. Determine that the value of the artwork may be affected
by any restrictions on 'ts disposition.

'I'3. Oete~ine that ~ lndividual piece1 of artwork valued
in excess of $500 iS~'a capital asset and reduces the Committee's
net outstanding campaign obligations.

•
',___ ._ 1
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

EXECUTIVE SESSION TRANSCRIPTS

KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE, PINAL AUDIT REPORT

AUGUST 25 & 26 and SEPT~mER 15 & 16, 1981

- INDEX TO EXEMPTIONS -

Applicable Government in
Page the Sunshine Act Exemption Explanation

16 (lines 9 S 552b (e) (10) Litigation strategy
through 12)

17 (lines 9 Id. Id.
through first
two words of
line 16)

24 (lines 23 Id. Id.
through 28)

25 (lines 1 Id. Id •
.through 8)

27 (lines 2 Id. Id.
through 21)

48 (lines 6 Id. Id.
through 10)

81 (lines 1 Id. Id.
through 7, 13
through 16,
17 through
20)

91 (lines 26 Id. Id.
through 29)

96 (lines 11 Id. Id.
through 17)

103 (lines 25 Id. Id.
through 28)

104 (lines 1, Id. Id.
through 5,
5 through 13,
24 through 25)
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AEPlicable Governmen~ in
Explanation" Page t e Sunshine Act ExemDtion

107 (lines 11 S S52b(c) (10) Litigation strategy
through 25)

119 (lines 20 S S52b(c) (3) Matters required to be
through 28) kept confidential by

2 U.S.C. S 437g (a) (12)

120 (lines 1 Id. Id.
through 29)

121 (line 8) Id. Id.
through
145 (line 6)

148 (line 1) Id. Id.through
199 (line 18)

308 (line 24) S 552b(c) (12) Internal personnelthrough rules and practices309 (line 17)
, .

314 (line 24) Id. Id.through
316 (line 27)

321 (line 16) 5 551b (c) (3) Matters required to bethrough kept confidential by
r--- 322 (line 10) 2 U.~.C. § 437g(a) (12)

323 (lines 23 Id. Id.
(:-

through 26)

340 (lines 14) Id. Id.through 28)

341 (lines 1 Id. Id.through 10)

352 (line 1) S 552b(c) (10) Litigation Strategythrough
355 (line 21)

363 (line 12) § 552b (c) (3) Matters required to betbrough kept confidential by367 (line 25) 2 U.S.C. § 4379 Ca) (12)
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EXECUTIVE SESSION TRANSCRIPTS RE: KENNEDY FOR PRESIDENT COMMITTEE,
FINAL AUDIT REPORT

1. AUGUST 25, 1981: Pages 1-114

2. AUGUST 26, 1981: Pages 115-213

3. SEPTEMBER 15, 1981: Pages 214-324

4. SEPTEMBER 16, 1981: Pages 325-368
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PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT, EXBCDTrvE SESSION OP AUGUST 25, 1981
(TAPE '2 a~ approxima~ely 23 minutes into the tape)

MCGARRY: Thank you. If there is nothing further on that, we go

now to audit matters and we have the final Audit Report of the

Kennedy for President Committee, Memorandum to the Commission

dated August 18, 1981 and this is Agenda Document X81-0S2. Mr.

Clutter.

CLDi7BR: Yes, Mr. Cbairman and members of the Commission, the

Audit staff and the Counsel's staff are outside. You have before

you the final Audit Report of the Kennedy for President

Committee. Therein is the Audit staff's recommendaelan in terms

of the text in which the final audit will appear. There are a

number of issues and differences of opinion between the Audit

staff and the General Counsel in terms of issues in the audit

. report. My recommendation would be that you proceed to the audit

repor~ and examine the language as recommended and then the staff

will point out to you the differences. In the report you will

find sections either underlined or bracketed. Those sec~ions are

different than the initial report that was sent out-to the

Kennedy Committee for comment prior to preparation of the final

document.

Mr. Stoltz, Mr. Lisi and Sue Paschen are here to

discuss it with you and Mr. Costa is here as well.

MCGARRY: Good morning Ray and Sue and Marsha Gentner is also

here from the General Counsel's Office.

CLUTTER: I think we are ready to start. I think Ray 'will take

the lead on this.

~: Yes, I will. What I would like to do, as the Staff

Director said, is to 90 through the audit report as it stands and

'0001
,
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

.. '" 13

14

15

16

17, ...

18

r~19 f

20

t '21 I22

23 1
II
·1

24

25

26 ,

27

28

29

30

LIst (continuing): discuss each finding and then after the---
discussion of each finding if the Counsel bas any comments, they

can be made. What I would like to point out also is that there

are ~our documents here. We have a cover memo which covers pages

11 through 110, oh, '1 througb 19. When we are referring to page

numbers bere to facilitate the discussion and make it a little

easier, we will be· referring to the page numbers &8 tbey are

written on tbe bo~tom of the documents. It is consecutively

numbered from 11 all the way th~ougb the end and I think it would

be easier to refer to the page numbers that way. As I say, the

first document is tbe cover memo to the Commission whicb

outlines, contains a great deal of tbe discussion as far as the

audit Pindings and the comments made by Office of General

.Counsel.

The Audit Report 1s next with the attachments whicb are

the exhibits on the back of ~he Audit Report which contain the

findings.whicb were referred to the Office of General Counsel.

The next document is tbe Committee's respo~se and the

final document is the Legal Analysis which was provided by the

Office of General Counsel.

To begin the report on page 11, this is findings and

recommendations as they relate to Title Two, Onited States Code,

the first finding about the middle of page 11 refers to reporting

errors and omissions. The background section of the finding

appears at the bottom of the page and explains basically the

accounts that the Committee had set up. T~e information is the

same information that was contained in the Interim Audit Report

and was presented to the Commission previously. The Committee

~aintained 200 bank accounts. Seven of these accounts were at

000.2
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3

4

5

6

LISI (continuing): the national level and 193 were maintained at-
tbe state level.

The first finding refers to the unreported expenditures

which begins on page 12, Expenditures- from the Hational Accounts.

Our review disclosed that there were 34 expenditures totalling

$73,916.15 wbicb were not reported by the Committee. In the

7 Interim Report, we recommended that the Committee amend their

8 reports to include those 34 expenditures. The Committee did file

9 an amended report on May 19, 1981 in wbicb they itemized 29 of

10 tbe 34· expenditures totalling $71,591.63. The remaining five (5)

11

12

:: I
15' i

~

16

171
18 ~

,r I
I

20 I
:,..

21

22~
~

23 I

24 j
,I

25 ~t
1

26 !
i

expenditures whicb were not itemized Oft the reports, the

Committee official explained that they were included in an

unitemized figure in the 1979 reports. It 18 difficult to verify

if that information is correct at this point because of the

records maintained by the Committee. We can assume that possibly

four (4) of those expenditures could have been included 1n that

report J however, one of the expendi tures vas for- $1,200 and

actually should have been itemized on the report. B~vever, based

on the fact that this is a small dollar amount and we feel that

the Committee has materially complied with the recommendations,

we are recommending no further action.

REICHE: Incidentally, I would ask as we go through the

recommendations, please Marsba, after Ray or Sue have indicated

Audit's position where you wish to add anythin9, please feel free

because we naturally want to have your comments. Do you have any

comments on this particular recommendation?

~7 GENTNER: No •

28 I REIC!E: Are there any comments or questions by members of the

29 Commission? If not, I think it was the Chairman t s intention, e.

30

-....- 00003



RBICBB (continuing): someone may wish to correc~ me on this,

that we vote on them individually as we go through. My

suggestion would be to wal t on this one until be returns simply '\

because I am sure he will want to be recorded on it and I think

1

2

3

4

5

8

7

8

9

10

11

12

.. .-.t3 !
- 14 I-;s
,'-

16

17,-,
18

C~9

20

(21

22

23 ~
:1

24 J

25 l
26

It

27

28

29 ..
;

30 ~

~

we could just move on to the nest unless someone has any

objection. If tbat be tbe case, then let's move on to tbe next

one, Ray.

LISt: ~he next section's finding begins on the top of page '13-
and involves the state scheduling accounts. In doing our field

work, we determined that there was a material error in the

Committee's reporting of expenditures from these accounts. At

the time of our field work, the Committee was in the process of

preparing an amendment wbicb was being used to disclose the

undisclosed expenditures. The amendment at that time contained

$220,526.54 in unreported activity. We compared our sample

errors to that amendment and determined that the error rate would

have fallen below the material amount percentage if tbis

amendment were filed. The Committee filed an amendment on May

19, 1981. In tbe narrative that accompanied the amendment, it

was stated that it contained $207,409.04 which was previously

undisclosed. We reviewed tbe amendment and it actually included

$210,153.89. The Committee explained that the discrepancies here

had to do with additional changes that they had m~de based on

their review of the document prior to our receipt of the

amendment. We a9ain tested, or traced our sample errors to that

amendment and we found it did still fall below ~~e material error

rate; therefore, our recommendation here is that we take no

~urther action because the Committee has materially complied with

the recommendation.
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REICHl: Are there any comments by staff members or Commi••lon

members? Commi••ioner Aikens.

AIKENS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ray, is this, OJ: maybe Joe or

Bob coula answer tbat, 1s this the same position that we bave

taken in other audits?

STOLTZ: I can't think of too many cases wbere we bave bad

similar findings in tbis cycle. We did have a problem with

carter in general wbere some items bad gotten deleted and tha~

was the position .e took there.

REICHl: Any further COIIIIIents? If not, let' s move on to the nezt

item.

~: The next section begins on page 113 and is entitled

RMlscellaneous Adjas~ents.· These were basically just

miscellaneous adjus~ents wbicb were needed to be made to the

Committee's reports to adequately correct tbeir disclosure.

The first one was just a $9,000 adjustment wbicb was due

to an incorrect adjustment wbieb was made by the Committee based

on some checks that were returned for insufficient funds.
-

Section B was adjusted to $9,181.66 wbich was-an

overstatement of expenditures due to mathematical errors made by

the Committee. Our tnterim Report recommended that the Committee

file amended reports to correct these errors. The Committee did

file amended reports OD May 19, 1981 and again, our

recommendation here is that we take no further action in this

matter.

MCGARRY: Thank you, Ray. Yes, Mr. Reiche?

REICHE: Mr. Chairman, we went through the first two items and we

specifically held off on voting on the theory that you would wane

to be recorded one way or another so that is why we are now on

Item 13.

'.
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MCGARRY: Thank you. We can call them up for a vote now. I

think it would be appropriate. We are talking .bou~ the

recommendations on page--?

RlICBB: Well, the first recommendation was the first

recommendation at tbe bottom of page 12. The second one was on

page 13, and tbe third one wbich Ray is now discussing appears at

the tap of" page 14.

MCGARRY: So the Chair would entertain a motion witb reference to

tbe recommendation at the bottom a! page 12.

'1'IEUAN: Mr:. Chairman. I move approval of the Audit staff

recommendation appearing at the bottom of page 12.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit staff

recommendation contained at the bottom of page 12. If tbere is

no further discussion, the vote will occur on that motion. All

in favor say aye. (A voice vote was beara.) All opposed? It

appears to the Chair that the vote is 6 to O.

The next recommendation appears on--

TIERNAN: Page 13. Mr. Chairman, I would move approval of the

Audit staff recommendation for no furtber action on the matter of

S, State and Scheduling Accounts.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit staff

recommendation contained in the middle of page 13, relating to

"B, for entitled State and SchedUling Accounts.- If there is no

further discussion, tbe vote will occur on the motion. All those

in favor saye aye. (A voice vote was heard.) All 0pPQsed? It

appears to the Chair that the vote is 6 to O.

~!~RNAN: ~r. Chairman. I would move approval of the Audit staff

:ecommendation, no further action, with regards to the

"Miscellaneous Adjust~ents." That recommendation appears at the

b
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~%BRNAN (continuing): top of page 14, carried over from page 13.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit staff

recommendation contained at the top of page 14 and if there is

no--thls relates to Section 3, entitled -Miscellaneous

Adju.~ents.- If there is no further discussion, the vote will

occur on that motion. All in favor say aye. (A voice vote was

beard.) All opposed? It appears to the Chair that the vote is 6

to O. Thank you very much.

Ray List, does that bring us up-to-date?

~: It does, yes. The nest finding is on page 14, Section

2.1, -Missing Records.- This fin~in9 involves 21 bank accounts

which at the conclusion of tbe field work various records were

missing from the records basically were, in some cases missing

,~' bank statements, cancelled checks, and/or deposit slips. In our

15

16 .

~l
t~ I
~a

F ' U

~: !
~~
24 J

i
~j

26

27

tnterim Audit Report, we recommended that the Committee obtain

and provide these records for our review. Subsequent to tbe

audit field work, the Committee did provide records for 18 of the

21 accounts. Por twe of those accounts for which th. records

were not provided, the only information ~~at was missing was

cancelled checks. And the remaining one account was lacking one

bank statement. It should be noted tbat we were able to complete

our expenditure review and our testing with the information that

we had on hand. This information did not hinder us in any way,

or the lack of that information did not hinder us in any way in

completing our tests.

The Committee did provide letters for at least two of the

accounts which they had sent to ~he bank :equesting the

28 documents. And our recommendation here is that since the

29 Committee has provided the majority of the records, we are

30
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!s that correct?

mentioned •

MCGARRY: Yes. Mr. Steele •

THOMSON: Mr. Chairun.

-.

STEELE: I, will have Marsba Gentner set it forth. We don't at

this juncture have, and we have just made effectively a language

recommendation. Ana Marsha weuld you like to comment?

MCGARRY: Marsba Gentner.

~R: We just had one comment and that the Commit~ee response

indicated that they had not received any formal request for

records and we wanted to make it clear that they, in fact, had,

so the auditors redrafted that portion of the report to reflect

that.

GENTNER: Yes, that's ~i9ht.

STEELE: I think that is shown by the underscoring in the area

that was related to. It is shown by the underscoring on page 14.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens was seeking, and then Governor-

AIKENS: That's all right, go ahead.

MCGARRY: Go ahead, sbe defers to you.

THOMSON: Well, I just wondered if the General Counsel bas some

comment on that. I noticed that was one of the items he

-B-, -Missing Records.-

MCGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit staff

recommendations contained at tbe top of page lS, section -B-,

-Missing Records.-

LISI (continuing): recommending no further ac~lon.

MCGARRY: Thank you Ray. COIDIls. loner Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Mr. Chairun. I move approval of tbe Audit staff

recommendations appearing on tbe top of page 15 with regards to
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MCGARRY: COmBissloner Aikens.

AIKBNS: '!'bank you, Mr. Cbairman. Ray, was this-these bank

statements that were not provided until the last minute, were

they related to the $210,000 in expenditures in Section B on the

previous page?

LISI: They were expenditures that were made from the state-
scheduling account--tbe majority of tbe ones that were missing

were from the state scbeduling accounts wbich involves that

$210,000. What we did for the--tbe $210,000 relates to the

sample that was taken. If we did not have enough documen~s from

any par~icular bank to include that bank in the expenditure

sample, we did it lOa', so the majority of these accounts, these

21 accounts were done lOOt, the review was done on a lOa', so

they are not involved in the $210,000. We did not find a

material error rate insofar as disclosure went with tbese

accounts; it was basically that the records were not there at the

time we did the audit.

AIKENS: Thank you, Ray.

MCGARRY: Thank you, Ray. If there is no further discussion, the

vote will occur on the Tiernan motion. All in favor say aye. (A

voice vote was heard.) All opposed? It appears to the Chair

that the vote is 6 to O. Ray Lisi.

~: The next finding begins on page 15, and it relates to the

alloca~ion of expenditures to states. The first portion of this

finding is exactly as it appears in the Interim Audit Report. In

that Report, we explained exactly how we arrived at the fiqures

that we allocated to the states of New Hampshire and Iowa which

were ~~e ~nly states where the Committee appeared to approach the

c,

29' expenditure limits. We were able to reconcile totals from the
I

30 ,:
. ~
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any portion of the FICA taxes. The total amount that we

LISt (continuing): Committe.'s state allocation r.ports which-
contained all the expenditures which were allocabl. ba.ed on the

Committee's records to both New Rampshire and Iowa and our

reconciled totals from those records indicated that there was

$227,736.65 allocable to New Hampshire and $421,376.94 allocable

to Iowa. Row we a180 iden~ified other areas within the

Committee's expenditures which either were incorrec~ly allocated

or were not allocated at all, and those are broken down beginning

The third category of expenditure was -Payroll.- Again,

the Committee did not allocate to New Hampshire or Iowa any of

the salaries of individuals who eith~r were assigned to the state

offices or were advanced personnel assigned--or working in the

states. They did not allocate any of the Unemployment taxes nor

00010,0

determined allocable ~o ~ew Hampshire was payroll $83,506.34 to

on page 16.

Tbe first sections are March and April, 1980

expenditures. Par some reason, we believe the fact that the

Committee's Comptroller had left the Committee around March 1980,

all expenditures for Marcb and April were not allocated to any

states. And our review there disclosed $34,786.01 to New

Hampshire and $8,917.22 to Iowa.

The second category of expenditure was media expenditure.

Here again, the informa~ion was made available to the Committee

by their media firm for allocated expenditures to both New

Hampshire and Iowai however, no allocations were reported.

The allocations to New Hampshire totaled $48,347.81 and

to Iowa $85,668.82.
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LISI (continuing): Rew Hampshire and $127,327.08 to Iowa.-
The fourth category was Per Diem and Expense

Reimbursements and this again, we reviewed the Committee's

records on per diem and expense reimbursements and the invoices

and check request forms and other documentation that was a~tacbed

and determined that $2,432.38 was allocable to New Hampshire and

$2,852.09 to Iowa. Now in addition to tbose amounts, there were

additional expenditures totalling $20,084.28. All we had in

those cases were copies of check request forms. They didn't

indicate a state that tbe expenditures should be allocated. The

per diem payments accounted for $18,040.00 and expense

reimbursements were $1,244.24.

The fifth category was Outstanding Debts. We reviewed

the Committee's list of outstanding debts for accounts payable,

as of November 28th, for ROCO purposes. And we identified

outstanding debts wbich related to New Hampshire totalling

$3,242.18 and $10,970.84 to Iowa.

The last category was ·Other Vendor Payments.- And this

was basically our review of the expenditures from September 1st

1980 through November 30th, 1980. Our expenditure review and all

of our tests for sampling purposes ran through August 31st and

this was just to pick up the expenditures from September 1st

through November 30th. We identified additional amounts of

$28,171.79 allocable to New Hampshire and $47,287.44 allocable to

Iowa.

The final amounts allocable to New Sampshi:e and Iowa

~ased on our review were $428,223.16 to ~ew Hampshire and

S704,400.43 to Iowa. These were the ~i9ures t~at ~ere contained

in the Interim Audit Report which was presented to the Committee.
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LISt (con~inuing): Now 1n the Interim Audit Report, we-
recommended that the Committee adjust their accounting records to

reflect these amounts allocable to the states and we also made a

recommendation that the Committee provide us with sufficient

documentation to make an allocation determination for those

expenditures totalling approximately $20,000 1n finding 2.C.4.

Row in their response to the Interim Audit Report which

was received OD May 19, 1981, the Committee did provide U8

documentation for those expenditures in finding 2.C.4 wbich

related--wbicb did not relate to either New Hampshire or Iowa.

Apparently there was a seminar which was beld in Reston,

Virginia, for all of the people who would be working out in tbe

states. And this--these per diem and espense reimbursements were

people traveling to that seminar and did not relate specifically

to Iowa or New Hampsbire; so therefore, tbose amounts are not

allocable to Iowa or New Hampshire.

Now the Committee gave a very detailed response on their

allocation method, or their method :0 deter2ine thos,

expenditures wbicb were allocable to New Hampshire and Iowa.

What they provided us with was a computer print-out wbich

included all of ~~e expenditures that we had included in our

cate90ries of expenditures. We were able to tie in the dollar

amounts on the computer print-out to the figures that we had

provided to the Committee: so we are confident that they

identified or at least mentioned every single expenditure that we

had determined should be allocated to those states.

On the print-out, the Committee took each expenditure and

based ~n :~eir review of t~e expendit~re, determined whether it

should ~e charged to an exempt category or a non-exempt category.

I~
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LISI (continuing): The non-exemp~ ca~egory, of which there was-
only one, was called ·Primary.- Any expenditures whicb were

charged on a prin~-out, or any por~ion of an expenditure whicb

was cbarged on a print-ou~ to the Primary would have been sUbjec~

to the expendit~re limit in that stat~. The Committee then

included 5 exempt categories of expenditure. Those are listed at

the bottom of page 18. They were ·compliance,· -fundraising,

·pbone and interstate travel·, or ·phone, travel and interstate

relating to both of those, -national press,- and a final category

for ·other- for any~hing tbat did not fall into those categories.

Now, what we have at~empted to do in the Audit Report is

to discuss each one of the Committee's methods for determining

expenditures whicb were--of portions of expenditures or

procedures that were applied to expenditures, to the exempt

5 categories. The Committee bas come forth with five--we have siz
1 *",',
1B_ I categories that tbey used.

1~. , The first category was -Overhead allocations.- And in

19. their response, tbey indicated to us that they bad contacted a

ti' I pUblic accounting firm which was to establisb percentages to be

20 used in allocating costs to exempt functions. The firm used a

21 sample of four (4) states. These 4 states included New Hampshire

22 ana Iowa. And based on interviews and information obtained from

23 documents in those states, they were able to compute a weighted-

24 average percentage which they felt should be charged to the

25 exempt categories of -fundraisin9- and ·compliance-. Now, based

26

27

28

on the procedures that t~ey used, they came up with a 17%

exemption applying to fundraising and 22% :elating to compliance,

and these percentages were to be applied to all overhead
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LISI (continuing): ezpenditures made by the Committee. And-
tbese were based on the payroll costs, or the actual time spent

by individuals in the field offices and then charged off to the

exempt categories. And as we explained here in the Audit Report,

we don't have a problem with the Committee attempting to

determine a percentage to apply to exempt categories of

fundraising and compliance, bowever, the problem that we do bave

is the documentation which bas been presented to and by the

Committee to support these allocations. The only information

that we have at this time 1s a letter from the accounting firm.

The letter explains what the accounting firm did to arrive at

their percentages; bowever, they didn't provide us with any of

the calculations other than a list of individuals' names with two

~olumns next to those. One for compliance and one for

fundraising witb percentages next to them. The information that

we are looking for here is basically what types of questions were

asked of the individuals? Who was interviewed? When the

interviews took place? And also, what the Committee:is defining

as -fundraising- and ·compliance-. Again, as we state, the

Committee did not provide us with any of the work-papers which

the accounting firm used to arrive at their percentages. And we

have not made any adjustments to our amounts allocable to New

Hampshire or Iowa based on the percentage of the 17. and the 22'

to the exempt categories. I think the Counsel may have some

comments pertaining to this section of the report.

MCGARRY: ~r. Steele?

27 S~~LE: We have a number of comments. I think most prominently

28 of course, is ~hat ~his whole area is one of considerable

29

30

•• J



not sure that tbis was set in the discussion this morning as we

------------------_._----------------_._------.----------------

auditors having looked at the records and in what sense, how are

you going to make a decision that the allocations put forward are

not reasonable. Again, being an overall sensitive area and I am

MCGARRY: We have a quorum here. The afternoon session will come

to order. Madam Secretary, we are talking about the afternoon

session of the Executive Session for Tuesday, August 25, 1981.

~d we broke off for luncb as the General Counsel was just about

to make a comment in response to the Audit Division report. Mr.

Steele.

That, of course, aswent through the individual recommendations.

STEELE: I just wan~ to go back to what we are discussing bere is

the state-by-state allocation problem which is obvio~sly one that

the Commission is very familiar with and one which I think has

caused everyone a lot of difficulty. What really comes to issue

in this discussion, I think, is the question of how you are going

to approach this problem of reasonable allocation where you bave

to decide that the matters come forward in this fashion with the

STBBLE (continuing): difficulty not only in this audit, but

other audits and I would want Marsha to go tbrougb on a piece-by

piece basis on the various tbings. I think it will probably take

some time to get through this Section: so I don't know whether we

want to launch into this now and continue going.

MCGARRY: I tbink we should break as we are obviously going to

bave to go over into the afternoon session. So I think it would

be an appropriate time to pick it up when we come back. We will

now stand in recess until 2:00 p.m. Thank you, Charlie.
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STEELE (continQ~n,): you have seen from Counsel's response th.~

this is really wba~ the Counsel here and in other Audits is

r.ally put:t:lng in~o question is the meaning of -reasonable

allocation- regula~ions and what they have to do to comply witb

that. Bow much they bave to do and what they' have to provide.

Marsba is, has got tbe various i~ems that we would like ~o focus

the Commission's a~tention on as we go into this because, again,

I think you are really looking in this repor~ and in other.

reports at: t:his sug. t:o t:he. question of how !Oil aO'l:---:' --_. --_l
. --_.__ .......-- _.... _-- ~-- ...

MCGARRY: Marsba Gentner.

computations, the problem we have is the questioning of those

00016

That iscompu~ations beyond looking at the work-papers.

GENTNER: I think that really the difference that underlies all

this Section of this report and responding to the allocation that

the Committee put forth in response to the Interim AUdit Report

is a difference of opinion on what the Comm.ittee must do in order

for the Commission to accept as -reasonable- their allocations.

The biggest problem is tbat the tbeories the Committee relies on

involve computing percentages of staff time spent on certain

exempt categories ana taking those percentages and plugging them

into overhead expenditures or salary expenditures and pulling

t~em out because tbey ar, exempt. And the problem that we have

is that when the Committee makes an allocation based on those

a
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1 GENTHER (continuing): ques~ioning the basis of tbeir inform.~ion

2 for ob~aining the s~aff percentages 7 telling the Commit~ee ~bat

3 they must provide proof of the staff percentages or they WOft'~ be

4 accepted as reasonable but without telling the Committee - even

5 at this stage - wbat kind of proof we are talking about. They

6 don't know if we are talking about affidavits from them, or all

7 we are going to accept are interviews by our auditors and if so,

8

9

10

l'
1~ .1
13"'~

~

14:~ ~
15 i

what those interviews entail, what kina of information is being

ask,d of these ~ple.r _ _._-=-_':"~:-:'~:..".:"=_._._ _. ..
!'" •

16 'r,

-- :l

",..,_ it
4f""~q

~
i 8"" fi

,~i
20 -,
21c"I
22"a

I!

""'2 ;i
.w 'I

i:
'.

24 "

25 i
f

26 :\
If.

27 it

28

--lAlSO, tbe problem occurs in requiring proof of

the Committee of their staff estimates in terms of s.y, time

sheets if that is what is contemplated. These kina~of things

weren't brought to the Committee's attention at a time wben it

could have made ~ difference to the Committee when ~e Commit~ee

could have kept time sheets. Now, after the fact, we are telling

them, RWell, the oniy way you are going to satisfy what we want

is by keeping time ~heets, by having contemporaneous interviews,·

and yet at the time, the Committee could have done that and'

complied with our request we did not give them any indication

that this was wanted. So I think the dif:iculty is in rejec~in9

their figures merely on t~e basis that they haven't proved their

figures are correct without telling them what proof we need now,

,~ nnntt""
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GBRTNBR (continuing): or even at the time telling th•• wbat

proof would be required of them. And I think that that's--tbere

are differences throughout on some of the theories as well as the

Committee uses, the differences between the Auditors and us, but

I think that is the major difference that, as I said, underlies

all the various sub-sections bere.

MCGARRY: Does the Audit Division care to just respond briefly

before we go on and recognize?

LISt: I think I understand wbat Counsel is saying so far as-
getting the additional information that we need here, but I tbink

that is where our difference 1s as opposed to what we feel is the

additional information we need to verify these allocations are

indeed reasonable and even to the point of wbether they are

.mathematically correct to begin with. The Committee at this

point has not provided us with any information to support the

allocations. I think as a first step we need to ask for the

information that they came up with. We do not want--or used to

come up with these figures. We don't want to limit ~urselves in

asking for that information in just requiring certain information

be provided. At this point, we don't know what the C01lllllittee

used to come up with these percentages. Whether they used

payroll records, or just strictly interviews with the individuals

involved, and I think that we do not want to limit ourselves in

the Audit Report to just stating that we need certain information

and that is all that we will accept. We have in the Audit Report

under this Sec~ion, indicated the questions tha~ we have as far

as tbe :igures--or the computation of those figures. We don't

have the work-papers that were used. We don't know what

~ 00018I./}



correct?

instances we are not even certain that the figures are

mat~ematically accurate. Now, how do you respond to that?

GEN~ER: Well, certai~ly we a9re~ that--I think the auditors are

~: ~hat is correct. There is no way to determine how the

Committee came up with this 1" and 22' calculation. We cannot

verify this figure--even that it is mathematically correct.

MCGARRY: Bow do you respond to that, Marsba? And then I am

going to recognize Mr. Barris. I don't mean to shut anybody out,

but I think this is awfully important. I was very disturbed by

what you were saying: now Ray comes back and says that in some

00019
If'•

LISt (con~inulng): questioDs were asked. We don't know what-
definition that tbe Committee used for ·compliance- and

-fundraising· activities. Indeed, there could be some

differences of opinion there as to what the Committee feels is a

compliance related activity or fundraising related activity as

opposed to what tbe Commission would feel would be a compliance

or fundraising activity. Also, we don't know wbat types of

expenditures these percentages were applied to. we have a number

of open questions information that we still need in order to

reacb a decision on this. And this is all we are stating in tbe

Audit Report. We are not arguing with the Committe's metbod

here. We stated right in tbere that it appears justifiable that

a portion of overhead and payroll costs can be charged to exempt

~ate90ries. Bowever, we do what to know what the Committee used

to come up with these figures.

MCGARRY: Are you suggesting that in some ins~ances, Ray, you are

not even certain that tbe computations are mathematically
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GBNTNBR (continuing): correct in saying that we can't say for

public review tha~ we verified these figures as rea.onable

because we bave not seen any of their work-papers. I think ve

have got a right to see the work-papers. We have looked at the

work-papers in all other campaigns. The que8~ion become. once we

see the work-papers and sa~lsf7 yourself ~hat they bave done the

computations correctly, you satisfy yourself that they bave

defined the key terms, ·fundraising,· ·complianc.- 1n a manner

consistent with the way the Commission defines those terms, wb.~

more you are going to ask for at that point - if .ny~lng. And

the concern that I bave in the report is that it seems to leave

open that once we do reacb that point of satisfying ourselves on

the work-papers, we still may require more. Their reference as

~o the timing of tbe interviews as if, for instance, the staff

interviews did not occur by a certain point in tim. that we would

not accept them on that basis, and tbat's wbat concerns me also,

tbat the Committe bas expressed before this concern of -what do

you want?- -What can we provide?- We want to provi~e the

information for you, and that--so that I want them to know beyond

the work-papers wbat else we are going to be expected of them so

that they aren't out there trying to fisb to find out wbat we

want in terms of standard of proof.

MCGARRY: I am going to callan Commissioner Barris and we will
•

let you pick up on that a little later on, Ray. Commissioner

Barris.

BARRIS: Bow much money are we talking about say under ~~is item

of "overhead allocations· on pages 19 and 20 using the bottom

numbers?

00020
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LISI : As fu as all of the expenditures charged to ·overbead-
allocations?·

MCGARRY: Ray Lisi.

BARRIS: No, just under the item ·overhead allocations.

LISI: 0.1. The way the C01IIIIlittee's response came in, .e are-
unable to come up witb a dollar amount based on the overhead

allocation. Because that percentage was applied to a number of

separate catego~ies and it more or less overlaps into some areas.

Tho.. overbead allOcation percentages were applied to a number of

different expenditures that we bad outlined 1n the Audit neport.

BARRIS: What were they appliea to otber than overhead?

.&!!I: Well, that's the question we have right now. We don't

know what the Committee defined as overhead. We saw those

percentages applied to such things as car rentals, gasoline,

rent, utilities, there were a large--varied number of

expenditures that these were applied to.

HARRIS: Do you have those enumerated anywhere?

~: No, I don't have those broken down in the Audit Report.

HARRIS: What would the total be if the Committee were allowed to

apply these formulas to all of these items that they say come

under overhead?

~: We would have to work up that figure. I don't have it

available.

RARRIS: Do you have any rough idea?

~: I couldn't give a figure on that right now.

00021

26 RARRIS: Is it just peanuts, or is it real money?

27 ~: Well, the overhead allocation, it appears to ~e, was one,

28 I can say this, was one of the met~ods used that applied to, I

29.1 would say more expenditures, than I would say the other

30 I categories did.
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BARRIS: What is the ju.~lfication for plcking out the.e four

states and building a na~lonal average on that basis? The only

state. with whicb we are really concerned are Iowa and Hew

Hampshire. The accounting people, Pox and Company, apparently

simply interviewed the bead of the campaign in eacb state and

pulled some figures out of the bat. Why don't they use whatever

figures they bad for Iowa and New Hampshire rather than this

business of striking an overall percen~age and applying it

nationally.

MCGARRY: Ray Lisi.

~: They didn't give us any justification for using those four

states otber than the fact that they were used.

BARRIS: See, tbey apparently simply talked to the state

~oordinators, and I can't imagine tbat the work-papers are going

to amount to anything. That's probably wby they didn't give them

to you. But they assigned percentages to employees in each state

based on interviews with the state coordinators, then they--these

figures of 1" of payroll costs relating to fundrais}ftg and 22'

to compliance, they seem to bave applied nationally. Well,

suppose they got mucb higher figures for Iowa and New Hampshire

or mucb higher estimates for Iowa and New Hampshire. That would

be a better indication of expenditures in those particular states

than striking some kind of national average and applying it to

them, wouldn't it?

~: That's correct. If those expenditures were higher. As I

say, they didn't give us any justification whatsoever for

selecting these four states. And I don't have an answer to that

question as to why they picked those particular four states other

~han Iowa and of course New Hampshire, you would expect them to

include those.
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BARRIS: What have we done 1n this overhead allocation business

with other commit~.es?

LISI: The ~nly otber committees that I am aware of rigbt now

where we have figures on would be Carter and Reagan. And in the

Carter instance, there was an allocation whicb was applied to

overhead expenditures 1n tbe states. And the Committee-

BARRIS: Where did that come from?

LISI: That came from a study tbat was done by a CPA wbo was on-
loan to the Committee and the figure they used was 6. and the

only allocation--

BARRIS: Was wbat:?

~: Six percent.

HARRIS: Siz?

.~: Six percent. And that

HARRIS: Por which?

~: Was applied only to compliance. There was no fundraising

exemption applied to the states. And as far as I know, in the

Reagan situation in New Hampshire the expenditures were viewed on

their own. There were no percentages applied and if an

expenditure related to a fundraiser, then it was cbarged off to

an exempt category and not allocated to the state. And the same

was done for compliance.

HARRIS: But what did they do--did they do any overhead

allocations?

LISI: No. Reagan did not.-
HARR!S: Well, this thing is a terrible mess it seems to me. To

begin with, the line between fundraising and expenditures and

campaigning is totally unrealistic. It is in the statute, but

~J 00023
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they state they did, the head of the state office, then we would

want to see the questions that they asked this individual•. We

would want to have a list of the names of tne individuals whicb

they did provide in their response. I think we would want to see

exactly, again, what it is that they define as a compliance or

fundraising activity: so that we could verify at least that we

were in agreement on that. That the function of the individual

whose time was bein9 allocated was, indeed, working on compliance

and fundraising activity.

REICHE: Ray. In terms of responding to the questions, or the

comments of Counsel, wbat in your estimation would be the minimum

you.would neea? I don't mean in terms of exact papers, but the

minimum in terms of information to enable you to make an informed

judgment as to the validity of the 22 and 17 percent.

~: A lot of tbat would depend on what method the accounting

firm used. If they did' go to the individuals in the states as

BARllS (continuing): there just isn't any difference. It ••ems

to me that the best argument can be made on behalf of the

Committee is that the thing is so complicated and uncertain that

we should give them the benefit of the doubt. The whole business

is terribly unsatisfactory.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.
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=epor~ which aoes deal somewhat with reimbursements from the

t~e report. Oh, I'm sorry, the -National ~:essn Section of the

t~e "advance staff- sec~ion of the report as we get :urther on in

REICHE (continuing):
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MCGARRY: Governor 'l'hamson. .

'!'BOMSON: When 1:I1is matter was here before, there was quite aD

extended colloquy concerning the ground costs ana the travel

expenses and it was between Commissioner Aikens and Rick Balter

ana Ray Lisi and the answer that was given was tba~ in this case,

~here was no possibility that they were going over their limi~ in

New Hampshire ana Iowa and so those matters hadn't been 90~e

16"iI i:'1to. And it was also qui te apparent that there weren't adequate
~

11 ~ ~ecords or any record at all kept. Now why hasn't t~at subject

;S!: been addressed in this report.i;,.... :;
19 ~ MCGARRY: Ray Lisi.

I!
22:~1-1 ~: I believe -that the discussion at that time pertained to

~ ~he overall limit as opposed to the New Hampshire or the Iowa
I,
:1

22~! limits and it involved the--as you say the ground costs, or the
~l

23:\ reimbursement of the ground costs by the press. And at that

~ime, as I say, we were speaking about the New Bampshi:e, I" m

sorry, the overall expenditure limit as opposed to the New

3ampshire and the Iowa limit. We do have a discussion here unde:
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~ (continuing): national press .s far as a retmbursabl.

expenditure to that s~ate and tberefore not being allocable to

that state.

THOMSON: But it has no relationship to--over in a state, it was

total.

LISI: That's correc~. It was the overall that the Committee did-
not approach.

MCGARRY: Mr. Sarris.

HARRIS: What was the legal department? What was their

recommendation? Specifically as to what we sbould do on this

item?

STEELE: Well, again, Marsha is more familiar with the specifics.

MCGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEELE: But in my mind what you have to do here is tell tbem

wbat information you want and why you want it, which I don't

think you have done. I am sure if we want the--if the Auditors

decide that they need, you know again, tbe question of the

outside CPA which is also in the Carter case, if you:decide--if

what the Commission here decides is that you want in this

instance, you want further backup of ~~at, I think you have a

right to go get that. ~he difficulty that I see with this is

perhaps the one that you were alluding to. You have said in your

regulations that you need a reasonable allocation. The Auditors

seem to be saying, 8Well, we can't decide whether this is a

reasonable allocation on the basis of the record here.- I am not

quite clear, but I thi~k it is quite confusing and organized in a

way that I find it very hard to get out of that exactly what more

would substantiate that matter. If ~hat is needed is the audit

.I

It,
I ./1
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, STEZLE (continuing): workpapers from the ou~.id. CPA. then %

2 think you can go to it•.
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GENTNER: I think tbe report star~s to go down that way. It

starts out by saying the general theory sounas good to us, I just

"compliance" and "fundraising" etc. meets ours, what we will do.
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don'~ think i~ goes far enough in saying what we want before we

will say that, ·O.K., you have now come ana shown us why our

figures should be replaced by your figures.· In that vein, I

think we ought to make it clear tha~ once they' supply us the

work-pape~s and once they satisfy us that t~ei: definition of

" ,. 00027
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GBR'l'NER (continuing): low I mean will we require IDOre, or will

we accept that? And with that is tbe problem of, if we do

require more it would probably be a good idea to decide now

generally what more we are going to want before we send the

committee out on the task of pulling togetber information only to

be told that -gee, that's not enougb- or -that's very nice wbat

you have sbown us, but it is not relevant.-

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

RBICBB: But Marsba, one thing we've got to be careful about and

you and I bave previously discussed this, and tbat is we can't

put the Commission in a position of saying, ·Yes,· as I said to

you yesterday, -Give us A, S, C, and you are home free.- Because

you never know wben A, B, and C is going to disclose a possible D

ana, therefore, you have got to leave some flexibility for the

Commission. So that kind of a statement in bere or a sentence in ~

the Report, I think we have got to be very wary of particularly

from a practical viewpoint and tbat we would like some additional

information. What tbat information is about, I thinK can be

stated, and I said earlier, I think probably we can get some

greater detail on that but I don't see this as any insoluble

problem, I really don't. I think you go that route and I think

you will have your answer.

MCGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Along that line, is it information you need from Pox

and Company as to how they arrived at these figures, or is it

information that you would get from the Committee?

~: It would most likely be information from Fox and Company.

We have already asked them for this information and haven't

received anything to date •
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~IBRNAN: Bave we ever gone out to a third party l1ke that to

reques~ any information? We baven't, have we? You would bave to

request it through the Committee indicating in the Audit Report

that--whether or not this was a reasonable allocation would have

to be something that was determin~d on the basis of an analysis

. of tbe methodology used by Poz and Company.

LISI: In the case of the media expense, we bave gone out to-
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media firms. But that has always been with going through tbe

C01lllllittee.

TIERNAN: Through t:he C01IIIlittee, yes.

LISI: Through the Committee.-
TIERNAN: And they came in wi th-

~: I guess that is the only time I can recall.

MCGARRY: Mr. Gross.

GROSS: To be more specific in some instances, some of the

problems that we have are almost prejudgments contained in the

Audit Reports. For instance, on page 11, the last sentence of

the first paragraph, it's not a complete statement, eh, I mean

2i audits the Auditors ~ay have had contemporaneous interviews

28 during the Threshold Audi~s with people who may have been

29
I,

30 I

i
available, or who may have been at the headquarters while the
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GROSS (continuing): Thresbold Audit was taking place and they

were having interviews at that time. In this instance, the

interviews had taken place after the fact. I am not so sure

tbat--way after the fact, or in different degrees of timing from

the time that the event took place •. I am not so sure that if it

is a few mon~s later you can't make a better assessment rather

than maybe five or siz, or two weeks later after you do it. And

as far as we are concerned as a legal matter and when sometbing

l1ke this would get to a judicial determination, the timing of

the interview without their being any specific framework, without

there being any specific guidelines or regulations in how this

information is determined tbrough a specified interviewing

process you cannot put any credence on the timing of the

~nterviews because it may be now as opposed to five months later.

The whole interviewing process is one that is tenuous as is

because you don't have really specific lists of questions that

you are asking, uniformity of questions. A lot of it is

dependent upon whom may be available at the time: so~we have some

problem at this point putting in a statement that the timing of

the interview is an important factor to take into consideration.

GENTNER: May I just pick up on that?

MCGARRY: Marsha Gentner.

GENTNER: On page 2S at the bottom at the second to last

paragraph referring to the percentage of the staff time, the

statement, -The Committee has not provided any information as to

how t~ese percentages were derived in general for anyone

individual nor have they been able to provide any justification

for these percentages." What is the justification? Is that

documentacion? And if so, what kind of documentation? Or are we

)
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GBNTBI (con~inuing): speaking of legal jus~ifica~ion? And I

think tha~ kina of ~bing leaves the Commi~~ee in the dark .s to

.xac~ly what troubles the Commission and what we want in terms of

saying--so tha~ we can feel comfor~able in saying tha~ these

alloca~ions are reasonable.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.

AIKENS: I don't know wby all of a sudden we are so concerned

abou~ this Commit~ee in providing them with everyehing when we

bave--tbis documen~ has been delayea in coming before us for

almas~ five months because the Committee bela back materials and

then supplying us with so much material that wasn't properly

submitted nor properly documen~ed: putting tbe auditors through

all kinds of gyrations in trying to figure out wbat their

accounting methods were in order to complete a final audit, or in

order to complete this Audit Report. I just don't see why we are

bending over backwards trying to supply reasons why tbe Committee

doesn't have to supply us witb the information. We have told

~hem that they have to supply it. The problem here is that they

haven't. Is that correct, Ray?

~: 'lhat 's corr ect • Well, the information-they bave not

supplied information here to allow us to make a determination as

to the mathematical accuracy nor the reasonableness of the

calculations I mi9h~ point out, too, t.~at a number of these areas

that the Committee addresses here--or that we address here in the

final Audit Report, that the Committee did not make any

allocations to at the time we were doing the field work: so these

were all new allocations to us at the time the response came in.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.
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RBICBB: Ken, wi~b all due respect, I have to ask you one quick

question. Have you ever tried to fill ou~ time records sometime

after tbe fact? I would be a better lawyer if I admitted that I

had never tried to do it, but yes, I have tried to do it on

occasions. Ken, it is just human nature. The farther you get

away from tbe event, tbe more hazy your recollection becomes and,

therefore, wben they start talking about the timing of

interviews, in terms of making your allocations, being important,

yes, it is important. Sure, it is important.

GROss: But the point of the matter is tbat if we had

regulations, guidelines, anything that informed the Committee, or

any Committee for that matter, that what we are looking for are

time schedules, or we will be interviewing at a particular time

%0 ascertain this information, that would be fine. But this is a

process in which the Audit Division qoes througb in seeking

information from a Committee. Sometimes they CaD do it

contemporaneously because of circumstances that are beyond

anybody's control. People happen to be around or people aren't

around. Sometimes it is done later on and to accord weight based

on circumstances tbat are beyond the control of tbe Committee Of'

the auditors seems to me, as a legal standard, is something we

have difficulty in justifying it.

REICHE: Well, Ken, I would have to disagree because the standard

is one of reasonableness here. And reasonableness involves human

nature. It has to. And the ability to recall dims with the

passage of time and therefore, the burden of proof is on them to

produce some reasonable method. Our Auditors aren't saying that

\
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RBICBB (continuing): what they have used here is unr.a.onabl.,

bu~ wb.~ tbey are saying is that based on wha~ we have they can't

tell wbether it 1s reasonable. And therefore, they need

additional information. Now, if you toss timing into that, I

think--I don't see that you need spelled out in regulations that

tbe timing of the basis of that information is important. I

think that goes with the standard of reasonableness. If you have

someone coming along, three, four years later trying to tell you

precisely how to allocate that time, it wouldn't take a PbD to

say, wRo, that doesn't sustain the test of reasonableness.- I

just think it is implicit wben you talk about reasonableness you

have got to talk about information which is maybe not prepared

13 the same day, but which has some degree of fresbness to it. And

14

15.'
19

t'

18 '

t9~

~:. I
~

22~
I

23 l
24 ,I

25 j
;

26

~o me, that's involved, that's implied with the standard of

-reasonableness.-

GROSS: But it is not clear that the Committee could have

provided that information because of the circumstances at tbe

time it occurred. That's the problem.

REICH!: Every other Committee could, why couldn't they?

GROSS: SOlDe of the Committees could. Some committees supplied

information others--

REICHE: Well, all right. But the burden of providing a

re~sonable standard, not standard, a reasonable method, that

burden is on them. And they then say, WAll right, this is how we

did it.- And the Commission judges whether it was reasonable or

not, but at least the Committee has to come forth initially and

:7 say, -This is how we did i~, we think it is reasonable.· And we-

2E -they may even say, ftWe defy you to say it is unreasonable.- But

29 at least tell us how you did it. That's what is missing here.

30 They haven't told us in sufficient detail how they did it.
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MCGARRY: Governor: 'rh01l8on.

THOMSON: I would like to inquire if this Committee bad k.p~

records, adequate records, would all of this discussion be

necessary? Or would you bave bad it all in the records that you

had an opportunity to see?

LISt: I think as I said before, many of the area. that we are-
addressing now are areas that we did not look into in the actual

field work stage of the audit. In otber words, we did not do any

work with overbead allocations daring the field work portion qf

the audit because the Committee did not allocate anytbing to

overhead or exempt categories based on overhead. Now they may

well have bad the information there and may still bave the

information there for us to make a determination as to that fact,

but we would need to know exactly what method they used to arrive

at the percentages, what the assumptions were and what records

they actually used. We know they do have payroll records which,

obviously would be an important factor.

THOMSON: So that's all you are asking them to prov1~e the

information necessary for you to make a decision?

~: That's correct.

MCGARRY: Marsha Gentner.

TIERNAN: Oh Mr. Chairman. May I ask a question? Old you have

an opportunity when you did the field work to go throu9h the

payroll records?

~: Yes, we did.

TIERNAN: All of the payroll records were available to the Audit

Division?

~: ~~e payroll records ~~at were available-

TIERNAN: Up to that time.
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LISll Were the payroll registers which indicated the .alari.s

and tbe different cost centers tbat tbe.e people--

~lBRNAN: The difficulty is tbat when you did that field work you

didn't know that tbey were going to later allocate overhead?

LISI: That's correct.-
TIBMAN: That '. your problem.

MCGARRY: Marsha Gentner.

GBH'1'HER: Well, tbat 1s ezactly the point that I wanted to

clarify. It is not as if tbis information bas been--we have

.sked for this information and tbe Committee bas withheld ~t and

now is saying -accept what w. say,· but we did an Interim Report

based on tbe field work that we did in the Audit and the

Committee came back with some rather different theories as to how

they thought you migbt allocate tho.. figures and wbat we have

now is we don't have th. work-papers for the new figures tbat tbe

Committe. ha. now put forth 1n its response to the Interim Audit.

So that'. why we find ourselves in this position. It's not a

position at the Committee refusing to give us information and the

General Counsel's Office doesn't believe that we donit have a

right to look at those work-papers before we say, ·Yes chis is

reasonable.- What we are concerned about is the eztent of that

inquiry and giving the Committee some notice as to what we are

goin9 to require. And perhaps requiring things from the

Committee ~~at they couldn't have known we were going to require.

Time sheets is a perfect example. Lots of campaigns don't use

time sheets or have their workers keep time sheets and at ~~is

~ime if we are going to say, all that will satisfy is time

sheets, you have a problem of fairness and warninq to the

Committee.
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MCGARRY: Yes, Ray.

LISI : I don't want the impression to come for:1:h here that we

have not asked for this information previously. This 18 not the

first time the Committee will see this information requested in

the Audit Report. ~he response of the Committe. wa. received on

May 19. Prom tbat date forth, the only item that we received on

May 19th was a computer print-out and the Committee's response

which is attached to the Audit aeport. ~b.re wa. no

documentation provided. They came in witb docamentat1on later

on. We bave repeatedly asked them to supply additional

information for us. So this is not tbe first t1me the Committee

will see this request for this information. The Poz letter was

received--we have a copy of it here--on June 2nd, ratber it is

.dated June 2nd. We received it a couple of days after that.

Prom the time we received the letter was within a couple of days,

we asked the Committee people to supply us with the work-papers

to support this information.

SARRIS: You asked them for the Pox work-papers? What aid they

reply?

~: The only information we got from them since then is that

they have requested it and someone from Poz Company is werking on

gathering the information, but they haven't supplied anything to

us as of this time.

BARRIS: Bow can they be working on it? Either they have the

werkpapers or they don't have the work-papers.

TIERNAN: They are working on finding them, I guess.

AIKENS: They are creating them.

TIERNAN: I don't think that is necessarily so.

MCGARRY: Joe Stoltz.
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so you contacted the Treasurer or someone on the Committee--

TI~RNAN: But when you got the letter from Fox and Company and

you analyzed that, you ~new--I assume that you reached a

conclusion that there was no basis for you to say that it was a

:easonable allocation or that it wasn't a reasonable allocation:

MCGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Ray, you say requested that. Is that in writing?

~: No, that was not in writing.

'1'IBRNAN: And you made one request?

~: One of the reasons it was not in writing was because the

Committe's response was due on May 19th and in most cases we

would not include any additional information received after that.

These had been verbal requests to the Committee to provide some

of this information.

the point the whole thing comes down to. Was there some sort of

an informed decision made on these percentages? Was there enough

information available at the time to make that kind of decision,

~r were they simply somebody's recollection four months later and

the individual doing the recollecting mayor may not have been

even around at tbe time.

STOL~Z: JU8t one comment here. It is entirely po.sible that if

we get • bold of all the papers the accounting firm developed in

tbe course of this thing that we will be satisfied. Depending on

the content. Bowever, if there is no indication in there what

the duties were of the individuals whose time was allocated to

tbe various functions or the individual who was interviewed had

any indication of wbetber that person was even in a position to

know the responsibilities of each individual were, then we are

not going to be a wbole lot better off than we are now except

that we can check their ariehmetic. And I think tbat is kina of
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TIERNAN: After the 2nd?

~: Rigbt •

TIERNAN: And you bave not made any further--

~: No, we bave talked to the Committee Comptroller or the

accountant bandling tbe affairs of the Committee periodically. I )
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LISI: That i8 correct.

TIERNAN: And told them that, wbat? What did we tell 1:h••?

LISI: We explained to him that we didn't feel tbe letter from-
Pox was sufficient to support their allocations or their

percentages. All right, and that we needed addition.'.

information. They asked wbat type of information we would fteed

and we told them the work-papers that Poz bad uSeG, or tbat Poz

and Company bad used to generate ebis information.

'l'IBRHAR: When was tbat? Sometime about: the 15~ of June?

LISt: This was same time after June 2nd.-

would say that we talk to him on tbe average of once a week and

he has indicated-I spoke to him a few minutes before I came up

to the meeting--and they were asking for--they have indicated

that they are going to supply additional information, but they

have not.

~IERNAN: So as I get it, some representative of the Committee is

saying, ·We are trying to get a hold of these from the Pox

people,· the work-papers, or the basis of the method ~hey used to

arrive at these percentaqes that we have applied for our, on the

basis for our reasonable allocation?

~: That is correct.

MCGARRY: T~ank you, Commissioner. Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Just a quick question, did you keep writ~en memoranda of

the telephone conversation?

)
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LISt: There may be some. On ones where we reque.ted specific-
informa~ion I believe we would probably have th... There was

also a meeting.

REICHE: I think you have got: to. You know, because 1f we are

going to arm our lawyers at a later date witb sufficient

background evidence Ray, I think that is very important.

~: I migbt point out--

MCGARRf: Mr. Gross.

GROSS: Just to sWIIIDuize our position, I think the 1.8t point

you made is alon9 tbe line. Just 80 there is no

misunderstanding. We are trying to develop a record here of what

has been requested. All we are really looking for is greater

specificity in the types of documents that we are looking for and

a telephone conversation probably will almost come down to being

nonexistent by the time you get: to sustaining this. There bave

not been specific requests. It is difficult enough saying after

the fact, wbat it is that will satisfy this illusive standard of

reasonableness, but if we are not specific in our requests, then

I think we just hurt our case that much more. What we are trying

to do is build the adequacy of ~he record if we do have to go to

GROSS (continuing): ~hat.

MCGARRY: Thank you, Ken. Ray Lisi.

~: I just wanted to point out one thing-we did have a meeting

with Committee officials--I don;~ recall exactly the aate--on

that ~o discuss the matters in the report.

TIERNAN: And did we memorialize that meeting in a memorandum?

~: Yes, we do have a ~emorandum on that meeting. We did

discuss a number of these areas and the Committee's response.
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REICHE: Was tha~ within the last month or two?

LISt: I would say so.-
STOLTZ: Month or six weeks, I would say.

TIERNAN: Wbere--so let me see-that if we were to approve, 1.t'.

assume that we resolve everything today, if we were to appro••

the final Audit Report on tbe Kennedy Committee today, and yet

you have this banging, how would you -- wbere do you addr••• then

the problem with regard to the reasonable allocation?

STOLTZ: It would be-

TIERNAN: I mean other than a discussion of these?

~: We would address tbat in tbe repayment section of the

Report-where we come up witb the figures for ~;e expenditures

over the limit in New Hampshire and in Iowa wbich would gives the

Committee 30 days to supply any additional information.

TIERNAN: And to arrive at that, Ray, you would bave ~ say that ~)

you don't accept the allocations that have been proposed by them?

~: That is correct.

TIERNAN: And ye~, we are not in a position to say ttia~ that

allocation was a reasonable allocation or not.

~: That's correct. We don't know if it was a reasonable

allocation.

TIERNAN: So the problem the Commissioners have right now, I

think, is that there is no way that we could reasonably expect

the Commissioners to approve sending out this kind of an audit

report until we get that. Now, I mean that is the difficulty we

are in now. And it is not any fault of the Audit Division, but

it seems to me that you have got to someway sa/, ·You have got 10

days or 2 weeks to supply this infor~ation or we are not going to
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TIERNAN (con~inuing): find 1~ to be a rea.onabl. allocation.

You know, if you want to reach it. Becaus. tbat is ~be

conclusion you are going to come to if you are golng to approve

this Audit Report ~oday. Now, that's tbe way I f.el.

MCGARRY: Marsba Gentner.

GENTNER: Procedurally, the scenario I bad envisioned if we could

work ou~ the language problems would be tbat the Audit Report

would go out. They would have the 30 days to cont••t that: and

part of tba~ would be to find information and tben in 'reviewing

it, if the auditors felt that it was sufficient, we would modify

the repayment determination.

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: I was going to say I don't see wby we can't consider it.

~ou know, approving or disapproving the Audit Report on the basis

of the evidence that we have had, or that we have at the pr.sent

time, knowing that they will have the 30 days in which to respond

anywaYJ so if they disagreed with our finding tbat on the b.sts

of evidence we have right now, we can't support that: standard,

fine. Then let them introduce the additional evidence, if they

have it.

MCGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEELE: I think that, to some extent, that is where the problem

lies. You were then making, you are now making your preliminary

determination that you can prove, ineffectively going forward and

saying that they have not done a reasonable allocation. I don't

see where--I mean if that is the way you come out, then that is

:he way you come out, but you are then going to be--t~e basis for

that is t~en going to be t~at they have not supplied, in my mind,

til O~Oi1
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STBBLB (continuing): relatively unstated materials wbich you are

not specifying whicb we feel that we need to make the

determination so that, in effect you are going out and saying,

·Well, we are going to find--we are going to make our

determination--· which is your first pUblic statement that you

have looked at all their records and added everything up and you

are going to make the determination that they went over, but the

basis for that is going to be that you don't have enough from

looking at the records, so I think you are going to have a very

difficult time wben it comes forward because in effect that means

that they are going to bave to disprove--you are saying to the.,

WNow disprove it. w So that's the difficulty as I see it with the

position you will be in.

REICHE: Now Charlie, I can't see that. And the reason I can't

see it is simply because built into this system all along the

line through the Interim Report and so forth, have been a series

of time factors wbereby they are given additional time to provide

further information all along the way. And we are not saying now

that on the basis of all the evidence that could be introduced

that is unreasonable, but we are saying, "You bad ample time and

we have requested - repeatedly - the information whicb perhaps

proves your case, we don't know. You haven't availed yourself of

that; and therefore, on tbe basis of that which we have, we can't

find that it is reasonable. w You then give them the 30 days 

that is built into the process - if they don't come forward then

-all we are saying is that based on the evidence we have, it is

not reasonable--if that is the point you have reached. But you

can't just keep giving extensions and extensions when ~e have

built due process into this procedure from t~e very beginning.
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S'rBBLB: All I am saying 1s that I think that t:he basis on whicb

you are going to say -It is not reasonable is, to me, very

unclear at this time.

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: I don't find the word -reasonableR used in part of the

regulations dealing with Allocation of Expenditures Among States

by Candidates for Presidential Nomination. It is used in some

other places, but I don't find it there. I likewise don't find

anything saying it is tbe Presidential committee's burden. We

say in the regulations that it is their burden to sbow that

disbursements are made for qualified campaigft expenditures, but I

don't see that the burden is put anywbere on this allocation of

expenditures among the states--or that the reasonableness

·standard is set forth.

STEELE: Again, I think tbat the allocation is dealt with in

106.2, and it seems to me that you do bave imported there that

idea of the reasonable allocation. I agree, I think if I

understand you, that the question of the burden of ~oof, of

proving an allocation was reasonable or unreasonable was not so

clearly set forth, but I think one of the very difficulties is

going to be that these regulations don't seem to have given them

a specific statement setting out exactly what--regulations or

anything else--wbat information ~.ey have to Keep in order to

establish their allocations. However, given the fact that it is

-first of all, has proven for everybody a tremendously "difficult

area, your regulations are not specific and as ! said, in reading

through 106.2 it seems to me that you do have imported that idea

OOO~3
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STBBL& (continuing): of reasonableness, but even witbou~ thae,

you baven't said any~bing else. In other words, you haven't pue

forward that they have to maintain it, so that you will be going

forward proving non-reasonableness because you are dissatisfied

with something that is relatively unspecific. So that 1s wbere

the difficulty seems to come.

MCGARRY: Do you have any suggestion at this lIOment, Cbarlie?

STEELB: I think that the Commission in order to--my problem is I

think the formulation bas got to be along the lines of whatever

procedural metbods you use it for of being quite specific or

relatively specific, not necessarily saying that if you give us

this, then you are off the book, but that then you bave to

specify wbat it is that they have not provided. Records that

they should bave kept that tbey have not provided. And as I

think Ken indicated, I think we bave--although it may well be

true--that in the back and forth with the auditors that the

auditors feel that they have requested some of this material, but

you will not have at this juncture if you go forward:witb tbis a

very good case for saying that you are founding this

determination on the failure of the Committee to come forward

with evidence because the requests for it seems to be solely

oral. They are ones that I tbink you then have to go in and say,

"Yes, but we did request it.- So I think that in my mind you

.have to make specific some way what information it is you think

that they have to come forward with that they have been requested

to come forward with that they have not come forward with.

Again, if it is the audit work-papers from the Fox Company, which

seems to be the ~ajor item that Ray :eels t~ey have requested

OonJ,I,
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STBBLB (continuing): tha~ would enable them to make the judgmen~

tbat they feel tbey are supposed to, that seems to me, as Marsha

says, I think you can certainly request those papers and have a

good case for it if you want to go forward on that. I think you

are in a difficult situation establishing your preliminary

determination on the lack of records, as Ken says (inaudible) in

that sense.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.

AIKENS: Joe, what have we required in the allocation formulas

that other Committees bave used? Have we required work-papers?

In the Rea9an General, we did the interviewing on the allocations

of their staff and overhead.

MCGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: Yes. In conjunction witb the Treasurer with whatever

staff remained at the time,' based on what various people did. Of

course, that's a little easier situation. That was headquarters.

And these are state offices and I think it is a little harder to

later lay your hands on it. The other one that was done that

comes to mind is the Carter case. They did both state and field

office, headquarters and field offices. Headquarters was done

based on interviews conducted by an individual who was

commissioned to do that. They kept very detailed records, and so

forth. We could then go around behind those and in fact, we

challenged and changed a few of them. And a similar procedure

was done with the field people. Now this was all done while the

campaign was active and alive. But it never came down to a

question of adequate records. The materials developed by the
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STOLTZ (continuing): individual wbo was doing the work were

quite adequate to show what be had done and how he bad done it.

On wbat basis he had done it. We simply don't have that here.

It may be contained in the Pox papers. It may not.

AIKENS: Ray, the comment that the calculations were based on a

single individual's recollection. Are you talking about in each

state? In otber words was this just more than one person in each

state, sucb a8 the state cbairman or tbe state treasurer?

LISI: In t:be !'ox letter, I t:blnk they spoke to the bead of the-
state offices and interviewed him as to wbat activities took

place in that office and the amount of time that was spent by the

individuals who worked in that office.

AIKENS: And approximat:ely bow many people in each office are we

t:alking about?

~: We have 30 in New Hampshire and 32 in Iowa, lS in New York

and 5 in Ohio.

AIKENS: Do you think that anyone can recollect after all this

time the power activity of 30 people without some proof? It is

just unreasonable.

TIERNAN: They also prOVide an individual breakdown bere.

MCGARRY: Mr. Tiernan •

TIERNAN: It also individually breaks down the percen~ages for

fundraising and compliance for the individuals in eacb of the

states, doesn't it?

~: That is correct. The individuals' names are listed and

then there are columns for fundraising and one for compliance

with the percentage next to his name.

T!~RNAN: Such as ~r. Miller in Iowa is a 100i compliance?

MCQARRY: Mr. Reiche

//,.
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REICBB: I am going ~o ~ry to break the logjam. Is it possible,

and I made this suggestion earlier, but perhaps the auditors

could describe in somewhat more detail the type of information

they would like which might make Counsel's job easier at a later

date, but not try to dot every wi- and cross every Wt- because

you just can't do that. And I tbink we all realize that you

can't do that. But is it possible that that could be done and

belp meet some of the objections that are being voiced at the

table because if so, I think that migbt be a way of doing itJ

then moving on to wbatever tbe next item is.

~: I think we could include information in the Report--wbich

I think we have done--

RBICBB: In part we have done.

.~: - stating what we don't have. The problem that I see

anyway is nat so much requesting certain information, but

requesting that information that the Committee used at arriving

at these percentages. It is difficult to do that because they

are the only ones ~~at know wbat they used. We don'~ know. And

we do not want to limit ourselves to asking for specific

information and we would bave to make it a rather general

statement in there, perhaps to the effect that -the following

documentation is not limited to.-

REICHE: Yes. Ray, I understand your position, and I agree with

your position on that because one thing may lead to another and

you have got to leave yourself open if it does. I appreciate

that. But i: that could be done, Mr. Chairman, I think perhaps

that ~ight be of some help on this thorny point, which would

amount to ?e~haps a slight redraft in certain places, but if that
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REICHE (contin~ing): were the case, I think it is so impor~.nt

to get this OU~ that somebow I would like to see if we couldn't

address it Thursday of this week in a special Executive Session

just to get it out and be done with it.

MCGARRY· Yes. Mr. Gross, what is your comment?

GROSS:

----_... --
MCGARRY: Then what would you recommend in implementing that~-

Ray?

~: If I defer to J~e, and if he doesn't have any problem with

doing this, you know I think if the Commission did want to meet

on Thursday, we could redraft sec~ions of the report sitting down

with Counsel and, you know, reach an agreement on these. There

are other sections of this finding on whicb we seem to have the

same problem.

MCGARRY: Yes.

~: And there are some other sections where I believe we are

in agreement. And I think that if we were to do that, we would

want to defer disc~ssion on the rest of the finding until that

point.

MCGARRY: I think that whatever we could move this afternoon we

should and leave the other for you to work out with the General

Counsel and come back Thursday mor~in9. Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: In t~is sec~ion, I would suspect that some additional

language would have ~o be added to the :irst full paragraph on

page 20 which is kind of the conclusion sec~ion for that.

, .
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TIERNAN: Yes. I think that makes the record a little better.

TIERNAN: That there as been a request since the Fox letter came

I think thestandard type thing to go in an Audit Report.

GROSS: I don't really have a problem memorialiZing it. It's a

report, Joe?

Wouldn't you want that?

GROSS: What, the time?

S~OLTZ: I believe Ray may have some notes on some requests he

made and we could.

~IBRHAN: Page 20?

STOLTZ: Page 20. Possibly in, the second sentence which is,

-therefore, absent submission of- we could detail, try to detail

possibly more than content of what could be submitted rather than

a description of what types of documents would be submittea.

MCGARRY: Is that agre••ble, Ken?

GROSS: I think that is a--you know that is a good area to work

on in redrafting rigbt in there.

BAlUtIS: Bow would you word this?

GROSS: Well, I think that we would be looking for is something

that goes toward a standard of something that would be sufficient

documentation. Exactly bow you describe that, I don't know. Is

it work-papers, is it affidavits, is it an actual transcript of

an interview? That type of thing.

BAlUtIS: At this point, it seems to me that you would simply ask

for the work-papers and if you could get them, you would be able

to make some determination as to tbeir adequacy.

TIERNAN: And I think you ought to put in the timeframe that you

have already requestea these. Can you include that in this
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GROSS (con~inulng): impor~an~ thing 18 that a fo~l co.ai••1on

request be made a~ tbis point. That's a critical factor,

ultimately an important factor that ultimately puts for~b

sufficient specificity.

MCGARRY: Witb all of tbat, wbat coule! ••--can we 111098 anytbing

~his afternoon?

LISI: As far as this finding, wbat relate. to this ~iftdift9, I-
think it migbt be best to take the wbole finding up at one poin~.

Or we could bandle certain portions of it. Parts wbere .e don't

have problems--(inaudible)

TIERNAN: You are talking about the recommendations appearing on

tbe top of page 17? Would tbat cover all tbe material going

before that?

LISI: Refering to the bottom?....--

TIERNAN: No, to tbe top.

ga: Twenty-six at the bottom?

TIERNAN: Page 26 at the bottCII, I'm sorry, you are rigbt. That

takes it up to that1 so if you just postpone action qn that, tbe

Chairman wants to know if we can proceed with some other--

~: O.K. Well, there are other portions of that finding that

we could possibly discuss for the Commission's information.

MCGARRY: Yes.

ga: On which the Counsel and the Audit staff do agree with the

requests for whatever informaeion that has been included. And if

we go to page 20, the Interstate Travel and Communications, the

Middle of page 20, this was another area that tbe Committee has

addressed. At the time of receiving ~~eir response they stated

that t~ey we:e going to attempt to delete all 10n9 distance

telephone charges made in Iowa and New Hampshire and charge them

to an exempt category. Again, bere we have a problem with work-

)
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~ (continuing): papers that were supplied to us to support

tbe•• calculations. That now appears to be a moot point since 1n

the Commis.lon's discu.slon of the Carter respon•• back on ~un.

9th, at that point tbe Commi.sion approved the sending of a

letter to tbe a!fected Pr••idential candidate. concerning the

long d18tance telephone charg.. and ba.ically that letter stated

that the Committe•• could charge to the--to an exempt category

long distance telephone calls mad. ou~.lde tbe state ~o tbe

national headquarters. The letter .a. mailed to tbe Kennedy

Committee on July 2nd giving tbe. a 30 day r.spons. period. And

we bave not received any response from the Committee to that

letter. So, therefore, we haven't .ade any adjustments to their

telephone allocations at this point. Tbe--another part of that

finding dealt witb interstate delivery charge. and there were

some that we coula--they did provide invoices and supporting

documentation for and we did adjust the figures for that, but at

this point, we bave not adjusted their figures for the telephone

charges--long distance telephone charges. Does Counlel have any

comments on that one?

MCGARRY: Marsha Gentner.

GZNTN2R: Just one minor point and that is the last paragraph

where it speaks of adjusting totals, we would like to see tbe

tigures in there. The adjustments that were made.

GROSS: I would also add that it is this type of recitation of a

letter, certi~1ed, showing receipt, requesting/demanding

documents that is the type of thing we are lookin9 for in scme of

~hese requests underlying the documentation problems that we

have. This is a good example of that type of follow

up/memorialization.
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LISI: We can add that information on the total.---
The next section that we dealt with was Media. Sere

again, as we noted in the Interim Audit Report, the Committee bad

not allocated any media charges to any state. Now in their

response, the Committee stated that they bad used a new

allocation eormula wbich was based on the number of eligible

Democratic voters and had recalculated their media costs based on

the County Coverage Reports as opposed to the Area of Dominant

Influence whicb was used previously by the Committee. We had

accepted the Committee's allocation done on the Area of cominant

Influence calculations. We have no problem with the use of the

County Coverage Reports by the Committee at this time in cbanging

tbeir allocations. These Reports bave been used by other

Committees also. Now at the time that we received the response

from the Committee, they bad just given us estimates on wbat the

adjustments would be tor media costs. Since that date, they did

provide us with documentation wbich we have reviewed based on the

calculations using the County Coverage Reports ana abort of a few

minor area. where it appears as though the Committee has just

erred in their calculation., starting on page 22, on number 1

three-quarters of the way down the page, we did bave a problem

with the ~act that the Committee haa reallocated tbeir costs

based on just the TV and radio stations that were covtred under

the Area of Dominant Influence. The County Coverage Reports

included approximately 10 stations that were not included under

the ADI figures, under the ADI calculation. Now we know that the

Committee made media bUyS based on the documentation they

provided to us from S of those stations and they have not

reallocated those costs or given us ~~e costs that should be
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LISI (continuing): r.allocated ba.ed Oft those 5 .~ation•• We..........
also have, from one of tho•• stations, at least we know of $1,450

in media buys that should be allocated based on the ceRe In

addition to that, on the three the Committee did provide us with

• schedule of refunds, bowever, these refunds were calculated

based'on tbe ACI percentag•• and not tbe County Coverage Report

percentages. So there are some adjus~ents that would have to be

made tbere. And all of these matters have been discussed witb

the Co..it~.e officials and they bave agreed witb us tha~ the

corrections should be made, or at least tbat tbey will provide us

with the documentation to verify that there sbould be an

allocation to tbose states--to those radio stations, TV now, we

have not made any changes to the Committee's figures until we get

.the final figures from them--the final documentation so we can

compute the final figures and reacb agreement on those.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.

AIKENS: I want to know where they get this -eligible Democratic

votersbip voting age population never implied regist~ation.·

~: The Committee brought this up a number of times and did

indicate in their response that they were going to provide

calculation based on that. They have never come forth and, to my

knowledge, at tbis point, they are not going to attempt to.

AIKENS: You are saying then that they are not using them?

Democratic votership?

~: They did state that they were going to use them, but they

did not to our knOWledge. The figures were just based on the

County Coverage Reports.

AIKENS: So you were hopeful that in the documentation it will

prove whether they did or did not use them?
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LISt: Well, we bave proved 80 far t:hat they have not u••a thu.-
'!bey would have to go back and recalculate all, their figure.

again in oraer to use them.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan.

TIBRNAN: Ray, with regards to footnote '16, on page 22, are you

Baying that they should be allocated some of the time purcba••d

on • TV station in Hew Sedford, Mass. or New Hampshire?

!&!!I: That's correc~. We are not saying tbis. '!'be aocument

they are using is called a County Coverage aeport and it do••

list a Rew Bedford station and ~eing from New Bnglana, I

understand what you are referring to. I lived in Providence and

couldn't get New Hampshire.

TIERNAN: You couldn't get ·Six· in Providence?

LISI: Right. It is difficult to understand why that station--....-

TIERNAN: You could get it in Massachusetts, but I doubt very

much if you are picking up ·Six· in New Hampshire.

~: Right.

TIERNAN: Trying to get additional advertising, of course •

REICHE: A little hara to get through Boston.

TIERNAN: From New Bedford, it is.

REICHE: That'S what I mean.

~: Again, I say we haven't made any changes until we get the

final figures on that and we hoped they would be forthcoming from

the Committee.

I think the next section of the report, the National part,

which deals with the national press probably Counsel would have

the same ~roblem with that they had with compliance and

fundraising, unless they are in agreement on this?

\

29 MCGARRY: Marsha Gentner.
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GBRTNIB: I think it de.erve. some explanation of the Committe.

theory tha~·. been pu~ forth wbich tbe General Counsel's Office

thinks is a sound theory provided the figures can be given to the

Auditors to back it up. The theory is that the Committee charged

a flat rate for air travel for the press and that that rate,

wbile it varied was always over actual first-class air fare,

some~imes two hundred and twenty five percent, two hundred, a

hundred and fifty. They said that wbat they did is they applied

tbe surplus that they received from the air fare knowing that

they were going to receive a surplus. They applied it to the

o~her expenditures that they picked up on behalf of the press.

Ground expenditures, typewriters, food and drinks, whatever. And

they took the surplUS applied to those costs and then they

maintained because that acted as a refund, these ought to be

backed out of their expenditure limitations. They shouldn't be

deemed Committee expenditures and they should be backed out. The

General Counsel's Office agreed that that theory is reasonable

and sound if they can provide us certain figures. Those figures

would be total amount received from the press, the total cost of

travel, air fare travel for the press and then you get your

surplus from there and ~he total expenditures on the press and

how they are final. As the report reads now, it seems that that

theory is not accepted but rather what would be required is a

direct tie with a reimbursement from the press to a specific

expenditure and we believe that the theory used here is merely an

administrative mechanism for the Committee's ease and it seems to

make sense and we don't understand why it is not acceptable to

the Auditors.

ill.!: I will--

nno~~
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MCGARRY: Ray Lisl.

LISI: We agree also with the theory that a reimbursable-
expenditure of the press which has been, or a reimbursable

expenditure from the press which had been allocated to a state

can be exempt from that state's limits if they can show that it

has been reimbursed. The problem we have is in tying in the

particular expenditure to the press. The Committee has come

forth with a number of expenditures. Many of them just expense

reimbursement forms for an advance staff individual and sucb

things as car rentals and in some cases botel charges and charge

those off to exempt press, exempt national press. As Marsha

said, we have not received any figures on the total amount they

expende~ on national press activities nor the reimbursements that

they received. I think the problem that we have bere.is tying in

a specific expenditure to the press.

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Reiche.

REICBB: One question concerning national press on the middle of

page 24. You have a couple of paragraphs there where the

Committee 1s maintaining tbat the salaries of various staff

persons who perform duties associated with handling tbe national

press should not be allocated to an individual state. That's

followed by your paragraph saying you find no statutory or

regulatory basis for exempting these expend~tures, with which I

happen to agree, but how have we handled this in any other

audits, presidential audits?

~: To my knowledge, we have not had any other Presidential

candidate who has charged off--

REICHE Who has charged that?

~: That I know of.
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STOL~Z: As far as I know, this is a new theory.

REICHE: Yes, you know, I cannot find a basis for it myself, bu~

I did, I wanted to be sure that perhaps we had the question arise

in some other audit and I--thank you.

MCGARRY: Yes. Marsba Gentner.

GBNTNBR: Well, of course, this brings up another point wbere we

have' a disagreement with the Auditors again and that 1s we don't

think, pursuant to the recent letter that the Commission sent out

to the candidates, we don't think ministering to tbe na~ional

press constitutes an advance or field work but rather if you have

any--if you're ever going to have anything that fits into the

category of a national expenditure, we feel that ministering to

the national press falls into that category. This is just really

a question of whether you accept that or not.

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: But this goes back, somewhat, Marsba, to a conversation

you and I had before where you are talking about people on the

national scene, your publishers, your editors more pkecisely who

are saying, -Yes, we will send a reporter to New Hampshire, we

will send them to Iowa,· and the fact that they are interested ia

that state--does this place it--the fact that they happen to come

from out of the state does that mean that in determining whetber

to allocate an expense to a state campaign you say, -Ah-ha, here

is a reporter from Nashua, New Hampshire, obviously that is an

in-state so I will charge that against the campaign and here is

one from Washington, D.C., no, that's national, I won't.- I'm

sorry I don't agree as you know, with making that kind of a

distinction. I think as long as the reporter is in the state, as

long as the reporter is working on the campaign that is going on

ono~.,
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RBICBB (continuing): in that state, then I think it is properly

allocable to that state campaign and tbe mere fact that he

happens to be coming from outside the state, I don't see that

that changes it, but that's my view.

MCGARRY: Mr. Gross.

GROSS: My feeling is that on this particular point that it

probably falls more squarely in this policy consideration, or

statement or letter that the Commission issued in the contest of

the Carter case than almost any example that we bave had. This

is a situation of a national person on national salary wbo is

monitoring or administering to national
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I GROSS (can~inuing): press in the state. And we recognize tbe

difficulties of the problems in allocation in tbe states, and

this was one relaxation and liberalization in the aid of tbe

administration of tbis whole sta~e-by-state allocation proble••

This was one area wbere we were going to relax the s~andard8 and

it seems to me this falls ri9b~ within tha~. It would almo8t--it

completely--I can't imagaine where you would fit anything into

this letter or to that adjusted sta~ement that tbe Commission

.ade on this issue if this doesn't fall inca it.

REICHE: You are talking about telephone charges primarily in

that case.

GROSS: No, in fact we were talking--there was two aspects of 'the

policy •. One was t~lephone cbarges that came from the state to

the national which we were exempting because it seemed like we

were doing a one-way and not tbe otber and also the situation of

national campaign staff members. I am reading now from the

le~ter, ·who travel to a particular state for a limited purpose

not constituting advance or field work- because we were trying

work within the confines of AO-79-73 and I don't think

ministering to national press in a limited context while the

whole focus of the national election is focused in either Iowa or

New Hampshire or wherever the primary may be, falls into a

situation where advance work is being done as contemplated in AO

1979-73. And this was almost a perfect situation of a relaxation

because of the whole general problem we had in the state-by-state

allocation.

REICHE: But I would submit, Ken, that there you were talking
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RBICBB (continuing): about a situation of administering to

people on a national level the same as you would -- you a staff ')

person would have been doing were you still back in Washington as

opposed to a situation where you have national press going to

tbat state, taking sufficient interest in the campaign in that

state and being there -- not for tbe purpose of the national

campaign as such -- but for the purpose of tbe election within

that state. Bowever, that's an obvious difference we bave,

so -.

GBRTRER: Just to follow up a little bit on that point.

McGARRY: Marsba GenUler.

GERTNER: I think it's not that the Committee--the advance people

who minister to the press wberever they would be founa and it is

not the Committee who bas decided to go out into New Hampsbire

and make an expenditure, it is the pUblishers who are deciding to -)

send their press there and because it is the duty and the

responsibility of this advance person to minister to the press
-wherever the press may be found, it happens that he is

ministering to the press in New Hampshire, but it's not a

Committee decision to make an expenditure in New Hampshire to

further the Senator's election in New Hampshire.

REICHE: But it is the Committee's decision to minister "there

when they find an out-of-state correspondent. It is not tbeir

decision to send them there, you are absolutely right, but once

they are there, then the Committee can minister as they see fit.

Up to the hilt or, you know, in moderate fashion. Obviously,

they are not going to ignore them and we wouldn't expect them to.

McGarrv: Well, if you think any of this--all of this has been

•I 000&;0
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McGARRY (continuing): difficult and confounding, wait until we

get to the art work. This is nothing but a warm-up. In any

event, I hope the Audit Division and the General Counsel are

going to be able to perform a miracle in 24-hours. I really

doubt that you will turn this thing around and clear the air. I

just see a totally confounding, agonizing--not tbat it is any

one's fault. We are between a rock and a hard place. Not

because of anyone's making, Ray, don't get me wrong, it 1s just a

very difficult situation for everyone including the

Commissioners. Very, very difficult to try to arrive at a

decision. I am just wondering through all of this as I sit bere,

if it is realistic to try and deal witb it Thursday at all in

view of all the work that has to be done and, you know, wbether

or not we should be thinking of going over on it until the 15th.

I am perfectly willing to. I just think that we bave a real big

problem with an awful lot of work to be 'done on everyone's part.

In any event--Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: What would you hope that they could do by Thursaay?

McGARRY: I think tbey are going to be--hopefully--and this is

without even getting to the art work aspect wbich is going to be,

as I say, really all kidding aside, this will be nothing but a

warm-up when we get to that--that's going_to be--with the

confusing posture we are in with the seemingly conflicting AO's

and the difference of opinions with reference to the conclusions

that were arrived at and the way they inter-relate to these

audits. To answer your question, as of now with all of these

problems you are going to work with the General Counsel, the

one's we have discussed here this afternoon-try to find some

common plateau where the General Counsel will feel that at least
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McGARRY: there has been a salutary effort to make a record that

would somewhat stand up and that isn't going to be easy. It i.

going to be very difficult to do but that is the main thing it is

hoped will be accomplisbed by Thursday and that you will resolve

those differences between Audit and the General Counsel. Is that

correct? Is that a fair statement, Ken?

GROSS: That's wbat we will strive for, yes.

BARRIS: Do we have a closed meeting Sunshined for Thursday?

GROSS: No.

McGARRY: Not now, no. Ho, we do not. Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: I was just going to add, if, on some of these points

they cannot reconcile the differences, then I would think their

job is to present those differences and then we vote them--wbat

ever way the Commission bappens to vote.

McGARRY: Governor '!'homson.

THOMSON: Well, Mr. Chairman, if we need some additional

information, why don't we send them a letter and just say,

·Please respond to this within 10 days so that Chis Audit can be

completedo· And by the time we get an answer back, you will be

back here presiding and we will bave the information and maybe we

can conclude this thing.

McGARRY: I see we have an awful lot of problems facing up to

what has to be faced up to by Thursday. Just in this alone

before we get to the others.

THOMSON: Well, I--

McGARRY: I think perhaps you--Ken, what are your comments on

this?

C0062
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GROSS: Well, I think that would be acceptable as far as

satisfying our concern of making it clear as to what we would

want. I think that a letter like that, -- I am sure would convey

that.

THOMSON: Well, 1f you write the let~er with the Auditors looking

over your shoulder why (inaudible).

GROSS: (inaudible)

THOMSON: We would remind them tha~ we, on two or three

occasions, have asked for this and we wanted to give them every

last chance so we are appealing to you--or we are stating that if

that is here within 10 or 12 days, it will be considered in the

decision that the Commission makes.

McGARRY: I think that it would make for a mucb better case and

make it somewhat easier to make a decision on this.

THOMSON: Well, then you wouldn't have this matter up on Thursday

because we won't have a full deck if you recall.

McGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman, May I ask what was the time schedule on

the Kennedy Audit?

McGARRY: Joe, do you?

STOLTZ: Time schedule, I'm not sure--

AIKENS: It was~~their response was due back--for the Interim

Audit Report was due back to the Auditors by when?

STOLTZ: I believe May 19th was the date.

AIKENS: And it was received on time?

STOLTZ: It was received on time.

AIKENS: And in the audit--and in our in-house schedule we are

00063
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AIKENS: Well, that's what I am trying to say, Joe. Our schedule

has been maintained pretty carefully with most of the other

Committees. We are already three months behind the scbedule we

. set out for this Committee. I don't know, I a9ree with

Commissioner Reiche. I would just as SOOft vote it up or down and

see what bappens. They have had three months to supply wbat was

asked for following the Interim Audit Report: and now we are going

to bend over backwards and give them 10 more days to respond and

then they will ask for an extension and I guess we will grant

that.
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AIKENS: giving the Comaittee. 30 days from that point to supply

any additional--I mean tbis was the scbedule set out?

STOLTZ: No. They bad 30 days before the 19th to respond.

AIKENS: All right. Once their response comes in, you bave 5

days?

STOLTZ: ~e normally bave 5 working days-

AIKENS: And OGC bas 5 working days.

STOLTZ: 'fbat's rigbt and in this case it took a lot longer than

that with the siz thousand disbursements we had to go througb one

at a tilDe.

REICHE: They get 30 days.

AIKENS: Oldaker signed the Campai9n Counsel letter with all the

rest of them saying you aren't ge~tin9 your audits out quickly

enough.

McGARRY: Mr. Barris.

aARRIS: won't they have 30 days anyway to produce additional

informa~ion?

AIKENS: Thirty days in the repayment process.

ooos"
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GROSS: Yes, after the report is published.

BARRIS: It seems to me that the problem would be to make sure

that this Report is sufficiently specific as to what type of

information you might expect.

McGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEELE: The otber factor--

TIERNAN: And that is wbat they are going to try to do by

Thursday, but I--if they can do it, fine.

STEELE: It is certainly going to be tougb, but I think--because

I think there are a lot of areas that we have to go over and that

means getting it back out again by mid-day tomorrow in order to

get it to you in time to look at.

TIERNAN: I move the previous question so we can proceed on the

basis that they can do it, if not· really fully expecting them to

do it.

McGARRY: I'm sorry. Bob Tiernan.

TIERNAN: No, but I--1 say, as it now stands apparently, the

Audit Division is going to try to put the specific requests or

language that would fUlly inform the Committee as to what

additional documentation or material has to be supplied, and that

would be included in the Audit Report that would come UP1 and

then we would vote it up or down, hopefUlly Thursday. I think it

is a tremendous task for the Audit Division and the General

Counsel to try to get that language together. We are going to

have a sloppy work product at the end, I think, but that's, as I

understand it, that's the posture we are in at the present ~ime.

I~ they can make it, fine~ if they can't make it, then t~is just
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TIBRNAH: goes over in~o your next Bxecu~ive Session meeting.

McGARRY: Well, Governor Thomson i8-

TIERNAN: Be is suggesting sending a let~er out, but I--as

Commissioner Barris says, why not pu~ the report out? They have

30 days to bring back their information we say they bave ~

supply, before we say the allocation was proper or not.

STZZLB: But the difference between those two courses of action

in my mind is that by putting out the Pinal Audit Report you are

making your first formal preliminary determination that these

amounts are to be repaidl so you are in a posture that I think

you ought to--I mean if tbat is the way you want to go, that's

fine, but there is that difference as opposed to coming back in-

TIERNAN: The only problem that I have with Commissioner

Thomson's recommendation would be that it is a little different

than wbat we have set forth as the procedure to follow, and so,

therefore, I think we should not do that. As Commissioner Barris

points out, they would have 30 days before the final. repayment

figure would be arrived at by the Audit staff, and it would have

to come back up here anyway. Apparently they got some

memorandums indicating that they requested it before.

McGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: I think one thing that would be of considerable

assistance in our efforts towa~ds Thursday if that is the way you

decide to go, if we could get a good feel for how the Commission

views some of the issues here. Now, for example, on the first

one we pret~1 much agreed, i~ seems to me, that we are going to

try to add some language and oe a little more specific as co the

type of infor~ation that is lacking_ And we can do that.

=: 008,6. ~
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STOLTZ (con~inuing): on the second area which was the In~ers~a~e

Travel, we were going to put some totals in for what we did

adjust. And unless there is something else, that is as much as

we intend to do to that.

When we get to Media Expenditures, I don't believe we have

any real argument there saying they have to go back and

straigbten up a few of their figures. I migb~ poin~ out, by the

way, tb~ir new figures are not sUbst~~ially different tban their

old figures. If you total the two states, one is higber and one

is lower and it comes out within a couple of tbousand dollars of

wbat they had before.

National Press, I think wbat we would need there is some

indication as to wbether or not the Commission feels that if they

are going to contend certain expenditures bave been reimbursed by

the press, what sort of a demonstration is required to sbow that

those expenditures benefitted the press to begin with. Is it

having the Committee go througb 'and point them out and say,

-these are the ones,- or do they have to show that they were, in

fact, for something that was press related. Or do they need to

maybe to show that at least the press was in that state at the

time those expenditures were maae?

And then the second issue in that one, can they charge off

advance persons' salaries to national operating if they were

advancing or seeing to it tbat the press had buses and baggage

transfer and hotel rooms. And I think some indication of which

way you would want to go on ~hat would be essential to any

redraf~:'n9·
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GBNTNBR: Just to follow up a little bit with respect to tbat.

McGARRY: Marsha Gentner.

GENTNER: I think that summarizing what we have here but with

respect to the expenditure, if we do decide that we want more

proof that a certain expenditure was related to the press, wbat

types of things are we looking for? Are we looking for a memo on

a check? Aze we looking for an affidavit, or that sort of thing?

McGARRY: Mr. Reicbe.

RBICBB: It may be, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the last point

Joe makes that we sbould vote up or down on it at this stage so

as to provide them witb sufficient guidance. I agree with you,

Joe. It would be awfully hard--nigh impossible to write if you

don't have that much guidance. I think that addresses those two

paragraphs on page 24. Ana, if a motion would be in order, I

would move that we agree with the sentiment and the implicit

recommendation contained in those two paragrapbs right in the

middle of page 24 as presented to us by the Audit staff.

TIERNAN: Well-

McGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Do they contain the two points - One point being that

you would exempt the expenditures for the national press, and

then treat the additional, because as I understood it, it was an

overcharge, and then the Committee tries to offset that

overcharge by saying that they provided these other services. Am

I correct?

STOLTZ: That's correct.

,
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TIERNAN: So that you are really talking about two, or do you

want to have it one package?

REICHE: Oh, I'm sorry, Bob, I was only referring to the national

press you know, the possible exemption when you minister to their

needs and so forth. It: baa been my understanding that that:' s

what you wanted a resolution of. If you need tbe resolution on

tbe first point, too --.

STOLTZ: There are two points tbat we need to--is it necessary

for tbe Committee to make some sort of a concrete sbowing that

expenditures wbich they contend were for services to the press,

in fact relate to the press? Or is it the mere matter of them

designating whicb ones of them they believed were that way, like

I say, even if it is no more than showing that the press was

there at the time.

REICHE: I think we had better do it separatelY1 so I would like

to confine my motion just to tbis--to tbe second of those two and

then we could bit the first one.

McGARR!: Why don't you restate that now? Commissioner, I think

we should hear from the General Counsel before we go ahead.

REICHE: I would move that we approve in substance the sentiments

expressed by the Audit staff in paragraphs two and three on page

24 with respect to the possible exemption of expenditures related

to ministering to the needs of the national press in individual

states and therefore, the exemption from allocation for state

spending limit purposes.

McGARRY: Commissioner Reiche moves that wi~h reference to page

24, and that's 24 on the bottom, paragraphs 2 and 3 that we

0006!~
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McGARRY (continuing): approve the recommendation that is

implicit in those two paragraphs relating to the exemption of

expenditures in covering the press. And I think now we should

hear from the General Counsel's Office on this unless you bave a

comment first, Mr. Barris?

BARRIS: Well, the second paragraph, the one beginning, ·The

Audit staff finds no , •••• If we take tbat position, we don't

need the second sentence which says it hasn't been documented.

If you are going to say that this 1s not something--we are going

to say that this is chargeable to the states, we don't also want

to tell them that they have got to document it, 1f we arc going

to turn them down anyway •

McGARRY: So do you want to exempt that sentence?

-REICHE: Yes, I would be willing to accept that modification of

the mo~ion to include striking of the second sentence of

paragrapb three.

McGARRY: Yes, Mr. Steele •

S~LE: As I understand the motion, it seems to me to say that

what you are going to determine here is that the costs of

ministering to the national press that come 1n are going to be

off-set against your state limits, I guess that--in effect. It

seems to me that you again, that you come to a question of

whether you have taken that position and where you have taken

that position. I think it hard to establish that position as a

matter of your regulations or anything else, in effect what you

are saying is that that cost becomes a cost of tneir doing their

campaign there. It seems to me that even if you take that
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STEELE (continuing): position you have a great difficulty in

saying that you are going to do that in the course of an audit

where you are going through on the state-by-state allocations

because I donlt think that you have said that previously. Ken,

did you want to add to that?

McGARRY: Ken.

GROSS: The only thing I can refer back to is the letter, again,

tbat wen~ ou~ to tbe campaigns recently tbat was supposedly some

liberalization, at least a recognition of the difficulty that ve

have in tbis area of state-by-state limitations and, in fact, a

policy statement tbat said that if the activity is related to a

national campaigft effort, and I can't imagine something more

typical of a national campaign effort than ministering to the

national press, tbat people w~o are on national salary, tbe

national staff salary which is precisely wbat we have here, doing

that kind of limited activity seems to fall even without this

letter, but buttressed by this letter squarely within the policy

of some leniency in recognition of the state-by-state allocation

problem. And feel strongly that this is precisely the type of

activity the Commission was not seeking to allocate--particularly

after this statement.

McGAP~Y: Ray Lisi.

&!!!: I would point out here, all of the individuals on the

Kennedy payroll were on the national salary ana were paid through

the national office.

HARRIS: All of what individuals?

&!2l: All of the individuals who worked for the Kennedy

Committee were paid through the national office, even the

OOO?:-1
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LISt (con~lnuing): individuals out in the field. ~e field s~aff-
and tbe advance s~aff personnel wbieb are the people we are

talking about here. The advance s~aff people that we are

speaking of bere were the individuals who went out to the States

and set up various functions that the candidate attended wbetber

it be fundraisers or, when the candida~e was in that particular

state. Their ministering to the national press that they are

speaking of here 1s the national press tha~ was traveling with the

candidate. And this would involve perhaps going out and taking

the press from the airport. Seeing that they got from the airport

to the function: that all of their everything was arranged

properly. The purpose of the--the purpose for tbe national press

being tnere was the fact that the candidate was there and be was

campaigning in that state. And we feel that that is the test for

whether the expenditures for those services should be allocated to

that s~ate. Another thing I might point out bere, too, we

have--just to confuse the issue a little more--

BARRIS: That isn't necessary.

~: I hate to do this, but, again, the Committee, again, did

not allocate an entire staff person's salary and say that this

person worked the national press and their entire salary was

allocated to the national press. They came up with a tbirty-three

percent allocation. In the next Section of this--or in the

Advance Staff Personnel Section of tbe report we refer to this 33'

charge-off to national press which, again, is something that we

have no documentation for, to support. So it would relate back to

~he compliance--or the overhead allocation finding where we did

not have the documentation to support that: so we actually have

ooo,~
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~: (continuing): two issues here. Whether we are accepting

the Committee's--if we do accept the fact that ministering to the

national press is, indeed, a non-exempt expenditure, or an exempt

expenditure rather, that the--whether that 33' allocation figure

is correct. Did that individual, indeed spend 33' of their time

ministering to tbe national pressJ so that is another factor that

has to be taken into consideration.

McGARRY: Mr. Reicbe.

REICHE: And I think wbere Ken and I have our disagreement is

that I don't really believe it is part of tbe national campaign

effort as sucb--not once the decision has been made to go into

that.particular state and to report on that. You know, and I

think you will be--it is true that it will be difficult to

administer either way, let's be bonest, but you are going to have

difficulties if you go the way you are suggesting. Then you are

going to bave some tough difficulties tbere because tben you get

into the situation I spoke of before where a reporte~ is from
-

within the s~ate, so you handle it one way and someone is from

right across the state line ana you handle it another way. I am

not sure I believe that 1s a rational basis for doing it. We

disagree,? O.K.

McGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Well, Ken, could you read me the portion of the letter

that we sent out to the campaign committees that you think

applies in this case.

GROSS: (Reading) The Commission, however, has recently

determined tht the salaries and related expenditure--uh, related

expenses of national campaign staff members who travel to a

00073,~
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GROSS (continuing): particular state for a limited purpose not

constituting advance or field work, but ratber associated witb

tbe national campaign effort need not be allocated to that state.

TIERNAN: Well, on the basis of what Ray Lisi just said, all of

the people that were campaigning--that were in campaign positions

in New Bampsbire--were considered national staff?

GROSS: I think that the way the Kennedy people did it was that

most of tbeir advance and field people were paid on national staff

wbich makes it important to look to their activities to see

wbether they fall within this policy and that's why we have looked

to national press which is their activity, as being something

tbat is not specifically related to that state--or at least falls

within the parameters of tbe national campaign effort.

Otherwise, there is no--otberwise, I don't know where you would

have any national allocations •

TIERNAN: The real difficulty I have with this is the fact--if in

fact you get a campaign that says 50 people are on ~he national

campaign staff, and 20 of those are up in New Hampshire almost

constantly, let's say 75' of the time, you know, tbat's where I

get-

GROSS: But those people should be allocated to the state.

TIERNAN: Those people should be, all right.

GROSS: If they are performing an advance function or field

function for that state then they would fall within the AO, in

fact the very AO issued to the Kennedy Committee; so we have to

look to the activity here.

~IERNAN: On the other hand, if you have someone that is on that

~ational payroll and you say, "Gross and Steele, I want you to

0007~
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Tiernan (con~inuing): travel with the national press,· and they

go to New Hampsbire, and the press is up there for 10 days prior

to the election, and they are handling the luggage, tbey are

handling the motel accommoda~ions and everything, tbat would not

be allocated to New Bampsbire, as I understand it.

GROSS: Onder tbe liberalization, yes.

TIERNAN: Yes, that' s correct. The problem you get into 1s wben

you split up all these duties between tbe tbirty people you bave

taken ou~ of the national s~aff. Thirty people,--you know it is

pretty hard for me to envision 30 people on the staff devoting 10

minutes--ub, ten percent of their time taking care of botel

accommodations and buses and luncheons and dinners. That's

difficult:.

GROSS: I agree that it is an accounting problem. I think that

what we are looking toward is giving the Committee in all

instances the benefit of the doubt and that was pretty much what

came out of this.

TIERNAN: Yeah, but that would be the biggest loophole, I mean,

hell, all a committee would have to do is put everybody on the

national press and say that they were all on travel up tbere 

the national. If you take what they have given us, 33 percent

national press as exempt, and take 20 percent compliance, and

fundraising 17 percent, you are up to 70 percent of the payroll

as being exempt.

GROSS: Well, there would be some demonstration ~~at this is

national press ac~i~ity. If it is local press, then you have a

different story and it would have to be allocated to the state.

McGARRY: Commissioner Bar=is.

~007~
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BARRIS: Do we have a notion bow many people we are talking about

here? Say on page S2 at tbe bottom wbere the Committ•• counsel

1s describing these people who were assigned to the national

press traveling with the candidate, do you have any notion 'how

many people we are talking about?

~: I don't bave a figure available. I do have a figure on

wbat they charged off to national press.

BARRIS: What is that?

~: In eacb one of the states. In Rew Hampshire, the figure

was $19,373. And in Iowa was $31,051.

BARRIS: What would all that cover? What all?

~: That basically was just the salaries charqed-off to

national press.

THOMSON: Bow many people did they have in New Hampsbire?

McGARRY: Governor '!'homson.

~: The only way I could give you a figure on that as far

as--well, the only figure I have on that would be that Poz letter

in which they inaicated--ana those were only the field staff that

were in New Bampshire--Q.K. tbis advance staff personnel did

travel from state to state and they would have been in Hew

Hampshire around the time of the primary and then would have moved

on to another state if the candidate were traveling in another

state.

THOMSON: Well, I thought you said they were all on the national

payroll and that there were 30 people in New Hampshire and SO in

Iowa.

~: ~hat's t~e :ield staff. Those were the individuals who

actually worked in the state office. The individuals we are
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LISI (continuing): talking about now--is that all of the-
individuals who worked for the Kennedy Campaign were paid ou~ of

the national office. They were all national. They were no~--I

am not saying that they were all national staff, I think this is

the problem bere, I believe, in referring to them as national

staff. The fact that they were paid out of tbe national office

does not necessarily mean that they were national staff

individuals. And the letter that Counsel was referring to, tbe

statement that was in there, we even put it in our cover memo, is

that salaries and related erpenses of both advance personnel and

field staff, for example, coordinators working in a state must be

allocated even tbougb the individuals involved may be assigned to

the national headquarters for payroll purposes. And I think this

is exactly tbe situation that we have here.

McGARRY: Well, we bad a motion floating around, Mr. Reiche, and

we still have discussion relating to that motion. Commissioner

Aikens.

AIKENS: Could I ask one other question before we take a vote.

If we do not delete the paragraph--or the sentence Commissioner

Barris spoke of, -further no definition bas been offered,

suppose they did provide worksheets that showed that these people

who earned this $19,031 traveled on the press plane with the

press everywhere they went, that way they would not be allocable,

is that correct?

~: I would think that in that case then they would charge off

all of their salaries rather than just 33 percent.

AIKENS: Yes, but if they cannot show that in workpapers, but it

shows that those people were actually in New Hampshire and in



or the amounts for the national staff. The way we did that was

~: If I mi9bt-

McGARRY: Ray Lisi.

~: Make a comment which may help clarify this. If I can

explain ~o you how we arrived at the national--or the allocation,

the-or agree on the fact that tbe national press would not be

allocable or would be allocable, ministering to the national

press and t:hat question still bas to be answered, in that

instance.

J 007 &,,
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McGARRY: Commissioner Barris.

BARRIS: I would buy the distinction wbich Commissioner Aikens

makes. The submission from the Committee counsel doesn't say,

doesn't say whether these people were already in Hew Hampsbire or

weren't, it simply says that campaign staff was also assigned to

national press traveling with the candidate. Whether they were

people already up tbere in Iowa or New Bampsbire or whether they

were people out of the national office, it doesn't s., •

AIKENS: Bow do you put that into tbat sentence that you wanted

to remove anyway? I don't know how you-

TIERNAN: Maybe the sentence should stay in there.

AIKENS: That's what I was concerned about was taking that

sentence out. If there is some way that they can show that they

could be.

AIKENS (continuing): Iowa and met the plane wben it came in and

carried the bags and set tbem in the hotel and carried them to

dinner and took them to whatever the function was, put them back

on the plane and waved good-bye, it would be allocable?

LISI: I would think so. Of course, again, we have got to make-
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LISI (con~inuin9): go to the Committee's files on events that-
were beld in tbe various states. O.K.? In most cases--in some

cases there was an advance person's .name on tbe document which

indicated that they were at that event that was held in the

s~ate. As I say, the purpose of the advance people was to be

there and set up events for the candidate to attend. We tben

went from there to expense reimbursement vouchers and found out

bow long the person was in that city based on that reimbursement

voucher, therefore, we verified that the individuals, indeed,

were in the cities at the time tbese events took place. O.K.?

They were not traveling to tbe event, they were either there two,

three, or four days before and a couple of days after. So we

then took the person's salary and determined how many days they

were there from tbe daily salary and came up with a figure for

the advance staff amounts. So we have verified that "the

individuals were there. They were not traveling around with the

candidate at that time, and exactly how many days th~y were

there.

AIKENS: It is a function of advance people to look after all the

VIPs coming in, including press.

~: Yes, I understand that.

AIKENS: It is not a function normally performed by someone who

travels with them. It is normally an advance that I don't think

should be allocated.

TIERNAN: You get to a point in connection with a national

campaign where it is six of one and half dozen of the other in

terms of reference. And it is going to be really tough to

distinguish this. That's why--faced with whae we say in that

letter out to all of these campaigns--we are almost in between.
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McGARRY: Commissioner Reiche.

RBICBB: It would strike a more sympathetic response if we tried

to draw the line between those members of the national

headquarters staff assigned to go throughout the country with the

national press and, in par~, to minister to their needs, tha~ not

being allocable as opposed to those· working on behalf of the

campaign, but working in the states wbo, wben national pre.s

comes, minister to their needs, somewhat, that part being

allocable. Would tbat help?

TIERNAN: It helps, Prank, but I think you have a tougb time if a

committee goes in and says that in fact that Kenny Gross was an

advance man in New Hampshire, and he was assigned to take care of

Brinkley or wboever came into tbe state, to make sure that be was

at the Lodge bome, or wberever on a certain nigbt, and he spent a

whole day doing that. I would certainly argue that that would

come under handling the national press, and would be an exempt

expenditure.

REICBB: Well, I think Commissioner Aikens makes the point and I

think it is a valid point that your advance people, your field

people do have as part of their responsibilities and related

solely to the campaigns in those particular states ministering to

the needs of not only the local but the national press as well.

And to that extent, I think it ought to be allocable. I am just

asking because I would be happy to--if that sort of a distinction

had meaning for some of my colleagues, I would be happy to

modify that motion which I am not sure I am happy I made sometime

ago at t~is point.
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McGARRY:

r,.-An-d-I-1:h-i-n-k------ - ... -

---'
we're---you know this was the second Presiden~ial .lec~ion cycle.

Obviously, there were many problems and these things are very,

very difficult and hopefully the third time around will be--we

were much better off the second time around than we were the

first and hopefully we will be one heck of a lot better off the

third time.

REICHE:

STOL~7: Ray can correct me if I am wrong, ~ut I don't think we

will waive the $19,031 hold-off by the Commit~ee. We have -a nice

neat little group of people involved. A few days--a third of a

~ew day's wages for t~is one, and a third of this day's wages for

~~a~ one, ! tbink it would be very difficul~ ~o draw that line.

McGARRY: Commissioner Bar:is.

HARR=S: Could you draw tbe line between those who went from

Washington ou~ to Iowa with the national press' and those who were

- --- .
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BARRIS (con~inuing): already there?

STOLTZ: It may be po.sible that if you got back into the

Committee's files on all their travel vouchers and knew what date

the event was for sure and what date eacb person arrived and then

what they did wben tbey got there, but the records may be

sufficient to allow you to do that ana they may not.

AIKENS: we would be asking them to provide that, not we going

back into their files.

S'rOLTZ: That's true, exactly. In none of these cases, and again

Ray correct me if I am wrong, deals with a situation wbere

somebody arrived in a state Saturday morning and left Sunaay

morning for an event Saturday nigbt. If they weren't there

longer than that, they are not an issue.

AIKENS: Oh, ob. That's interesting.

McGARRY: Do you want to press your motion, Mr. Reiche?

REICHE: I may want to withdraw. I was trying to belp us resolve

this, but I am afraid I've involved us.

AIKENS: Well, I would go back to your motion in that case.

REICHE: Well, if that's, I mean -- this is a bit of information

that-

AIKENS: Let's run through that again •

REICHE: Yes.

STOLTZ: Well, generally when we were looking at people traveling

in the states if they weren't there for longer than a day, we

i9nored it.

RE!CHE: Well, that's a different story.

STOLTZ: Because we t:ied to allocate some portion of one day's

salary, is it worth the aggravation involved.?
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RBICIB: I tbink under ~o.e circumstances, I would 1.t my motion

stand.

BARRIS: Do you remember what it was?

REICHE: Not clearly. 1 have a very vague recollection. A. I

wa. saying to Ken .arlier today, tbe farther away you get from

the event, tbe harder it is to recall.

McGARRY: Do you want to let the .econd sentence in the .econd

paragraph stand, Mr. Reicbe?

RBICIB: Yes, 1 think I'cS rather leave that in there.

McGARRY: Leave that in?

REICHE: Yes •

McGARRY: '!'bat was your original motion.

RBICIB: Yes, 1 think I'd rather leave tbat in.

McGARRY: Once again, it's on page 24 on the bottom, C01IIIDissloner

Reiche is moving with references to paragraph two and three and

paragrapb two begins with, -The Committee bas also stated••• 

and paragraph three, -The Audit staff finds no statu~ory or

regulatory basis••• - a with reference to the audit staff

recommendation implicit in these two paragraphs relating to

exemptions on expenditures relating to the national press, if

there is no further discussion, the vote wil occur on that

motion. All in favor, say aye. (A voice vote was heard). All

opposed? (A voice vote was heard). It appears to the Cbair that

the vote fails to carry by a vote of three to three with

Commissioners Reiche, Aikens and Thomson voting for and

Commissioners Barris, Tiernan, and McGarry voting a9ainst.

McGARRY: Perhaps we sink a little more into the mud-

THOMSON: Well, with that I think we would be time saved if we

sent the letter.
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information in order to make a determination.

it has to be closed off that that's it, but that you send the

letter saying that the Commission feels it needs that kind of

McGARRY: Yes, I va. with you from the very first moment and I

still am. I really think that would clear the air and be helpful

to everybody. I could be wrong and I realize what Commissioner

Aikens, you know, 1s saying as far as the time schedule, but ve

bave to face the problem that is before us rigbt here at this

moment and try to dispose of it in the best possible manner and I

think that would really set a much better record when we reprove

the report.

TBOMSOR: Well, at the rate we are going, the aftswer will be back

while we are still arguing.

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman, may I ask what ve would be asking of them

in this case if we sent them a letter. What would we say? Why

did you allocate the salaries, or not allocate the salaries of

the staff people? They already answered the question •

McGAP~Y: I think--Ken Gross.

STEELE: But again, I think that goes back to-

McGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEEL!: That the Auditors feel that they don't bave adequate

information on wbich to make this decision. I understand them to

have said that the information that they think they need to make

that recommendation is basically the audit papers that were used

to develop these figures by the Pox people. But that really

comes down to what I think seems to be needed and I don't think

0008~,
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Joe Stoltz.

I might point out that, for example, the Section we have

McGARRY:

STOLTZ:
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STOLTZ (con~inulng): been discussing, or that we dlscu•••d l ••~,

tbe national press, doesn't relate to the Pox stuff. It i.

totally separate from that. The question there was, are advance

people ministering to the national press a national expense or a

state expense? And then, if it sbould be decided that they may

be a national expense, then there has got to be some questioning

of wbere the 33 percent came from. That: was not part of the Pox

study as best we know, in fact, we are not real sure where that

came frail.

STZELB: Well, all--% agree that it is not the Pox study. It

means is that it seems to me that tbe statement 1n the Audit

Report is the Committee has not provided any information to show a

relationship. What you are seeking is information that will sbow

that relationship. That you would specify that in a letter •

That throughout this, it seems to me that perhaps it doesn't take

care of all of them, but that there are a substantial number of

these areas where, as I read the report anyway, it ~ays that the

Committee has not provided information, et cetera, et cetera.
.

SU9gesting to me, anyway, tbat you think there is information that

could be provided that would enable a decision to be made.

STOLTZ: In some areas, many areas, yes, that's true. In cer~ain

other areas, I don't know whether we would be a lot better of!.

McGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Joe, if we could redraft the lan9uage beginning on the

top of page 24 to indicate that their theory might be acceptable,

but that there hasn't been the documentation provided to

substantiate it, and then to 90 on to relate also this question

of devoting all or a part of their time to the national

press ••••• In other words, I have no objection to that being
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TIERNAN (con~inuing): included, if ~he Commit~ee is going to be

in a position ~o come, in, and say, ·Yes, Tiernan was assigned to

New Hampshire, but he was told to meet the press a~ Manchester,

and to stay with them for two days, and he allocated twa days of

his time even though be was in Rew Hampshire,· or wbatever way

they did it. Can that be done? Can this--the reason I say'that

is that the only way I think you are going to be able to resolve

tbis question and I am prepared to vote tbat way. Ratber than

just say we are not going to accept--you know--tbis that you have

done--we are not going to accept that. That's what I felt your

yote, or what your motion resulted in, Prank. And that's why I

was saying the first par~ of that is tbe question of the charges

that they made to the national press and the

reimbursement--whether those expenditures should be included in

the state limit or the national limit--and the difference between

the two hundred and, wbat--fifty percent, and the one bundred and

fifty percent, whether or not you could show that there were some

services, ground services, typewriters and all the others. If

they could substantiate that, fine, we will give them the credit

for that. You know, I think the same tbing on the time

allocation.

McGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: I would like to try a compromise, if I might, and that

is along the lines that I was talking later in the game, of

attributing for state limitation purposes the expenses made by

campaign personnel who were already in the states, that is the

expenses made by t~em in ministering to the needs of the national

press. Those would be allocable: whereas those expenses made by

--\
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REICHE (con~inulng): na~loftal campaign s~aff members traveling

regularly with the national press would not be allocable even

though made in a specific s~ate.

TIBRNAN: Can I respond?

McGARRY: Yes, Mr. Tiernan.

TIBRNAN: Well, I find that rather inflexible. I mean--because I

don't know that we know all the facts, and tbat's exactly bow

they bandled it, and also in light of this l.t~er. I think tba~

if you write the language 1n the report lndica~ing we don't

disagree with the theory but we are not satisfied that you have

substantiated that, in fac~, that's the way it was done, we don't

have any basis, and that's wbat I understood Joe and Ray to say

initially.

REICHE: But I--

TIERNAN: They aidn't disagree with what the General Counsel's

Office was saying with regards to the fac~ that tbey could have

made these alloca~ions on that basis, but you don't.know if they

did, in fact, do that, and attribute certain expenditures to the

national press.

STOLTZ: There are two areas. The first area talks about the

reimbursements they received for expenditures for services

provided. In theory, we have no problem with that. Right now, we

eanlt tie any given expenditure to the press, but in theory,

there is no problem •

The second one was the staff advance persons' salaries being

cha=ged as a national expenditure because they happen to be

dealing with the national press. We disagreed with that theory.

So, in tbe first instance while we did not disagree with the
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STOLTZ (continuing): tbeory, bowever, we can't see tbe

application, and 1n the second, we disagreea with tbe theory.

REICHE: And the compromise--

McGARRY: Commissioner Reiche.

REICHE: As I refer to 1t really would accord wi th your view of

tbe second because, as you said, those wbo were not in the state

lODger than a day or so, just ignored the theory that they were

par~ of national campaign expense. Whereas those wbo were your

advance people working in a state wbo did minister to the neeas of

the national press you would have charged. Am I rigbt, Joe?

STOLTZ: Yes, when we developed our salary figures in the

original Interim Audit Report, a person who was not in a state

for a day, we ignored them.

·McGARRY: Mr. Gross, would you comment on Mr. Tiernan's

suggestion?

GROSS: Well the seeking of further information at this point--it

seems to me--we would favor at this point tbe--

BARRIS: Can you make a little more noise?

GROSS: We would favor the letter route at this point. There is

a legal problem or a legal difference we have on this

advance--what's allocable to the state, the advance or the media

problem and that is a le9al problem. On ~~e other issue, we

disagree on the theory because at this point after the fact the

auditors seem to be looking for specific evidence of the

expenditure linked to a particular press activity when the

invoices are being identified by ~he Committee as being press

invoices. If we could word some kind of factual request for

information to buttress whatever it is they have put forth so far,
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GROSS (continuing): possibly it will ameliorate-help the

situation, although I still think we will have to grapple with the

underlying legal guestion as to whether these activities in the

field are allocable or not. I don't know whether that was

helpful or not, but we see a better resolution in the letter

route, fortunately at this time, even thougb it has been delayed.

McGARRY: Mr. Barris.

~S: I think there is difficulty with Commissioner Reicbe's

compromise suggestion because you would, at that point, be

setting forth a new legal position as to what is allocable and

what isn't in what purp~rts to be a Pinal Audit Report.

Obviously they would not have had a chance to reply factually to

that standard.

-REICHE: But my understanding is that's the way apparently Audit,

excuse me, has treated all of them up to this point to the extent

tbat the question bas arisen in campaigns and furthermore, if

they want to challenge it, Tom, they can come right back at us

and challenge it in the 30 days they have. So it i& not as if

they won't have an opportunity to challenge us on this.

BARRIS: But we are saying that we don't know the--what you are

saying is that we don't really know the answer because we don't

knew what the facts were. It is awkward to do that in a Pinal

Audit Report.

REICHE: No, no excuse me, I wasnlt saying that. What I was

saying, I would either allocate it to a state or not dependent on

who it was tnat ministered to the needs of the national press,

were they national campaign staff t:aveling around or were they

advance people already in the state. And I think that is a

defensible distinction and apparently, in fact, it is what

Audit's been doing anyway. Or it certainly is how ~~ey regarded

, 0008&
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RBICBB (con~inu1ng): it in this case.

STOLTZ: When we wen~ through the m.~ter of general application

for this series of audits, when we went through travel files, if

the guy wasn't there for at least a day, we didn't feel it worth

pursuing.

REICBB: Yes, that's why I thought this might be a better

compromise.

McGARRY: Mr. Joeefiak.

JOSBPIAK: Joe, are you saying here that we cannot under-no

matter what theory you go under, whether you allocate it as a

national expense or allocate it as a state expense you can't make

any jUdgment one way or anotber at this point based on the

information that you have. You cannot say that 33 percent of the

. time was state or 33 percent of the time was a national

expenditure, even assuming that you accept that as a national ~

expense.

STOLTZ: Even assuming you accept the premise, the 33 percent, I

have no idea where it came from.

JOSEFIAK: So wouldn't it be easier than, instead of trying to

make a judgment--a substantive judgment as to whether it is right

or wrong and just eliminate it--that first sentence in the third

paragrapb and just say, WNo definition of these activities has

been offered--no definition or explanation of these activities

has been offerea by the Committee, etc. R And then the next

paragraph, as a result, the Audit staff has not adjusted any of

these amounts. And then they would have the 30 days to respond

one way or another and then the Commission could decide

substantively whether once they got the informa~ion whether it
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JOSEFIAK (con~inuin9): was a national expenditure or wbether it

was an allocable state expenditure at that point. I

mean--Cammissioner Barris was ri9h~. You cannot go back now and

say that this was not or was a national expenditure until you

know how they treated it, how they broke it down, what tbeir

rationale was. It seems to me that you don't bave to make that

substantive decision at this point until you bear wbat their

response is to your sU9gestion that you don't have enough

in~ormation to base it Oft. .

McGARRY: I personally would prefer the Thomson letter, but that

is an excellent fall-back position. Mr. Gross.

GROSS: The only problem I have and the reason I prefer

Commissioner Thomson's' sU9gestion is because this Audit Report

.that we are releasing comes under 9038.2. And this is when we

are supposed to give them the legal and factual basis for

repayment whicb may underlie a particular excess in a particular

state and we don't have that basis right now, ~t th~s juncture.

And I think that presents a problem. So you could you know--what

you are sU9gesting, I think puts that down. the road possibly

aft~r we get the'information, but I think the vehicle is

preferable-

JOSEFIAK: But the·explanation you could give as your legal and

:actual bais is th~ fact that you know, you've got the public

money and you cannot decide because you did not get adequate

information: therefore, you have got to say~ _ . , .__ .

GROSS:

(\OO~1 ~



1 JOSBPIAK: What bave we done in the past with other audits, for

2 failure to respond? I mean if we have asked for tbe information,

3 if we don't have the information to base it--I mean, how did we

4 come out in other cases? .

5 STEELE: ~e problem is that the Commission bas to make that

6 finding that there is a factual and legal basis for saying

7 repayment. And the question in my mind is that if you go that

8 route then you--is the Commission makes a determination saying we

9 don't have the factual and legal basis to make this finding, and

10 therefore, you owe it to us to disprove it. Bu~ the Commission

11 under its own regUlations and under the statute, I think has to

· ....12 make a legal and factual basis for the determination that there

13 is a repayment. And you are enforcing all of this through the

repayment.

TIERNAN: But if we send a letter out, and they don't send back

the info~ation, what are you doing to do then? What is your

r,7 recommendation going to be?

18 STEELE: Well, you have the same problem. You have; however,

c;g there put in a specific factual request, the Commission has said

20 this is information that we think that we need in order to make

21 this determination. That to me is the advantage to that.

22 TIERNAN: Well, we have already made that request to them you

23 know.

24 ST1'-ELE: Well--

25 TIERNAN: But now you are saying because we are going to put it

26 in a letter. And you are 90ing to hold up the Audit Report?

27 ST!ELE: Well--

28

29

30
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TIBRRAN: Couldn'~ you take what Tom has suggested, and I think

that is--and I realize tbe difficulty you bave because you don't

have a legal and factual basis, but it seems to me that the

Commission has been put in the position of not being able to go

forward with a factual basis by the Committee. You migbt want to

include a sentence to that--that the Committee has been

requestea--or the factual basis for tbis bas been requested of

the Committee on~..ybe you don't say numerous ~imes--but you say

has been requested 'of the Committee, and it bas not been

supplied. And if you have no facts, you certainly can make a

legal analysis on that basis. Tbe Committee bas bad ample

opportunities. We may be in tbe same position two or three weeks

from now if, in fact, tbe Committee says our--we just now have

.the documents. Then wbat are you going to do? Are you going to·

hold it up again?

THOMSON: Well, we are going to say you should have kept adequate

records to supply this information. And since you didn't keep

the records, we are going to find against you becauae it looks to

us like you owe it.

McGARRY: That's the wisdom of the 'rhomson letter as I understand

it. Mrs. Aikens.

AIKENS: It was saying that anyway--

TIERNAN: It would say that here.

AIKENS: In the Audit Report when they have 30 days to respond.

McGARRY: Mr. Gross.

GROSS: I think the problem is that you are formulating for the

first time what it is that you want in the final audit report.

We have not said what it is that we really want here.
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McGARRY: That's the problem. That's why tbe 'l'hOll8on letter 1.

looking more and more brilliant every minute.

AIKENS: It is not to me, Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry, I mean I don't

see any reason to change our procedures at this point for a

Committee that has not supplied documentation that has been

requested numerous times and that has had three months in which to

do it. More than three months. Three mont:hs since they got the

Interim Audit Report. I think tbat the Auditors have been put

through enougb in doing this Audit Report in the first place

without putting anymore on them. What will happen is that they

will get six car-loads of materials and by the time they sort

through them it will take six months again.

McGARRY: Joe. I'M going to recognize you. Don't make me sorry

·that I recognized you.

STOLTZ: Maybe I'll go now. One thing that we do have is tbe

calculation of what we felt was chargeable to the limitations

based on a review of their records, testing their system, and

identification of items which we felt their system missed. We

know how much that is. We know which disbursements they are, and

we know how they were charged. At least from that standpoint we

have a factual basis for coming up with a number. The Committee

has come back and said, ·Well, maybe so, but over here we would

like to take a little piece of this expenditure out and a little

piece of t~is expenditure out and a little piece of this one out

and come up with a number that is under the limit.- That is what

we are :eally dealing with now, is how much of that they can pull

out of t~e figure we ~ave already calculated based on their

records and an analysis 0: their system. So at least from that
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STOLTZ (con~inuing): paine of view, it's no~ a lack of any

fac~ual basis for a repaym.n~ number. We have one and we know

exactly how we got there. What we don't know is exactly how the

Committee decided some of ~be things that had already been

cbarged should now be uncharged.

McGARRY: What would tbe scenario-yes, Governor '!'holDson.

THOMSON: Then the answer is just to approve this Report and send

it out to ~hem and then the burden is on them.

S'1'OL'l'Z: That vas our feeling.

McGARRY: I think ve have to make a better case then that, Joe, I

really don't think tbe burden is on them when it comes to

repayment, and we have a real problem.

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman. Would it be possible to continue the

.discussion·on the o~her items. We seem to bave been stuck on

this one and we have not reached a resolution. I don't tbink we

are going to resolve this today, and it will probably have to come

back to us on the 9th and probably not even be released even

then, but we could continue with the discussion for:awhile.

McGARRY: Yes. Madam Secretary, I know it bas been a long day

for you, would a couple of minutes break be in order? I think it

would be appropriate if everyone doesn't mind. We can come and

go as we choose, but poor Marge is stuck there. So we will break

for four m~nutes. Is four minutes sufficient?

AIKENS: Bow about five mi~utes, to 4:30p.m.?

McGARRY: Four thirty. (The meeting broke.)

McGARRY: All right, Madam Secretary :or the record, we will

resume after our short recess. My reading of this right now,

before we leave this area, and I could be wrong and please feel

00095
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McGA.~Y (continuing): ~r•• to correct me. We are not going to

move it with tbe 10 day proposal even though that is the route I

would like to go. The closest, if we have any possible room for

agreement on this it's I think, Tom Josefiak's proposal, and it

would require modifying the language and saying, in effec~, ·you

were reque.~ed to supply ehis information. Your failure to

provide same,· and this would be right in the Report, -makes it

impossible for us to conclude and accordiagly,· it's being--tha~

would allow the report to go out and and give them the 30 days

and theoretically, they are going to have plenty of oppor~unity

to respond •..

tBut in any event, I know ,we have spent

an awful lot of time on this and is Audit against tbe lO-day

letter, as such? Joe.

STOLTZ: If the Commission thinks that is the way to proceed, we

will work with the Counsel in putting it together. Ten days is a

very short time fo: the quantity and types of information that

you would be asking the Committee to come for~h with.

McGARRY: In any event, it looks like we may be able to get

support, the necessary votes for the Josefiak proposal which

would allow the report to 90 out and would certainly give them

--I
i
I,
i
I

. f'

"",.

27 a~ple oppor~unity to come back and present any--i~ would modify

28
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~~e lan;uage so to take out the critical sentences and merely put
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McGARRY (continuing): in 1:hat they were requested to supply ~is

iDformation~ failure to provide same as requested puts us in a

position where we cannot allow this would obviously have to be

rejected. I don't know. It seems as thougb there may be support

tor that around the table and should we go that route if that's

where we stand? I am ready to go to that fall-back position, and

Mr. Reicbe, what are your thoughts?

RBICBB: I would support that. I cannot support the letter,

because I think that is a totally different procedure and I think

we would be treating this Committee far differently from the way

we bave treated anyone else.

McGARRY: Now, bow would that stack up? I know it isn't wbat you

would like, Mr. Steele, but we are trying to find an

.accommodation bere and what is your response?

STZBLB: My response, and I think I have made most of it before,

is if you do that you are then saying that you have a legal and

factual--that you now have a legal and factual basis for your

determination. Second of all, if you put in the re~rt that you

have requested this information and it has not been given you

are-- in mind--putting yourself in a very tenuous ground because

you have notbing to document that the specific information has

been requested. I unders~and that the Auditors feel that they

have requested it. I think the discussions here make it very

clear to me that exactly wbat information is wanted is unclear in

everyone's minds so I think you would then be in a position of

having put in the Audit Report that you demanded certain

information and will have a very hard time establishing that. So

I think that that course is certainly one ~~at the Commission can

follow, but I think it will bring you difficulty down the road.

nnno.,
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McGARRY: Mr. Joe.fiak.

JOSBPtAK: I don't think you· have to put the Commision in that

position about saying that the information was requested and not

received. All you have to do is say the information has not been

provided by tbe Committee to etc., etc., the language that is in

here, that there bas been no definition or explanation of bow

this was broken down. I don't think you bave to put tbe

Commission in the position of saying that if you don't bave the

documentation to justify it.

S'1'BBLB: The Committee's feeling will then be, wbat is it that we

have not provided? And I think they will h&ve a sympathetic case

to saying what is it that we should provide? Again, that we will

be saying in effect, ·we don't--we consider our--this is the

numbers we would come up with, we don't consider yours reasonable

and we won't accept it because you have not prOVided us

information.· The question is what information is it they have

not provided.

JOSEPIAK: Donlt you reach a point where the lack of~gettinq

information has to serve as some factual and legal basis for a

decision? Or else you would never--

STEELE: If you specify. Yes, in my mind if you can specify what

information it is that they bave been required to keep that they

have not come forward with, I mean, since we have gone througb

all of their records. What information it is that you feel they

were required to keep that you have made certain demands for, and

in my mind asking for it orally is very--you have a very

)
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STEELE: unsympathetic case if you do not ask for it in writing.

And said, -This is what we want that you have not provided.wSo,

yes is the answer, but it seems to me you have to be in that

situation and I am not convinced that you are.

McGARRY: Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: What are you recommending at this point, specifically?

STEELE: It seems--given the various alternatives, my

recommendation would be to go the letter route. In other words,

to sit down and have it specified out as to wbat information it

is that tbe Commission feels necessary to make this decision and

seek that information that way. Because I don't see how you can

12 come up with a legal and factual basis for your finding that this

13 wasn't without that information. I think that is replete

14 .throughout this Report.

15 BARRIS: Well, on the national press for example. What

t6 information would you ask for here on the bottom of 23 and the

f7 top of 241

18 STEELE: Well, I think that probably what you would ask for is as

19 I understand the Audit Report is that we need information to show

20 a relationship between any particular expenditure or group of
..

21 expenditures which they have charged to exempt national press and

22 the activities of the national press. That they want something

23 I that shows that relationship.

24 aARRIS: I don't understand the last couple of sentences. I

25 don't understand the relevance of that myself. Of the ~irst

26 paragraph.

27' STEELE: Well, I have that same problem. Indeed, when you asked

28 ~e that question one of my difficulties is that I don't

29 understand what additional information it is that the Commission

30
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STEELE (continuing): f ••l that it has requested that it need. to

make this aetermination. That is indeed one of my underlying

difficulties. I don't see what information it is that you have

asked for that you haven't gotten that you think would help you

make the determination.

JOSEPIAK: Well, what would you put in the let~er--I mean bow

would you even address that in a letter if you don't know-

S'1'BBLB: What I am saying is that I think that is wbat the Audit

staff has a sen•• of what it is tbat tbey want. In other word.,

their recommendation 1s that without this information we can't

make a determination and that tbe easy way to go about that 1s to

put it down. They feel tbat they have asked for it, but wbat you

want to do is put it down on paper that we have asked .for it and

-that this is the information they feel they need. '!'he one

specific that I used wbich is not relevant to this one, but the

one specific that has come up is the workpapers underlying the

Pox thing, tbe earlier i~sue. Bere, as I say, it seems to me
.

that the request is for--I have difficulty in the long run,

legally, with trying to enforce this because it seems to me to be

requiring a higher standard--it may seem to be requiring a bigber

standard. I don't know. In other words, if you have to have

that the invoice--if they got an invoice and it shows that they

rented the car and it shows that they haa the car for the days

the claim came in and the invoice doesn't say, ftAnd this car was

allocated to the national press,· is also going to be a hard

battle. But at least factually you ask for that kind of

infor~ation--I'm not sure you can enforce that demand, but at

least you say, ftWell, that's the kind of stuff we are looking

for.-

."
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JOSBPIAK: BU~ wbere do•• thls--where does all of this fit into

the Audit Procedures tb••••lves and how far can you go along 1n

any situation where you jU8t--you have to keep refining the

information that you are requesting. I mean, where do you decide

that you have gone far enough and you can proce.d-or not

proceed--what do you do 1n a ca.e like this where a Committee

will not provide you the information or doesn't know wbat to

provide or you don't know wbat to ask for. I mean, wbere do you

end up in a situation 11k. this in the audit proces8?

STEZLB: I think it illustrate. one of the difficulties of trying

to enforce the state-by-state limitations through this process.

It is certainly one of the things that it ezemplifies--

JOSEFIAK: 'But that's a given. We have gone througb the campaign

and we have done that--whetber it was rigbt or wrong--

S'l'EELE: But wbat: I alii saying is tJ1at what you there have is that

you have to have something that shows that there--tbat it's an

unreasonable allocation and therefore you have to have records

that you would show that says that they can't reaso~ably have

made that allocation.

JOSEPIAK: But what if you haven't anything to base that on?

What if you can't make tbat decision one way or the other. what

do you do? Do you just not vote at all?

STEELE: You look at all of their records. You have looked at

all of their payroll records, all of their time records, you have

looked at everything. Now what you are saying is that. how they

went back and looked at it and said, "Well this goes here and

~his goes there,ft ~hat's not in the record and you are asking

t~em to provide ~urther information along those lines. Beyond
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S~LI (continuing): that, I don't see what you can do. But

again you also bave tbat problem and I think you have to face

which is the specificity with which you have required them to

keep that kind of information is going to be bard to come up with

in all of these ca.es.

McGARRY: Mr. Reicbe.

REICHE: Since we're back to square one, which appears to be

wbere we are, what ever bappened, Charlie, to your original

theory thae if the Audit Report itself were, perhaps fle.bed

out--in other words so that Audit indicated more clearly in your

view, wbat they needed that that would be an agreeable way to

proceed.

S'l'EEL2: Well, I think--

. REICHE: Because that seems to be what you said originally and,

you know, I'm not disagreeing with that, I--the problem I-

STEEL!: Well, O.K., but if I said it, I'm disagreeing-

REICHE: Well, O.K.

STEELE: Is what it comes down to. I don't rememeet saying that.

The discussion, certainly it is going to be mindbog9ling when we

go back and listen to this tape, I'll tell you that, but the

proposition in my mind is one that I think and I think,

Commissioner, that two sides have been phrased and I don't think

it's a happy decision either way, but the difficulty that I have

with going forward now without getting the information is that it

seems to me you would be going forward with a Report that says we

don't have information where you've had, you know, as I say, you

don't have a basis for, I think for, for provinq contumacious

refusal. You don't have--you have looked at all their records; so

00102
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STEELE (contin~ing): 1f you go to tha~ Audit Report stage, a

Final Audit Repor~, preliminary determination of what is owing

back, I think you are going to be in bad factual shape. You can

go that way, but you then are not going to bave a basis--we then

have to go in and say, ·Well the basis for the Commission's

determination was that despite the audit and despite all the
e

information that was brought forward in that, they felt that they
7

8

9

10

"
12

13- I
14'· "
15 . ~

29 ~

~
30 I

couldn't make a aetermination. w

REICHE: O.K. But wbat you. are forgetting in that process is

that if we do that by way of the Report, wbich is the normal way

we have done for all of the otber campaigns, that by the time this

reaches court they then will have had that additional 30 days,

they will have had tim~ in which they could have provided that

information so tha~ what might hav~ looked like .an arbitrary

judgment on our part will ·result in an additional 30 days being

given to them. And not only that, I'm not sU9gesting at this

point that the Report go out in the present form. I acknOWledge

the need to flesh it out, but if we do have auditors as assisted

by counsel embellish so that some of those needs that they

perceive are spelled out in greater detail, Charlie, I think that

would suffice. Or I will put it this way, you then have a choice

and Tom put the choice very well I think when he is saying, -What

do you do when someone doesn't prOVide you the information,·

although given opportunities and requested repeatedly to do se?

Do you just not vote it up or down?

00i03
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REICHE (contina~ng):

S'l'EELE:1

McGARRY: Do you want to offer a motion, Mr. Reiche?

REICHE: Well, I would move, Mr. chairman that we--well, do you

want--are we talking in limited terms of this whole section here?

Are we talking of national---I mean we had better decide what we

are talking about before any motion.

McGARRY: It is my understanding at this stage, we are talking

about ~~e Josefiak proposal to modify the language so that it

will conform to what the true situation is and move that.

REICHE: But I thi~k, and I think Tom himself modified his prior

thoughts somewhat, it's not so much a case of reciting in there

that we have repeatedly asked for this information,

.-

McGARRY: I know, I think that on reflec~ion--

.REICHE: Am I r ic;ht, Tom? Yes, yes-

McGARRY: Mr. Josefiak, why fight tha~ battle if we don't have

"
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McGARRY (continuing): to? If they can provide it--

RBICBB: So, it's more a ea.e of seeing if we can't, well, if

Counsel and Audit can't agree on some of the additional items,

pieces of information that would be advisable to have, but barring

that, then we would bave to say that there is insufficient

informa~ion to find in their favor, and say we don't think you

have submitted sufficient information, or whatever the details are

and then go from there.

McGARRY: And go, and let the Report go out.

RBICBB: And let the Report go ou~. I still tbink that process

is going to involve Counsel and Audit getting together over the

next 10 days, or however long it takes.

McGARRY: Can I interrupt? I really, my own feeling, I'd

welcome, I really think it is unrealistic to impose that burden,

and I know Commissioner Aikens feels very strongly, but we have to

make the best of a bad situation. We are in a bad situation and

I just don't think it is realistic to go from tonigbt till

Thursday morning and think we are going to--

AIKENS: I would agree, Mr. Chairman. I think there is too much

unresolved that I don't think we are even going to get through the

rest of this today. I would think that we would have to hold

this over for final resolution, and I suspect that it would no~

even be final on the 9th of September. Much as I don't like to

see that because that's going to mean probably there will be

matters unresolved even on the 9th and we will hold it. over from

then and we are going to be far off our timetable, but we are

already far off. We are already five months behind on this one.

REICHE: Well, Mr. Chairman.
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McGARRY: Mr. Reicbe.

RBICBB: Wbat about asking Audit, based on our discus.ion today

assisted by Counsel to examine tbe Section entitled Allocation of

Expenditures to States. Tbe summary that you gave before, Joe, at

least up antil the point where we got into national press, I .ean

I think you summarized beau~iful1y the changes that everybody

agreed on to that poin~, and then see if, with respect to

national press and the other two items you can't at least come

closer and wbere you wind up not necessarily agreeing, tben at

least tell us wbat the disagreement is, give us the choices, give

us the alternatives, and submit it back to the Commission that

way. Would that be a--

McGARRY: Yes, tbat's certainly a sound proposal.

REICHE: Because I think that might .resolve the problem we bave

witb this •

McGARRY: Joe •

STOLTZ: I have no problem with that •. We will take a shot at it,

and if there are still some areas that the Commissian feels they

need more explanation, we can do it as a result of the next

meeting.

McGARRY: Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: I would like to call attention to this first sentence at

the top of page 24, this reference that there is no, -don't show

any relationship between particular expenditures and the

activities of the national press.- I donlt know what that means,

but it seems to be a very unfortunate wording. On one other

t~in9, would it be helpful to take a vote on whether we are going

in ~avor of allocating the salaries of personnel that they say

0010R . ,
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BARRIS (contin~in9): are devoting all or part of their tim. to

national pre••? Isn't that an issue that tbe Commission ought to

resolve before referring it back?

STEELE: I thought effectively that that was the i.sue that was

brougbt forward on the Reiche mation that resultea in the tie

vote. Perhaps i~ could be differently pbrasea, but in effect

that was the--approge the sentiments expressed by the Audit staff

in paragraphs ~ and ~ree.

DlUtIS: There was a tie 90:. on it, and it se... to _ that if.
there was a ~~!.._!ote ~D __it,_~e.'.d.J~e;ter not ask fOE _~~~~~~~t_o_n _

it.

REICSE: That's ric;ht.-··

S~~~Z: Particularly in amount. You are talkinc; about very very

large amounts for a very--

! •

i
I
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M~'!: Yes, Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Mr. Chairman, could I put the thought that I expressed

earlier on in the form of a motion referring tha~ entire Sec~ion

on Allocation of Expenditures to States back to the Audit Division

assisted by Counsel for an attempted redraft based upon our

discussion of today?

McGARRY: Yes, I think that would be--

REICHE: Don't kill me for it, everybody, but it's, we've got to

get out and see if we can'~ resolve some of this.

McGARRY: Would you state that again, Mr. Reiche?

REICHE: I would move that we refer back to the Audit Division,

assisted by Counsel, a review of the Section entitled, -Allocation

of Expenditures to States· beginning on page lS and continuing

through page 20--

McGARRY: Pifteen on the bottom?

REICHE: Fifteen at the bottom and continuing through the top of

page 26 and that they attempt to reach agreement in those various
.

areas and failing that at least 1n a memo to the Commission, they

indicate the areas of disagreement and the alternatives wbicb we

have for action by the Commission.

McGARRY: Well, Mr. Reiche moves that the matter be referred back

to the Audit Division to have ~~em confer and work with the

Office of General Counsel specifically with reference to page lS

on the bottom Section C, entitled ·Allocation of Expenditures to

States· and to, uh, yes, Mr. Steele?

S~ELE: Might I just seek clarification? I understand from the

motion that that is the area you want us to concentrate on

inasmuch as there are other areas where in the preparation of this
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STEELE: Sure.

TIERNAN: I don't see how the Audit and the General Counsel can

discussion? The major one is going to be the art.

00i09

we bave been left with 80me disagr••••nt,

resolve that, myself. I may be mistaken.

STEEL!: I think t~at's true.

TIERNAN: If you wanted to drop everything else and move to that

one question and try to resolve it today: if not, I think you

ought to have a meeting tomorrow morning and try to get it done.

S~LB (continuing):

I assume that there is no in~ention in the motion to preclude us,

if we can with regard to other areas of the report, coming

forward with further clarification? I am thinking par~icularly

of the fact that we do have the whole--tbe whole area of the loan

and so forth and that we might work on that part of the Report as

well in the bopes of merely just focusing it better for the

CODIIDission?

REICHE: Well, I assume, Cbarlie, that we were going to continue

it through and if we got to that point and if we felt the .ame

way, by all means. But I limited it to this because I think up

to this point we were--or we have reached agreement through

that--or until we reach that Section. But if we get to the otber

.stage, obviously, you know.

STEELE: I was making the assumption that inasmuch as we were

foundering here that the best thing to do was to not continue on

through--but that the Commission was going to presume not to

continue on through since it is five o'clock, but that was an

assumption when I stated that.

REICHE: Well, I defer to tbe Chair.

TIERNAN: Well, would it be helpful though to have some
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STBELZ: Well, I think that'. true, it'. ju.~--

McGARRY: I'm sorry, Bob, bave a .eeting tomorrow morning?

TIERNAN: No, I'm just saying that if you have got enough time

tonight, I don't know that we've got enougb time to resolve that

art question. Bu~ that's the biggest one of them all that I can

see wbere you have difficulty.

McGARRY: It certainly is. '!'he Cbair is amenable to wba~ever the

sense of the Commisslon is. I would welcome, but in any event-

TIERNAN: Could we continue on from -D- on 17 and dlspose of .s

many of these as we bave no objection to?

McGARRY: Sure, but let's dispose of the Reiche motion and report

back to the Commission--

REICHE: I did not try to establisb a date for reporting back. t

.don't know what you all think is appropriate. They obviously

need some time to do their work. It is not easy.

McGARRY: I think any date before the 15th is not realistic to be

bonest with you and that's my own personal opinion, but--

STOLTZ: The next scheduled meeting is the fifteent~?

McGARRY: Oh buh (an affirmative response).

TIERNAN: The ninth.

STOLTZ: Let us shoot for tbat date and if it doesn't look like

we will make it, suppose we send a memo around advising the

Commission?

McGARRY: Right.

REICHE: That would be fine, thank you. That would be fine and I

would be happy to incorporate that in the motion.

)
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McGARRY: If you would. .ell, if there is no fur~h.r discu.alon,

the vote will occur on the mo~ion. All in favor say aye, (a

voice vote was heard.) All opposed? It appears to the Chair

that the vote is six to zero. And I think we will follow through

on Commissioner Tiernan's suggestion and we ;0 now, Ray List, to

page, if you would Ray-

LISI: Page 26.-
McGARRY: That's 26 on the battom.

LISt: The Pinding is D, ·Contributions from Other Political-
C01IIIittees·. At the bottom of the page, we bave an item~.zation

of tbe finding. Our review of their reports revealed 28

political committees whicb reported 21 contributions to the

Committee totaling $30,322 wbicb were not itemized. We

.recommended that the Committee in the Interim Report: itemize these

contributions and they did file an amendment on May 19th which

did itemize the contributions.

TIBRNAN: Mr. Chairman. I move approval of the Audit staff
-

recommendation appearing on the page, page 27, the top of page 27

under -Itemization of Contribctions from Political Committees.-

McGARRY: Is that at the top of page 27?

~IERNAN: It is, yes.

McGA-~Y: Commis1cner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit staff

recommendation contained at the top of page 27. If there is no

further discussion, the vote will occur on that motion. All in

favor say, aye (a voice vote was heard). All opposed? I would

like to interrupt at this moment. The Staff Director advises me

that with reference to another matter on the Agenda involving

RAD, he has them waiting in the wi~gs and he just wants to know,
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McGARRY (continuing): and perhaps you can s~a~e i~ be~t.r--don't

open the door or we will all get pelted with rotten tomatoes-

CLUTTER: With respect to the audits that have been--that you

have-- on Mr. Tiernan's motion that we brought back today, that is

one issue. The second issue which I think the Commission should

address and tbe Audit Division has put forward a recommendation

for an ezamina~ion of a committee that they have already noticed

for possible audit, that needs to be, that either needs to be

addressed today or tomorrow for some resolution of tha~ ma~t.r.

On the other Audit Referrals, if the Commission wants to delay

them until the next Executive Session, it would put the Audit

staff back two weeks potentially, if audits are authorized, but

that's sort of the lay of the land at this point. Some of the RAe

.staff is on flex time, and I have been tola that a few of tbe

Analys~s on the otber referrals the Commission bas already dealt -)
'"

with have departed, but the Analyst who is dealin9 with tbis

particular Committee is relatively new and is available.

McGARRY: Yes, Commissioner Aikens •

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman, I--since I have been here since ten

o'clock this morning, it has been a long day. I like

Commissioner Tiernan's suggestion even though we have to Sunshine

it, which I am opposed to, of holding a meeting tomorrow. I

think to get into the discussion of this artwork at this stage in

the evening after this day would not be productive. It would be

counter-productive.

~cGARRY: I eould not quarrel with you on that, Commissioner, and

unless somebody has an objection, now that would be putting

everything over until tomorrow morning, Commissioner?
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AIKBRS: Yes.

TIERRAN: Yes.

AIKENS: I would just put the rest of the Agenda over to tomorrow

morning.

McGARRY: And we would meet at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow morning?

AIKENS: Yes, I would make a motion that we continue this

Bxecutive Session to finisb the Agenda at ten o'clock tomorrow

morning.

TIBRNAN: What will you do with the RAe people?

CLUTtER: They will be available for tomorrow.

TIERNAN: Yes, but: the point is that if you take this up it is

going eat up most of your day. You may not get to your RAe

people tomorrow.

·AIKENS: Well, we haven't done it today, either.

TIERNAN: Could you take the RAD people up first tbing?

CLUTTER: Of course, first, we could do that.

McGARRY: I think that would make sense.

TIERNAN: Because otherwise they are just going to have to sit

around all day again.

McGARRY: To deal with the RAe matter first off. So,

Commissioner Aikens moves that we suspend any further

consideration of any and all matters on the Agenda for today and

resume at ten a.m. tomorrow morning and putting a~ the first item

on the Agenda the RAC Division with the--dealing with the 438b

situations.

TIERNAN: Mr. Chair~an. Is there any urgency to any of the

personnel ~atters?

CLOTT~R: No.

McGARRY: No, there is not. Madam Secretary?
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EMMONS: I would jus~ like to address a que8~ioft to the General

Counsel. If this is not adjourned, but recessed, we wouldn't bave

to Sunshine this would we?

STEELE: I'll figure it out before tomorrow morning.

AIKENS: Before we spend one hundred and twenty five dollars, I

would like an answer to that, Charlie.

McGARRY: Well, it is after the fact, but I don't see any problem

with that.

~IERNAN: There is one matter that is to be acted on by the close

of business. I personally am no~ opposed to it, but I don't

tbink that was the intention of the program.

CL01~~: Do you want--why don't we extend--

TIERNAN: Can you extend the deadline on that until tomorrow?

.CLO'lAtJER: Yes.

TIERNAN: I just want a discussion bere.

CLU'1!'l"ER: Yes.

McGARRY: So if there is no further discussion, the vote will

occur on the Aikens' motion. All in favor say aye. - (A voice

vote was heard). Allopposed? It appears to the Cbair that the

vote is siz to zero. Thank you very mucb everybody.

THE EXECUTIVE SESSION OP ADGOST 25, 1981 ENDED.
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PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT, BXBCtJ'!IVZ SUSIOR OP AUGUST 26, 1981
(~APB '1 at approxima~ely 39 minu~es in~o the tape)

McGARRY: We will go back now, Ray, to where we left off with the

Kennedy matter. Ray, why don't you just bring us quickly up to

date where we are and what you perceive our direc~ion to be this

morning?

LISI: Pine, I think at the close of the meeting yesterday we bad-
just - the vote bad just been taken on the recommendation on the

finding a~ the top of page 27 on the audit report, and we bave the

next finding to be considered would be 2zcessive Contributions

from Registered Committees. We'll go into this finding, this is

the last of the title 2 findings, I am sorry there is one other

finding after this, wbich will complete the Title 2 section of

referred to the Office of General Counsel. We have at least one

matter there where there is a - two matters - where I believe the

Counsel would probably want to have some discussion on the

matters that we recommended be referred. And then into the Title

26 question, the NOCO statement, and the artwork.

McGARRY: So where specifically do you want to pick up this

morning?

~: On page 27.

McGARRY: That's on the bottom?

~: On the bottom. Correct. It's number 2, Excessive

Contributions from Registered Committees, it is -2-0.-

McGARRY: With that as a background, Madam Secretary, we'll pick

up from there, and Ray, do you want to proceed--

~: In this si:uation, we have, in this finding, we have three

contributions which were received from, one from a multicandidate
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LISI (continuing): committee and two from nonqualified-
multicandidate committees. The contribution from the

multicandidate committee was in excess of the allowable limit by

$4,875.00, and we had two additional contributions from otber

political committees wbich were not qualified as multicandidate

committees. Bxcessive portions of tbose where totaled $3,702.60.

Our recommendation in the Interim Audit Report was that the

Committee refund these contributions to tbe committees. In the

response to the Interim Audit Report, the Committee came back and

indicated that one of tbe committees, one of the non-qualified
,

multicommittees, was not in existence any longer so they donated

the excessive portion to a charity. The other contribution from

the non-qualified committee was refunded, I'. sorry, that was not

refunded. The Committee indicated to us that that committee had

met multicandidate status. We reviewed our records here, and we

could determine, based on the records here, tha~ at least two of

the requirements bad been met. The third, which is that the

committee receive contributions from at least fifty ·individuals,

we could not determineJ however, the Committee did prOVide us with

letters stating that they had received those contributions. Now

that indicated that that committee had met its multicandidate

status four days after the contribution had been made. The other

contribution was refunded to the committee. So basically, our

recommendation in this case is that the, that we take no further

action on this matter. The fact that the multicandidate

committee qualified four days after the contribution was

received, we feel is a an immaterial fact at this point. I

believe Counsel was in agreement with our recommendation.
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BARRIS: They didn't give the money back yet?

GROSS: Not on that one. No.

TIERNAN: Mr. Chairman, I move approval of the Audit staff

recommendation appearing on page, at the bot~om of page 27, witb

regard to Bxcessive Contributions from Registered Committees.

McGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit staff

recommendation contained at the bottom of page 27. If tbere is

no further discussion, Mr. Harris?

BARRIS: We're in effect proposing to waive the fact that the

Committee attained multicandidate status four days late. Have we

had that question up before?

GROS~: Well, I don't think we're saying that it was not a

technical violation, what we're saying here is tbat because they

attained the status four days la~er it's not a matter worth

pursuing, and I m~9bt add that it is a little difficult to even

define a specific point in time wbether it i~ four days, the ezac~

filing date, and fifty contributions. This is when we have

internally decided that. I think there is some confusion even

from the committee standpoint of bow we can communicate it to

them, when that precise status takes effect. So without calling

it a waiver, I'd say it's just a question of whether it's a

matter worth pursuing four days later on a difficult determination

is why we agreed with it not to pursue it beyond, and we also

felt that it was better to have something like this in the audit

report rather than just have it come out in a MOR that may be

virtually inconsequential as far as any final resolution much

much later after the fact.
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AIKENS: Ray, you say that the only proof we have of tbe fifty

con~ributors 18 a letter from the committee, it is not on tbeir
.I
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reports?

~: There were not fifty itemize contributors on their

reports. Okay. It's very possible that the unitemized figure

could contain a number. There would be no way of determining

that.

AIKENS: Is the unitemlzed figure large enough to have fifty

contributions?

!!!§!: Yes. You know, basea on

AIKENS: What was the committee?

~: It was the Onited Parm Workers. The committee was vecy

inactive for - they've been registered since 1972 and appparently

-became active in this election campaign.

McGARRY: Thank you, Ray. If tbere is no further discussion, the

vote will occur on the Tiernan motion. All in favor say aye. (A

voice vote was heard.) All opposed? It appears to the Chair

that the vote is 6-0.

AIKENS: Bow about five?

McGARRY: Five. I'm sorry. Commissioner Reiche absent. Tbank

you very much, Mrs. Aikens.

AIKENS: I am sure he would like to vote.

McGARRY: Yes. Ray Lisi.

~: The next finding appears at the top of page 28 and

concerns Ondisclosed Debt. In this instance we have a situation

where we noted that there were $177,149.32 in debts which were

not disclosed oy t~e committee on their, as of November 30, 1980,

and we also determined that their disclosed debts were overstated

n011R I' ~
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[SI (continuing): by $34,749.27. In our interim Audit ._port,---
we recommended that the Commit~ee amend their December mon~hly

report and any sUbsequent reports to the exten~ that they were

affected to accurately reflect those outstanding debts, ana the

committee, did file amended repor~s whicb corrected the errors,

therefore, we're recommending no further action.

TIERNAN: Mr. Cbairman, I move approval of the audit staff

recommendation appearing at the bottom of page 28.

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman, couLd we correct ODe typo? Ian•tit May

19, 1981 they filed their amended reports? ~bat's right?

LISI: Yes.-
McGARRY: Thank you. Madam Secretary, would you note that

without objection, the Chair hearing none. Commis~ioner Tiernan

. moves approval of the audit staff recommendation contained at the

bottom of page 28. If there's no furtber discussion, the vote

will occur on the motion. All in favor say aye. (A voice vote

was heard.) Allopposea? It appears to the Chair'~he motion

carried by a vote of 5-0 with Commissioner Reiche absent. Ray

Lisi?

.Y!!:
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by the Committee, oh, by the Audit Staff. The ma~ter involvea

he~e originally included in the audit report was the fact that

the Committee bad nCt provided us documentation to support 23

loans that tbey had received from various banks. Our

recommendation in tbe Interim Audit report was tbe Committee

supply this documentation for these loans. The Committee did ----

provide us with documentations for all but two ~f__~~~~~~~ \

\
I
\

\
•

LISI: The next finding concerns the review of the loan records........., .
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McGARRY: Mrs. Aikens.

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman, I am going to ask ~at my motion not be

voted. At tbe time, I -noted Commissioner Reiche would like to

vote on it, and I would ask that it be beld or witbdrawn or

whatever is your pleasure, or just leave it on the table for now.

McGARRY: Whatever the General Counse~ suggests.

STEELE: It would seem to me that it you are going to move on,

you are going to come to this same problem later, so I would

think you are going to have to suspend voting (inaudible).

McGARRY: I ask Allen (inaudible) the status report on Mr.

Reiche. We are just going to suspend voting, because be has an

interest.

CLUTTER: Be is still up in the nurse's office.

THOMSON: Well, I have a noon engagement made many many days ago,

Wednesday noon, but if you aren't: going to be doing any voting, I

am 90ing to my meeting.

McG~Y: ! can't quarrel with that, Governor.

~OMSON: I'll t:y to be back at 2:00.

HARRIS: Is the proposal to put off all the rest of this or wbat?

McGARRY: No. We were hoping we would get a report. I asked

Allen. Be just came back and said the Vice Chairman is still up

28 in t~e nurse's office, and we can't get any reading. Apparently,
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McGARRY (coD~inuing): be is resting up there. So we are in

sor~a of a limbo state. Right where--

BARRIS: I would think we ought to go ahead and vo~e. If you put

it off, you don't know when you are going to get any more ..mbers

than five.

McGARRY: Well, I think what - cer~ainly we can vote on that.

Commissioner Aikens would feel better about it.

AIKENS: I would want my request to stand - that just wait avb11.

to see if the Vice Chairman 1s coming back. I know that he bas

an interest in this, and I know he wants to vote on it. I would

request that we hold for awbile.

McGARRY: Well, one course we could follow where Governor 'rb01D8on

is going to a meeting at noon and where Mr. Reicbe and the

.Governor both have a continuing and abiding interest in all of

these matters and the discussion and (inaudible) in hearing from

both Audit and General Counsel. Perhaps you will be available at

2:00 and perhaps at tbat time we will have a reading as to Mr.

Reiche's condition. I think we can better assess th~ situation.

HARRIS: I think you better make it 2:15 as far as I am

concerned.

McGARRY: 2:15? We certainly want to accommodate everybody bere.

This will be one that gets accommodations for three different

people. (inaudible) In any event·, I think we can probably break

right now, Governor, and we will come back at 2:00.

BARRIS: 2:15.

~: (in unison) 2: lS.

McGAJL~Y: Thank you very much.

TIE~I~~: All (inds of concessions.

"')
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McGARRY: Yes. Rece.s until 2:15.

REeBSS

McGARRY: The Pedera1 B1ection Commission will please come to

order, Madam Secretary, for the afternoon session, continuing on

where we left off. Row, we have tbe afternoon session tbe

Bxecutive Session, a special Bxecu~ive Session for Wednesday,

August 26, 1981. we broke for lunch in the middle of the Kennedy

audit, and where did we leave off, Ray? You can pick up.
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LISt: Backing up a lit~le bit "here, I am going back to page 29.-
These are the findings wbich relate to Title 26 of ~he United

States Code and the termination of net outstanding campaign

obligations. First finding is A, which is the termination of the

net outstanding campaign obligations. We audited the Committee's

obligations as of November 28, 1980, and the NOCO statement

appears on page 3S of the audit report, as Attacbment ·2. As the

statement shows as of November 28, the Commit:ee had a net

outstanding obligation deficit of $1,134,566.51. That figure

does not include 89&in, as we note in the audit report, the value
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LISI (Continued): of ~he artwork which we bave been discussing-
periodically.

McGARRY: Thank you, Ray Lis i .

~: O.K. going on a little furtber. In the interim audit

report, we recOIIIIIlended that the Committee supply us with an

independent appraisal of the artwork and, as we noted previously,

we have not received that appraisal (inaudible) or the fact that

it would cost them at least $10,000 to have an appraisal done of

the work. They have not done it. They also cite a nU1Dber of

other reasons - the fact that there was no basis in the

regulations on which they are to determine a fair market value

for those, for the artwork. They also cite the advisory opinion

1980-136, in which they say tbe Commission was unable to decide

.whether the Committee could lawfully use the artwork to settle

debts, and they also make an argument tbat the artwork should not ')

be treated as a capital asset for NOCO purposes. Row witbout

including the ar~ork as an asset in the calculations, tbe
.

Committee would not have received any matching fundr in excess of

its entitlement as of that date. Our recommendation again in the

report is that, until such time as the Commission approves or

propose permissible alternatives as to the disposition or

liquidation of the artwork, no fur~~er actiOn ean be taken in

this matter. The Counsel may have some comments (inaudible).

STEELE: Again, the only thing I would say is (inaudible) but we

do have the memorandum around wbich summarizes things, but I

t~ink everything in it is stuff we ~ave been through many times,

Brad. Brad did remark that this had a deja vu quality to it as

~e went oack throuqh it again. The question is this, the real

question is, as we analyze it, whether under the regulations you
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STBBLB (Continuea): value this as a capital asset. It seems to

us very difficult to do that particularly 1n regard even without

the question of what the effect of the AO's - tbe Connally AO

followed by the non-AO 1981-36 is - it is very difficult to do

that. You have these pieces of disposable - in one fashion that

we've gone tbrough wbich is tbe individually for less than the

contribution amounts to people wbo haven't contributed that much.

They probably are disposable though I don't think then of tbe

Committee disposing of them In the fasbion that Commissioner

Tiernan referred to, whicb is, if they are attached or taken over

by a debtor for a debt that bas not been paid - the debt

presumbly that banking institution whicb would be the creditor in

this case can dispose of that. Again, it seems to us that the

-question of whether this is a capital asset which comes out ls

one that you bave to resolve, not have to but, we would recommend

resolving (inaudible) it is not listed as a capital asset.

McGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Charles, if I recall, I think

it was the Oaall campaign wbere we haa some problems with the

mailing list and the treatment of those.

GROSS: Not this time.

TIERNAN: No, I mean in 76.

GROSS: '76.

TIERNAN: Bow did we treat those? -- as a capital asset? We

didn't, did we?

S~ELE: We think not.

TIERNAN: We think not. No. We were all talking about

- ce~tainly you know depending on the timeframe, but at

~vl
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that's what they have to 40 under the contribution limits, but

there's still an appraised value of that at $750 or $1500. It's

a little different than a mailing list. Here we have a concrete

or supposedly concrete figure saying, -This is what the value

way.

.McGARRY: Mr. Josefiak •

JOSEPIAK: I find it difficult to - a mailing list - there can be ~

a varied value on that. Here we've had appra~sers come in and

say tbese things prints are wortb $750.00 and in some cases

they're worth $1500.00. Whether or not the Committee can get rid

of them at $1500.00, the matter whether where there is a joint

contribution or whatever, but they still appraise at $750.00 or

$1500.00. If the Committee has to get rid of them at less,

~\

I

;iC2..
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least at some point, mailing li.~s are

Still able to get a loan on

S~ELZ: (inaudible)

TIERNAN:

valuable, but

GROSS: (inaudible)

STEELE: But again, I maybe sbortcbange the analysis in effect

but the capital, but the question of what is and wbat 1s not a

capital asset depends a little bit on as your regulations make

clear on its declining value and or wbether you view it as an

individual item, wbicb I think that in some .ense that almost

1981-36 by not responding to it it's almost maae it so tbat they

can't treat it any other vay because they can't dispose of it

under tbe Connally AO except witbin tbe contribution limitations,

so they are going to have to dispose of it in some individual

~IERNAR (Con~inued):
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can purchase it to me does no~ diminish the value of that - of

the'print itself. It still bas a value. Now if those two people

go out and sell it the next day, once they buy it and sell it for

$2000, it's ~ value. I can see your point that the contribution

limits do have an effect, but what I am saying is there are ways

people can buy that at $1500. An individual can't but two people

AIDRS. Yes.

JOSBPIAK: Tha~'. r19b~. I don't see how you can then say that

this now the value aepends on the contribution, because you could

have a joint contribution. If the print cos~ $1500, then you

could then get two peopl., a husband and wife buying tbe print

together wbo bave no~ purcha.ed, who bave not given to the

Committee before. And beeau.e you have to go ou~ and seek tho••

kinds of people, individuals, doesn't mean tba~ the value of that

print becomes a $1,000 beeag.e you can't get one person to buy.

$1500 print. Secause you could get two people to buy that $1500

print.

TIERNAN: Yes.

JOSEPIAK: I just dontt-

.STEELE: You couldn't sell it to foreigners either. I think you

have to take tbe restrictions into account in tbe valuation of it

in the NOCO statement is the bottom line recommendation is that

tbe restrictions res~rict the 9alue of it in actual terms.

JOSEPIAK: But you, what am I saying is, a $1500 pri~t, and I

don't have a copy of tbat to see if any- that you can go out and

find people, two people, a busband and wife who can buy thae.

And just because you are limited to a group of individuals who
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STEELE: T~e question is in those that are valued, individual

STEEL!: There is a value to it. The question 1n my mind is

wbeeber you call it a capital asset. A lot of things that tbey

have that are valued--

TIERNAN: No, Charles, I mean it is a capital a8set.~ It may not

be the capital asset that an appraiser puts on the artwork

because of the limitations in contribu~ions.

STEELE: All I am sayin9 is that if they have to dispose of the.

individually in effect, they can't sell fifty of the.-

TIERNAN: I a9ree with that. But if they sell fifty of them at a

$1,000 a shot, you got $50,000, that's a capital asset isn't it?

It may not be, if you could sell them for $2,000, you would have

a capital asset of SlOO,OOO.

prints that are valued over S500, by our own regulations, $500 is

MCGARRY: MI:. Gro•••

STBBLB: In my mind, you're drastically restricted, 1n my mind

you're drastically restricted in the market, which they can ••11

it to and, but that affects the value of it.

JOSBPIAK: That might enhance the value.

STZILB: You .ean if corporations can't bUy it, (inaudible).

TIERNAN: No, you can re••ll it, so it 18 more valuable. In

o~er word, if you restrict it to a $1,000, bu~ it's worth

$5,000, I'll come up with a $1,000 and then I can make a $4,000

profit. Or: if I know I can get $10,000 for: it, I can get my wife

to put up a $1,000 and I'll put up $1,000 and we'll buy it for

$2,000. So it could be more valuable. Rot more valuable to the

Committee, I agree with that~ But there is a capital value.

'!'here has to be 8ome.
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1 STBBLB (Cont:inued): vb.r. you draw the line. What I am ••ying

2 is that you have to see them as individual print:s, because that's

3 the way they must dispose of them. And we would agree tbat any

4 that are valued over $500 should be valued as a capital asset. I

5 think that what tbe auditors are saying is that you should take

e tbe total value of all of tbese prints ana call that a capital

7 asset. But since you bave all the restrictions on their disposal

8 it..... to me that you can' t -- it would be bard to establisb

9 that. But that is the question.

10 TIBRNAN: If there i. no further discussion, Mr. Chairman, I move

11 approval of the Recommendation appearing on page 31.

1~ McGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit staff
,. .

13 recommendation appearing on page 31. If there 1s no furtber

14 discussion, the vote will occur on that motion. All in favor say

15.'
aye, (Voices were heard.) All opposed. It appears to the Chair

1S I that tbe vote is five to zero (5-0) witb Commissioner Reiche

1~' absent. Ray List.

~: The next finding is on page 31, it involves apparent

non-qualified campaign expenses. The firs~ part of this finding

deals -- goes direc~ly back to Pinding 2.C. on whicb the Audit

Staff and the General Counsel's Office are going to meet an~

attempt to redraft that finding, wbicb I believe was up for

discussion on September 15th. Our recommendation--

24 McGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.

25 AIKENS: Go ahead, Ray.

26 ~: I just wanted to say that our recommendation in that case

27 I was that the $238,000 figure which we had noted in Finding 2.C.

28 be conside:ed non-qualified campaign expense, the value to be

29 I

30
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LISI (Continued): repaid in full to the o.s. ~rea8ury within 90
~

days. I think a vote on that would be affected by the ai.cu.8ion

on the 15th.

AIKENS: So we really sbould not vote this recommendation now?

TIERNAN: We can' t becau.. maybe the amount may be affected,

rigbt?

LISI: I think that possibly it could be affected because of the-
discussion on tbe 15th.

AlKlRS: May I ask wben we are planning to take action on the

last recommendation on page 31. Is that going to be with this

document?

TIERNAN: The point on 31, Joan?

AIKENS: Yes.

-TIERNAN: Which one?

AIKENS: ·Until such t1me as the Commission approves or proposes

permissible alternatives as to the disposition or liquidation of

the artwork, no further action can be taken.-

TIERNAN: That was tbe motion I just made.

AIKENS: I know that. But I am asking at what point, I am asking

the General Counselor the Staff Director, at what point are we

going to take action? When are we goin9 to approve or propose?

Is that within this?

STEELE: I don't know what action you -- it seems to me that you

would have the action you would take would have to come from some

source and I don't see where it would come ~rom. Now, as I say,

I meant for :hat to be part of -- that memorandum be part of the

discussion here. With the three-three vote on the AO, I don't

know what ac~ion we can propose except dealing with it in

00208
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STBBLB (Con~1nued): regulations or something els•• Onl••• you

decide that you can dispose of it.

AIKINS: Well, it impac~s on the repayment, obviously, or on the

final NOCO statement, obviously. I think we have to take some

action on it.

S'l'BBLB: Well, I guess in my mind tbat unless you rever•• the

Connally AC, unless you take some action to reverse the Connally

AO, or to reverse the non-action in 1981-36, tbat tho••

restrictions on it, on tbe disposition of it are what we are

talking about. And again I don't know wbat the Audit Staff

recommendation is meant to encompass in terms of what tbe

Commission is going to do, but I don't have proposed action on

that in terms of tbat, but it seems to me to be deadlocked by tbe

. AO.

11=- AIKENS: Then do we just ignore it? Drop it?
.. ,.
)6 STEELE: I think you are in the position where what you have

hi ls-is-is-the valuation of it - is affected by tbat. That the

·18 question of its valuation is that you have limited t.bem to

'9' disposing of it as individual pieces. And, accordin9ly, with the

20 question of whether it is a capital asset is dependent upon that,

21 i.e., is it that? Are the individual prints valued at greater

22 than $500? Those that are, are a capital asset. Those that are

23 valued greater than that are a capital assets. Would be my

24 analysis of it. I don't know what expected action there is of

25 the Commission in terms of, you know, chan9ing that status in

26 effect. It seems to me the result of where you are is the result

27 of the Connally AO and AO 1981-36.
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AIKINS: So, ~ben in oraer to decide the value .s a c.pi~al

asset, we need the appraisal? Or do we use tbe appraisal tbat is

listed in the brochure wbicb does not include all the artwork.

STEELE: I think that -- in my mind, tbe appraisal is tbe

appraisal of the individual prints of whicb.

AIKENS: Whicb we don't know how many there are.

McGARRY: Mr. Barris waft~S to clarify this.

STBBLB: I agree.

BABBIS: I didn'~ say ·clarify.· I merely indicated tha~ I

wanted to talk.

BARRIS: If you take their inventory -- If you accept Charlie's

position that the $500 thing is measured against the value of the

individual print, wbicb is set out in this memo that was

.circulated today, I don't know that I do, but if you do and take

their appraisal then as of August 1980, they had only $34,500.

There were only two of these items that they were trying

to -- no, no, tbere are more than that. You'd arrive at a

mid-way figure if you took their appraisal.

STEELE: I think tbat is correc~, yes. I am sorry, I don't have

the appraisal with me.

BARRIS: But you would also get to the peculiar result that if

the prints bave not been run off from cri9inal so that all you

have is the original with the rigbt to make prints from it, that

would boost t~e value of the original up above the $500.

MCGARRY: Mrs. Aikens.

AIKENS: And how do we square the fact that we allowed them the

appraisal of the artwork for collateral to be equal to a $240,000

loan and now we are saying as a capital asset it is not worth

anything, basically. Or is it not a capital asset?

,
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STEELE: It's wor~h money, certainly. I mean, I think, I agre••

I think tha~ is the dis~inct problem, 1s tbat you bave it set

fortb as an appraisal in total value against wbicb--wbicb has

b.en colla~erlized against the loan because the bank bas been

willing to say if we can get our hands on whatever it is, 1,200

prints" we can dispose of tbem for that kind of lIoney. '!'be

question, in 111':/ mind, when it cOlles down to it being in the

Committee's hanas, is bow do you make it a capital asset? You

say you have to take all of the print:s and combine the. together

even thougb they can't sell tbem that v.y. So, in order to get

it valued as a capital asset, say to be $200,000 or wbatever, you

have to deal with all of those prints as a lot, or wbatever it

is. Like tbe--wyeth, that Pennsylvania man, 1980-2 wyetb that

-you take all of the prines from that and say this is tbe asset.

Is the 200 prin~s that are each worth $500 or whatever. The

difficulty with that, in my mind, is tha~ you are then saying--in

the position of saying to the Commit~ee, ·Well, for purposes of

valuing them, we are going to value them in a way you can't

dispose of them. w And it seems to me by the Connally AO and the

1981-36 that said wYou can't dispose of them like that. w You

have to dispose of them individually. Whether its to a value of

$1,500 to two people or wha~ever, the question then, you still

have to dispose of them individually and that the ones that are

valued at $800 a print are a capital asset. Again, that's the

regulations. I don't know where the figure $500 came from as a

capital asset in the original regulation. The question being

whether yeu treat all of ~~em together as the artwork the Kennedy

Committee owns and that is a capital asset. As I say, the
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STBBLZ (Con~inued): difficulty in the way of doing tha~ In my

mind is tha~ you are tben.saying tha~ you have to treat it as a

single capital asset whereas you are telling them that they have

to dispose of them on an individualized basis.

THOMSON: Mr. Cbairman.

MCGARRY: Yes, Governor TbOlDllon.

THOMSON: I think C~is.ioner Barris 1s tbe only one wbo bas the

inventory with the pic~ure., and I know be has studied a~ great

length on this aatter. I would appreciate bis appraisal of the

value of them.

BARRIS: I think you would have to be ~or Kennedy to buy one of

them!

TIERNAN: That's another restriction, Charlie.

S'l'EBLE: That's tbe real value of them.

'!'BOMSON: These responses are totally unrebearsed!

S'l'DL2: Brad, who bad to go through t:his when we did the AO,

indicates that be thinks that out of the 31 they had that seven
-

STBBLZ (continuing): (7) of them are listed witb an-appraised

value of over $SOO. The Rauscbenbert, the Serra, the Warhol, the

Wyetb.

'l'IERNAN: Do they have any of those in the inventory left?

AIKENS: Are you advocating buying one?

TIERNAN: I would like to bave one of the Olympic players, the

hockey players.

STEELE: I don't believe the inventory is in the papers· in the

Commission's records, but I have not seen it myself.

BARRIS: Yeah. They have got a list of them here. And some of

those--many of those are left.
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1

2

Joe Stoltz.

I might point out that inventory does not include tbe

3 on•• that were given away as Chris~as gifts and we have no ide••

4 It'. our understanding tbat it was several hundreds tbat were

5 given away.

6 BARRIS: Well, as of wbat date would the value of the inventory

7 be relevant?

8 S'l'OL'l'Z: Normally, we would .ay the date of ineligibility. In

9 this case, with tbe probl... that we have bad 1n trying to make a

10 decision on it, tbe question is does that become a fair

11 distinction? Does that date bave any relevance if now we go back

12 and say, -Well the ones tbat you gave away for Chris~. after

13 not getting an Advisory Opinion on it have to be put back in the

14 inventory in value.-? The Treasurer bas indicated a couple of

1~ times that be doesn't believe, at this point, that the appraised
""
18 value is reflective of tbe market value which is entirely

17' possible; given that that appraised value that was included on

ia there was a fundraising device. Purther, the market __cbanism

"19 now is very difficult given the inability to sell them off

29 wholesale to some sort of a dealer or something. That ls, once

21 indicated, would probably generate--if they were allowed to do

22 ~hat--would generate somewbere around twelve cents (12c) on the

23 dollar on the final cash proceeds.

24 . TIERNAN: Bas anyone seen the inventory of prints on hand?

25 ,STOLTZ: No.

26 i TIERNAN: I don't see Joel Joseph listed here.

27 ! STEELE: It doesn't come under the capital asset, certainly.,

2Et AIKENS: It would be well under the $500 value.
il
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'l'IBllNAN: You mean that pE lnt: on the wall isn' t wor1:b ~r. than

$40?

S'1'EBL2: It is very scarce, it probably--

MCGARRY: Where are we?

LISI: We were at the recommendation on the artwork. I believe-
the vote was taken on--on page 22.

MCGARRY: You want to deal witb the rec01llllendation at the bottom

of the page there?

TIBRNAN: '!'hat's the one you will bave to wait on because of the

money. Is that correct?

LISI: That's correct. This is the rec01IIDendation that I think-
it would be best to wait until the next meeting wben we do

discuss it. The final recommendation, the final finding in the

.report, which I think we--

TIERNAN: I will move that we approve the Recommendation.

~: What I really wanted to say is (inaudible) the $141 in

parking tickets which we determined to be non-qualified campaign

expenses.

TIERNAN: One-forty-one-fifty.

~: Approximately.

TIEBNAN: It must have been in the (inaudible). That's the

lowest amount that we have had, though, generally, it is a lot.

Well, they didn't have many volunteers.

McGARRY: Did you ~ove approval?

TIERNAN: I did. I moved approval of the recommendation.

~cGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the

recommendation at the bottom of page 32. All in favor, please

say aye. (A voice vote was heard.) Opposed? It appears to the
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MCCjAIUl! (Continued) I Chair that the 'IOte was five to zero (5-0),

Ca..i••loner Reiche ab.ent.

'1'tBRHAH: I think we ought to c01DIIlend ~e Audit people on that

very fine presentation.

McGARRY: This ba. not been ea.y from the very beginning and

there .ere an awful lot of problems beyond the audit that were

involved in tbis wbole matter. I want to thank you very much,

Bay, and Sue and Joe, Bob and Rick. '!'hank you very .uch. Where

are we? We are going into Persormel now. Thank you once agaln,

folks. Appreciate it.
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LISt: The number is 10 at the bottom. And what we have done-

LISI: Yes, I am, Mr. Chairman. As we note in our cover memorandum-

PAM'IAL TRANSCRIPT, BXBetrrIVB saSlOR 0.. SBP'fEMBBR 15, 1981
(~ape 11 at approzimately 48 minute. into the tape)
Relating to the Pinal Audit of the lennedy for President Committee

office bas prepared a cover memorandum pertaining to the finding.

What we have done -- the finding begins on page 10 of the

-document before you, or the section that -- at the bottom of page

0021~

The number is 10 at the bottom?

:esponse as it relates to any expenditures for which they charged

any ?or~ion of: to compliance and fundraising as exempt

categories. !he first category of expenditures -- categories of

expenditure, I should say, that they charged off were overhead

expenses and these again were based on the Fox & Company study

10.

TIERNAN:

here is revise the finding somewhat from the way it appeared in

the Interim Report. In the Interim Report we had six subsections

pertaining to the Committee's response to the Interim Audit

Report recommendation. We have now condensed that into four

subsections, hopefully to make it a little more easier to present

and also for the pUblic to understand. The first section,

beginning on page 10, small a., Co.olianee and Fundraisina, and

what we have done here we have combined all of the Committee's

tbere are two findings wbich tbe Commission has not voted on in

the Kennedy Report, and the main finding is the allocation of

expenditures to states, and tbe Office of General Counsel and tbe

Audit Division have conferred on this matter. The Counsel's

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: So, now without any further ado we're ready to

go into the Kennedy Audit and we'll proceed with that. Who is

going to take th~ lead on that this morning? Ray are you going

to l ••d off?
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LISl: (Con~inued) which we discus.ed extensively the la.~ time we-
discus.ed the report. The Committee stated that tbey bad

isolated all of their overhead expenses and applied a percentage

of 17' of the overhead expenses were exempt expenditures for

fundraising and 22' were expense because they related to

compliance. Ana these were based, again on the Pox , Company

study. The second portion that's included in there 18 the field

staff salaries which also were a por~ion of, were cbarged off to

exempt compliance and fundraising. Again, tbese figures vere

based on the Poz • Company study. The final types of

expenditures that were charged off were advance staff salaries,

and in this case, we find that they only charged off fundraising

or a portion of the salaries to fundraising exempts, and in that

case it was anywhere between 10 and 17. and the Committee has not

provided us any documents at this point to support those

allocations. What we have done in this, in the repor~ wbich was

different from the previous report that was before you. I have

included a recommendation at the end of each SUbsection in which

we ask for specific information from the Committee in order for

us to determine whether the allocations, tbe allocations that

they came up with are accurate and also whether they are

reasonable. At the top of page 12 are the, is the recommendation

for the information that we're requesting from the Kennedy

Committee in order to de~erm1ne whether these compliance and

fundraising exemptions are again accurate and reasonable. We're

asking for all the workpapers which were generatea by the

Committee and/or the acounting firm which were used to derive the

compliance and fundraising allocations. We are also asking for a

-;:- /:, 00215
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LISI: (Continued) list of the questions that were asked of tbe----
individuals who were interviewed. In this case, according to a

letter we received, the people that were interviewed were desk

people, or the person in charge of the campaign in that state.

Also, if available, we are asking for any job descriptions or

time sheets for the individuals whose salaries were allocated.

We are also asking for a description of the duties of the

individuals who were interviewed and also a basis for the

selection of the four states wbicb were used.

COMMISSIONBR THOMSON: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask when the

Fox Company was bired?

~: I don't have a date that they were hired. The only

information we bave as to wben the interviews took place and tbat

was in May, according to a letter from .the Poz Company, in May of

1980. Hew while we were doing the threshold audit -

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: 81 •

VOICES: No.

VOICES: INAtmIBLE.

~: While we were conducting the Threshold Audit, at that

point we know tha~ there was at least one individual from Pox ,

Company at the Committee. And also during the, that was

conducted in March of 1980, and also when we were conducting the

Post-Primary Audit whicb began in September of 1980, there were

individuals there from various accounting firms.

COMMISSIONER '!'HOMSON: Well, do you think they made t.~ese

allocations or percentage figures prior to the end of the

campaign?

~: Well, I say the only information we have is the letter

from the accounting firm which states that they were done in May

of 1980. Now late last week they did provide us with some

I

"
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one of these recommendations?

LISI: (Continued) workpapers additional vorkpaper., and there are-
no dates on those workpapers to indicate tbe t1.. that they were

prepared. So then we don't, I'm not sure exactly when the

workpapers were prepared or when it took place other than the

fact that the accounting firm aid.state 1n their le~~er that it

was in May of 1980 that the interviews were conducted.

COMMISSIONER THOMSOR: Well, I think it would be important to

know whether it was done before or after.

LISI: Mr. Chairman, would the C01lllllission like to vote Oft each-
COMMISSIONER McGARRY: Yes, I think that would be the orderly way

to proceed, Ray. Mr. Barris.

COMMISSIONER HARRIS: I would like to know whether either legal

or audit has any questions about this business of computing,

taking a sample of four states and tben getting a weigbted

average which they apparently use n~tionally. The questions with

wbich we are concerned are really the allocations for Rew

Hampshire and Iowa, wbicb are two of tbe states the~ picked. If

they have the actual figures for New Rampshire and for Iowa,

wouldn't it be more accurate to use those figures rather than

extrapolating some kind of nationwide average on the basis of

showing in Obio and New York, wbich are, of course, s~ates very

different from Iowa and New Hampshire. Iowa and New Hampshire

are small states where they spend disproportionate amounts of

money. New York and Ohio are two very large states ~ what's the

validity of this, of taking this nationwide average based on four

00217-- I
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t~e recommendation now before us --

CHAIRMAN ~cGARRY: Tbank you, Ray. Anything further? We have

GBNTNBR: Well, I think w. are questioning that, and that is wby

point e. of tbe recommendation asks for the basis of selection of

the four states used.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Mr. Gross, do you have any further comment?

GROSS: No, No.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Tbank you, Marsha. Ray Lisi.

LISI: I tbink if I could point out here, we did look at the-
percentages 1n each individual s~ate that were used and if ••

used the percentages based on just New Hampshire and Iowa and in

New Hampsbire the percentages were 21' for fundrais1ng and 16'

for compliance as opposed to the 22 and the 17. And in Iowa it

would be 8' for fundraising and 17. for compliance.

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: So in the case of Iowa it would raise the

.allocation to the states by how much?

~: Well, when we add in New York and Iowa they do increase .~

the allocation. If we average just New Hampsbire and Iowa

together-

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: No, I mean suppose you simply .took the two

states -- for Iowa you took the Iowa figures and New Bampsbire

you took the New Hampshire figures --

~: Okay, in that case, the fundraising figure for New

Hampshire they would be allocatin9 a larger amount to exempt, but

a smaller amount to compliance. And in Iowa both a smaller

amount to compliance and in fundraising would be exempted, based

on those percentages.
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COMMISSIONER BARRIS: How does your answer comport with the

footnote on page 12 where you say, wNo records were prOVided for

the Iowa computations.-

!!!.§!: Okay, that footnot.e relates to the allocations fo,' loftg

distance telephone calls only.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Mr. Barris, yes. Did you have anything

further on that? Let me defer to Governor Thomson.

COMMISSIOHBR BARRIS: I take it we have not committed our••l •••

1n acc.p~in9 this ~our state thing or not.

STlBLE: No, I think you are a.fini~ively asking for information

about it. It is of course an allocation figure which, of course,

com.. to that horrendous problem that we faced in all of this

are., that wbere you have costs that are not, you are not able to

identify dollar-for-dollar to something that the Commission and

the campaigns have been forced into some form of allocation. I

don't think you were, by this, committed to the idea that you

will have ~o average the four states. That was wbat they did in

response to the Interim Audit Report saying we don't think, again

this whole role over here in regard to Commissioner Thomson's

question, that is, if the 'threshold audit is going Oft, they're

listening, these people are coming in with new ways of doing it.

So you have a cbanging scene as the audit is going on, as the

campaign is going on, but in effect, I think, you have not

committed yourself to anything, and by asking you for that, you

are saying you consider that basis for selecting thoJe four is

relevant.
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GOVERNOR TSOMSON: Could you determine by payments made to the

Fox Company when they began and when their real activity took
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question of what's going to suffice as documentation of the

percentage figures derived by t~e !ennedy for President

STEELE: We did have one point with regard to the recommendation

here on page 12 which we have noted in our memorandum with re9ard

to ~~e difficUlty we think you have here with recommendation

·c.·, and I would like Marsha to address that briefly.

GENTNER: This issue is discussed a bit before and that the

"I

accounting firms wbere individuals are on loan to the, to the

committee, and I believe that this 1s probably wbat happened 1n

this instance.

COMMISSIONER THOMSON: You think the rox Company was on loan and

~as not paid by the' Committee?

~: It's possible. We don't have any information on that at ",

this point to determine whether

STOLTZ: It was very common during this last campaign for

accounting firms to send staff to various campaigfts #ree of

charge, which they are permitted to do, and so you don't really

see billings going back and forth.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Mr. Steele.

that some of it may, there may have been some costs a••ociated

which were paid by the Committe. for Pox 'Company. Some of it

could have been also exempt.

COMMISSIONER mOMSON : Well, you don I t run aero.. tbat wben you

make an audit?

LISI: Well, there are a number of ca••• where there are-

TBOMSOR: (Con~inu.d) place for the amount of money ~.t wa. paid

to tbe Poz Company?

LISI: We don't have that information available. It'. po•• ible-
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ilBTHBRa (Continued) Committee, particularly with re.pect to

.~aff time spent on tbe various activities. Nov, point ·c.- of

the recommendation requests job descriptic,ns and/or time sheets

for the individuals for whom, who were used as a basis of tbe

computations 1n this regard. The August 21st letter from the Pox

, Company state. tbat the figures wer~ derived based on

interviews with beads of tbe state offices and, if the he.ds of

the state offices did not have actual knowledge, they were

instructed to go directly to the staff members and interview

them. And these interviews took place in May of 1980. Row this

assumes, and we are not sure that the assumption 1s correct, that

the definition used 1n the interviews of tbe various, you know,

compliance, tho.e terms exempt activities are coer.ct. aut if we

do assume that, then the Office of General Counsel feels that the

percentages derived from staff interviews ought to be accep~ed

wi~hout further documentation. We don't object to poin~ d., •

description of the duties of the individuals involved, we think

that is relevant, but requiring time sheets or job descriptions

we think goes beyond what is necessary for tbe committee to put

forth since they have done actual staff interviews and we do ask

~or their workpapers computing the information derived from the

staff.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Th\nk you very much, Marsha. Mr. Reicbe.

COMMISSION!R REIC3E: I think the real question there is what we

have required in other cases, so that we achieve some measur. of

consistency here, and if you are suggesting, I'm not sure you are

Marsha, out i~ you are, then this goes beyond that, and that's

one thing_
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STBBLB: Also, I think you bave the proble. a8 to whether you ••k

them to keep those kinds of records ahead of time, which is a

separate and distinct groblem, and asked for them in otber audits

which I don't know, but whetber or not, I would see difficulty in

trying to enforce this that you are effectively saying that they

had to keep job descriptions, they had to write job descriptions,

and they had to keep time sheets.

COMMISSIONER RBICRB: Well, as long as you don't carry that one

too far and say that you must have spelled out precisely in

writing, in advance, everytbing by way of record that had to be

retained by them -- maintained and retained. You could go too

far with that. I'm with you to a point, but I don't want to go

too far.

STEELE: I just raised It that if they come in ~ith other records

which 1s really what, in some sense I think that tbe interviews

during tbe period right after the threshold audits represent, is

talking to people, etc.; I'm not sure tha~ you are going to get

very far if you say well now we have to have, you kn~w. It took

the Commission long enough to get job descriptions: getting a

campaign to write job descriptions for everybody and so forth

there may be something you'd hay. difticulty saying, -If you

don't give us that,· you have to look at the overall

documentation of it.

COMMISSIONER REIC3!: But as I understand the r.quest contained

in the r9co~~endation here there is no one of these ~hich is the

!in! aua n2n in terms of providing suf~icient documentation, but

t~ese are the types of documentation we are lookin9 for. If they

:~il ~o come ~p wit~ ~ne or more, ~e will ~~en consider whether
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COMMISSIONBR RIICHB: (Con~inued) the aocumenta~lon provided 1.

sufticient for our purposes. I mean isn't that the thrust of

what we would be doing by approving the recommendation?

STEELE: Well, I think ~y problem ~i~h the recommendation is that

you seem to be saying they have to produce, and it says, I have

two problems with it, one that at this juncture tha~ we're not

prepared to say whether it is good enough that I think tbere is

going to be difficulty vitb the statement of, ·Well we are going

to ask for this but after we get it we're not sure that's going

to be enough.- But, secondly, you seem to be saying with regard

to this item, -You better have this or else.-

COMMISSlONBR REICBB: In terms of addressing the first part, by

not saying right now whether it's going to be deemed sufficient,

I don't think we can say that right now, not just in this

context, but, I mean, in any similar context, when people are

SUbmitting documentation to us, how can we say in advance it's

going to be sufficient. t don't think we can. I don't think we

should. I'm a little worried about your second point though.

STEELE: I agree, and this is only your prellJDinary deter~1nation

by your own regulations. Your next step from this is that you

are going to have ~o make a final determina~ion and as ~4

discussed before, the question of ~hether you can make a final

determination that you owe us money because you are not

satiafied -- you have to hav~ some ~ituation where y~u have asked

them for records which they have refused to produce or "said they

jon'~ ha~e and decided that well that failure of that

documentatio~ is sufficient to wareant 3eeking a full r~payment.

1'~,at is 3-.jmeth ing that is immedi3tely put in traci< after you :nake
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STBBLZ: (Con~inu.d) his preliminary -- you've made 4 preliminary

determination if you approve this that they should be having job

descriptions and time sheets.

~IRMAN McGARRY: Joe Stoltz, Mr. ~arris has been se.king

recognition during this discussion. ~erhaps we should hear from

him briefly to see if be can shed some light. Mr. Stoltz.

STOLTZ: And possibly, some, shed a little bit of light on

comparability of the cases. Ray has with him copies of the study

that was performed by the Carter Campaign. Tbis was for

headquarters staff, but it 1s the same principle involved. That

one was performed by an accountant from Peat, ~arwick and

~itchell who was on loan to the campaign from the accounting

firm. Rather extensive document, considerable detail. Behind

that was a bundle of interview notes ~hat he had gone through

and tal~ed to various people to come up with tbe percentages.

We were then able to go back and chec~, talk to some of the same

people, check some of what we thought of some of their

determinations. We finally agreed to change a fe~ of them based

on what we come up with when we tal~ed ~ith them. ~nd it was a~l

v~ry carefully laid out and they kept it and it was available to

us. So though a lot of the types of things we are asking for

here we may not have bad to ask for in this case, but it was

t~ete and we did go through it. We now have workpapers for this

calculation ~hich at least ~llows us to go through the

mathematics of it. They did send that much in. It's unclear who

pr~pared it. It appears t:hi~ ~a3 a joint '!ff-J~t: -In:] .:.l lat ,'")t it

~ay ~ell have been done ~y the Committe~ staff, particularly in

:~at if you notice the le~ter fro~ the Fox Co~pany. ~~~ last ~ne
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STOLTZ: (Continued) said, -It is their unders~anding that this 1s

the way it was conducted.- These workpapers start witb the

percentages for each individual and go from there. There is no

indication on how the percentages ~ere determined, what each

individual's functions were and what parts of bis functions were

considered to fall in the compliance and what parts were

considered to have fallen'into fundraising and into operating.

We feel we would like to see some basis for the derivation of

those percentages, because otherwise, we have no way of knowing

anything beyond what the mathematically accuracy of tbe

calculations.

COMMISSIONER SARRIS: Do you think they have given you all of the

workpapers?

STOLTZ: I suspect that they have. I don't know for a fact, but

I suspect that they have.

COMMISSIONER SARRIS: I think that the question Commissioner

Reiche was asking was not whether other committees had kept more

complete records or kept the kind of data that we would be

looking for here, maybe not finding, out ~hether we had r~fused

to make adjustments for other committees on the basis of their

not having this kind of documentation.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: INAUDIBLE.

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: On the wording of the reco~endation at the

bottom of ?~ge 11, it ap9~~rs to me that :~arli. Ls cocrect that

what we are saying is that absent the presentation of the

dOCUM~~tacion, no adjust~ent be ~ade. I would gather from that

'Jnles$ :~ig documentati~n ~hich is spelled out on top of page 12

is forthcoming, t~at -e are not going to make any adjust~ents.

."-
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r'!luctant to li~it this ~ind ~f :hing ~~til ~e se~ what they have

check stubs, you asked for reqisters. And ours aren't separate

r~9ist9rs. It's those kinds of problems 'that :nake us v'!ry

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: (Continued) And then when you say tha~ -this

documentation should include but is not limited to,· that -1s not

limited to· language, ! have a great deal of trouble at this

poln~. It seems to me that we ought to be able to tell them what

we want. If we ask all of this stuff and then say you didn't

give us anything more than that so we are not going to make any

adjustment, that doesn't make sense. At this point in the audit

we ought to know what we want. I don't see the justification for

that -but is not limited to·

STOLTZ: One of the problems is we don't know for sure what

exists in relation to this.

-'",

00226,

~nd .hat ~~~y can ?roduce.

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: Bu~ you are asking for all the workpapers?

STOLTZ: And, second, it has been our experience that almost

every time something is submitted by this committee, additional

questions are raised or it is incomplete, and we hate to limit

ourselves so that if they do send in something that technically

meets the definition here, but is it really responsive? The

other problem we have had is terminology with this committee •

For example, when we were looking at state accounts, we asked for

check registers. They said, ·Well we don't have check

re9isters.~ And so we started doing it the hard way without

check registers. Well, it came out later that what they had were

a l~t of check stubs where the balance and so forth is kept. It

~asn't a separate register. Well, they said you didn't ask for
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COMMISSIONER aeICHE: I would jus~ note that that 1s worded

·should include· not -must include- and I think -- I'. not

suggesting that that fills in the greatest of leeway, but I think

it does build in some leeway in inter~retin9 the language itself.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Mr. Josefiak.

JOSEPIAK: Joe, I think when the last time we met on this you

said some of this material was asked for orally, that you had had

telephonic conversation with the Committee and asked for certain

information --

STOLTZ: Ray would be a better person to respond.

JOSEPIAK: Of the ite.s listed here a, b, c, a, e; what has

already orally been requested? All of it?

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Ray Lisi.

LISI: The questions asked of the individuals interviewed, I'm.--

sure at one point, we have asked. The other information I am not

sure. I couldn't say right now whether we had actually asked for

that information or not. I know item e. we did not ask for

verbally. Very posssibly c. we may have asked for in our

conversation. I can't give you an exact answer on that.

PASCBEN: If I could add a statement. Item d., a description of

the duties, was asked for in the entrance conference of the

threshold audit so that is written in the entrance conference

notes that that was asked for.

CHAIRMAN ~cGARRY: Thank you Sue. So we have, Ray, your

recommendation at the bottom of page 11, is that correct?

~: Beginning on the bottom of page 11 and ;oing to the top of

page 12.

.- ;
-:--. '..J4- I
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COMMISSIONER REICHE: Mr. Chairman, I would move approval of the

recommendation wbich begins at the bottom of page 11 and goes

over to the top of page 12.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Commissioner Reiche moves approval of the

audit staff recommendation beginning at the bottom of page 11 and

carrying over to the top of page 12. If there is no further

discussion, the vo~e will occur on that mo~ion.

COMMISSIONER 'rIeRNPu': Mr. Chairman, before you take - take a

vote on it, I'. concerned about the last sentence on page 11

also, and I am wondering whether or not any rewrite of that could

be obtained. Because I think at this stage to say, ·should

include but is not limited to,· does -- then you -- then

proposing to request these five different items -- it seems to me

it would be quite extensive. And then, YOtl know, but not limlt'!d

to -- what other -- I mean, I agree, Joe, you gave us the

examples of the check stubs rather than the check registers, but

what, what other information could they give us that would have a

bearing on whether or not we felt that the allocations were

reasonable? Shouldn't we try to make -- at this stage, shouldn't

we try to include everything in the request that we're going to

sU9~est that they provide us with -- ~or~sneets, timesheets •

S~OLTZ: We tried to write it as broadly as possible. All

workpapers, questions -- some of these things contained in b, c,

d, and e. probably should also be contained in a.

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: Well, couldn't you say that

STOLTZ: But it's hard to tell. WI! ':l!211y do,,'t ;cnO\li -..Ihat thl!Y
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exist.

otherwise --

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: I'd rather have the language saying, you

:s ~n alteenative to one of the fiv~ i:ems and -- ~ut they merely

say you asked foe that, ~~ don't have it.

00229
.-"- .-""- /

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: I'm in sympathy to what Commissioner Tiernan

is saying, ~ut I've been in ~h~ Erustrating position where you

are specific and then they come back and they have something that

know, the broadest sense, but what you are saying here is,

·should include but is not limited to,· and then you give five

specific areas, I mean five specific things that you need,

apparently, to make a determination. It would seem to me that

when you get down to that small a specification -- that you want,

that if there is anything else -- we should include It. We

should have an f., 9., h.

STOLTZ: Again, assuming we know what they have and -

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: And that's really the crux of the problem.

STOLTZ: That's really the problem, we don't know what all may

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: Well couldn't you say that this

documen~a~ion should include more specifically these following

items to help us in making the repayment calculations, some

language along t~at line?

STOLTZ: WOuld it be of any assistance if we, instead of saying

that should include all documentation in the possession of the

Committee or the accounting firm relating to the allocations and

then specifically should include?

COMMISSIONER ~IERNAN: Something along that line.

STOLTZ: We feel 1t 1s important in being very, very broad
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COMMISSIONER ~IERN~~: Couldn't you have tbat in the

recommendation thougb, Mr. Chairman, like f. Wany any other

materials that were used in arriving at the allocations·?

Something general rather than putting --

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: That could be helpful, and Joe is offering

that but I can appreciate

COMMISSIONER 1'IERNAN: Is that your concern --

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: My concern is that I'm not prepared a~ this

point to say that I won't vote for any adjustments in the

allocations if, for example, the Committee didn't have any job

descriptions or time sheets.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: As the proponent of the motion, let me just

say that I don't construe it that way. Now we may differ in

that, Commissioner Barris, but I don't construe myself as

blocking this in. I think t~ey then come up with, and I have no

objection to an addition of the type Commissioner Tiernan is

talking about, you know, an f. possibly, but I think tbat they

come up with as much information as they can making ~cific

reference to items a. through e. and also checking their records

to see if there is anything else they deem relevant, they then

submit it -- it then is within the province of the Commission to

consider that as sufficient documentation Ot "ot, as the

Commission sees fit. But I don't think t,e absence of one or

more sounds the death knell as far as they're concerned. At

least I don't construe it that way, out maybe I'm wron9~

:~AIRMA~ McGARRY: Mr. Barris.

:OMMISSIONER ~AaRrS: I don't mind asking them Eor anything

~~ey'v~ got. I'~ ?r~pared to 90 ala~g ~it~ that, but this

.,.
)
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~ENTYER: ~he ~~neral Counsel's ~ffice would ~ake a

COMMISSIONER HARRIS: (Con~inued) business of wabsence of

presentation of documentation of how adjustments will be made,· I

can't vote for ~hat recommendation.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Well, we have Co.missioner Reiche's motion

pending, and the floor is certainly open to any other comments

from anyone -- Commissioner or staff. Mr. Reiche.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: May I just ask Commissioner Tiernan witb

respect to the addition of a provision of the type he men~ioned,

I would certainly have no objection to the motion being amended

along those lines if he so wishes.

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: Well, I make th.t as a suggestion, I'm not

concerned whether or not you want to make tbat cbange, but I am

saying that in tbe present form I wouldn't be supporting it. And

I think the second point that Commissioner Barris raises is one

that I would be concerned with also, because if in fact, wben you

qet over to e., I would not be prepared to vote for that -- on

the basis of the discussion we just bad previously by the General

Counsel's office. And so, if, in fact the Commission approved

C., and they didn't have them, does that mean that we would not

make any adjustments? But they had all the other four, or some

additional material, such as an interview by an accountant of the

man in charge of New Hampshire or the woman in charge of New

Bamphsire or Iowa describing what Prank Reiche did in

headquarters -- is that going to be accepted as a job

description?

CHAIRMAN ~cGARRY Marsha Gentner.
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~R: (Continued) have the first paragraph, the last sentence

af the first paragraph stop at -after include- so it would say

-tbis documentation should include,- listing a., b., and we still

believe that c. should not be listed, d. and e. , and then it

would be, if our recommendation were adopted, e. -- -any other

information or documentation which the Committee believes would

support its allocations.-

STEELE: The other suggestion that I might make is -

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: '!'hank you, Marsha. Mr. Steele.

STEELE: In regards to the poi~t Commissioner Barris raised, is

that if you take that sentence on the bottom of page 11 and take

out that language about no amendments be made, you can just say

the audit staff recommends that the Committee present

documentation verifying the accuracy and reasonableness of

compliance in fundraising within 30 days of tbe receipt of this

report, and end the sentence there -- in other words ie would

seem to me if you did that, you sharpened that what you're saying

is that the Committee has to present documentation verifying the

accuracy and the reasonableness, you then have examples of what

you mean. It seems to me that that's the language along that

line would also take care of some of the problems that I think is

quite valid here. You would say at the beginning, the Committee

present documentation verifying, that's your generalized -- you

have to have some generalized statement there of what the

documentation should be -- and it seems to me you do that, the

Committe~ present documentation v~rif1in9 the accuracy and

:easonableness.
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CBAIllMAN McGARRY: W.'ll juSt: let audit comment: on that - Joe

Stoltz.

STOLTZ: I think our only concern there is to make it clear that

if every scrap of information the Committee has on this SUbject

is submitted, and it doesn't tell us anything we don't already

know, there is no guarantee that we are going to accept the thing

as reasonable.

CBAIRMAN McGARRY: Mr. Steele.

S'l'DLE: My point would be that if you asked them if the

Committee present documentation verifying the accuracy and

reasonableness, etc. What the Commission then does at the next

stage is to decide whether you've got documentation which

verifies the accuracy and reasonableness.

STOLTZ: Yes, as long as we leave ourselves open to that

determination after we have seen whatever is produced. I think

chat was our major concern •

STEELE: No, I certainly think that that should be so.

- -..... -
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CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Mr. Reicbe is seeking recognition.

COMMISSIORBR RBICBB: It seems to me that what we are saying, at

least in part at the pre.ent time, is that the documentation thus

~ar submitted is insufficient and that we need not documentation

but additional documentation. If they did not as of this tim.

submit any additional documentation, then we would not make

adjustments. How, that being the case, one thing, and I'. trying

to address myself to the concern that Commissioner Barris f.els,

is to add in the second line of the recommendation the word

-additional- before -documentation- because I think that might be

helpful, and as far as the other amendments which have been

suggested, the last line of this documentation should include but

is not limited to and then the concern that Counsel feels with

respect to c. and some of the Commissioners feel with respect to

c., maybe that could be taken care of by language wbich says

that, something along these lines -- -to the extent it exists,

such information sbould include.- I'. trying to soften it

somewhat and leave us tbe discretion still when it comes back to

move in whatever direction we see fit. I'm just tossing out a

bunch of ideas ana maybe they don't appeal to anyone else, but

I'm boping they'll help.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Mr. Barris.

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: I move to amend Commissioner Reiche's

motion so that the recommendation at the bottom of page 11 reads

as follows: -The audit staff recommends that pursuant ~o 11 CPR

S9038.2(b) that the Committee present additional documentation

verifying the accuracy and reasonableness of the Committee's

compliance and fundraisinq allocations within 30 days of receipt

.' .
,e .....
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I COMMISSIORBR BARRIS: (Continued) ·of this report.. This

documentation should include bu~ is not limited to:- and no

changes on page S. That would not: commit us as to what we would

do -- this would ask them to produce this additional

documentation and it wouldn't say wbat we would do if they

produced part of it but not all of it or if they didn't have

these records.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Commissioner Barris offers an amendment to the

Reiche motion. specifically with reference to the recommendation

contained on the bott01l, beginning on the bottom of page 11 that

the audit. staff, if that recommendation now reads, -The audit

staff recommends that pursuant to 11 CPR S9038.2(b) the Committee

present documenta~ion verifying the accuracy and reasonableness

in the Committee's compliance and fundraising allocations within

30 days of receipt of this report. R Mr. Barris?

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: Yes.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: This documentatioD sbould include but is not

limited to? Is that sufficiently clear, Madam Secre~ary?

COMMISSIONER REICBB: The question I would ask and I have to ask

it of the Commissioners, I though we had concluded -- I say

concluded, that's too strong, but it seemed that there was a

consensus that if additional documentation were not submitted,

that we would not make adjustments -- in other words, that on the

basis of that submitted so far, no adjustments would be made.

Now. If that were the case, then I could not agree with

Commissioner Barris' motion. On the other hand, if we haven't or

if there isn't a consensus along those lines, then perhaps

Commissioner Barris' motion is appropriate.

--..- ...
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COMMISSIOHBR TIERNAN: Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Yes, Mr. Tiernan.

COMMISSIONIR TIERNAN: But Prank, I think if you read the last

paragraph prior to the recommendation, it flows into that

-Therefore, other than those expenditures wbicb could be clearly

identified as relating to compliance and fundraising activities,

no adjus~ents have been made to the expenditure of allocations

in New lampsbire.- Based on that, then you go into the

recommendation, the reason wby, and then tbis is the

recommendation of the audit staff -- tbat they present to tbe

Commission.

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: It doesn't say though, Bob, if there is no

further' documentation that we will not make adjustments and, you

know -- Well, we may disagree on that but I'm just saying -

COMMISSIONER TIBRNAN: But I think from the basis -- from what

Joe has said, and what Ray said -- apparently they feel that

there is going to be some of these materials presented to the

Commission. In fact, apparently, they have given yo~ something

within the last few weeks, haven't they?

STOLTZ: The last couple of days.

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: The last couple of days. So if they do

give you that, it may be that there would be an adjustment made.

There may not be, but that's the determination that we would have

to see on the basis of the audit -- the audit staff is going to

come back when they get whatever they get -- if they don't get

anything, then they are going to come back and say they didn't

get anything, so there would be no adjustment made. If they get
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COMMISSIONER TIBRRAR: (Continued) something, they'll say it1

2 doesn't go far enougb, or that we can make an adjus~ent. I
l

3 think we have to do it that way.

4 COMMISSIONER REICHE: I just think it's more effective, if in

5 fac~, the presentation of no additional information will, and we

6 know it now, result in no adjus~en~. I think we ought to .ay

7 so. I think it's a more effective way of dealing with them,

8 but ~ to each bis own.

9 COMMISSIORBR 'l'IBRHAR: But that' s tile kina of a presumption

10 tbat -- wbich I think at this stage -- 1s not a presump~lon that

11 we should undertake. I think we should give the Committee the

12 opportunity to present, and that's why we are asking them to co••

13 in with this additional information and documentation.

t4 COMMISSIORBR REICHE: That's not what I'm talking about. I'.

15· just saying that if no further information is submitted, t for
.. '"16 one would say no adjustment.

17 COMMISSIONER 'l'IBRNAH: Okay.
r'
t8 COMMISSIONER RBICSB: Yes, but why not tell them that, Bob?

1t· Because what you do by it is that you encourage them. You

20 frankly spur them on to submit the information and this bas been

2;" a recalcitrant Committee from tbe start, so I think it migbt be

22 very helpful.

23 COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: But in the amendment that Commissioner

24 Barris has offered, be says that the Committee present to the

25 Commission within 30 days of the receipt of this report -- I

26 mean, I think that's a deadline that they are going to recognize.

27 COMMISSIONER REICHE: I'm just tryin9 to tell them what we really

28 mean, but maybe we don't really mean it.

29

30 ...... . ~
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COMMISSIOHBR TIBltRAR: No, I think we do ..an it.

COMMISSIONER AIKBRS: I will have to agr.e with Commissioner

aeiche. we are already going beyond what we have ever done in an

audit report for a Committe. before by laying out exactly wbat we

do want. Bas not our practice been, Joe, to in this final audit

r.por~ whicb is wbere we arrive at a repayment figure, to make

tbis statement -tbat unle•• the Committee can verify or document

that there will be no cbange?-

S'1'OL'!'Z: Generally that's tbe way it works. Absent some

indication -

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: Absent the showing that there sbould not

be -- we will require this repayment. Commissioner Reiche bas

said this has been a Committee that has refused to give us

.anything -- the auditors have haa to reconstruct the wbole audit.

Maybe we should just re-audit them. Start over. We seem to be

basing our recommendations now on material that was not included

in the original audit and maybe we sbould just go back and start

allover again.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: We have now pending the Barris substitute

motion to the Reiche motion. Ana if there is no further

discussion the vote will occur on that motion. All in favor say

aye. All opposed. It appears to the Chair that the vote fails

to carry by a vote of 3 to 2 with Commissioners Barris and

Tiernan voting for and Commissioners Reiche, Aikens and Thomson

votinq against and Commissioner McGarry abstaining. We now go to

the Reiche motion, the main motion. If no further discussion,

t~e vote will occur on that motion. All in favor say aye. All

opposed. It appears to the Chair that the vote fails to carry by

..
.. .-

---..
\
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~ump ~hat bothers me in the sense that I want them to know t~at

paragraph prior to the recommendation.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Yes, but would you include ~~e business

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: That's wbat I thought we said in the

,..,
,. '"i
~ ,

,........

well, you don't have to -- you're getting over theabout ~be

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: (Continued) a vote of 3 to 2 with Commissioners

Reiche, Aikens and Thomson voting for and Commissioners Barris

and Tiernan voting against and Commissioner McGarry abstaining.

Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: Would it be of any assistance if a statement was placed

in that recommenda~ion that simply said, -based on materials

submitted to date, no adjus~ents have been maae?-

?: Bxcept as noted with a few tbat we were clearly able to-
identify.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Commissioner Reicbe.

COMMISSIONER RZICBB: I think that helps, Joe, in the sense that

you tend to telegraph your punch a little bit more. You're

saying that on the basis of information submitted thus far, no

.adjustments have been made and then you follow that presumably

with your request for additional documentation and you could

continue it here. Would that have an appeal to anyone?

COMMISSIONER TIBRNAN: I apologize. I was distractea.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Bob, the suggestion was that we include

language sort of to this effect, I am paraphrasing what Joe said

namely ·On the basis of information or documentation rather

submitted thus far, we have made no adjus~nts.· And then on to

ask for the additional documentation and then follow that with

the illustration and so forth ~
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COMMISSIONER RBICBB: . (Continued) a8 of -- if they do not submit

anything more, .e are not going to make the adju8tments. Now

this doesn't say it the way I would 11ke to say it, but it gets

closer, and I think we've got to move off a dime here and get

something done so I can go witb tbat type of proposal.

COMMISSIONER 'l'IBRRAR: Well, even if tbey submit all tbis

material it doesn't necessarily mean that we would approve an

adjustment.

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: '!'bat's rigbt. That's understood.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Yes, Mr. Reicbe. We have notbin9 pending at

the lDoment.

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: Mr. Chairman, I would move that the

recommendation be reworded as follows: -Based upon the

~ocumentation thus far submitted by the Committee to the

Commission, no adjus~ents to the amounts allocable to New

Hampshire or Iowa bave been made. The Audit staff recommends

that additional. documentation verifying the accuracy and

reasonableness of the Committee's compliance and fun~raising

allocations be submitted witbin 30 days of receipt of this

report." And then the last sentence, -This documentation should

include but is not limited to,· and then you go over to your

listing of five, and then I think it is probably advisable to add

a sixth, f., and that would be, -any other information deemed

relevant,. well, all right, -any other,- taking the General

Counsel's language that Commissioner Aikens gave me, -any other

documentation which the Committee believes would support their

allocation."

=sA!RMAN ~cGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

"'.c . "'\
-,,;..-
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STOLTZ: I would only add that the first sentence be caveated to

note that those items wbicb we mention in the last paragraph,

that we were able to verify, have been adjusted, except as noted

above.

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: Ob, all right. That's, if that would be

agreeable to the Commission, we could add the language, -excepted

as ·noted above, ••• • and then go into the rest of tbe wording.

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: I would like to hear it again.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Yes, we're certainly going to do that -

COMMISSIONER REICBB: Would someone please take it down?

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: My sborthand is a little grubby this morning,

Madam Secretary. Bow are you making out, would you want to be

the one to restate that?
.-

COMMISSIONER REICBB: I'. with you Madam Secretary.

EMMONS: You are going to add, -Except as noted above,·

preliminarily, to what you gave me?

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: Yes.

EMMONS: Based upon the documentation

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: I'. sorry, Madam Secretary, would you take it

from the beginning? We are going to reword the recommendation at
-:

21 the bottom of page 11. Bow does it begin?

22 EMMONS: All right. -Except as noted above, based upon the

23 documentation thus far submitted by the Committee to the

24 Commission, no adjustments to the amount allocable to New

25 Hampshire or Iowa have been made. The Audit staff recommends

26 t~at additional documentation verifying the accuracy and

27 reasonableness of the Committee's compliance and fundraising

ZS allocations be submitted within t~irty days of receipt of t~is

Z9
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EMMONS: (Con~inued) report. This documentation sbould include,

but is not limited to,· then we lis~ ~e five that are already

listed and add another section, titled -f.,- -any other

documentations the Committee,· no, -by any other documentation

that the Committee believes would support their allocations.

CHAIEt.'4AN McGARRY: Mr. Reicbe, bow does tha~ sound to you, tbe

author?

COMMISSIONER REICBB: '!'bat sounds fine. '!he only thing I am

wondering is, perbaps allocation'sbould be pluralized because .e

are talking about two states, tbeir allocations, I didn't include

it originally, Marge, but I think it should be.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: I noted tbat tbe same language is included

in the nezt several recommendations, I assame that this means

tbat we will be changing the language in all of those? Is it tbe

intention of the Commission to change the language for the

future, for this kind of recommendation in the audit reports?

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Joe, do you have a comment on that?

STOLTZ: I don't think we have any problem with thinking

consistent with this one and the others •

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Carrying that all the way througb to the other

recommendation?

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: I donlt know that the same problems arise.

STOLTZ: Most areas they do.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: 'I'hank you, Madam Secretary; If there is no

further discussion, the vote will occur on the Reiche motion,

which seems to have been abundantly clarified by the Secretary.

And there appearing to be no further discussion, the vote will

...;. ..,
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CHAIRMAN McGARRY: (Con~iDued) occur on tba~ mo~loft. All in favor

say aye. All opposed. It appears to the Chair tha~ the 9Ot:e is

5-1 with Commissioner Aikens voting agains~.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Ray Lisi.

LISI: The nex~ recommendation, the next finding, I'. sorry,.-...-

begins aD page 12 and it involves the Committee's allocations for

in-.~ate travel and communica~iofts of long distance telepbone

calls. The, we have revised 1:his finding again to include the

amounts, and this is on page 13, the _ideSle of page 13, on the

underlined status. Sere we bave included the amounts 1:hat w.
have accep~ed for the Committee for interstate travel and

delivery services,'which they did have supporting documentation

supporting the allocation of those expenditures to the exempt

categories. The Committee baa not provided us with the

information that was requested for long distance telephone calls

in a letter that was sent ou~ on July 2. This was sen~ out to

all of, to four of the presidential candiaates who still had

matters pending before tbe Commission concerning allocations.

Our recommendation, again, the, as we stated previously, will be

changed to be worded consistent with the previous recommendation,

and the information that we are requesting here, are the itemized

telephone bills for all the telephone numbers for which cbarges

have been allocated to an exempt category. We are also asking

for expense and travel reimbursement forms including receipts and

invoices, for example, airline tickets and gas receipts,

verifying interstate travel for those items which have not

already previously been documented. And also any Committee

generated workpapers includin9 adding machine tapes which were

derived from this information above.
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audit staff recommendation, no further discussion, the vote will

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Thank you, Commissioner. And for the sake of

language forward, Commissioner Tiernan's moving approval of that

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Thank you, Ray.

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: If there is no aiSCUBSion, Mr. Chairman,

it is my unde~s~andln9 that the language -- the language in that

recommendation be revised. I'd move approval of the

recommendation.

002~~~.-
~ .,

Mr. Barris before we go ahead, Commissioner Tiernan, Mr. Barris'

move that we approve ~~e audit staff recommendation which would

be conforming to the language of the prior recommendation, the

prior one beginning at the bottom of page 11 and carrying over to

the bottom, top of page 12. We're now dealinq specifically with

the recommendation in the middle of page 13 carryin9 that

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the

Audit staff's recommendation whicb, of course, is the same as

the, carrying forward the recOJDIDendation that we jUS1: approved in

which the previous one having" begun a~ the bottom of page 11

carrying over to top of page 12, ana we're now dealing with the

recommendation in tbe middle of page 13 and carrying througb that

same conformatory language. Mrs. Aikens.

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: Mr. Cbairman, I jus~ would like to state

for the record that this seems to be the langauge approved by the

Commission, so I will vote for it in the future, but I do not
..\

agree with. I still think we should tell them that we may not

adjust their repayment. That bas been our standard prac~ice up

til now. If we're changing it -- ~e'll cbange it, fine, but I

still think we should retain the language recommended by the

auditors •
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CHAIRMAN McGARRY: (Continued) occur on that motion. All 1n favor

say aye. All opposed. Ie appears to the Chair the vote is 6-0.

Ray Lis!.

LISI: The next item begins on, the nest subsection rather begins-

again under the CCR but -- the County Coveraqe Reports, but not

under the Area of Dominant Influence and, also the Committee had

given us a schedule of refunds which they bad calculated and

stated should be deducted from the New Hampshire and Iowa

limitations or allocations and those again were based on the ADI

computations and not t~e County Coverage Report computations.

on the bottom of page 13, c. Media Bzpenditures. In this

instance we, there was additional information tha~ we still

needed from the Committee in order to verify the media

allocations. The Committee in their original allocatioDs, the

media firm bad used the Area of Do.inant Influence calculations

to determine media allocations and then in their response to the

Interim Report cbanged that to use County Coverage Reports. We

stated in the report that we have no problem with this cbange,

however, there were some problems associated with the Committee

!lvitching from one lDe~bod to the other. The first was that

the -- there were media buys in at least five stations which

would have been allocable under tbe County Coverage Reports which

were not under, were not allocable under tbe Area· of Dominant

Influence calculations. We're therefore requesting information

concerning those media buys. There was also one other media bUy

which we did identify in a station during the audit field work

which was denoted in the New Hampshire primary and tbis was in a

Burlington, Vermont TV station which would have been included
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the top of page 16, and again we would have to revise this to

conform with the previous recommendations. And here we're

requesting that the Committee provide us documentation for all

tbe media buys made at the five stations noted in sections a. and

b. above and also that they proviae us with revised refund

scbedules using the County Coverage Report data as noted in

section c. above in the audit report.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Thank you, Ray. Any further discussion? Mr.

Reiche.

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: If not, I would move approval, Mr.

Chairman, of the recommendation wbich appears with respect to

media expenditures at the top of page 16 as it will be amended in

accordance with Commission consensus acbieved earlier today.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Yes, COIIIIIissioner Reicbe IDQves approval of the

Audit staff recommendation contained at tbe top of page 16, once

again carrying forward the conformatory language which amended

the recommendation contained at the bottom of page, at the top of

page 12 in whicb is the intention of the Commission to carry

forward in all the subsequent recommendations. If there is no

further discussion, the vote will occur on that motion. All in

LISI: (Continued) The recommendation for this finding appears at-

15 ~
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favor say aye. All opposed. It appears to the Chair the vote is

6-0. Ray Lisi

~: The next subsection begins on page 16, the middle of page

16, it's entitled -National Press.- In this section, we have

incorporated all of the categories of expenditures again that the

Committee has allocated to an exempt category based on National

28 ?ress, or contributions to the National Press. The ~wo areas

29 ·

30 ." .. '--.
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we are saying that this documenta~ion should indicate that for

and their relationship to the national press. And at a minimum,

us to proceed on that issue. Our recommendation on this finding

LISI: (Continued) that the Commit~ee did allocate were the -- a-

f\{\2'"

.... ......,.
'- -r I

begins on the bottom of page 17 and what we're asking for here -

(a.) is the total amount billed to the national press by trip and

~~e total amount received from the press based on these billings:

(b.) the types of expenditures charged to exempt national press

portion of the advance staff salaries which they stated were at

least 33' of each advance persons salary sbould be charged to an

exempt category based on the fact that those individuals were

administering to the National Press and, therefore, the

expenditures were exempt. The other category of expenditures

whicb relate to National Press were those expenditures which they

feel were covering ground costs for tbe National Press wbile they

were in the states of Iowa and New Hampshire wbich were

subsequently reimbursed by the press to tbe Committee. We bave

no problems with the allocation, the Committee's contention on

tbe reimbursement of the expenditures for the National Press.

Bowever, the problems that we have with that is that we do not

.have enough information at this point to verify that their

figures are accurate. The other situation concerning the

advanced staff salaries, which the Committee is stating should be

allocated to an exempt category, a vote was taken on that in the

last Commission meeting. I believe the Commission voted 3-3 to

accept the Committee's contention in that matter. We haven't

included that in the Audit Report for discussion purposes because

we are unclear at this point as to how the Commission would like
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LISI: (Continued) the expenses cbarged to the national press,-
that a~ least the national press were in the area at the time the

services were providedJ and also any workpapers used to derive

the percentages applied to the ·salaries of advance staff

personnel allocated to exempt national press. At the top of page

18, d. we're asking for the activities performed by the advance

staff personnel wbicb constitute national press activity and the

amount of time spent by each of these individuals in those

activities as well as the method employed in making these

determinations.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Before we call upon Counsel in this matter,

first, I would like to refer back to the action whicb tbe

Commission took in August and, Madam Secretary, please check me

on this if you will, but the recommendation, I believe, was along

the following lines that the audit staff said that it found no

statutory or regulatory basis for exempting these expenditures.

Purther no definition of these activities bas been offered by the

Committee nor bave any workshee~s or other documen~s supporting

this allocation been presented to the audit staff, and then in

the actual recommendation itself you requested additional legal

or factual materials within the 30 day period. And there was, if

the recollection's correct, Ray, there was a 3-3 vote on a motion

which, I believe, was to oppose the recommendation of the

auditors and, therefore, the motion failed. And it's just before

we got further into this at least I wanted to be sure that other

people's :ecollection of it was the same as mine and as my notes

indicate so that we know where we stood as a point of departure.

But if the recol~ec:ion is faulty, please anybody feel free to

")
.-;-
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COMMISSIORBR RBICBB: (Continued) correct me Oft it. Would Counsel

like to comment Oft this, because I believe you have eome

questions concerning it.

GBNTNER: Yes, we would. Pirst, I think it would facilitate the

discussion if we took -- separated the two issues. The first

issue deals with the question of wbether you accept the theory of

the Committee that they can back out expenditures which they

contend were reimbursed because they received an excess over the

cost of airfare for press travel wbich they say they applied to

other expenditures they incurred for the press and, tberefore,

should be considered as reimbursed expenditures and not as part

of their expenditure limitations. That's the first issae.

That's tbe issue that the auditors agree with the theory and ask,

but find that there basn't been enough supporting documentation,

and accordingly, request a. and b. are direc~ed to that problem.

The problem we have with point a. is that it asks for the

documentation on a per trip basis and underlying this, I believe

the auditors and they should correct me if I'm wrong, believe

that the theory can only be accepted on a per trip basis, that

is, only if the air fare for a particUlar trip was less than the

amount received from ~be press for that trip and only if there

were expenses incurred on the ground for the press for tbat trip

will we back up the expenditures. The Office of General Counsel

would do it on an aggregate basis, that is if they can provide

the total cost of air fare for the press, the total amount

received from the press if they get a surplus then apply that to

the total cost incurred for the press in the state. We believe

that should be accepted.

/

.
-,. .!
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COMMISSIONBR REICHE: Marsba, before we leave that, because I

don't want to ge~ too far away from tbat issue, I would like to

have the response of the auditors on that. Joe Stoltz --

STOLTZ: ~her.'s a couple concerns we have with doing it on a

campaign wide basis. Pirs~ of all, the Counsel mentions problems

with computing it on .Otrip-by-trip basis and the Committe. was

never told it bad to keep records on a trip-by-trip basis. It

would be our opinion tbat it would be difficult to come up with

the aggregate figures unless you started from a trlp-by-trip

point, you know, unless we're going to get into another set of
-

percentages that are calculated in some areas. Tbe other problem

is the changes tbat the campaign went through partiCUlarly after

Iowa and before New Hampshire. Par awhile, they bad a chartered

aircraft all the time. And tbe costs associated with that would
.
be one type. Later they chartered planes for particular trips,

and they didn't have one all tbe time. The cos~ structure there

is going to be a little different. Later than that, tbey quit

using charters altogether, as I understand it, in fact that did

some bus tours and things like that. I think we could get into

some offsetting of unlike things. The other problem with doing

it on a campaigft wide basis, it is conceivable, and again until

you see all the numbers it's hard to tell, that, for example, a

surplus that might have been generated in Iowa would in effect

possibly wind-up offsetting a deficit in New Hampshire, so that

you could have the press paying, say $10,000 more than the

combined air fare and ground costs in Iowa and $10,000 less and

wind-up netting, or even, in my mind a more serious problem, a

sur~lus generated in some state such as New York or Ohio further

v ,.
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COMMISSIONER REICHE: Bas this issue been raised in connection

another trip.

STOLTZ: I don't think there is much guidance in the statute or

regulations that would point you in eitber direction. So I think

it's pretty much up to the Commission to which they want to do.

There could be a benefit in it for the Committee if we allow them

to do it on an aggregate basis. It still works the other

direction. Ontil you see the numbers it's bard to tell. It

would be our opinion that revenue generated relating to a given

state should be offsetting against expenses in that state or even

more specifically on a trip-by-trip basis as opposed to allowing

revenues generated on one trip to offset expenses associated with

STOLTZ: (Con~inu.d) down the campaign, if there wa. a given

cbarter or some~hing in that s~a~e, could in .ffec~ wind-up

offsetting a deficit in one of the s~a~es that are in ques~ion.

So at a minimum I think we should look at it Oft a sta~e-by-state

basis, and i~ would be our opinion that the ideal is still on a

trip-by-trip basis.

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: Before referring back to Counsel OD it,

obviously if you were going to construc~ aggregate figures, I

think a~ some point you are going to have to do it on a

trip-by-trip basis, bu~ --

STOLTZ: Onless you use some kind of averages --

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: Yes, right, bu~, what is, sball we say, the

vice in doing it on an agqregate basis? Is there any statutory

or regulatory basis that you perceive suggests that we go in this

direct:ion.

00251
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STOLTZ: There is a que.tion, I believe, in the Reagan c••• , on

ground costs, and, if I'. not incorr.c~, I think Rick can

probably explain it to us.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Rick Balter.

BALTER: In the aeagan Post-Primary Audit Report, there were two

instances where tbe campaign had taken up residence 1n two motels

just across the New Hampsbire 11ne. Is that the one you are

referring to, Joe?

STOLTZ: That was ground costs. I thougbt there was a qu••1:ion

of air fare reimburse••nts to ground costs deducted. Maybe I'.
mistaken.

BALTER: Not 1n the primary at least. If there was, we cleared

it up at tbe final stage •

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Does Counsel have any additional comments

on this specific issue before you move to tbe second? Because I

haven't forgotten, Marsba, I cut you off before you got to your

second.

GENTNER: Yes, just a point I would like to mention, I think the

problem is raised that there is nothing in our regulations, in

our guidelines that would tell the Committee that this had to be

or would support a requirement on a per trip basis. With respect

to the point about the -- a New Rampshire expenditure offsetting

an Iowa expenditure, I don't think that would happen because

interstate air travel is an exempt expenditure, it's not

allocable to any state. Therefore, the only expenditures you're

dealing wit~ is yOUT dealing with say a press expenditure -- an

expenditure for cars for the press in New Hampshire, you would

only apply that air fare surplus to that expenditure, to back out

.- ...
;..'...... .""-
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GBRTRBR: (Con~iDu.d) that expenditur. for Se. Hampsbire. It

would no~ work to any benefit or detriment for Iowa.

COMMISSIONER RlICBB: If there are no further Commis.ion

comments, would you 11ke to proceed with your issue, Marsha.

GBNTHBR: Ye., point b., again, you don't have trouble with the

requir•••nt except that it states, -at a minimum this

documentation should indicate ••• • We don't think that that'. a

minimum, we think that if the documentation indicates that tbe

pre.s was there a~ the time in question, tbat that's enougb, and

if in fact this is a minimum, then we think the Commission should

state what else 1s required.

COMMISSIONER RBICBB: Specifically, wbere are

STEEL!: Page 17, bottom, sec, recommendation b., end of the

second line.

COMMISSIONER DIeD: Okay, thank you, Charlie. Do the auditors

have any comment with respect to tbat? And any further comment

with respect to tbnt first issue?

S~OLTZ: On the first issue, the only otber comment is, and maybe

I misunderstood wba~ Marsha was saying, if, maybe I could put

this question to ber, if suppose in Iowa they collected $50,000

over and above the cos~ of tbe airplane from the press, ground

costs for Iowa for the whole state was $30,000 so tbey back out

$30,000 worth of disbursements in Iowa leaving a surplus of

$20,000 which they received from the press relating to Iowa trips

for which there are no ground costs to which that money may be

applied, may they then carry that over and apply it to ground

costs i~ New Bampshire?

". -, -,-...... -'
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GBNTHBR: I would say ye."because the travel 1s 8urplu8 that

they received is not allocable to & state 1n any event.

STOLTZ: The sur, the allocation of the surplus 1s really

immaterial, it's whether or not that surplus may be used to

offset otherwise allocable expenses in a different state.

GBNTRBR: Rigb~, but it'. connecting that air fare trip to Rew

Hampshire is not relevant or necessary because we don't connec~

air fare travel with particular states, we say that's an

unallocable expenditure.

STOLTZ: What we are doing thougb is connecting a revenue with an

expense. A revenue generated in Iowa to an expen•• in Iowa, as

opposed to a revenue generated from a trip to Iowa to an expense

in New Hampsbire.

GENTNER: Right, but you never, the revenue is never allocated

anyway. I mean tbe -

STOLTZ: No, it isn't.

GENTNER: The expense incurred is never connected to a particular

state so we don't feel that there is any problem in ~onnectinq,

you know, because the air fare, air travel went to Iowa, we don't

feel is particularly relevant •

STOLTZ: Well, that's wbere we part company. We do not

misunderstand. The second one, we feel that, if ~he

documentation, if the committee has documentation whicb shows

something more than simply the fact tha~ the press was· in that

area at that time, that by all means it is better than being able

to show the minimum. T~e second sentence is designed to say,

"that at very least this is what it should show,· if there is

more ~ine. That's why t~e minimum language.
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STBBLB: Our poin1: is tbe same one as before, that you sbould be

telling them now wha~ you need and tha~ if this satisfi•• it, it

satisfies it. We seem to be leaving it open, much the same point

as in the original aiscus.ion.

COMMISSIORBR REICHE: Commissioner Aikens.

COMMISSIORBR AIKBRS: Isn't tbe basic question here a policy one

by the Commission as to whether this is services to the Hational

're•• just because it's called National Press wbether those

services are ezempt?

GBN'rNBR: That woald be on the second issue. We are talking bere

just on the first issue now and that's not dealinq with idea of

exempt expenditures. This deals with the reimbursement theory,

wbich I believe as a theory not necessarily the application use

by the Committee, but as a theory the auditors agree with.

STOLTZ: Yes.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: With respect to recommendation b. toward

the bottom of page 17, would tbere not be scme bet~er way of

wording it to make it, I would suggest, more relevan~, because

this, the second sentence there says, -At a minimum this

aocumentation sbould indicate that for the expenses charged to

the national press, that the national press were in the area at

the time the services were rendered.- That appears so vague and

to me lacks a sufficient connection, a sufficient nexus. If YOI

want to tie them in, just to say that they were in the area, for

me, is not sufficient, but I don't know whether this bothers any

other Commissioners. It certainly bothers me. And please don't

ask me if I have any language to suggest at this moment, because

I don't ri9ht now. It's just that I am bothered by that wording_

..~ .." .-
"..:, ., -'"
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S'rOLTZ: '!his is an attempt, I gues., to give the C01DlD!t~.e tbe

benefit of the doubt. In many cases, expenses that the Committ••

says relates to the press, there is going to be no way to

establish any kind of bard connection. If they have rented a bus

for two days in a given locality, it's not going to say ·Pre.s

Bus- on it. It's going to say -Bus Rental.- And we felt that we

would be willing to accept the contention if they could at least

show that in that area wbere they rented the bus there was a

campaigft swing and the press were through there, and we all know

tbey rent buses to get the press from the airport to wherever

they are going, and we would leave it at that.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: But carrying this probably to an absurdity,

the mere fact that someone associated with the National Press was

in the area, might be sufficient here to document or support an

expenditure 1f instead of just phrasing it this way you added

waras to the effect, -that members of the National Press were

there for campaign purposes,- or wbateverJ but tie it in. As far

as we're concerned here with this wording someone co~ld be there

on a vacation. I mean I'm not suggesting that you would ever let

that go through, I know, but my point 1s that the wording is so

broad that unless it is tied to the campaign and coverage of the

campaign, I think you have a problem.

STOLTZ: I have no objection to that. Restricting it a little

bit to cover that contingency.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Are there any other comments with· respect

to recommendations -a. w and wb.-? If not let's move on. And,

Marsha Gentner, would you like to take up what is really the

second issue?

.. .-
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GBRTRBR: The second issue is wbat Mrs. Aikens just brought up

and tbat's the question of whether the Committee theory that tbe

certain staff time was spent exclusively on ministering the

pr••• , to the National Press, and that therefore this wasn't an

advance or field activity that should be allocable to a state but

18 more like an overhead activity that should not be allocated

and actually this presents two issues and tha~ if you accept the

first -- the tbeory that the press activity, ministering the

press 1s not allocable to a particular state then you move on to

the documentation submitted to support the percentages derived by

the Committee in computing the amounts that are not allocable.

To that point, point c. and d. of the recommendation are

addressed. I bring that up now only because if you adopt the

. auditors' view and reject the Committee's theory, you need not

move on to c. and d. You can delete them.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Well, this calls into question tbe

fundamental issues as to whether or not the ministering to the

National Press in a given state represents an alloc~ble expense

to that particular state. Do the auditors have anything furtber

to say on this and I mean you stated your position in the

original report?

STOLTZ: Yes, we did add here in this report a summary, reworded

I guess, the summary we had of the regulation. It's important

that the letter that the Commission sent on July 2nd talking

about national staff travel, has to be read in light of the

regulation, and the regulation states ~~at expenditures for

administrative staff and overhead costs directly relating to

national campaign headquarters need not be allocated. The

- , ..."
i
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COMMISSIONER RBICBB: (Continued) Commission then says that

national campaign headquarters staff, and it was our opinion ~at

it, that the meaning was, that fit this definition, who travel to

a state to conduct some national campaign business, which was

stated in the letter, that was not advance or fieldwork, would be

exempted, and we have not, we do not see how advance staff, who

are simply ministering to the press, who are not local press,

fall into that category.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: And yet, witb respect to recommendation

·e.·, you are asking for additional documentation in the fo~ of

workpapers, used to establish the percentages applied to the

salaries of advance staff personnel?

STOLTZ: As Marsha says, depending on the determination of the

first question, ·c. w and wd." mayor may not be necessary.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: I think the Commission should try and reach

a conclusion witb respect to that first question. As you well ~

point out, we will not be reaching questions 3 and 4 or ·e.· and

"d.·, those two recommendations unless we respond in a certain

way to the first. What is the Commission's pleasure with respect

to that first question? Namely, should expenses related to the

ministering to tbe needs of the National Press in a given state

be allocated to that state?

COMMISSIONER HARRIS: I'd like to ask what the legal department,

what justification they see for that?

STEELE: Well, again

COMMISSIONER SARRIS: I mean for not allocating it really.

S~ELE: Well, again, given the overall context of allocation and

the Commission's wrestlings with it, it seems at least to me ~~at

..
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STEELE:. (Con~inued) you have a situation where the Commission -

all these things here are very hard to measure in terms of wbere

things actually went, I mean you wind up with allocation

formulas. And at least in my mind what you have bere is

something that comes to a question of wbere you have drawn the

line in that letter and in the regulation. The National Press

'effort continues no matter wbere the candidate is, and it seems

to me that in your, what you have said 1s tba~ you bave matters

tbat are definitely allocable to the states because they rela~e

to the activity going on in that state, that's fine. You have

another category of material that is associated with the national

campaign effo~t and some place in between that there is a gray

area. The national campaign effort, again the letter that went

.out, seems to us to encompass this kind of activity, that you are

looking" wherever you are and wberever the canaidate is and their

campaign simultaneously going on allover tbe place, that you

don't therefore say that because the National Press is coming

through a given area that that is therefore all allocable to that

10" state. It may obviously be -- does have an impact. It has an

20 impact on some primaries simUltaneously. But in effect that you
( "

21 have a real question there of policies, I think Commissioner

22 Aikens said, of wbether you want to force campaigns into saying

23 that they are going, with all of this activity. that they do with

24 the National Press, that they are going to have to split it out

25 to individual states. Again the residual in the regulation is

26 that you would split it out by the figure that doesn't really

27 relate to anyt~in9 which voting age population. But it seems to

28 ~e that the Commission here is faced with t~e question of saying,

." -
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STEELE: (Continued) ·Well, yes we know that the Ra~ional Pre•• is

going on and we also know tbat the state allocations are going on

and we are going to enforce that you have to make some kind of

allocation of all this ability to service the National Press down

to the state level. I think that's a very hard allocation to

make. But, and it also seems to me to be coun~erproductive in

terms of trying to make sense out of the state allocation limits,

but it certainly does seem to be a question tbat the Commission

has to cope with.

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: What committee personnel is it we're

talking about rendering these services to the National Press?

STEELE: I would have to rely on the auditors for a statement of

actually who the individuals are.

.COMMISSIONER BARRIS: No, I don't mean who the individuals are.

STEELE: Not who tbe individuals are but what their job functions

are --

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: Yes, and are they located, say, in Iowa or

in New Hampshire during the campaigns there? Are tijey somebody

who has traveled from washington with the National Press?

STEELE: I think you have categories of both, but I think perhaps

Ray could outline more specifically what they are. But my

understanding is you have both. And you have both coming and

going in effect. Some people out there for a period of time.

Some people going out on a daily basis, some people were there

for a long period of time.

~: These individuals whose salaries were allocated were the

advance staff individuals who were in a particular state and I

t~ink we stated this at the last meeting, for at least longer
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LISI: (Continued) tban 24 boars and the purpose of being in tbat-
state was to set up some sort of an event for ~he, wbich the

candidate or some otber person would attend, whether it be a

fundraising event or a dinner or whatever. Their function, our

understanding, was to arrange for the entire event and also to

make sure tbat the press was taken from the airport to tbe event

and all arrangements were made for the event and the amounts that

we allocated, tne salaries, were based on a review of the per

diem and expense reimbursemeDt forms that these people bad

submitted to tbe Committee stating that they were in the state

during that period of time, and we determined the number of days

that they were there and derived the amount of their salary that

should be allocated to that state based on the amount of time

that they were in the state. So the only amounts that would be

allocable here would, we allocated anybow, were the salaries of

the individuals wbile tbey were in the state'.

COMMISSIONER HARRIS: And y~u didn't allocate them unless they

were there more than 24 hours?

STOLTZ: That's right.

COMMISSIONER HARRIS: But some of them migbt have traveled out

with the National Press, I suppose, from Washington.

~: It would seem to us that if ~hey did travel with the

press, depending on how lon9 the candidate stayed in the state,

now if he were to go in for a one night event and fly back out

again and someone were on the plane with him, an advance staff

person, then that person's salary would not be allocated. It is

possible ~hat an individual may have traveled with the candidate

and stayed in the state for 3 or 4 days wit~ the candidate, but

'.'
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LISt: (Continued) it vas our understanding ~hat the.e people,-
just in the context of tbeir name -- advan~e staff were sent out

in advance of the candida~e to set up the event.

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: I don't see that the letter dealing with

national staff personnel really reaches this.

STEELE: I don't say that it does. It seems to me that what you

wrestled with there was the same problem of the allocation of

something, a question of whether something is alloca~ed to the

national campaign or not. Again, tbe question of whether they,

setting up events is not, is in itself tbe conclusion, I mean in

effect, what the question in my mind is whether you are going to

say that the costs of servicing the National Press when tbey come

into these, into a state, of having these people there to service

.that, is a campaign cost wbicb you are going to say to the

campaign ·Well, that's a necessary part of your effort in

carrying Iowa or New Hampshire or whatever the state is,· the

National Press is going to come in there. It's not that you are

setting up even~s for the National Press. The Natio~al Press is

going to come to the states where you are campaigning and what I

think the auditors are saying is you, tberefore, have to say that

that's a cost of your campaign. We would say that in effect

that's the cost of your, that you should allocate that to your

national campaign rather than to your state-by-state funds.

COMMISSIONER aARRIS: What have we done with the other committees

on this?

STOLTZ: To the best of my knowledge, this is the first committee

who has put this theory forward on advance staffs for National

?ress.

,. . .
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continue on where we left off here.
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Without any further2:00. Bow does that fit in with your

.~.

discussion, we will recess until 2:00 p.m. in which time we will

COMMISSIONER REICHE: I'm just trying to see if we can -

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Well then it appears we will come ~ack at

parts there, and I think you are going to have some discussion on

the first one. And it's 12:30

COMMISSIONER REICHE: Is is possible before we adjourn to dispose

of this one, because the problem is we're then 90in~ to read

ourselves back ineo it a little bit at 2:00, and I don't want to

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: The only trouble is that you've got four

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: I'm going to interrupt at this point. The

bour is 12:30 and we know that Commissioner Aikens has an

important engagement, and I just want to hear from you,

Commissioner, as to -- it is obvious that we are going to be

coming back at 2:00, but I think before I assess wbat the sense

of the Commission is I would like to hear what your thoughts are

on continuing and wben, and wbat your role will be.

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: I have no problem with continuing, Mr.

Chairman. If anyone bas a luncbeon engagement and wants t.o

break, I will be back at 2:00. I will not be able to stay beyond

3:00. 3:00 would be the lat.est..

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Whatever the pleasure of the sense of the

Commission, we could break now or continue. I'd be totally

.guided by whatever the wishes of the Commission.

COMMISSIONER TIERNAN: I would suggest that we come back at 2:00.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Is that --
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-two states.

letter that tne Commission issued.

were there more than 24 hours in the state, I take it

)

"I

Joe advised us that -- if peopleyou get into the question

automatically, Joe, it was allocated to the state. If less than

24 hours, it's not. Am I right?

STOLTZ: That's correct. Of course, that was done prior to the

course depending how we ~esolve that we may not get to c. and d.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Yes, Mr. Reiche.

COMMISSIONER REICHE: I think we have progressed a step beyond

that, too, in the sense that we were focusing on the second

issue, that Marsha had discussed, namely, should any of these

National Press expenditures as such be allocated on a national

campaign basis as opposed to the state campaign basis. And then

COMMISSIONER REICHE: So I think we're on t~at one, I, and of

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Madam Secretary, tbe Executive Session ~or the

afternoon session of the Pederal Blection Commission for Tuesday,

September 1S, 1981, will get underway now and we are going to

continue on where we left off to break for lunch. Ray Lisi, why

don't you just summarize wbere we were at -hat time and wbere we

are rigbt now.

~: At the time we broke, I believe we were discussing the

recommendation on the bottom of page 17 of the Audit Report wbich

pertained to the allocation of staff to Rational Press. Earlier

the discussion was centered around a. and b. of the

recommendation whicb pertain to the requesting the total amount

billed to the National Press and the amounts received from the

National Press for expenditures made by tbe Committee in those
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STOLTZ: That's correct. One other point that was not discussed

this morning, it appears that what the Committee has done,

although it doesn't specifically say that in the response, but

checking the numbers and the way they work out, is this

percentage that they use for the National Press peoples'

salaries were, was also applied in a number of cases to peoples'

expense vouchers. The same theory, 33% per diem charged might be

charged off to National Press when 33' of the person's salary was

charged off to the National Press. So it went to both salary and

expenses in some cases: and we would contend that no matter which

way the Commission decides we would treat them both in a

consistent fashion.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Thank you, Joe.

COMMISSIONER THOMSON: Mr. Chairman, why are we arguing about

wheth~r you should bill by the trip or by the methods of the OGC.

I thought that was more or less settled in the Reagan Primary

where it says, ·Purther, the committee was requested to provide

the audit staff with copies of documentation and papers inclusive

of bank accounts and check number, date, amount, payee, and

associated tour, supporting the associated ground costs for each

tour.- Now all we're asking, all the auditors are asking here is

that they bill them by trip. It seems the!'e was no question

raised by anybody when they asked Reagan in the primary to come

up with it in on a per tour basis. Bow did we happen to get into

this argument:

GENTNER: Well, t~is is not the same situation as the Reagan

si~~a~ion. I ~ave to say that: can't speak authoritatively

002R5



~o ~he exempt legal and accounting category. As a result of

.- -

requested in the Interim Report where we technically had them

over the overall limit because they had not made any allocation

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: So, one step further. Por those that they

did not provide documentation, we did not reduct the payback, is

that correct? Or was there a payback involved?

All of the stuff wasBALTER: What actually happened

COMMISSIONER BARRIS: Could you speak a little more loudly .bile

you're speaking?

GENTNER: I have to say that I can't speak authoritatively on the

Reagan Audit but as I understand it that was a situation, that

was not a situation where you were dealing with a theory of a

surplus received and applying that surplus to defray other costs.

That was a situation, where, I believe, they came forth and said

that they, that tbe ground costs were in fact reimbursed and we

asked to see what those ground costs were.

CHAIRMAN McGARRY: Joe Stoltz, want to enlighten us?

STOLTZ: Yes, it was somewhat different. The situation there

was, the Committee had subtracted from their overall limit, now

this wasn't a state-by-state problem, this was an overall limit

problem, all the reimbursements they got from the press on their

tours, and that amount was in excess of ~~e air charter costs and

the committee said, ·Well tbere were ground costs which were at

least equal to or maybe greater than the excess we received over

the air charter costs that we paid.- We asked them to show us

those ground cos~s so that we could associate them with the

expenses involved before they subtracted it out of their overall

limitations.
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BALTER: (Con~inued) their response to the Interim Report, they

then allocated on a reasonable basis a sufficient amount of co.~s

from opera:ing as originally reported into the exempt category

which in turn mad. mute the issue regarding any possible profit

on the tour since there was a sufficient reduction in the

expenditures subject to the limit, so wbetber or not we let tbe.

keep the $50,000 ·profit· as a reduction, it didn't make any

difference, they were, I think a couple bundred thousand dollars

under the overall as a result of the response. So it was never

pursued any furtber, it was no longer material.

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: In this instance, the allocations that they

presented to us in response to the tnterim Report were all new

material from what had been developed, is that correc~?

STOLTZ: The, they went back and reconsidered the whole

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: Just did the whole thing over --

STOLTZ: And so we were looking at different disbursements and

attempted exemptions of disbursements for different reasons that

we had considered during the finish and field work. ~

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: With no documentation or backup as to how

it was done -- so far?
-.

STOLTZ: So far. In this particular instance we don't know wbat

the air charter costs were, we don't know what the billings were,

we don't know how much they got back and we don't know wbat the

ground costs were, particular for any given trip, state, or at

this point any total for what the campaign was.

COMMISSIONER AIKENS: Was the National Press, were the National

Press costs allocated in any other campaign?

# ,

I
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STOLTZ' The best that I know, this is tbe first tille we bave bad

tbis theory raised - that the National Pres. or -

AIKENS: Carter had expenditure limits - over the expenditure

limits -

STOLTZ: That's correct. Reagan

AIKENS: Reagan was over.

STOLTZ: And I believe LaRouche.

AIKENS: LaRoucbe. !bo•• are the only three?

STOLTZ: That's tbe only three.

AIKENS: Bow about Baker?

STOL'l'Z: No.

AIKENS: Be was not over any of tbe lim1ts • Be was close. So

that if we follow the General Counsel's position here in all of

this, both in the expenditures concerning the Rational Press and

in advance personnel, the chances are we will end up having to

let the other campaigns reallocate, at this stage.

STOL~Z: I guess it would depend on whether or not you assume

that this was covered in the Commission's July 2nd ~etter, and

since the other campaigns didn't raise it they chose not to, or

whether it is far enough beyond the July 2nd letter that it would

require a separate notice.

STEELE: Save all the Committees responded? I just didn't know

if all the Committees haa responded.

STOLTZ: The Carter people responded to it. Their national staff

section was contained in the Audit Report, I believe it was

$1,125.00 in total, so it didn't include this sort of thin9. And

then they did some work on the phone bill. The Reagan people,

RiCK, correct ~e if I'm wrong, have not responded as of yet.
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legal issue bu~ a policy issue t~at the Commission should decide

and, if that is not what an advance, part of what an advance

BALTER: But: indicated that they may want to. The proble., well,

not the problem, but tbe thing witb the Reagan Committee is that:

they did not allocate on their reports any costs associated with

national staff or people traveling that way. Although we did

assert that certain of these costs should be allocated. So we

are trying to revise what is in the Audit Report and take out the

costs, based on that letter, tbat should not now be allocated,

and was sent to tbe Counsel's office, but other than that we just

don't know, we have contacted them several times and it's

possible tbat their attorney might still wish to respond. As of

right now we have not received anytbing_ And with respect witb

the LaRouche Committee, we have also contacted their attorney

several times and have delivered a letter to them several times

and as of abcut a week or so ago we attempted to call them again

to find out if they are going to respond or not and we just

haven't been able to get in touch with them.

S'l'EELE: We have scme contact with them in New York. You might

check with Larry and see because we have, of course,:they have

attorneys representing them in this suit up in New York, and if

you are not able to contact them we should be able to put those

two together. You'll have to talk to Larry about it. They are

suing us up there.

MCGARRY: Mrs. Aikens, did you have anything furtber?

AIKENS: No, I don't think so Mr. Chairman, except to say that

the note that we ended on at the lunch break concerning the

advance staff, I don't think, I think this is first of all not a
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AIKBNS (continuing): staff is supposed to do, I don't know what

it is. And I think for us to fool around with the figures or let

this Commi~tee fool around with the figures to allocate that

advance staff personnel at this stage of the game, that is making

a mockery of the wbole enforcement of public financing.

REICHE: I have trouble, legal, with the position you take on

this because it seems to me that if you have someone from

national heaaquarters traveling around with national press, fine,

that should be allocated to the national campaign very clearly.

If on the other hand you have an advance man, an advance woman

who is in the state, by definition, ministering to the needs of

the National Press is part of what they do in that state, is part

of the campaign, why should it make any difference whether you as

an advance person are ministering to the needs of, let's say in

New Hampshire, a New Hampshire reporter as opposed to a

Massacbusetts reporter or someone from Washington, D.C. You

start trying to draw that type of distinction, and I think we are

in worse trouble than we are in right now. And I'm not

suggesting that this is perfect, but I do think that this is

perhaps a valid distinction to be drawn and one way in which we

can break it down.

HARRIS: I'd like the comments of legal and accounting on

Commissioner Reiche's suggestion.

S~ELE: The only reason I did not comment was, we covered it

before. You have, it seems to me you have a question here of

what you're going to, clearly under your regulations it seems to

me that you've made a distinction between things that relate to

your ~ational campaign and things that relate to the state

campaign.
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STEBLS (continuing): So the question becomes what are you going

to force the committe•• to allocate to the state-by-state

limitations. It seems to me that you have difficult proble••

there to begin with, you have here what it would seem to .e to be

e not encompassed, I agree by the letter sent out before but it

seems to me that the neces.ity in that letter for trying to

phrase in a general statement what the Commission was where the

Commission was drawing the line, suggested that you didn't bave

to allocate those things that relate to your national campaign.

So you have in my mind a question of whether you are going to say

to the campaigns, -look servicing the National Press com1ng into

a particular state to cover the campaign in a particular state 1s

something that we feel is not at all attributable to national

campaign, it's attribu~able to your local campaign, and we're

going to enforce the state-by-state allocations, we are going to

enforce it to the extent of saying that any servicing of the

National Press is allocable to the state in which you are doing

that servicing.- It seems to me that that really is:a policy

question. It seems to me that I would come out on the other side

first of all saying that the state-by-state allocations have

caused tremendous difficulty anyway, tha~ you have drawn this

distinction and that yes, obviously, if your campaign is in that

state you have somethings, you agree that there are some things

that are allocable. People who are there don't necessarily

relate to the state-by-state campaign so you have a question as

to whether you want to say okay all of your servicinq of the

National Press, that comes out of your, that comes out of your

limit, that comes out of the state limit that you'?e got and if
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S~ (continuing): you are going to service the Hational Pr•••

in Rew Hampshire or Iowa or wherever it is, you've got to use

that and you've got to have known that you had to use that ahead

of time, you had to look at these regulations before the

selection started and said, -Yah, we got to service the National

Press and it goes against our limitations there.- I don't think

it's anything that you, I mean it's going to be terribly
.

difficult to enforce anyway. I mean the idea tbat we are going

to be able to enforce these state-by-state allocations by

repayment is going to be one I think the courts ar. going to bave

difficulty with. So I suppose in convecting that is some of the

census of the difficulties overall about this, but it does seem

to me that you have here a question here whether that goes to the

~ational campaign, or goes to the state that they are there to

cover on. And I, the only reason tbat I didn't say anything in

response because I think I said more or less what I just said I

said before, and I think that's the decision you have to make.

But I don't know that there is a further elaboration ·of that.

MCGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: Our position comes out of a more literal reading of the

regulation in 106.2 that says -expenditures which directly relate

to national campaign headquarters need not be allocated, while

goods and services used in a campaign in a state shall be

attributed to that state.- It was our feeling that the letter

that went on 2nd of July, the possible easing of that but was

contained therein related to people who are normally assigned to

national campaign headquar~ers and do travel to a state for a

limited purpose but still relating to the national campaign
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STOLTZ (con:1nuing): headquarters operation and we couldn't make

advance people who are setting up events' and services for the

press in a given s:ate fit into that very limited, what we

consider a very limited exception, and so we did not feel we

could accept that particular theory that the Committee put forth.

BARRIS: We're off in Never-never Land here anyway because there

is no real distinction between the campaign in Iowa and New

Hampshire and tbe national campaign. They bave tremendous impact

on the national campaign and the National Press goes out and

covers them as part of the national campaign. So we are trying

to draw a line where there isn't one. But I do think the

regulations support Joe more than Charlie. -Expenditures for

staff, media, printing, and other goods and services used in a

campaign in a specific state should be attributed to that state.

STEELE: I agree that you are in Never-never 'Land and it does

seem to me an area to take the very strict constructionist view

about it's clear that you should have to allocate this to the

states is one that the Commission should consider~ The question

is used in a campaign, I think in my mind, you're saying in

effect that the costs of handling these, you know Walter Cronkite

Lands, and out of your state limit comes, you know, the bus that

you rent to take him to the hotel. But I do think that is the

question - salary. , Forget the, well, but Joe was saying ear lier ,

something that I had not had thought that it certainly not been

raised at least in my mind but that he was saying that it's

expenses as well. The question that was raised to us was the

question of salary.

AIKENS: I, we, are we talking only salary here?
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STEELE: We - the paper only said salary, Joe.

STOLTZ: There are expenses, per diems, wbich appear to have been

percentages work out that way.

STEELE: Anyway certainly on the paper the only thing you are

dealing with is salary.

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Mr. Chairman, I would for the purposes of seeing if we

can't agree I would move that with respect to this alleged

national press exemption, that is alleged in the sense that it

relates to the national campa1gn, as opposed to being an expens~

which is allocable to a given state, I would move that

They don't make that statement, but thedone the same way now.
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MCGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEEtE: I must admit that as I understood.

determine whether we go on to ·C· and "oft.

00275
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S~-ELE: The motion it seemed to me that it made nc· and ·0·

MCGARRY: Yes, Governor Thomson.

THOMSON: Mr. Chairman, what is the relevance of that motion to

the recommendation on page l7?

REICHE: The relevance is that if the motion were adopted,

Governor Thomson, we would not then be considering ·C· at the

bottom of page 17 and -0- at the top of page 18. We have to

reach that decision before we can decide--well that will

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Mr. Chairman, I would, for the purposes of seeing if we

can' t agree·, I would 1D0ve tbat wi tb respeC1: to this alleged

national press ezemp1:ion--that is alleged in the sense that it

relates to the national campaign, as opposed to being an expense

whicb is allocable to a given 81:at., I would move--ana I am

confining myself to salaries, that the salaries of personnel wbo

are advance people and who are assigned to the states and

physically in those states should be allocated to those specific

states and that salaries--and people ministering to the needs of

the national press, wbereas the salaries of campaign S1:affers

ministering to the needs of the national press wbo are traveling

around with the national press should not be so allocated to any

particular state.

THOMSON: Mr. Chairman.
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STBBLB (continuing): relevant. I gather from your statemen~

that you think the opposite. I must have misheard the motion,

but I think that-

MCGARRY: Well, let's see if we can recap Mr. Reiche's motion.

As I understand it, before I attempt to formally state it, Mr.

Reicbe, we are talking about salaries--

REICHE: That's correct.

MCGARRY: And with reference to those salaries we are talking

abau~ the salaries of advance personnel and campaign s~aff

personnel wbo are within a state and their activity 1s confined

to that state even though it is dealing with the national press,

would be allocated to that state.

REICHE: That's correct.

MCGARRY: And, on the other hand, national staff personnel who

were traveling with the press, national press-

REICHE: The salaries of any members of the campaign staff who

are traveling with the national press even though they render

services ministering to the needs of the national press within a

given state their salaries would not be allocated to that state.

MCGARRY: What's the last part of it? That even though--

REICHE: That even though they actually render services in trying

to minister to the needs of the national press in a given state,

their salaries would not be allocated to that state.

24 MCGARRY: So Commissioner Reiche moves that the salaries of

25 advance personnel and campaign staff personnel who are in a state

26 even ~~OU9h ~~ey are ministering to the needs and requirements of

27 the national press in relation to the campaign will be---those

28 salaries will be allocated to that ?articular state. And--Mr.
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MCGARRY (continuing): Barris.

HARRIS: I take it this is somewhat like the test that Audit

would use. But their t.s~ is whether the person who is

ministering to the national press is in the state for more than

twenty eight bours--twenty-four bourse If be is tbere for more

than 24-bours he gets cbarged to tbe state.

STOLTZ: That's tbe rule of thumb we bave applied.

HARRIS: This would require you to ascertain whether the national

headquar~ers personnel is on a permanent basis assigned to the

national press.

STOLTZ: And I am not certain that that is going to be possible.

HARRIS: Bow many people are we talking about? Do you have even

a rough notion?

. STOLTZ: Ray may have some numbers.

~: I don't have the total number of advance staff,

individuals with me, here.

MCGARRY: To finish that DICtion off, Madam Secretary, that the

last part of it is that the salaries of campaign staff traveling

with the national press even though their work may involve being

present in a particular state, tbat they are part of the traveling

entourage of the national press, their salaries will be

allocated-

REICHE: Will not be allocated.

MCGARRY: Will not be allocated to the state.

TIERN~: Mr. Chairman.

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Even if that pe~son is in New Hampshire for five days?

REICHE: Yes, it would not ~e because--

OO~77



complication that we have here is that everybody in the campaign,

regardless of whether :~ey ever saw Washington 3eadquar~ers were

it may be better to allow the Committee, if they wish to do so,

LISI: We have not made a distinction because we don't know wbich-

.......,

GO~78
.,',I _,. .,

paid from

to give us a list of people that we may have allocated who they

feel would fall under that July 2nd exemption. The one

advance staff people were travelin9 with the candidate or those

that were in the state. Oar indications were that these advance

staff people, this is from the Committee now, were in the sta~e

prior to the candidate getting there; so it would indicate to us

that they did not travel with the national press. And those are

tbe individuals that we used, or whose salaries that we allocated

and they were based on the Committee's payroll registers and tbey

were designated as Advance Staff Personnel.

MCGARRY: It would appear that the Audit Division was bavin9 a

great deal of diffiCUlty in trying to sort this whole business

out. I can just see more problems being created for the Audit

Division and for the Commission, it will certainly be confounding

and perplexing to the campaign, I just see it as really a

problem, Mr. Reiche. I realize the spirit of your motion. I am

just trying to analyze the practical application of ~t, and I

just see problems all the way through for everybody. Mr. Stoltz.

STOLTZ: The distinction I tbink that we are trying to draw is

not unrelated to the July 2nd letter that went out. And it may

be important to keep in mind that these allocations that the

Committee did were done prior to the issuance of that letter, so

TIERNAN: But that's not tbe way you have been doing it, is it?

REICHE: No.
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STOLTZ (continuing): national headquarters, for ea•• of payroll

processingJ so that distinction doesnlt even give us any

assistance here.

MCGARRY: Thank you, Joe. Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: The problem as I see it and the reason wby I made my

motion was the fact that on the one hand you are confronted with

what I think may have been somewhat workable, Joe, a solution to

everything, the twenty-four hour rule, if you want to call it

that, I think the motion I made contains greater equity, but what

you are saying is practically speaking it's exceedingly difficult

to administer. And, well, we are between a rock and a hard place

on this one. If it is too difficult to administer, fine, I will

withdraw my motion, but I was trying to reach some sort of

accommodation because I do not believe that you can proceed using

the allocation method suggestea by the Committee. I just don't

think that's fair. Tbe question is what one shall we use? Yours

has one virtue above all others and that is it bas been applied,

apparently to other committees1 so in terms of consi~tency that

would commend it, but if there is not support for going the other

direction, Mr. Chairman, I will withdraw my motion.

MCGARRY: I just see the practical application, oh I realize the

spirit of it, I just see it would be getting into cbecking out

what time they checked out, whether they slept in the room, and

we may get into scandalous matters, I donlt know--

HARRIS: Oh, not with the Kennedy Campaign!

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman.

MC~ARRY: Mrs. Aikens.

AIKENS: Perhaps the difficult part of this motion is the second



AIKENS (continuing): part saying that staff traveling with the

press should not be allocated and if we only approved the first

002RO
~ ..; ... '
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salaries of the advance personnel assigned to and physically in a

particular state must be allocated to that state.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens moves as a substitute-motion to the

Reiche motion that the salaries of advance personnel and campaigft

personnel assigned to and physically in, present, in the state in

question will be allocated to that state. Commissioner Barris.

BARRIS: What is meant by assigned to? Is it permanently

assigned to, or assigned for how-for what length or period.

AIKENS: Assigned to at any time. Providing goods and services

within that state. That language was what was in the

Commissioner Reiche's original motion.

HARRIS: I don't know what it means. Well, you have got to have

some definition of assigned to. Audit has one if you are there

3 part saying that we would not accept allocation of advance

4 personnel assigned to and physically in particular states and we

would say that that must be allocated to those states. We would

then be saying to the Committee, -If you can prove that any of

these people should not be allocated, go ahead and prove it,

which is what we have done in every other audit that I can

remember, the burden of proof to override the auditor's position

bas been put on the Committee, not on the Commission and I tbink

that since this is the way we have proceeded that this might be

the way we should continue to proceed. We seem in this Audit to

be reversing that in other instances and I would hope that in

-this case we might go back to that policy. I will, therefore,

offer a substitute to Commissioner Reiche's motion in that the "
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BARRIS (continuing): for more than 24-hours, you would be

assigned to.

AIKENS: That would suffice as far as I am concerned. That would

suffice for my definition.

MCGARRY: Does tba~ satisfy you, Mr. Barris, that same definition

will apply and be a par~ of tha~ necessary inference with the

consent of the author, Mrs. Aikens.

AIKENS: Yes.

MCGARRY: So, if there 1s no further discussion, there appearing

to be none, and the Chair is--doesn't want it to apply without

Mr. Barris being involved in it, if there is no further

discussion, then tbe vote will occur on the Aikens' substitute

motion to the Reiche main motion, and the vote will occur on the

~otion. All in favor say aye. (A voice vote was heard.) All

opposed?

BARRIS: I'll abstain.

MCGARRY: It appears to the Chair, Commissioner Tiernan.

TIERNAN: I voted for it.

MCGARRY: Yes. It appears to the Chair that the vote is five to

zero with Commi.-ioner Barris abstaining.

THOMSON: Mr. Chairman.

MCGARRY: Yes, Governor. Governor Thomson.

THOMSON: I have a question on the third paragraph on page 17.

11 e.l.R. 5106.2, -Expenditures for administrative staff and

overhead costs directly related to the national campaign

headquarters need not be allocated to states, while expenditures

for staff, media, printing, and other services used in a campaign

in a specific state shall be attributed to that sta~e.· Isn't

..
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MCGARRY: ~r. Reiche.

MCGARRY: Well, then the vote will now occur on the main motion.

BARRIS: What main motion? I think Mr. Reiche withdrew it.

.
withdrew it. I know the proffer was made by Mr. Reiche, but the

Chair, Mr. Reiche was posing it in the form of a question not

really a definitive specific proffer to withdraw his motion and

it was not followed through. I think perhaps we can clarify the

record better and have a vote on--and Mrs. Aikens offered it as a

substitute and the Chair presented it as a substitute. I am just

thinking of our re~ord which is recorded, Madam Secretary, and I

was reinforced by the wrinkling of your brow and was ready to

pass on because you have the same concern that I did.

REICHE: Mr. Chairman.

. MCGARRY: As amended.

REICSB: It has been withdrawn.

STEELE: It should have been a substitute.

MCGARRY: I want to be certainly clear because we never formally

1 THOMSON (continuing): that exactly wbat the motion was that you

2 just voted on?

3 MCGARRY: '!'he substitute motion?

4 THOMSON: The substitute motion, that's right.

AIKENS: Yes, that's right. The Audit position on tbis one.

THOMSON: So we are agreeing with 11 C.P.R. 5106.27

MCGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEELE: I would say that you're agreeing with the Auditor's

interpretation of that. I tbink that the question is wbether you

consider the salaries of people wbo are dealing with that to fall

within it.
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and "D n are ir:elevant?

~CGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

MCGARRY: So if there is no further-

~CGArt.qy: Yes, Governor.

00283
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STOLTZ: That the expenses for these people that were charged off

THOMSON: 00 the Auditors agree with the General Counsel that ·C·

DIeD: In cbecking tbe record I think you'll find 1:hat the

flrs~ time it was a proffer when I made it, but the second time I

did say, ftwill withdraw. w And so that I really did withdraw it

on that second occasion. Whatever the Chairman says is fine with

TSOMSON: Do the Auditors, excuse me--

me.

MCGARRY: The General Counsel is going to clarify it for us.

STEELE: It seems to - I was raising with the Chairman the

question you bave then to vote overall on recommendation. It

seems to me the effect of what the Commission bas done just now is

to say that Recommendations wC· and wow are irrelevant. You are

not going to need that material because you have decided it

doesn't matter and whatever they show, it is not going to be

relevant. It seems to me also you need to bave a final vote on

-the recommendation as (inaudible).

MCGARRY: So 1f there is no objection, the General Counsel is in

effect, and correct me if I am wrong, stating that that makes it

clear whether when we are voting on the main motion, I mean whicb

is now going to be the appropriate--

STEELE: I always hesitate to say anything is clear, but I think

we should clarify the fact that wc w and -D- are therefore

(inaudible).
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STOLTZ (continuing): at the .... ,.rc.n~a,e would tben be

covered under -S- and some indication of how they arrived at

that. Would come under that and then I think we are fine.

MCGARRY: Yes, thank you, for that clarification and supporting

statement, Joe. If there is no further discu••ion, then the vote

will occur on that motion. All in eavor ••y--ye., Madam

Secretary?

EMMONS: Mr. Chairman, I do not believe you have a motion on the

Recommendation. Al1 you have is a motion to--that Commissioner

Aikens presented wbich bas been adopted, but in fact, you do not

have a motion on the floor.

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: I don't think we have ever passed Recommendation ~A-.

-STEELE: No, you have not. -A" nor "D-. I think the motion

affects "S", but you have not voted on -A- wbich raises the issue

we have discussed before and that Commissioner Thomson was

addressing earlier, so I think you bave to have a motion on the

Recommendations now. I just thought the effect of the last

motion would be that ·e- and WD" there was no longer needed a

vote on those perhaps you would just vote them down. ~he ef~.ct

of the last motion was to make ·e- and -D- unnecessary because

that documentation was irrelevant and I understand Joe to agree?

MCGARRY: Yes, Commissioner Aikens is reserving recognition.

Commissioner Aikens.

AIKENS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to just clarity what

Joe has just said. In Section R3 R, would you be asking for

expenses relating to these field people or not? They would-if

~hey were provided, we would exclude them, is that correct?

- .
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STOLTZ: If they vere included among the supposing reimbursed

amounts that they received from the press ve would have to then

look at that and decide vhether or not there is some relationship

involved that would support tbose being included among items

reimbursed.

AIKENS: On tbe percentage.

STOLTZ: On the percentage or some basis for wbich they- As it

stands now, it appears to us that the iU8~ification for including

the expenses in a lot of these cases vas the salary and that-

AIKENS: So unless tbey can provide 80me other justification for

the exclusion--

STOLTZ: We would have to exclude them.

AIKENS: You would bave to exclude them? Thank you, I just

wished to make that clear.

MCGARRY: Thank you, Commissioner Aikens. Do you want to offer,

Mr. Barris?

BARRIS: Are we left-well, you are saying that we would need to

keep -B" then?

STOLTZ: Yes.

BARRIS: Do we want to keep this bit about whether the national

press were in the area?

STOLTZ: Well, there had been some discussion earlier about

trying to limit that, narrow it somewhat, to say, "were at the

time in the area covering the campaiqn," I believe, was

Commissioner Reiche's suggestion.

MCGARRY: Marsha Gentner.

GENTNER: I think that to clear up the confusion here a little

bit, we are now left with the first issue we talked about which

-.. .



of a motion now?

state. The only areas we are concerned with are Iowa and New

GENTNER: Well, we would reco_end that you adopt the

recommendation as stated except to amend it to comport with the

1~n9uage previously adopted and to delete the words -by trip- in

recommendation wAw, and in WS- delete the words, Wat a minimum.-

MCGARRY: Mr. Harris.

HARRIS: Well, if you eliminated the per trip you presumably

would do it on a national basis. That seems to me to get you

into all kinds of complicated computations, and I don't see the

basis of it anyway. It seems to me that it ought to be done by

00286
r- -.. . /

"':'- ,~ ~.

Hampshire, and! don't see--it seems to me if we are going to

STEELE: That being the question. That's wbat we are

recommending to you. When you ask procedurally, it seems to me

that you have to have a motion to approve or to appr~e as we

would sU9gest ftA W and/or wS- so you have both of those questions

involved. Marsha didn't want to say that she thought you should

move these today, because we think you should look a the per-trip

issue but that's the question it seems to me.

GBNTNER (continuing) is not the exempt category issue, but the

question of whether we have used tbis reimbursement theory based

on the air fare received and with respect to that, wA- and -B

are directed towards that to get the information that the

Auditors seek on that point, tbe two remaining issues being

whether you want to do it on a per trip basis or whether you will

accept an aggregate basis. The otber issue is whether the

documentation requested in -S- is a minimum or wbether that will

suffice.

MCGARRY: So in light of that, wbat would be appropriate by way
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1 BARRIS (continuing): allow any excess over-billings to go in as

2 .~ a deduction then it goes in as a deduction for Iowa and New

3 Hampshire and that it ought to be an excess realized in those

4 states. If they got an excess in some other state, I don't see

5 what it has got to do with it. Why shouldn't it be by state

e instead of by trip?

7 STOLTZ: It can be done by state. It was our feeling that the

e more specific it got, then the more concrete tbe numbers. And it

9 could be done by trip and it could be done by state, or as

10 Counsel said it could be done by campaign wide. But we feel the

11 more specific we get the more solid the figures you have.

12 MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.
,.
13 AIKENS: Could the recommendation be wbilled to the national

14

t~ -I

·press by trip or by state?

STOLTZ: You could do it that way.

18 AIKENS: Or state by state?

17 STOLTZ: It could be done ~~at way, very easily. Regardless of

18 which way they do it, it seems like they are goin9 to have to
(" ,

19 start with the trips and work up from there.

2p AIKENS: I would think so, and they must have the records from

21 I the trips. I mean they have got to have them somewhere unless

22 they have thrown them away. I would think they have them

23 somewhere.

24 MCGARRY: Governor Thomson.

25, AIKENS: We could ask for them by trip and then if they can't

26 provide : ..... , say, well do you have them by state.

27 I THOMSON: ~r. Chair~an. I'll move approval of recommendations

ft~" and "3" on ~age 17.
29 ;1

]
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MCGARRY: Governor Thomson moves approval of sections -A- and -B

con~ained in the Audit staff recommendation contained at the

bottom of page 17. Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Joe, earlier you said that you had some indication that

the campaigft had chartered a plane and used that for the

candidate. Did they also used it for the press?

STOLTZ: The charter arrangements varied as the campaign

progressed and apparently in relationship to the financial

condition they found themselves in. Originally they had

chartered a plane which was constantly at their disposal. Later

on, they started chartering planes for specific periods of time

for individual trips and then they tried to get away from using

charter aircraft altogether later--mucb later in the campaigft so

~e don't know exactly what the cut-off dates were.

TIERNAN: Could it be possible that tbey billed AP, say, on tbe

basis of what they charged--that whenever the candidate went out,

they could fly with the candidate on the plane for a monthly

charge?

STOLTZ: I don't recall seeing any theory like that. We do not

have any indication of that. That is not to say that it couldn't

have been done, however. We had--

TIERNAN: Is there any indication that they would bill AP,

whoever, the New York Times or--

STOLTZ: Oh, they did bill folks for a trip. As best we know,

there was some information submitted as part of a compliance

action awhile back and we did get a pretty good oreakdown on

about four of the trips and t~ey seemed to be indicating billing

by trip and they had some figures on--at least for those four

-:. - -
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1 STOLTZ (con~lnuin9): how much they had recovered and wha~ the

2 C08~S were and so forth.

3 MCGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

4 TIERNAN: Mr. Chairman, I would offer an amendment t~

5 Commissioner ~homson's mo~ion ~hat in wBw second sentence, to

6 strike -a~ a minimum.- Just to say that Wthis documentation

7 should indicate- with the res~ of the sentence in it.

S MCGARRY: WOuld you restate that?

9 TIERNAN: Just strike the three words Wat a minimum. w

10 MCGARRY: The recommendation at the bo~tom of page 17 and we are

11 I

12
,

13 ~

14 I
15.' ~

16 !
17

I

::-1

talking about wSw, paragraph WB" as in boy, and the second

sen~ence

TIERNAN: Yes, beginning -at a minimum,· my motion is to strike

-·at a minimum," those three words.

MCGARRY: Is that sufficiently clear, Madam Secretary, paragraph

-aw that the recommendation contained at the bottom of page 17,

Commissioner Tiernan is moving that the three words beginning at
.

the second sentence be deleted. If there is--and that is a

substitute motion--

20 THOMSON: Mr. Chairman. Doesn't that change ~~e whole meaning of
(

21 the statement? The statement says, -at a minimum- which implies

22 that there ougbt to be a lot mare, but under the substitute, all

23 ij we are asking is that the expenses chargee, that they were in the

24 ~ area. It is a little motion that he hopes we will be bi~ enough
1\ ':'

25 ~ to vote for, but I think it chanqes the whole meaning of the--

T!ERNAN: Well, I didn't make it in the form of a substitute.

MCGA.~Y: Well, this is on the, the vote will occur now on t~e26

27

28

29

30 I
~iernan substitute to the Thomson motion.

.:» :..,;
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MCGARRY: You did not. You offered an amendment?

TIERNAN: I made a motion in the form of an amendment to the

Thomson motion--to strike out three words.

MCGARRY: And Mr. Tiernan's amendment, Madam Secretary, is

SUfficiently clear, paragraph two, the first three words of the

second sentence would be deleted. If there 1s no further

discussion, the vote will occur on the motion. All in favor say

aye. (A voice vote was beard.) All opposed say no. (A voice

voice was heard.) It appears to the Chair that the vote fails to

carry by a vote of two to three with Commissioners Barris and

Tiernan voting for and Commissioners Reiche, Aikens and Thomson

voting against and Commissioner McGarry abstaining. Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: I would move to amend the motion as respects paragraph

~A· by changing the word -trip· to ·states.- Now, it seems to me

that if the Kennedy campaign clearly didn't make money out of the

press in New Hampshire or Iowa but did not make money out of tbem

in some later date in otber states that: that shouldn't go to

reduce their expenditures in Iowa or New Hampshire. ~I don't

understand any theory on which it would reduce their expenditures

in those two states. It seems to me that those are the only two

states that we need be concerned with.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: The concern I have is not limited just to this Audit

Report because anybody can pick up an Audi~ Report at any time

and use it as precedent for you know, some other Audi~ Report.

But over and above that, I have some confusion as to what you

Mea~ when you say "by state.- I mean I realize that you are

getting at the allocated to the individual states, but how?

..
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them, the cost that the campaign incurred for a given trip, what

they were reimbursed for that trip. If a surplus was received

for that trip alone and if so, then that could be off-set against

ground costs relating to only that trip and to no other. So if

REICBB (continuing): Wbereas if you say -by ~rip,· I tbink that

just will break down into a state-by-state allocation. I'. not

sU9gesting--I don't think either word is perfect, but I would

favor ·trip· as opposed to ·state.· I think the state is a

little ambiguous.

BARRIS: Well, maybe we can, maybe Joe can tell us how he would

do it under tbe two words.

MCGARRY: Yeah. Joe Stoltz.

STOL~Z: Well, under the ·per state· se~ up, I think what you

would do is you would take all of the cbarters or whatever form

of transportation the Committee may pay for, for trips to Iowa or

New Hampshire, add up their costs, look at the billings they sent

out to the press for all of those .trips combined. Find out what

they received as reimbursements, determine if for all the trips

to that state they received a greater reimbursement than the

share of the costs that is attributable to tbe press and if tbere

is a surplus, then start off-setting what is commonly termed as

-ground costs· off against that surplus state-wide. :Regardless

of wbether they made money on one trip and lost on another. But

at least within the state and t~at, therefore, no activity in

another state would impact on the limitations in either one of

the two states that are a problem.

BARRIS: And what would you do on t1at -by trip basis·?

STOLTZ: By trip you would look at it for eacb trip. You would

see the ground costs for a given trip as best they could identify
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STOLTZ (continuing): they lost on one trip and made a profit Oft

ano~b.r, they couldn't ne~ tbe two.

BARRIS: I think I have made the motion I intended to.

MCGARRY: Yes, Madam Secretary, do you have tbe motion or would

you like it restated?

EMMORS: Yes, sir, Commissioner Barris bas moved to amend tbe

motion before the Commission so that in Recommendation, Part A of

the Recommendation, tbe word ·trip· would be cbanged to ·seate.·

MCGARRY: Thank you very mucb. If there is no fur1:ber

discussion, th2 vote will occur on the Barris motion and there

appearing to be none, the vote will occur on the motion. All in

favor say aye. (A voice vote was heard.) All opposed? (A voice

vote was heard). It appears to the Chair that the vo~e failed to

carry by a vote of three to two with Commissioners Barris and

Tiernan voting for and Commissioners Reicbe, Aikens and Thomson

voting against; Mr. McGarry abstaining •

MCGARRY: Commissioner.

AIKENS: Now do we vote the Thomson motion?

MCGARRY: Yes. If there is no further discussion, the vote will

now occur on the Thomson motion. All in favor say aye. (A voice

yote was heard.) All opposed? (A voice vote was heard.) It

appears to the Chair that the vote fails to carry by a vote of

three to two with Commissioners Reiche, Aikens, Thomson voting

for, and Commissioners Barris and Tiernan voting against.

Commissioner McGarry abstaining. Commissioner Tiernan.

T!ERNAN: ! was not seeking recognition, I just had an itch.

Sorry about that.

MCGARRY: Ray, why don'~ you recommend the direction we should

..~ -": ---
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1 MCGARRY (continuing): take from here?

2 -" LISl: Well, I tbink we still have to have a vote on this-
3 Recommendation. Would you want to .90 on to another finding. The

4 next finding, unfortunately, refers right back to this finding

5 and the repayment section.

6 TIBRHAN: SO we have to come up with some conclusion of this. I

7 mean that something has to be worked out.

S MCGARRY: It would appear that that would be highly desirable in

9 view of wbat we have remaining--Mr. Reicbe.

10 RZICBB: Mr. Chairman. I would like to move that we reconsider

11 the vote that we just, now wait a minute I'm not sure whether or

12 not I can make the motion. This is one of those situations. Yes,

13 yes, I am. That we reconsider the vote that we just took. And I

14 . tefer specifically to--not to the vote on Governor Thomson's

15:' motion, but ratber tbe vote on tbe motion by Commissioner Barris.

18 TIERNAN: Now wait a minute, I don't think you can on that.

1f RBICBB: Now wait on that, I'. not OD tbe right--o.K. Well, I'm

18 sorry, I'm on the wrong side to make that motion with respect to
c'j

1~ 1 Governor Barris'--Commissioner Barris'.

2~,. MCGARRY: The vote to reconsider would be appropriate if you are

21 on the right side of the motion you are seeking to--

22' REICHE: Yes.

23 MCGARRY: To reconsider. Specifically, in this case, the Barris

:: I
!,

26 'I
I
I

Amendment which you voted against.

BARRIS: You voted against it.

REICHE: I was on the prevailing side.

27 BARRIS: Except it wasn't prevailing.

28 MCGARRY: Mr. Barris could move.
1

29 I'!

30
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'l'IBRHAH: You .an make tbe !DOtion agaln?

MCGARRY: No.

TIERNAN: Mr. Chairman.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Tiernan.

TIERNAN: In order to extricate ourselves from this parlimentary

quagmire, I would move that we approve tbe Audit staff

recommendation, A, the first paragraph A, with the amendment that

·trip· be changed to ·state,· and the balance of B. Is tba~,

C01lllllissioner Reicbe, what yoa were seeking to do?

RBICBB: Yes, it is.

MCGARRY: What you are saying is--

TIERNAN: I make a motion that we approve the recommmendation of

the staff, by the Audit Staff, with the substitution of the word

'state- for -trip- in A. I understood that's wbat Commissioner

Reicbe wanted to do •

MCGARRY: So, Commissioner Tiernan moves approval of the Audit

staff recommendation with tbe one amendment to paragraph A and

that is specifically on the first line in paragraph Athat the

word -trip- be substituted for the word ·state.- If there is no

further discussion, the vote will occur Oft that motion. All in

favor say aye. (A voice vote was beard.) All opposed? It

appears to the Chair that the vote is six to zero, Madam

Secretary, and we go now to Ray Lisl.

~: The next finding appears Oft page 25, and we are going into

the Title 26 Sec~ion of the report.

TIERNAN: I'm sorry, Mr. Cbairman.

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Might it not be best for the record that we not adopt

00291
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TIBRNAN (continuing): Recommendation C and D by tbe Audit Sta!!?

MCGARRY: I think it would belp clarify matters completely, and I

think there is nothing to be lost.

TIERNAN: I would move that the Commission not adopt--

MCGARRY: It would be very helpful. Commissioner Tiernan, and we

are talking about paragrapbs C and D--

TIERNAN: C and D, page 17 and page 18.

MCGARRY: Commissioner ~iernan moves with reference to the

Recommendation on the bottom of page 17 that we not adopt

paragrapbs C and D, Madam Secretary, as in Charles and David. If

there is no furtber discussion, the vote will occur on that

motion. All in favor say aye. (A voice vote was heard.) All

opposed? It appears to the Chair tbat tbe vote is six to zero.

Ray List, tbank you, Mr. Tiernan.

~: Beginning on the page of, oh, I'm sorry the bottom of-tbe

middle of page 25, this is -Apparent Non-Qualified Campaign

Expenses· at the bottom of the page, ·Bxpenditures in Excess of

State Limitations.- This finding relates specifically right back

to the finding that we just discussed concerning the expenditures

in excess of the state limitations in New Hampshire and Iowa.

The middle of page 26 is a recap of the expenditures as allocated

by the Audit staff based on tbe review of the documentation as it

was presented by the Committee, and we are showing an amount in

excess of the limitation of $91,451.07 in New Hampshire and

$146,575.32 in Iowa. The recommendation in this finding is that

we are recommending these expenditures totalling $238,026.39 be

considered non-qualified campaign expenses and the value be

repaid in full to the O.S. Treasury within 90 days of the receipt

., .11I .-
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LISt (coft~inuing): of this report. I .igh~ point out tba~ the-
second par~ of this finding bas already been approved by the

Commission concerning the parking tickets and at tbe bottom of

page 27, we do recite the regulations 9038.2 noting that the

Committee still bas the 3D-day period within whicb to supply us

info~ation whicb would cause us to change tbis figure.

MCGABRY: 'rbank you very mucb, Mr. Reicbe.

RBICBE: I would like to ask what is tbe purpor~ of the

recommendation that the Commission approved,'Z unders~and by a

five-nothing vo~e, whicb now appears on page 2S in ligbt of tbe

paper prepared by Counsel and whicb also appears on today's

Agenda because the recommendation bere says that until sucb time

as the Commission approves, or proposes permissible alternatives

as to the disposition or liquidation of the artwork, no further

ac~ion can be taken. Pine, I understand that. But I also

understand the paper which has been prepared by Counsel to be at

least partially in response to the need for the Commission to

take some action in that area. So if Counsel can en~i9bten me, Z

would appreciate it.

MCGABRY: Mr. Steele.

STEELE: I tbink it does affect it in the sense tha~ that issue

affects your NOCO statement, but perhaps I'm wrong that if

(inaudible) that you're left with the NOCO being undecided

because you still have yet to decide what you are going to do.

REICBE: Yes. That's rigbt.

STOLTZ: Depending upon the valuation applied to that artwork,

there could be a determination that the Committee had received

)'

28 matching fund payments in excess of their entitlement. But until

29

30 - .• r ,
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MCGARRY: That would be the sense of the Commission at this time.

Mr. Steele, are you going to--?

STEELE: Well, I don't quite know what the pleasure of 'the

Commission is. I would be glad to go back to the memorandum which

has been around. There are objections to it. I think that the

bottom line of the memorandum is that in valuing these artworks,

REICBB: You sure would, Charlie. No question.

MCGARRY: Well, so your recommendation, Commissioner, would be

specifically--

RBICBB: I would like to see us take that up first, which means

taking up the memoranda prepared for us by Counsel. ~

MCGARRY: Well, then if there is no objection to the Reiche

recommendation and proposal, and the Chair hearing none, we will

proceed in that fashion. Is that sufficiently clear, Ray Lisi?

LISt: Yes.-

STOL~Z (continuing): .e bave a valuation ana until tbe

permissibility of various .ethoas of disposition are considered,

we noted that we were not in a position to draw the conclusion.

RBICBB: But the reason, Mr. Chairman, that I raise it, instead

of going lickety-clip ahead to tbe end here, I think we should

discuss that firs~. aecause it does appear to me that the

memorandum prepared by our General Counsel dated August 25, 1981

and ~o wbich two Commissioners objected, that we should consider

that first and its potential impact. It may have none at all, but

at least a potential impact on tbe Commission's prior action with

respect to the recommendation appearing in the middle of page 25.

STEELE: You'd certainly have to caveat all of the stuff on 26

and 27.
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S~ (continuing): we went through thi. two weeks ago, bu~ 1n

valuing these artworks tbat we think the position the Commi••ion

bas taken is such that you have to consider them, any sale of

them as sUbject to tbe contribution limitations. You would

therefore bave to deal with them as individual wor~s and

therefore, under your own regulation the definition of a capital

asset says anything over $SOO, if it's--if the individual artwork

· is valued over $500 it should be included in the capital .s.ets,

if it's not, it should not. And that is the basic recommendation

of the memorandum. That relates, of course, to the question of

bow--mucb-how you value that for the HoeD purposes?

MCGARRY: Well, Mr. Josefiak •

JOSEFIAK: Charlie. Instead of the individual piece of art being

~onsidered separately, wouldn't it be more logical to consider

the series? Like if you have a series of W~th prints, I'.
making the analogy of typewriters--if you had nine typewriters,

would you consider the value of the nine typewriters versus one

typewriter. And would you consider the series of prints as the

asset rather than the individual print?

STEELE: Well, I , I, you know~

JOSEPIAK: If it is considered a capital asset to begin with.

STEELE: I 'm--
MCGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEELE: There is that preliminary question, certainly. It se~MS

to me that you are in a situation where in any evaluation of

this, the number of prints is very relevant and that in effect

that you bave a valuation of these on a print-by-print basis in

any series the print-by-print basis, is dependent upon the
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STBBLB (continuing): individual sale, tbat really 1s the

~estion, you have a series of prints, eacb of one, whicb one is

distinguishable, an individual ite., now, whicb you know in

artwork transactions, you are not going to sell fifty of them,

you are going to sell one of them.

JOSBPIAK: But isn't it the value of the print aependent upon bow

many are in the series?

STBBLB: The valuation is of the individual prints.

JOSEPIAK: Versus--if yoa bave a thousand prints versus two

fifty.

STEELE: It undoubtedly affects value, but it's not--you don't,

therefore, in my mind where you have to sell tbem individually,

say that-that's a decision that's made wben you print them

perhaps--tbe the limitation that an artist can put on tbem.

JOSEPIAK: But what would you do in the case of the typewriters?

If you had nine typewriters and they were one hundred dollars

apiece, would yoa look at them as below the $500 level, or since

say we had nine of them at $100 apiece, that's $900 4nd

therefore, you do have a capital asset.

STEELE: I would think that you would not.' You know, I mean, you

know one typewriter migbt be broken, the other one might be in

perfect working condition, you would--you migbt value them in a

lot, but basically I think that, you know if you start selling

things you are going to sell them individually.

JOSEPIAK: I thought in the past the Commission has, in' fact,

treated them as, the nine together, as one, rather than

individual typewriters.

STEELE: I think the Commission has taken the opposite tack, but

nn9QQ



REICHE: Well, I think the basic question is , bow can you

dispose of them? If you can dispose of tbem only if sold

together with something else, then fine, I think you.consider

them as part of a series. But if you can dispose of them by sale

on an individual basis, then I think you have to value them that

way.

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: Well, if we go on the appraisal that they put out, there

aren't very many of these paintings that are going to be over

$500 even acceptin9 their appraisal. It might make the

differenee r though, if the prints had been run off from the

original. If the original is all that is extant, it would

probably come to over $500. I guess we don't ~now very much

about what they have in the inventory. The three is--needs a

STBBLB (continuing); I could be corrected on that. I would

cer~ainly urge it, however.

STOLTZ: That's correct. We have done it by item. And the by

ite. evaluation was done that way to avoid baving to aggregate

possibly hundreds of small valued items to try to come up with

this type of valuation. You know, if the Committee has 200 in

boxes at $2.50 apiece, we don't bave to go around counting 200

in-boxes. I guess the problem as we see it, is that we don't

really have an asset category that these fit neatly into. ~bere

are capital assets that are usually considered operating

equipment of the campaign and then there is cash, or cash

equivalent and these don't seem to fit neatly into either one.

So we are going to have to decide how we are going to handle

them.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reicbe.
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BARRIS (coft~inuing): lit~le gramma~ical work. Maybe the .

confusion was put in to make it obscure whetber we are talking

about individual pieces or not. But if you adopt Charlie's

statement, it ought to be determined that each individual piece

of artwork valued in excess of $500 was a capital asset.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Do we actually have a run-down in terms of a total on

what tbe value would be if you go with the series theory as

opposed to the item-by-ltem theory?

STOLTZ: Well, I guess that depends on at what date you want to

make the determination. The number remaining on hand at any

given time tends to vary and for example, at the present time, we

are not sure what is on hand. They used an inventory awhile

back-

REICHE: Well, all right, I realize that, but I think there are

two relative dates. The first of tbese is the date on which they

made the appraisal and the second is the, I think it is December

4th, 1980, if I recall correctly--

STOLTZ: No. Then you're-that would be for the General

Blection. Par the Primary, we are talking August 13th.

REICHE: August 13th, that's right, the date of ineligibility,

this is true. But those would be the two dates and--do you have

any run down on either of those dates?

~: We do bave a total amount that the Committee stated they

bad on hand on August 13th, 1980.

REICHE: Is that the sixty-nine-o-four-or five, something like

that?

~: Three million, "it comes to $3,008,825, that's in total.

..
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LISt (continuing): Rot ba8ed on tho8e------
RBICBB: Yes, but if you break it down, it makes a tremendous

difference bere. You are talking about anything worth under $500

not counting on the capital asset theory, wbereas anything above

doe. count. Do you bave figures on that?

MCGARRY: Ray Lisi.

~: There would be eight prints, or eight series, (inaudible).

RBICBB: Bzcuse me, I couldn't bear you.

~: There would be eigbt series of prints.

RBICBB: Yes.

~: Where the prints would be valued in excess of $500. And

the total amount on that as of August 13th, was $928,050. Now

.r"13 that is the appraised value on those artworks and it's based--

~14 tbese are not audited figures-it's based on the figures the

15

(:: ~
~.18

Committee gave to us whicb we bav~ not been able to verify.

REICBB: When you say there are eight series, are you assuming

that it would be-or were they assuming that it would be sold on

a series-by-series basis?

:.19 ~: I'm assuming that they are selling them on a piece-by-

20 piece basis. One at a tt.e. That's how they would sell them.

(21 REICBB: And yet they ack1lOWledge that the value is $928,000?

22 ~: Well, they are giving us a total--this is what their

23 column a total appraised value remains of that artwork and they

24 gave us a total number remaining in the appraised value--

2S ~ REICHE: Yes. They give you the basis for arriving at ·that

26 'I conclusion.

27:1 ~: At the appraised value? The appraised value would be
;,

28 i based on the brochure.

.- •
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amount--

RBICBB: And what was the value of that, I've seen it, but I just

don't have it in front of me now.

RBICBB: Ho, no, not tbe appraised valu., a~ the $928,000,

because that's considerably under the appraised value.

LISl: No, that $928,000 are figures that we have come up with.-
REICHE: No.

LISI: At least if I understand you.

REICHE: Ho, I'm sorry. All right. 'rbey made an appraisal, or

had an appraisal done back at the time of the loans.

LISI: Tbat's correct.-

00303
.- .- ,. --" - -"

REICBB: Well, I am assuming that you could use a piece of

artwork only one at a time to secure a loan and the~fore, all I

was asking is that to the extent that appraisals were made in

connection with bank loans, what would the total value of those

appraisals far all bank loans that yoa know of?

~f Oh, I see. O.K. that figure--do we bave it? I don't

believe we have that figure for total bank loans at this point.

REICHE: Do you have any nation of what we are talking about?

~: Well, we are talking in the millions.

REICHE: Yeah, you are talking--

~: As far as the appraised value.

REICHE: But I am still trying to get at the difference between

~: Are you referring to one specific work of art or?

REICHE: The total value for appraisal purposes where a formal

appraisal was made for the purpose of securing bank loans, what,

·do you have a value there, Ray, or not?

~: Well, it would depend on the loans now, exactly wbat
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REICBB (con~inuing): going on a series basis .a opposed to going

on an individual basis because if, indeed, ~be individual basis

works out so that, I mean I know they said the bulk of it was

under $500 per but if you have relatively little value there,

then just in terms of equity it wouldn't make sense to go with

tbe item-by-item basis you would bave to go with something which

was more reflective of the total value.

MCGARRY: -rhe Chair calls on Joe Stoltz to answer Mr. Reicb.'s

question.

STOLTZ: Maybe I can sbed a little light. Ray, correct me if I

am wrong. But from what we can see, the appraisal used for the

bank loans on any given print or series of prints matches what is

contained on that brochure.

.~: That's correct.

STOLTZ: So we are dealing with the same appraisals for the loans

as we bave on the brochures. The $928,000 figure Ray gave you is

the total value of all prints on band at August 13tb witb an

individual value of $500 or greater. Over $500 per:print. Now,

on a series basis, I think any series listed would have a total

value over $500.

REICBB: All right. If that $928,000 were therefore deemed to be

an asset at that time bave you run that tbrough in terms of

calculating the impact it would have had upon any pUblic funds

distributed to the campaign?

~: That would require us going back into the Committee

records to verify their cash position on August 13th.

REICHE: And on subsequent payment dates.

~: And on subsequent--we11, I believe the total amount that
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LISI (continuing): the Committee has received 1n matching funds-
since August 13th is $513,000 in matcbing funds have been

certified to the Committee since that date.

REICHE: Of course, if I may say so, Mr. Chairman, this is why

for many months now, I have not voted in favor of certifying any

additional funds to tbem because I did not feel tbat we knew

where we stood with respect to the valuation of tbe artwork and

now, I mean, this the morass we are in at tbe moment. And I know

It's difficult, nigb impossible perhaps to--not impossible, but

it is difficult to ascribe a value as of given dates, but tbe

basic inequity tbat disturbs me on this wbole matter is that wben

it was to the advantage of the campaign that a value be ascribed

to the pieces of artwork, they were first in line to do so, and I

~on't blame them, I would bave done the same thing were I in

their position, and that's wben they needed the bank loans. But

now, what's happening is tbat we are being told for HOCO purposes

that it is valueless that all sorts of restrictions and so fortb.

And I'm sorry, but if you are going to traffic in sU~h things as

pieces of art as a way of underwriting a campaign you must take

the bitter with the sweet and there must be some consistency here

and that's why, and I would appreciate it if it would be included

in the Minutes of today's meeting because I realize at this point

that I cannot be recorded as voting the other way in a meeting

where I was taken sick and couldn't continue but I would

appreciate it if you would record the fact that I express my

strong disagreement with the position apparently adopted by the

Commission on Auqust 26th with respect to this item. I think we

have got to ascribe a value to it and in my view, the only

.-
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1 RBICBB (continuing): question is bow do you go about it?

2 MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Tiernan.

3 TIERNAN: Mr. Chairman, on that point, I think tbat you cannot

4 lose sight of the fact that the Committee did request an Advisory

5 Opinion and tbe Commission failed to issue one on December 18th,

e 1980.

7 MCGARRY: I know, Commissioner, so the otber--Commissioner

8 Reicbe, so tbe other Commissioners will understand tbat if anyone

9 disagreed I would certainly want to hear it, but you raise this

10 point about your desire to be recorded as baving voted against

11 this matter at a prior meeting and I pointed out to you that the

-12 Commission adopted a Directive which stated, -Whenever any member

~13 of the Commission who was absent when a vote was taken
(" ...

. 14 ~ubsequently requests consent to be recorded as baving voted on

15 the matter, be or she shall place the reason for his or her

16' absence on the record and any such request shall be in order only

r17 on the same day on which tbe vote was taken.- I only mention

....,18 that because this is the very first time that that was ever-I

C19 know there were very unfortunate circumstances that arose and

'20 required you to leave abruptly, but this is something - this is

~2' the first time it came up since I bave been a member of the

22 Commission and you were gracious enough to accept that and not

23 bring it up or raise the point, but I point it out to other

24 Commissioners that I was unaware of it and had to look it up

25 and--

26 REICHE: That makes two of us.

27

28

29

30

MCGARRY: O.K. Thank you very much. Ray, where are we?

&!2l: We were discussing the recommendation on the bottom of

... ....
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~ (con~inuiDg): page 26 before we went into the artwork

discussion.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Yes, bu~ sbouldn't we take up the memorandum prepared

far us by General Counsel and there are three recommenda~ians

con~ained a~ tbe end of i~ and dispose af that because I think

you have to do. that before we can get to the items on page 26.

MCGARRY: That was cer~ainly the direc~ion we agreed on,

Commissioner and I think it is appropria~e. There were

objections. Would you care to hear the objections, Mr. Steele?

STEELE: Yes, all I would say is that of course that memorandum

12 came forward under separate cover but was intended to be part of
, ..

13

14.

1&

1'8

17~

18,....
....

1~ ;

2Q-.

21

22

23

the Audit Report and was the analysis underlying the

-recommendation over on page 25. I agree, as I said earlier, that

I think tha~ tbe question of how you arrive at the NOCO does

affect your repayment recommendation so that your 26 and 27

assume a result that that, page 25, but it does seem to me that

you dealt with that in both which is to say in terms of the

memorandum, that a memorandum generated as part of the audit

process, in effect, it's not an Advisory Opinion Request or

anything else. In other words, the purpose of that memorandum

was to put forward an evalua~ion for purposes of the Audit

Report.

24 MCGARRY: Now, we are talking specifically for the Recora of a

25 memorandum from tbe General Counsel to the Commission, subject:

26 ftFinal Audit Report of the Kennedy for President Committee,· is

27 that correct?

28 STEELE: Yeah. I think that Commissioner Reiche had referenced

29

30 '"e.. ..... "1
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X-Bl-067.

MCGARRY: Thank you, Madam Secretary.

STEELE: What I meant to say was that it didn't have an

independent existence, and it was not a self-generated matter.

It doesn't have an independent existence from the consideration,

from the Commission's consideration of the Auditl so I don't

know, the Commission obviously ·can decide ~hat it wants to do,

but I don't think that it has a reason to be adopted or rejected

except as it affects the Audit.

MCGARRY: Well, perhaps at a minimum we should hear from people

who objec~ed to it. Mr. Reiche, do you have a comment?

STEELE (con~inuing): the Augus~ 25th and the August 26th

memorandum, ·Disposi~ion and Evalga~ion of Ar~work Donated ~o tbe

Kennedy for President Committee."

MCGARRY: Dia we give that an Agenda Document number? It was not

an Agenda number?

EMMONS: Yes sir.

STEELE: It was given one by Marge when it was objected to.

EMMONS: It is labelea.

MCGARRY: ~e title of it is -Disposition and Evalua~ion of

Artwork Donated to tbe Kennedy for President Committee.- It is

dated August 25, 1981.

EMMONS: And it is noted on the Agenda. as Document Number

\
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,d'''' You have three recommendations here. The first is that the sale

1~~ or exchange of each individual piece of artwork by the Committee

2Qb~} results in a contribution by the purcbaser and is sUbject to all

21 the prohibitions and limitations of the Act. Por reasons wbicb

22 are well known to everYbO~Y, I would disagree with that. I do

23 not believe that it is a contribution by the purchaser. I think

24 that we made not just a mistake, but an eggregious mistak~ when

25 we refused to agree to the Advisory Opinion Request of the

26 Kennedy people on debt settlement. Because even those of you who

27 have, over a period of time disagreed with me on that point, here

28 was a case where there was a valid distinction and to say that a

I29
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REICBB (continuing): creditor, who is interested only in getting

his money where a debt is involved, to say that a creditor is

thereby making a contribution to a campaign, to me is pure

nonsense.

Number two, determine that the value of the artwork may

be effected by any restrictions on its disposition. I think that

the value of the artwork, I think in this connection, you start

with the Kennedy people's appraisal which they submitted to

various banks in connection with the loan. You start witb that

and then you move down to the August 13th, 1980, the date of

ineligibility and you determine if there, and the burden of proof

would be on them, is there any evidence to the effect that the

value has changed between their original appraisal and a value, a

-fair market value on the date of ineligibility. Finally with

respect to the third recommendation,. that' s the one that we bave ~")

been talking about all that individual pieces valued in excess of

$500 would be capital assets, and would thereby reduce the
.

Committee's NOCO. If you are talking about, and check me, Ray,

but if you are talking reducing the value here, to a point where

it is negligible, then I could not go along with that. $928,000

is certainly not negligible. That I would like to consider

somewhat. I leaned in the direction of the item-by-item, but I

cann~t, if the application of that theory would mean that you are

talking about relatively little value heref then I could not go

along with an item-by-item appraisal. We have to take· it by lot.

Because it just would not be fair where they have utilized the

property to advantage in obtaining bank loans it would not be

fair for NOCO purposes to permit them to ascribe no value at all •

., / ~. ,

•
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1 REICHE (con~lnuing): And I think the pUblic reverberations to

2 something like this would be significant. But that's the b••is

3 of my objection, Mr. Chairman.

4 MCGARRY: Thank you Commissioner. Mr. Steele, anything furtber?

5 STEBLB: No, the only thing tbat I would say is that eleven

6 ninety-five sbows, at least with re~ard to one of the loans and

7 certainly, from my understanding, with regard to all of the

e loans, they were individual pieces. I mean they pledged lots of

9 individual pieces to get tbe loans, but they were valued as

10 individual pieces. Our recommendation is that, and I think that

11 that would be the conclusion I would urge you to reacb even if it

12· were not for the restrictions that you placed on it, but in
('"'

13 effect, I think that the net results of the Commission's AO's and

14.
4

the ncn-AO is that they can't dispose of that in any way other

1~ than individually and even there, they have some difficulty. But

1& it seems to me that~the recommendation that we made is

11" consistent with the way they are valued for the loan purposes.

18'· They pledged a lot of pieces, but they're valued as individual

1i', pieces. But as I say, again, it seems to me that comes to a

2~.. question of your valuation for your Naco purposes and I think

21 that in effect that comes down to what that sums out to, but that

22 you have to go on to the question of the repayment while

23 caveating that you have that potential for the NOCO being

24 readjusted after the evaluation is made. I do think you have to

25

26

27

28

29

30

give Auditors some direction, the Commissioners give the Auditors

some direction as to how they wish to proceed.

And that comes down to the last item in our September

14th memo, that it seems to us that for purposes of directing the
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MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

RBICBB: M~. Chairman, in 9iew of this fact and also 1n view of

the fact that we wil be meeting tomo~row on Reagan-BUsh and that

Commissioner Aikens is gone, you know, for reasons whicb she could

not control this afte~noon, I would ask if we might delay the

decision on tbis until tomorrow. I don't think a one day delay

is going to cause any g~.at harm or consternation to people, but

she indicated before she left to me some interest in it and even

though she objec~ed, I am not at all sure in terms of the

objections, I feel that she feels the same ones because we

haven't always agreed on--at least on that first point, but as a

courtesy to her, I would ask the Commission delay a vote on that.

MCGARRY: Let me add that she was distressed that she had to

S~LB (continuing): Auditors that you should adopt th.

recommendations 1n the August 25th memo, to value tbat on the

basis of the individual items, but I think without that, I don't

-Joe would bave to speak to it--but witbout some direction like

that they can't--(inaudible).

MCGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: We are at tbis point unable to determine wbicb pieces

are in and whicb piece. are out and 1n absence of a date, bow

many tbere are.

MCGARRY: Ye., Madam Sec~etary, I will eliminate the sign

language and we will talk directly. Bow many objections?

BMMONS: There were two objections and one affirmative vote •

MCGARRY: Who was the other objection?

·EMMONS: Commissioner Aikens filed an objection along with Mr.

Reiche. -",
"
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MCGARRY (continuing): leave. Sbe is attending at the mom.nt a

dedication in honor of former Senator Bugh Scott of Pennsylvania

at the Senate and is only for such an important occasion that she

would bave left in the first instance, so, speaking to myself, I

can't speak for the others, I know sbe indicated to me that she

was intensely interested and regretted very much baving to leave

and did tell me that as sbe went out the door that she would not

be back today, but sbe will be available all day tomorrow if the

matter comes back in any way, shape, or form. Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: On tbe August 2S memo. I. dian't vote. It didn't seem

to me that it was something that was appropriate for circulation

and voting on in that fashion and when I inquired, I believe that

13" Charlie said it wasn't" meant to have been circulated for vote. A
tI'

14

16
,I'.

1J5 .

1;"·

18·

.voice sheet was not meant to be attached.

MCGARRY: And no vote was, in fact, taken is that correct? Mr.

Steele.

STBBLE: Well, it was objected to and no vote was taken. That's

what I meant to say at the beginning. Again, this was an issue

19 raised in the Audit Report and this memorandum was not--there

20 were further issues and so we prepared it. It was meant to be
~.

21 part of the Audit Report, and I think it was not properly

22 something that should be voted on. As we said in our September

23 14th memorandum, it does seem that you have to resolve those

24 issues and give direction to the Auditors as to what they should

25 do, but I think it is true tha~ it is not properly something that

26 there should be a separate vote on. It does seem that you hav~

27 to resolve those issues in order to give the Auditors a statement

28 as to what they should do. The Auditors have raised that issue

29

30 .~ ~.
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S~LE (continuing): and they are saying, in effect, ·we can't

go out and deciae what tbe .final NOCO is unless we know whetb.r

this is to be valued and bow this is to be valued, rather tban if

this is to be valued, because it clearly bas a value, is it to be

valued as a capital asset and if so, is it to be valued on a

piece-by~piece basis?

MCGARRY: Well, yes, Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: The part that was confusing to me, CODIIDi.sioner Buria,

wa~ the recommendation wbich appears on page 31 of the Augu.~

18th Pinal Audit Report wbere it says, -The Audit staff

recommends that until such time that the Commission approves or

proposes permissible alternatives as to the disposition or

liquidation of the artwork, no further action can be taken on

.this matter." Now, it seems to me that the memo of August 25th

at least sU9gests some possibilities. I mean, for example, it

goes into the valuation. We are not trying to tell them how t~

dispose of it because that's not our province, but I think it is
.

somewhat responsive. Maybe not directly so, but I think it is

somewhat responsive and that was the way I·interpretea it. Now

if it wasn't intended that way, then, you know that may be a

different story, but I was, as one who wasn't here, I was trying

to interpret it and that's tbe way it appears to read.

MCGARRY: Thank you.'. Commissioner.

TIERNAN:
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TIERNAN: Can we 90 back to the Audit Report and finish that up,
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TIERNAN (continuing): and wait for the concluslon witb regards

to the artworks tomorrow?

MCGARRY: Yes, yes.

TIBRNAN: You have no objection to that?

REICHE: No, no, fine.

MCGARRY: 'fbank you very much. IIr. Ray Lisi •

LISI: All right. It is my understanding nOw then tbat you, the-
vote is going to be deferred then on the recommendations on the

bottom of page 26 until the discussion of the artwork is

concluded?

TIERNAN: Or is it on 25?

BARRIS: Is tbere anything else?

STEELE: The recommendation on 26 and 27 that I think Ray was

speaking to. As to whether you had approved---

~: There is a recommendation on page 26 wbicb relates to the

considering the expenditures in excess of the state limits being

non-qualified.

TIERNAN: If, in fact, tbe vote on the Audit staff

recommendation--if I may, Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry.

MCGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: If, in fact, tbe Audit Staff recommendation on page 26

was changed to incorporate what the General Counsel's Office has

set forth as their recommendation in the memorandum of August

25th, would that have an impact on the recommendation appearing

on page 271 Or 26?

~: At this point, we would-

MCGARRY: Ray Lisi.

~: We would have to go back in and look at the Committee's

financial position on August 13th as it relates to tbe value
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MCGARRY: So assuming that scenario, wby don't you just repeat

for the record what the game plan would be? So that we' can

accomplish precisely what Commissioner Tiernan was nice enough to

bring out here this afternoon.

~: !t is my understanding that the recommendation on page 26,

TIERNAN: That would be, I think that wou1d be IDOre helpful,

because we could get the Audit Report out, couldn't we?

~: '!'bat's right. We could still issue the Audit Report.

STEELE: That's what I was meaning to say earlier. t'm not too

sure that it came through too clearly, but that you just caveat

this.

TIERNAN: Yeah. And that's what I would say. We can wait: then

until tomorrow, and include page 26 and 27 and the outcome of

that with the caveat.

LISI (continuing): placed on the artwork. Row it may .ffec~-
this repayment. Hot specifically this portion of tbe finding,

but of repayment.

TIERNAN: So, even if tomorrow we were to resolve one way or the

other the question of the value of the artwork, you would not be

able--we would not be able tomorrow to vote on the

recommendation, because then, if, in fact, we were to adopt tbe

General Counsel's reco_endation, you would have to go in and

establish tbe value, ana then you would bave to come back to us

with the recommendation on 'page 26 •.

~: Right. The only suggestion I would have and Joe could

correct me if I am wrong on tbis, is we could caveat this finding

and state that it is subject to change based Oft that and then you

could vote on that.
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LISI (con~lnuing): tha~ the vote on that recommenda~lon will be-
deferred un~il the discussion of the artwork is completed and a~

the conclusion of the discussion based on the Commission's

determination in that matter, the recommendation will be, a

statement will be included in that recommendation to state that

possibly the figure may be subject to adjus~ent based on tbe

Committee's determination on that matter.

MCGARRY: And what further action and timetable would that follow

on?

~: Well, depending on, if the Commission should decide, it

seems to me that there is some value placed on that artwork and

as I say we would have· to go back out and look at the Committee's

cash position as of that date. It would depend, it seems to me

upon the ability of the Committee to allow (inaudible) records to

make that aetermination. And I couldn't put a timeframe on it.

MCGARRY: Could we put an inside and an outside time that would

be reasonable?

~: I would think that the actual work itself, de~ending on

the condition of the Committee's records, it probably should not

take more than a week.

MCGARRY: And then what would the action and the timetable be?

LISt: I think--
MCGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: I would think that it would be possible regardless of

what is decided tomorrow on the artwork to go ahead and-release

the Audit Report with the repayment figures in it. If necessary,

caveat the artwork section and if a further repayment based on

the results of any additional work on that issue is necessary it

'. , 1..., .
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STOLTZ (con~lnu1ng): could be bandled 1n an Addendum ~o the

Audit Repor~ which would go out later. The amoun~ contained on

the recommendation on page 26, is not going to change. And the

$141.50 parking ticket is not going to change. The total on page

27 could change depending on wbat happens to the artwork. So we

could do it tbat way. We could go ahead and process this report,

put the caveat in, if necessary after tomorrow's meeting, and

then deal with any furtber repayment in an Addendum.

MCGARRY: Yes, Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: What's this caveat going to say?

MCGARRY: Joe Stoltz.

STOLTZ: That pending the results of additional work concerning

the valuation of Committee artwork, additional repayment

aeterminations may be made at a future date. Some words to that

effect. Tbe repayment that we are looking at now would be for

non-qualified campaign expenses. Any other repayments would be

as a result of having determined the Committee" received matching

funds in excess of their entitlement so it would be • different

reason for repayment.

MCGARRY: Thank you very much, Joe. Governor Thomson.

THOMSON: I still don't understand why we can't approve, or at

least consider tbe recommendation on page 26 relating to the

allocations to the states of New Rampshire and Iowa. I don't see

how the artwork is going to have any effect on that at all.

STOLTZ: I think you are correct. The only place that "it will

have an impact will be on tbe total on page 27. If it should be

determined later that some additional repayment--but the amount

on 26 in the recommendation and the amount in the recommendation

.r-. •"- / '-.. ~ .;.~
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mat~er wha~ happens to the artwork.

THOMSON: We have already approved the recommendation on 27,

that's for the $141.00. Mr. Chairman. I'll move the approval of

the recommendation on page 26.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Thomson moves approval of ~he Audit staff

recommenda~ion contained on page 26. If there is no furtber

discussion, the vote will occur on that motion. All in favor,

say aye. (A voice vote was heard.) All opposed? It appears to

tbe·Chair tbat the vote is five to zero. Commissioner Aikens

absent. Tbank you, Commissioner Tbomson and Commissioner

Tiernan. It has been very helpful in assisting everyone in where

we stand now. It couldn't be avoided running into tbe problem

because of Commissioner Aikens is not here. We all understand

the reason she had to absent herself. -Ray?

LISI:1-

....... /
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BARRIS: on tbe art work, I ~bink it would be helpful if Counsel

or the auditors or both in conjunction could tomorrow give us a

list of alternatives as to what in the world we can do to resolve

the problems.

MCGARRY: I think that would be very important in the -

HARRIS: I think we may have got ourselves into a place where

there is no resolution.

STEELE: I just don't know what more we can say then- we did in

the memo.

BARRIS: Well, there is a great deal more that could be said -

for example, taking into account the failure of the Commission to

give them an advisory opinion on whether they could use this to

payoff creditors." The fact that in December of 1980 we gave

them additional matching funds, knowing that the question as to

the value of the artwork was unresolved. The questions are'

whether we -- ~wo or three different alternatives -- whether we

go after them on additional payments on the basis of ~he

evaluation that they gave the artwork when they borrowed the

money -- whether we now tell them that that yes, they can use it

to settle with creditors.

That's covered.STEELE:

BARRIS:
00322
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down very substantially -- if we look at eacb individual piece of

art and count only tbose that are worth more than $500.

STEELE: We took the position in the memo -- it's not in ·the

recommendation, but in the paragraph above it that it seems to me

that you bave to -- that our position whicb I think

MCGARRY: Mr. Steele.

S'rEELE: Was wha.t we said earlier in the cliscussion of the LO.
S
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tha~ you cannot call it a contribu~ion if tbe bank levies OD it.

So 1:1281: issue I think we've dealt with. ~'t seems 1:0 me tha~ t:be

other two alternatives have been set forward -- you can -- our

recommendation would be that you have to evaluate it on a piece

by-piece basis. The other seems to be the auditors feeling that

you value it on the total of all artworks -- I say that only

because I'm ~ooking for -- I don't know what between now and

tomorrow that we could do and maybe we could try to do it orally

and set fQr~~ those things tomorrow.

HARRIS: I think it would be better if it were in w;1ting. We
-

have had some assistan~e from the legal department in getting

into the position we're in, the position that the art, that the

donation of services by the artist was not a contribution. The

position that anyone buying the stuff is making a contribution.
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REICHE: In terms of alternatives, I have an old World War II

Japanese sword if you would like me to bring it in.

BARRIS: I wouldn't ask you to endure so painful

REICHE: I knew that.

MCGARRY: Charlie is wondering whether be is expec~ed to have a

document by 10:00 tomorrow morning, but -- anyway.

BARRIS: If he does, I'll move that we waive late submission.

MCGARRY: This is get:ing better as it progresses. In any event,

Charlie, I am sorry to leave you up in the air, but I think it is

one of those cases where yoa just do ehe bes~ you can (inaudible)

it's an impossible situation, I think everyone will understand.

Ken?

GROSS: It's impossible.

MCGARRY: So that would appear to do it for today. We're going

to pick up at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow morning to continue on -- Mr.

Tiernan?

TIERNAN: Could we dispose of the personnel matters?

MCGARRY: We certainly can, if there is no objectio~.

- .-
0032~
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going to do about the artwork. And we've got them in a

STOLTZ: What we did was to break the problem as we see it out

into four questions. And what we saw, as the possible

alternatives for each of the four as far as deciding what we're

,
Tape Number 1 a~ 1 minu~e
(Rela~ing to the Financial Audit of the Kennedy for President
Committee)

MCGARRY: Well as Bob Costa, Sue, Joe Stoltz and Ray Lisi enter

the room, we rap the gavel, Madam Secretary to bring the

Executive Session of the Federal Elec:ion Commission for

wednesday,· Sep~elllber 16, 1981, to order. And we tore going to

continue on this morning where we left offJ so Ray Lis! will

. recap egery~ing for us ana bring us up-to-date particularly for

the -benefit of COlllllissioner Aikens. Well, we are dealing witb

basically three agenda documents, X81-065, dated 9/10/81,

X81-06SA, dated 9/14/81, ana X81-067, dated August 25, 1981. Oh,

Ray why don't you, particularly if you would, .be a little more

expansive this morning, recap what happened since Commissioner

Aikens left us yesterday, and where we are right now.

~: Fine. We completed the audit report yesterday, and all of

the findings were voted on. We are currently - this morning

we're going to be discussing the disposition of the artwork or

the -- any limitations or whatever would be imposed on that.

After the meeting yesterday, Joe, Bob, and myself sat down ana

came up with some alternatives that should be considered. And

Joe did sit down last night with the Counsel's office and

discussed these matters, and I think that Joe probably bas some

information to report this morning along with the Counsel.

MGARRY: Joe Stoltz.
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STOLTZ (continuing): particular order and I don't think it 1.

necessary that tbey follow that order, but the first one that we

have listed is a decision on what is going to be the permissible

disposition of this artwork. Is it going to result in a

contribution, therefore baving a limited possible disposition

method? Or 1s it not going to result in a contribution and they

can therefore .sell it to any willing buyer? I think we're all

very familiar with the AOs and what bas gone on before as far .s

generating a contribution if it's not to be restric~ed and its

method of disposition, ana it would seem to fall more closely

into the category that other capital assets that committees have

fallen. For example, 1f they have a car they can certainly sell

it to a corporation if that corporation wants to buy it--Pord

dealer and whatever. The second issue that we have listed is the

value that would be placed on it. Are we going to use the

brochure value which is a committee established figure which was

used when they put this material up for collateral for loans. Or

is there to be a new value determined? A fair market value on

the date of ineligibility? And if so, then it would seem that

tbe decision on tbe first point might well affect what the value,

the fair market value and the date of ineligibility is. Third,

do we look at these prints one at a time as a capital asset so

that any individual print that is under $500 in value is a

capital asset or is not a capital asset, those over are? Or do

we look at them as a series? And, finally, on what date do we

freeze the inventory? Do we freeze the inventory on date of

ineligibility which is a common way that capital assets are dealt

with? Or because of the problems that we have had with

--,



w. use •

2 differen~ aa~e? For example, the date the Commission first

considered it in the matching funds situation I believe that was

the 12th of December, or the 18th of December, 1980. The date

5 that the Commission considered the AO possibly? Or even today's

S date? Oft~e tbese questions are decided, then we can go back and

7 take an approacb in coming up with a number. As it now stands,

8 we cannot give you a number for all tbe combinations and

9 pe~utations that are involved. We only have an inventory on

10 8/13. We don't bave an inventory for any otber date.
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BARRIS: 8/13/88.

STOLTZ: We have the brochure values, but if that varies from the

fair market value at aftY given.point, we don't have that. And,

of course, we can come up with a number using the brochure value

on the inventory in 8/13 for either considering them indivi~ually

or as a series. But beyond that we're not going to be able to

give you a hard number for any of the other combinat;ons.

MCGARRY: Thank you very much. So, Mr. General Counsel wbat

would your recommendation be as'to how we should proceed this

morning?
-:-" ...21' ' STEELE: Well, again, I'm not sure about wbat sequence you want

22 I, to make. The request from Commissioner Barris was that we sit

23 ~ down with the Auditors as we tried to do :0 at least, sketch out

24" as Joe has, the various questions. There are a lot of

25 permutations and combinations, and, so I think that it -is a

26 question of which ones you try and look at first. It seems to me
I

27~
28

29 11
,I

30 ij

,

that the question of, to take Joe's organization, the question of

permissible distribution. It seems to me that you have the
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STEELE (continuing): Connally AO in June of '80 saying 1n effect

that a sale of that would result in contribution so that any sale

of it would be a contribution. You have the discussion with

regard to the Kennedy's committees own request as to whether or

not they could dispose of it to contributors in which there was a

deadlock of course and tbere was no permission given to dispose

of it to contributors. The deadlock there being basic~lly 

excuse me -given ~o debtors, tbe deadlock there being basically

in my min~ the question of wbe~her, if you give it to debtors

that results in a contribution whether you follow the Connally AO

which was the draft put up or whether you don't follow the

Connally AO. In effect I think that the central question which

was what tried--as we saw it, as we tried to sketch in the August

2S memo and in our September 14 memo, is that you have this

question that I would style as the method of valuation. Whether

you, --how you have to value this for purposes of deciding what

~~eir assets are? I would say that one question is whether you

can say, as Joe and I think the Auditors are saying,. that you can

freeze the inventory as. of a particular date. It seems to me

that if you value things as of a particular date, and if you have

$5,000 worth of office furniture which y~u auction off and it

goes for $2,500 you don't say well you're stuck with the $5,000

value. You have to have adjustments. You constantly have tbose

kinds of adjustments, so I think one question is the question of

whether you can freeze it. In effect I think that the .mare

central question in my mind is really the method. As we have

said in our memoranda, it seems to us that you have to value

these as individual pieces. And I think there are several,

00328
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question. Pirst of all, it seems to us that by the very fact

that they are, and that goes back to the first question that we

talked about, tbey are under the Connally AO in my mind subject

to the contribution limitation if sola outside. Tbey cannot

therefore be sold as in bulk. Moreover if even without that it

seems. to me that you have a situation where you have individual

pieces of art, they were as we know from MDR 1195 whicb was the

question that the Commission.consiaered back in June of· 'SO also

at about the same time it was considering the Connally opinion.

In MaR 1195 you have raised the question of whether a bank loan

secured by the pledging of -I've forgotten the number of prints,

but they're basically as the correspondence in the letters back

and forth there show, you have 300 prints valued at $300

individual prints series set in the series. So it seems to me

that you have strong arguments, in my mind, that you need to

value them; that you neea to allow them for purposes' of valuation

to be seen as individual pieces of work - that to sa~ that I

think the alternates there are that you wou~d say, ·Well the

whole series is' of value or all artwork ever donated to the

Kennedy Committee under the individual services exemption as the

Committee construed .it, all must be valued as a single asset."

As I say that seems to me contrary to the way the materials are

generally dealt w~tb or the way they would be offered for sale if

they could be offered for sale: the way they were valued, and se

forth and so on. But, it seems that is the alternate there. In

effect I think that the other question is the value placed, and I

thin~ again that yeu have the question of hew you're going to
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S~LE (continuing): value that. First of all it seems to me

that you have to value it in mind, within mind tbe limitations

that you have placed on it which is one of the way we phrased one

of our recommenaation. That is to say their inability to sell it

on the open market for matters in excess of $1,000 seems to me to

place an outer limitation on the value. Accordingly, what we

have suggested. is that you value it, is that you ask them to

value it because effectively I think.what you're asking here for,

is to go back to the Kennedy Committee and say that you want a

valuation placed on this ana to tell them some guidelines about

it. That the brochure value on the other band, I think that one

of their problems or one of tbeir responses is likely to be,

·Well, we can't use it, -- you could not decide -- the

contribution'question came UPf so therefore that's an outer limit

on it, so we certainly can't value it higber than that and the

individual pieces are ranked in differing values. ft I suppose the

underlying problem here, I don't consider it a problem really,

but the underlying consideration that makes this all:quite

critical is the fact that the Regulation 9003.4 in terms of

defining what is a capital asset - capital asset being a term

tha~ I think only comes up 1n this context of Title 26 stuff

defines capital asset, as something in excess of $500. Below that

it's not; and you doq't have to include it as an asset: above

that it is considerea an asset. It seems to me there is a final

issue which Commissioner Barris alluded to yesterday which I

don't think the Commission has ever ruled on. I think however

that I don't see but one answer to it really, but there obviously

is a second answer: I think it would be very' hard to answer the
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happens if they are liqu~dated? They are lef~ with all of this

art. They are left with some debts; the debtors come in and the

people who have made the loan and force sale of the art, take the

art, etc. I~ seems to me very difficult in that situation to say

that tbere is a con~ribution. I think that's implicit in a sense

in the resolution of MaR 1195. Again, I wouldn't say tha~ the

Commission bad decided it there, but that in effect that if the

bank were to realize on that, that it would not be making a
.

contribution. !hey could make the loan that they could realize

on the asset pledged to it. I think it is also implicit, I think

in the discussion that we had with regard to the requested

Kennedy AO that the question there broke on whether if you settle

debts with it, if you went to debtors with it and the Commission

was divided in that, I donlt think the discussion really

encompassed it, but I think tha~ at least our feeling would'have

been that in the liquidation si;ua~ion which was another question

asked there and not answered since no AO issued that. you would

have a hard time saying that th.re was a contribution. It seems

to me that those are the questions. I think that's a slightly

different outline than the one Joe gave. It seems to me that, in

effect, the central question is this question of how they have to

value it? Can they value ·it, must they value ~t, will you

require them to value it as a series? Will you say that th~y can

25 value it as individual pieces? Subordina~e to tha~ I ~hink are

26

:: I
29 ~

30 I

all of the questions with regard to how tbe Commission has dealt

with that question in the earlier AOs or AORs. Secondly, after

that question of method I think there comes the question of time
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STEELE (continuing): and of, in effect, what value you placed on

it. So that, I ~hink, is the essentially the same sort of things

that Joe is saying are questions here that they need to have some

form of resolution'to. The other thing that you can do, and I

think in doing tbis, that you're going back to the Kennedy

Committee ana you're saying that tbey have place a valua~ion Oft

it. I tbink that you bave to tell them, to some ex~en~ what the

value bow you CU~ tbrough the valuation. ·It is impossible

however that you can ask them for alternates, particularly if you. .

were still thinking terms of dates that you can ask them for a

valuation of their inventory on different dates. That is, of

cou~se, if you go to the appraisal route which is one of the

things discussed as the Kennedy Committee has indicated in its

papers. If you and I think that the Commission when we discussed
.
·it last, really effectively decided not to do that; you are, of

course, increasing their debt because the costs of the appraisal

is fairly great as they have noted.

MCGARRY: Thank you. Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Just a point of information and this is based partially

on what we discussed yesterday. If you' consider these works of

art to be capital assets, and if as a result of 9034.5 you are

locked into a minimum value of $500, what would be tbe value as

of August 13, 1980, the date of ineligibility which would be the

date on that: what would be the value to be included here as a

capital asset? You mentioned a figure yesterday I tbink of

$930,OOO?

~: $928,000.
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- have you excluded from that computation any works of ar~ wbich

carry a value greater than $1,000?

LISI: Excluded from there?-
REICHE: Yes.

LISI: No.-
REICHE: Because my recollection in terms of the individual

values of these is a range from the low $200'8 to something in

$1,200, I think, and I'm wondering if the limitations - the

contribution - if tbis were deemed a contribution and therefore

on- an individual basis you bad to work witb a limitation of

$1,000, I'm wondering how that would affect the computation that

you came up with? In other words, really Ray, if you go from

$500 to $1,000 what would that figure be? And I'm sure you don't
.
have that one at the moment. The only easy way I suppose would

be isolate the ones over $1,000 and exclude their value •

~: We can't do tnat. There~s only one series o~ prints that

remain in the inventory that was in excess of $l,OOO.on August 13

and the total value of that at that time was $34,500.

REICHE: O.K. So that even if you exclude that, you stay within

$500. to $1,000 range you're talking $895,000 or something like

that.

PASCHEN: $96 to $93.

REICHE: Yeah, thank you Mr. Chairman.

MCGARRY: Well Joe what question specifically do you think ·we

should lead off with and we'll have a full and complete

discussion and vote it up or done and then we will recognize the

individual Commissioners and see if the General Counsel agrees

with you.
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STOLTZ: Well, tbe ~irst one that I have and yo~ know, the

Counsel seems to think that it's pretty mucb decided already. Is

the -- any restrictions that will be put on disposition. May it I

be sold outright to any interested buyer, or must it generate a

contribution? If it is everybody's opinion that that one is

settled, then we can go to tbe next.

MCGARRY: I'll just callan the General' Counsel to comment OD

that briefly if you would. Would tbat be an orderly way to

pro~eed Charlie?

S~LB: I think the Connally AO exclusively considered that

question and said that sale would be treated as a contribution.

There are, of course, other AOs in the ·area. I think the other

question there that was· raised by the Kennedy Committee itself

and throughout all of this, I think that the, you' know, one bas

to keep that Aoa in mind that the Kennedy Committee asked, in

effect, can we settle debts with these or will we be subject to

the contribution limits in the settlement of debts? And it was

on that issue that the Commission separated 3-3 with:the draft

saying, ·Yes you would be under ° the contrib~tion limits." It

seems to me that the net effect of those two is whatever the

Commission might consider later on, that the Commission has

fai=ly strongly taken the position that the sale of such of these

kinds of materials would be subject to the contribution limits.

I think that you would have difficulty if you took the opposite

position now, but as Joe says, it is a position. But if you were

to say E2! that they should have known, and, or can from n2! 2n

sell them without reqard to the contribution limits, I think that

would be somewhat of a change.
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$156,000?

can do, and we're not we are in a situation where there isn't

00335

will go to Mrs. Aikens.

HARRIS: I tend to think that the least unsatisfactory thing we

Mv..

.nc Iii gULil9 co Lecagrilie Mf. BifElY Sd tHiR w.

I agree with that's the position to take.STEELE:

pledged to any of th~ banks. So that, though I think that could

be part of what the Commission could decide, and I think that

that's the position the Commission to take, in any effect, I·

don't think that it is also a problem that we having facing us.

STOLTZ: I would suspect the outstanding balance on the loans

right now where the art was pledged, and correct me Ray is

understanding is, and the Auditors may know with more precision,

but is that only a portion of the art is pledged so that you

still have the problem with relation -- I mean you still have the

valuation problem.overa~l, but you also have a large amount the

art,· I think a large amount, 50 percent or more, that was never

anything that is totally satisfactory, agree to say tbat the

banks who lent money upon the security of this ar~work can

realize upon that security without its being a contribution by

them. That would be a very narrow ruling. It: bas the advantage

to ~s that it would not squa~ely conflict with any of oar prior

advisory opinions as we baven't dealt with this question of

realizing upon a security. It also would be in accord with

common sense, since obviously the banks have no interest in this

world in making a contribution to the Kennedy Campaign. Now,

whether that would dispose of the whole problem or whether the

problems would remain banging around, I don't know.
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LISI: That's correct.-
STOLTZ: So tbe majority of the loans where the artwork was

pledged have been paid off, and, theref~re, if the Committee

still has it, it is' no longer pledged. So we do believe that we

have a substan~ial boay of this artwork wbich is not involved in

any bank loans at the present time.

MCGARRY: Anything further on that Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: No.

MCGARRY: ·Mrs. Aikens.

AIKENS: Tbank you Mr. Chairman. Joe following up on that. Is

the artwork that was pledged valued over $500, most of it?

S'~OLTZ: Per piece? Some yes, some no.

AIKENS: So we have no idea what is still pledged?

STOLTZ: It's my understanding that what is pledged and what

loans specific loans make up the $156,000 is a little unclear.

AIKENS: They just reported totals.

STOLTZ: It's a balance.

AIKENS: They also didn't report which loans? They also did not

report any insurance on what they have left did they?

STOLTZ: They didn't report individual loans. Ray may have

noted, I don't know.

~: lim not sure on the ones that were left. As we stated,

they reported these loans as of June 30th, 1981, the last re~ort

that was filed. They disclosed $156,000 and they just stated

various loans at Chemical Bank. We don't know wbich loans those

are ana whether there is still artwork pledged as collateral.

There were insurance policies taken out on some of the artwork.
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inventory lis~ that tbey submitted to us brought up? That w••

the inventory as of August 13th •

&!!!: As of August 13th.

AIKENS: But there were several series that were used as

collateral tha~ were not Oft that lis~? Is tbat correct?

LISI: That's correct. There were ,or there was some artwork that-
we still have 1n question. ADa this is the matter that we

referred to the Counsel's Office.

AIKENS: Yeah. So we have ftO .idea of what: the value of that: is?

LISI: On some of them we do, based on the loan documents. They-
did state on there that there was value for itJ however, we don't

have anything in the Committee's records that indicated that that

value was the same value that Committee had put on it - the

artwork.

AIKENS: And the $928,000 does not include any of those pieces?

~: That does not include any of those in question.

AIKENS: Charlie let me ask you a procedural questio~ if I may.

We cannot overturn the Connally·Advisory Op~nion in a compliance

matter can we? Don't we have to either go to another advisory

opinion or to regulations? I don't see how we can sit here and

vote in opposition to our decision in the Connally opinion in a

closed compliance matter when you're changing policy.

STEELE: I would caution only tbat I Qon't consider this a closed

compliance matter, tbis is an auditJ but taking the two as

equivalent, which I don't, I say that just because I think-

AIKENS: Even as an audit.
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STEELE: Well, Io tbink tbat you have the problem. '!'bat you -if

you were to -- and think the worst of it is that you're stuck 1n

both senses. That if you were to, you could certainly liberalize

the AO and say well you could do certain things but if its seen

as a detriment, if you cbange the ~O and it is seen as a

6 detriment~ you're not going to be able to enforce tbat in my

7 mind. In other words, if you were to change an AO and say, well,

8 it seems to me you're left wi:h tbe artwork.
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TIERNAN: Mr. Chairman.

MCGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: I think that we're spending an awful lot of time on

things that are not relevant. What you're trying to find out in

this audit report is what the NOCO statement is; isn't that what

you're trying to determine?

STOLTZ: We need the value for on the NOCO statement.

TIERNAN: So what the banks do is really not a concern with

regards to the final audit report. You make a deter~ination on

the capital assets, whether it is a capital asset or: not, and

whether the restrictions are on-them. Make- those determinations,

find a NOCO statement, and let the banks do what they want. We

can't decide that. If the banks want to sue the ·Kennedy

Committee, and then-move on the collateral, that's a separate

issue. And if they.do it some other way, then we can file,

somebody can file a complaint on them. But here you're talKing

about getting out a final audit report. We're bogged down.

We've been over these appraised values about three times and I

"'J

27 think you make the decisi~n on the basis that you've got before

28 l~ you, a recommendation from the General Counsel's Office--take
:1

29 !i
ii

30 ~
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wan~s, and make our decision!

MCGARRY: Thank you Commissioner. Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: I don't see any reason in view of the fact, that when we

considered the use of these for debt se~tlement purposes and did

not reach a conclusion, we came ou~ witb a 3-3 90~e. I don't see

any reason wh~ we are limited in terms of deciding if tbe

Commission chose to do so, today, that tbey could be used for

debt set~lemen~ purposes. And I think now that we have a problem

graphically, before as, it is conceivable that tbere may be some

change of mind with respect to their use for that purpose. I

don't know if there is, but I think that the problem we have in

front of us illustrates that, and I also think that that Advisory

Opinion proposal that came before us would have required a

creditor to go to cour~ as you were just suggesting Commis~ioner

Tiernan, in order to perfect a claim before it would not be

considered a contribu~ion. I don't think it is fair to impose

that burden. And I would like to suggest that we reconsider our

position on that if we -- and not" spend a lot of time on it cause

just hear me out--we've done a lot of talking on it, I agree with

you, but I see no reason why that can't be considered right now.

MCGARRY: Mr. Tiernan.

TIERNAN: Mr. Chairman. In response to that, I would just point

out to "Commissioner Reiche that what you do here is going to be

looked at. And if, in fact, a presidential campaign can go into

a bank and pledge ar~work and the bank can make the loan, and

then at some later point just say ·we':e not going to do

anything, we'll just take that as collateral." That's making a
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2 the limits, and it is a probibited contribu~ion from a

3 corporation. So you ge~ into the si~ua~ion now, what I'm saying

4 is, why don't we decide right now, that if, in fact you're ~rying

5 to get a NOCO statement to say tbat these matters are capital

6 assets if they're in excess of $500 bu~ that we have placed

7 limits on them Oft the AOs I mean and decide tha1:. Make them--one

8 step a a time, because we have been over this thing. Bach

9 Commissioner goes back over it in a different aspect. Ana you're

10 taking in tbe question of whether or ftO~ ~e bank can accep~

11 these without any limits. And I don't think that you can aecide

that.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reicbe.

REICHE:
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MCGARRY: Mrs. Aikens.

'2 AIKENS: Mr. Chairman. I agree with Commissioner Tiernan that we

have talked this to de_th, and I was only trying to find a basis

for an evaluation because I think that we have to decide that,

and I think we have to decide it this morning in order to get to

the NOCO statement. But in order to get things moving, I would

make a motion that we approve,·determine that the sale or

18 exchange of artwork by the Committee results in a contribution by
",

1~ the purchaser and is subject tm all the prohibitions and

2a limitations of ~e Act.

tt: MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens moves that the Commission determine

22 ~.
23 1

24 I
I
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27 I
I

28 II

29

1

11

30

that the sale or e~change of each individual--

AIKENS: No, sir, I did not say that. The sale or exchange of

the artwork by the Committee results in a contribution.

MCGARRY: Of the artwork. Commissioner Aikens moves Maaam

Secretary that the Commission determine that the sale or exchange

of the artwork by the Committee results in a contribution by the

purchaser and is subject to all the prohibitions and limitations

003.f61
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MCGARRY (continuing): of the Act. Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: It doesn't seem to me as a general proposition, we've

already articulated that. That doesn't seem to me that

rearticulating that general proposition gets us any closer to

solving this particular problem.

MCGARRY: Any furtber discussion? If tbere is no further

discussion, the vote will occur on Aikens' motion. All in favor

say Aye. (Am). All opposed? (NO).

BARRIS: I will abstain for tbe reasons stated.

MCGARRY: It appears to the Chair that the vote fails to carry by

a vote of 3 to , Mr. Reiche you voted against it? And Mr.

Barris abstained, Madam Secretary, and Commissioner Aikens,

T'iernan and Thomson voted for and Commissioner McGarry voted

against. So the vote Madam Secretary is three for, two against

and Commissioner Barris abstained.

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: I'll try to handle one "little piece of it. I will move

that the Kennedy Committee be advised that they may ~ermit the

banks to loan money on the basis of the art~ork as security to

realize upon the security without its constituting a contribution

by the banks.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Just a question o'f the auditors if I may. What is .the

current value of outstanding bank loans?

STOLTZ: $156,000.

REICHE: In other words, it is just that one? That's all you are

talking about.

STOL~Z: It's a fraction of it.
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2 TIERNAN: It is not necessary ~hough for us to do that.

3 AIKENS: Yes, I mean, could somebody explain we need to do this?

4 TIERNAN: Why do we have to do tha~?

5 HARRIS: Because they bave asked us and we declined to ~ell them.

6 TIERNAN: Yeah. But you shouldn't do it, not if we declined ~o

7 do it in an A4visory Opinion Reques~, why should we do 'it in an

8 audit report?

9' HARRIS: Because we want to wind up the Audit.

10 TIERNAN: But tbat isn't necessary to wind up the audit tbough.

l'
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HARRIS: It appears to me that it is. It won't wind it up, but

it will cover one piece of it. There are still other questions

about the ar~work that will remain.

THOMSON: Mr. Chairman.

MCGARRY: Yes. Governor Thomson.

THOMSON: Bow does that motion differ from tbe policy already

articulatea, as you say?

BARRIS: We have not ever permitted this. And this would be

limited to permitting the creditor who lent money upon this

artwork as security to realize upon the security. We have never

permitted that. In Connally we told them, generally, that they

could not dispose of the artwork to satisfy creditors.

TI~RNAN: I would be-tempted to go along with the motion,

Commissioner Barris. I think that what we would be doing would

oe making an exception to what we've required as a standard, is

that the lender deal in a commercially reasonable way, and we've

27 always used that as a standard. Now you're adding something that

28

29 ~I

30 ~

a lender--if, in fact, the lender does not get repaid, he without
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TIERNAN (continuing): benefit of taking the ordinary commercial

way of going into court and moving on the collateral, can enter

into agreement with the campaign, and take the collateral and ._~\

just sell it at a private auction without the restrictions that

you·re going to say that are imposed if they sell it to

individuals. And I think that's an exception that I am not---

BARRIS: Well, you would permit it if they sell it through a

court proceeding?

TIERNAN: I think that tbat ~ould then -- then they would be

proceeding as any vendor to a campaign. In oCher woras, you are

not making any exceptions. And that's the way we've allowed it

in the past, because.otherwise, you get into this situation where

you get a friendly relationship. And I am not saying that's the

case here: but I think tnat you open up the door.·

HARRIS: Well, No, I don't think we've said in the past, I don't

think that we ruled out in one way or another even though a court

proceeding.

TIERNAN: Well we've allowed -- no -- we've allowed creditors

Oh --' all right as to the excessive -- O.K •., the artwork, I don't

think we've ever nad that, but I am sure there are court cases

where someone moved on office equipment, and they were sold in

the debt settlement situations.

HARRIS: We had a si~ilar "request for an Advisory Opinion from

Michigan awhile back, I think growing out of Senator GriffiR's

Campaign where the Treasurer was about to be subjected. to a court
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judqment for creditors in excess of the contribution limits.

they withdrew ~~at and so we never answered it.

But
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where tbere was ac~ually a civil judgment involved.

MCGARRY: The Barris motion, Madam Secretary, is that the

Commission advise the Committee that the banks may realize upon

the security of the artwork without a contribution resul~iftg from

the bank. Is there any further discussion? Governor Thomson.

THOMSON: WOuld that discriminate against another form.of

creditor who didn't have any artwork. pledged?

MCGARRY: .Sure, it gives them preference.

HARRIS: Yes.

MCGARRY: The author Mr. Barris, Madam Secretary, replies in the

affirmative. Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: But, the discrimination is merely to try and achieve

consistency with the Connally AO. And were it not for that we

might move in a different direction, but the effort, check me Mr.

Harris, but that's the reason for it. Otherwise we wouldn't be

cons~stent with tbe Connally AO with which I disagreed as you may

know, Governor Thomson, but the Commission took a differen~ view.

TIERNAN: O.K. So now, what you do if Mr. Connally, instead of

offering to sell the artwork to corporations, he goes to the

banks and says, -Look, I'm going to pledge all this artwork to

you. You give me the loans and when it's allover, we can't pay

you back, you just 99 out and sell them to the corporations. n

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris.

BARRIS: The trouble is it has already happened except. for the

sale I mean they didn't pledge, we did not ac~ on a complaint

about it. Going back to Governor Thomson's question, perhaps it

isn't correct to say that we would be discriminating because a
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BARRIS (continuing): lender who g.~s security at the time of tbe

loan is always in a better position then an unsecured lender.

MCGARRY: Thank you Commissioner. Any ,further discussion? There

being none the vote will occur on the Barris motion. All in

favor say Aye (AYE), All opposed (NO). It appears to the Chair

that the vo~e fails to carry by a vote of 3 to 2, with

Commissioners. Barris and Reiche voting for, Commissioners

Tiernan, Thomson, and Aikens voting ~9ainst and Commissioner

McGarry abstaining.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens.

AIKENS: Mr. Chairman, I'll throw in one more, and I am not

really in favor of it, but I'm moving it just to get it moving.

I am in favor of valuing the artwork in series, but that argument

was apparen~ly made yesteraay, and agreed to both by the General

Counsel ana the Audit Division that it should not be valued that

way, it should be valued individuallY1 so I will move that we

determine that all individual pieces of artwork valued in excess

of $500 are a capital asset and reduce the Committee's net

outstanding campaign obligations.

MCGARRY: Commissioner Aikens moves that the Commission determine

that all individual pieces of artwork valued in excess of $SOO

are capital assets and reduces the Committee's net outstanding

campaign obligations. Commissioner Tiernan.

HARRIS: I am correct to say is or are?

AIKENS: Well this says wis,· bu~ that does not seem r~ght to me

either, I said ware.ft It did not sound right•.

TIERNAN: Joan your motion did not include ·subject to all

prohibitions and limitations of the Act.-
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TIERNAN: So that if we vote for the motion, we would .ay even an

indiviaual piece of ar~ that was appraised at $1,500 would be·

included by the auditors at a value of $l,SOO?

AIKENS: For purposes of the NOCO statement.

TIERNAN: Well, I think that you got just in a discussion wi~

y~u on it. I.could support your motion, but I would have to

bave--I think the Committee would bave trouble if we're going to

require them to dispose of these as capital asse~s--as individual

pieces to a contributor. Yoa migh~ get in a situation, as ~o.

sU9gested some ~ime ago, where a couple could go in and buy a

$1,500 piece of work. But that agai~ is a, you know, a

restriction on the potential buyers even if you put it up for

auction. You are not always going to get husband ana wife

agreeing on a piece of art for $1,000 apiece. I think if your
.

motion included 8the limitations and prohibitions of the Ac~,·

then I think you got a motion that can carry.

AIKENS: Well, I think that does. We have not overturned the

Connally AO, and I think the Connally AO does prevail. So

therefore, it does include the restrictions.

~IERNAN: Why could you would you accept an amendment to include

that in your motion, if that's what you say? You know, I mean,

it says "SUbject to all the prohibitions and limitations of the

Act." If you say the Connally AO applies, that language would

only re-enforce it, wouldn't it?

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris. I would suggest that Commissioner Aikens'

motion would cover only point 3, that that would at least get us

part way down the road. It would not say how· the artwork was to
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MCGARRY (con~inuing): be valued. Tbe ques~ion would remain in

ques~ion 2, whether tbe artwork is to be affectd by any

restrictions on its disposition or wbether it would go along wi~h

the appraisal put on the artwork by the Kennedy people when they

were trying to borrow money. But it seems to me that is a

separate question and we would be more likely to get a resola~ion

if we take it one piece at a time.

TIERNAN: I move- tbe previous questlon.

MCGARR!': Yes. Thank you Commissioner. If 1:bere 1s no further

discusslon, tbe vote will occur on tbat motion. All in favor?

Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: On what motion at this point?

AIKENS: That all individual pieces

TIERNAN: That it's not debatable.

MCGARRY: As stated by Commissioner Aikens back in its original

form. All in favor say Aye (AYE). All opposed? It appears to

the Chair the motion carries by a vote of 6-0. Good job! ~hank

you Commissioner Aikens.

AIKENS: Now we still must resolve the issue of what valuation we

place and whether we place it or ask the Committee to place it •

Since the Committee bas already given us a valuation on the

majority of the work, can we not accept that as the valuation of

each individual piec~?

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris, you have a comment?

BARRIS: Well, I was going to ask a question along that line.

What do we know about the valuation put on it by the Committee?

When was it put on, in what form r for what purpose and does it

cover all the artwork?

003.fi8
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BARRIS: Tha~ would assume- a resale not subject to any of the

restrictions of the Act?

valuation tha~ was con~ained in that fuftdraising brochure and it

matches the one on the inventory tht we go~ as of 8/13. It was

GENTNER: It provides fair market value of two series of prints

and a regUlar edition and a deluxe edition. The regular edition

going first at a fair market value of $750 per print, the deluxe

$1,500 per print. This is the Andy Warhol glitter of Edward

We have a

MCGARRY: Mr. Steele.

STEELE: We have, with regard again to MaR 1195, Marsha bas the

letter that was submitted to the bank by the .appraisers whicb -

Marsha why don't yo~.

MCGARRY: Marsha Gentner.

STOLTZ: True. That's tbe entire series was in the hands of
collectors or i~terested individuals then if they went to resell

it the appraised value according to the Treasurer is what he

might expect to get for it.

BARRIS: Well what did they represent to the bank about the

appraisal? Do we know, we do have the text of the ~epresentation

sent to the banks?

put on there and used as part of that fundraising.

stat,ment from the Treasurer that suggests that that the

valuation is no~ reflec~ive of fair market value. But that

instead it is. the appraiser's estimate of wbat that gi~eft piece

would be worth once the entire serie~ bas "been sola and what tbe

resale would bring the individual who firs~ cam. into possession

of it.
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GENTNER (continuing): Kennedy. Ana this was--tbis obviously did

no~ take in~o cons1aera~ion the restrictions, the contribution

limita~ions.

STOLTZ: That does 'match the inventory in the brochure.

BARRIS: Well tbe only inventory figure I've got is $750 on a

Warhol. It doesn't say anything about the

GEN'l'NER: The .aeluxe bas the-

BARRIS: Ob, there is one involved-.

STEELZ: Those of course again brings us back to tbe question of

~he limi~a~ions. The le~ter bere is d.~ed Pebruary 6, 1980, and

the funaraising brochures is pre-June 'SO.

BARRIS': Is what?

STEELE: Before the Connally Ao. Before June 'SO I'm not sure

that that makes any difference, but it is the Connally AO tha~

articulates clearly what the Commission took to be its

understanaing of the law on that issue.

BARRIS: Well, hadn't we even before the Connally AO taken the

position that the purchase of any of these art objects was a

contribution?

STEELE: I think, yes you had. The only caveat on that, tbat I

would put was that you had said that in our earlier AOs you said

that liquidation of tables ana chairs could be done. A very

different issue in my mind, so I think that the Conn~lly AO is

consistent with what you have said before.

BARRIS: Well, the fair market value would be affected .by quite a

number of our restrictions. The stuff couldn't be bought by a

corporation or a union, except possibly out of their PAC fund.

~hat nobody, no individual could ~ay more than $1,000. That in
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con~ributed into the campaigft, if it would put tbe. over their

ceiling that would not be permissible. I don't know bow in tbe

worla we would ever be able to take those to arrive at a value

taking into account those restrictions. I mean, point two in

your recommendations were that you could do tbat. But bow in tbe

world would Y9U do it?

S'l'DLE: Well again it seems to me that as a proposition, 'the

simplest example in mr mind is that it seems very difficult to

value the. beyona wbat somebody, beyond the contribution ltmit in

effect. I'm not sure, I don't know how you would do it in that

sense, I think tbat goes to the question of wbether you decide

that you're going to value the art or whether you say to the

Committee, we want a valuation of the art and the justification

of it. It seems to me that in effect you would therefore look

for a justification for any deviation from the value listed in

the brocbures. And if they've listed it for fundraising purposes

as having a particUlar value, and later indicate that it does

not, it seems to me that they have to show a reasonable basis for

that. It does not say and again, I think that the ques~ion comes

in mind as to whether what you ao is to 'value every capital asset

that a committee has. I think what you've said to them is that

they have value those capital assets. This raises a whole series

of problems that were not thought when we did that, but basically

your underlying regulation puts upon the committees tbe

responsibility to make a valuation and then the auditors in

reviewing those records see if there is something that you can

say that's not a correct valuation, but the lnitial

responsibility is on the committee.
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you~I was getting back to Commissioner Reiche, are you

sugqesting that you're eliminating those over $1,000 or are you

AIKENS: They.excludea three million of it-

MCGARRY: Mr. Josefiak.

JOSEPIAK': I was just going to make a comment. Getting back to

what Commissioner Aikens is saying, if you got some tha~ are

listed at $700 and some at $900 and then some at $1,200, are
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JOSErIAK (continuing): going to treat them as a $1,000 value?

TIERNAN: It goes up to $1,000.

REICHE: No. No. I'a eliminate them.

JOSEFIAK: That's what I tbought. Don't you think it 1s more

fair at this point to take their appraisal and say this is $750,

this is $1,200 ana put that into the NOCO statement as $928,000

worth of assets ana let them come back in 30 days ana say, no the

value is less than that based on ~i8 evaluation? Let the. make

make that·aecision.

TIERNAN: I think that's one way you can go.

REICHE: Tom, you may be right on the ones that are over $1,000,

limited to $1,000. !hat's all ri9ht~ that doesn't bother me.

MCGARRY: Mr. Barris and then I'll go to Mr. Tiernan.

HARRIS: According to their inventory, the only thing'that is

over $1,000 is the 23 Warhol items total value of $34,500.

They're $1,500, a couple could buy them, but if you're going to

buy this stuff ana hang it you've better be sure your wife

agrees.

REICHE: I would decline to comment on the grounds, well, never

mind.

BARRIS: I will move that we compute their NOeO statement on the

basis of the value they pu~ on the artwork themselves. After all

they represented to the banks that these were valuable modern art

objects with a general market,.and they aid not suggest that they

were going to be bought only by people who wanted to make a

contribution to the Kennedy. ~hey were representing these items

had ~his commercial value. Why don't we go with that value?

MCGARRY: Commissioner Barris moves that the Commission compute

'\
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value of tbe artwork as the Kennedy Committee computed it. Mr.

Tiernan did you have a?
..

TIERNAN: Well, I will support the Barris motion, because I think

the Kennedy Committee has some problems where they obtained these

loans as collateral at the fair marke~ value of sucb and sucb,

but if we dia.take into accounts on the basis of tha~ and I

misunderstood wbat you were inquiring, and I think Charlie

misunderstood your inquiry Prank--tbat if you--say--you took into

account some of tbe restrictions that the Act put on the sale of

these, we're treating them as contributions --there is the

restriction on them. We took that into account by reducing the

appraised value of those--only those what 23 pieces of ar~ by

what, $500?

EARRIS: $34,500.

TIERNAN: $34,500. And you don't give them you know, -- I think

they're going to come back and say that to us anyway in the 30

days. If you want to do it that way, and I think that is what

Tom's point was, and I'm willing 'to go along that way. But I

think if they don't come back, and then they go into court, I

think General Counsel's Office would be 'in a better position that

the Commissioners knew that there would' be some restrictions on

t~em disposing of these assets as capital assets, and they did

take that into account by redu~ing the appraised value of $1,500

on those items down to a $1,000. I think we would be

misconstruing tne posi~ionJ otherwise you're gambling whether the

Kennedy Committee is going back to come within 30 days and make

that argument to us. And we would accept it then, I think. But

29 I'
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TIERNAN (continuing): maybe we wouldn't accept it. I am not

prejuaging it, but I just think from a legal standpoint, Charlie,

you might want to comment on it, I just think that you'd be in a

stronger position going in and saying the Commissioners had that

in mind, ana they knew that the Committee might have some trouble

disposing of these items in sale, even though you migbt get a

couple that would bid -- that would pay $1,500 -- but that's a

limited field.

MCGARRY: -Mr. Steele.

STEELE: 'l'bat was, - I aid - I had misunaerstood wbat

Commissioner Reicbe bad said ana I had assumed that what you

would say and I think that what you would have there if you

limited the value to the $1,000 is you would have a way of saying

to the court, look the Commission did take into the fact that

there were restrictions, i.e. the $1,000 restriction, if they

then argue well other things, such as I was suggesting in the

colloquy with Commissioner Reiche that we worry about that later,

but limiting it to the $1,000 value. The only tbin~ I would

point is that I think that off tnat listing there is not only the

$1,500 Warhol there is the $1,200 Rauschenberg, but it is a very

small amount.

REICHE: But there were none of them.

STEEL!: Oh , then there are none. O.K. so then I think you then

by a relatively small concession in monetary terms bave

established -- allow you to establisb tbe principle that, yes the

Commission aid take into account because they said that wouldn't

value at anything over a $1,000.

MCGARRY: Joe Stoltz has a comment on that and I'll go to Mr.

Reiche.
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. $11,500. It would be a reduction from $928,000 to $911,500.

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche •

REICHE: I just want to point out that by far the greater' way in

which we would be taking these restrictions into account i. by

excluding as a result of the definition of capital asset anything

up to $500. -- Check me on it Ray, -- but that's a significant

MCGARRY: Two thirds.

REICHE: Yes. '!wo thirds, so that --- we're doing 11: DOW --- at
8

random -- we're doing it because our regulations in a sefts.
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require it.

TIERNAN: Right, right, that would be the Kennedy's position that

that all the Committee were able to do that. You know we are not

giving them anything special.

REICHE: Oh no, but that we were aware of it though is all I'm

trying to ensure.

TIERNAN: Well I don't know whether Commissioner Barris is

amenable to accepting that as an amendment. If he isn't, then we

just have a question on his motion. But I think.

BARRIS: You can offer it as an amendment.

TIERNAN: Yeab, bu~ I don't want to offer it. Yeah I'm not going

to 10ee.

HARRIS: I'll just ask for a vote on my motion.

MCGARRY: If there's no further discussion, the vote will occur

Oft the Sarris motion. All in favor say Aye (AYE), All opposed?

It appears to tbe Chair vote is 6-0.

MCGARRY: Where are we now Ray?

-00359



MCGA.qRY: You want to offer that Commissioner?

current situation.

STOLTZ: 8/13/80.

Joe Stoltz.

MCGARRY: Thank you Joe. Any comments? Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: I think it has be the aate of ineligibility which would

be August 13th, and the regulatory definition on the capital

asset refers specifically to the date of ineligibility, so I

think we have to go with that?

TIERNAN: Which date is that? What's that date?

.
understanding that- right around Christmastime a substantial

number of the remaining prints were given out to campaign workers

and such, so that listing that we have there now may be fairly

accurate for 8/13, but it is most likely not accurate for the

MCGARRY:

STOLTZ: We have one more to consider and that was the' question

on what date do we freeze the inventory I don't mean value wise,

I mean the count? We bave a list tbere at 8/13, we can't be

certain tbat is exactly accurate there are some discrepancies

that need to be worked out yet. But there are other dates that

we could consider an inventory ranging from that date to today

day or the AO date. And the number of prints on hand on anyone

of those dates is going to vary, particularly in that it's our

on tbe capital asset of tbe artwork and also that the value is

the appraised value is my understandin9J and I think -

STEELE: I think that settles that.

STOLTZ: We have one more.

LISI: I think we settled two of the issues, as far as the value----
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determining how much of an inventory they had of this artwork

would be the aate of ineligibility and the 8/13/1980.

MCGARRY: ~he Commissioner Reicbe moves that for the purposes of

determining the extent of the Kennedy Committee inventory

relating to the artwork that we accept the date of August 13,

1980. Any fu~ther discussions? If none, the vote will occur on

~bat motion or •. All in favor say Ale (AYE), All opposed? It

appears to the Chair the vote is 6-0. '!hat would seem to -- Joe

Stoltz.

STOLTZ: Ofte other comment. As a result, we would have the

$916,500 figure at least to start with. The last NOCO statement

that we had.

TIERNAN: No, ftO, no that was not reduced.

STOLTZ: No, not reduced.

AIKENS: $928,000.

STOLTZ: Then we have $928,000. The last NOCO statement we had

from tbe campaign was as of 3/16/81, now that's not·an audited

figure it came in on the matching fund submission. It shows

total outstanding debts of $674,000. If to that statement an .

asset of $928,000 gets added, we are most likely going to be in a

situation where we w~ll be seeking to recover matching fund

payments that have ~een made after the date of ineligibility,

some portion of ~t.

MCGARRY: Mr •.Tiernan.

~IERNAN: Mr. Chairman, I will make a motion that we on the

29'
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TIERNAN (continuing): appraised value, but that we would reduce

the amount, tbe value of the capital assets on those two items

apparently where they appraised them at $1,500, we reduce it a

$1,000, and the other series where tbey--

STEELE: Not rele9an~. Because there are none.

TIERNAN: ~hey are all disposed of? O.K., i~'s not relevant.

Then just tbo,e that were on their appraisal sheet which indicate

a value of $1,500 each. We would reduce that value to $1,000.

MCGARRY: -Commissioner Tiernan moves as a followup to the Barris

motion that wherein on the Kennedy Committee inventory there

appears a value of $1,500 that we reduce that to $1,000,

Commissioner?

TIERNAN: Yes •

MCGARRY: If there is no further discussion the vote will occur

on that motion. All in favor say Aye (AYE) All opposed? (NO).

The Chair is in doubt. Will all in favor please indicate by

raising their right hand. And all opposed? It appears to tbe

Chair"that the vote carries by a vote 4 to 2 with Commissioners-

TIERNAN: No. 3 to 2 it failed.

MCGARRY: 3 to 2, I'm sorry.

TIERNAN: Oh, 2 to 3.

MCGARRY: All in favor indicate by please raising their right

hand and all opposed1 It appears to the Cbair that the vote

carries by a vote 4 to 2.

TIERNAN: No, the motion loses by 2 to 4.

MCGARRY: Loses, I'm sorry. It fails to carry by a vote of 4 to

2, with Commissioners Tiernan and Thomson voting for, Barris,

Reiche, Aikens, and McGarry voting against.

O~362



wanted to raise the question.

the audit report. Would it be satisfac~ory then to circulate it

tally vote prior to pUblic release?

MCGARRY: Mr. Reiche.

REICHE: Well I have a question af~er this.

MCGARRY: All rigb~, nothing witb reference to tba~. I see no

problem with ~at. -- Mr. General Counsel-seems to be the seftse

of the Commission. Without objec~iQn that will be so ordered.

And thank. you very much. Ray, you'll just -- go abead Mr.
Reicbe.
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MCGARRY: There's nothing further?

L!SI: There is nothing further, no.-
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STOLTZ: We will circulate the revised document for a tally vote.2 ~.
3 ~.~

t, ,------------------------------------~

4 * * * * * ENDOFTMNSCRIPT * * * * *

Signed:

I, Marjorie W. &mens, secretary of the Federal Election
CCItInissiat, certify that the foregoing 368 paqe transcript is
a true and accurate record of the CCItInission' s discussions of
matters pertaining to the Kennedy for President camdttee Final
A1I:1it Report on the dates of August 25 and 26 and sep1:Elnber 15
and 16, 1981, with the exception of those deletions noted in the
index appended to the transcript.
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